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PR OCEE Dm
For audio purists, the birth of high-end multi channel
occurred when the Proceed PAV was introduced in
1993. Shortly thereafter, dual and triple monaural
amplifiers from Proceed helped music lovers assemble
multi channel systems which could play music and
movies equally well. Building on this legacy of
successful multi- purpose components, Madrigal is
pleased to announce the new Proceed AVP audio/video
control preamplifier, and matching AMP 5, five channel
power amplifier.

As standane the AVP will decode any !Fermat you want. Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS and Stereo Surround modes all
come as standard. Any future surround modes and new features
are easily added to the AVP's softwase platform via the internet.
The AVP 'shardware is designed to handle future digital recordings
including 24bit/96IHz. A full compliment of inputs and outputs
will enable you to configure your system however you want,
connect analog and digital audio sources of all types. Eight video
inputs (including fcur S-Video) are haixlled with broadcast quality
Video Switching, sc you wont lose picture quality, even with the
futuse of Digital Television.
The AMPS wields an arsenal of compeiitive advantages designed
to make i: the worlds best multi channel amplifiet-Independent
power supplies for each channel ensure the AMPS delivers
efforless, dynamic sound quality from all channels. The AMP5
packs five powerful channels into asinee chassis to cffer more
ampifier in less space than ever before.
Designed ic last, bitilt to perform. Proceed by Madrigal.

For further information on Proceed products please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, BuckinghamsF ire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email prensier@lath.co.uk
'
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The Hi-- Fi Show
This issue was due
to reach The
bookstalls just two
weeks before the
opening of the HiFi
Show (open to the
public l9-20
September), so we've
included a round-up
of last-minute news
[page 1,7] — and
there is another
chance for those who
missed September's
free tkket offer!

EMAIL
You cti
contacs us via
e-ma3
HI-FINEWS
ihm.co.uk

groove, whereas with CD the quality
fall the people who will buy
a DVD player this autumn,
is limited by the 44.11(Hz/16-bit data.
how many will really care
Yet the assumption begins to crumble
about its sound quality? One in five?
a bit when we know from recent
One in ten? A minority they may be,
experience that CD players are still
but those sonically-aware purchasers
getting better. Even if the current
are also by definition likely to be
generation of DVD players has proved
readers of the hi-fi press, and so it is
a red herring in this respect ( and
quite possible that they will be
acknowledging that higher sample expecting their new DVD players to
rates and more bits must be Good
make their old CDs sound better than
Things), advancing technology will
their old CD player did, as well as
continue to improve the sound we can
getting the benefit of the new ' 24/96'
get from conventional CD.
music DVDs. For this issue, we
Some evidence of this comes from
planned agroup test of six current
dCS, with a demonstration of what
DVD players to establish how well
happens when you upsample CD data
they manage to do this. Paul Miller's
to 961cHz using aprofessional sample
results [pp35-45] were not what we
rate converter (which dCS happens to
had expected...
make), then decode to audio through
After the main panel sessions for
a 96kHz DAC (which dCS also
this review, Ivisited Paul to listen to
happens to have lying around). Of
one of the DVD players against a course, the sample rate converter is
budget CD player for myself.
not adding any more information, but
Although Paul had matched the
there is an audible improvement. On
output level of the DVD and CD
dCS's own material, there was an
players to within amillivolt, one player
improvement in spatial information
sounded much quieter than the other.
and the general ' ease' of the sound.
Both units had aruler-flat measured
Trying amiscellaneous bunch of other
frequency responses and excellent
CDs, we found that there was often
channel separation figures, but the
aworthwhile improvement, although
'quieter' one also had adull treble and
the effect was unpredictable.
poorer stereo imaging — the sound
Although the upsampling process
may have helped to smooth out the
stage squeezed up into athin strip of
space stretching between the speakers,
replay characteristics, the overall sound
vague in positioning yet small in scale,
is still, obviously, dependent on the
with little depth; and its bass was
quality of encoding at the recording
detached and indefinite-sounding. I stage. Even dCS declines to offer a
could sum it up as almost a ' midicut-and-dried explanation of this
system sound': bland and even
effect: the hypothesis is that D/A
conversion from a higher sample
inoffensive at first, but ultimately tiring
to the ear and brain and, like so many
frequency allows ultrasonic spuriae
resulting from the digitaltoanalogue
midisystems, insidiously discouraging
conversion process to be shifted
you from actually listening to music.
You will gather which player was
further away from the audio band,
which when you read PM's review!
and have aless disturbing effect.
In amore casual listening situation,
To experience all this, of course,
without the level-matching ( which
you need aseparate 961cHz DAC, but
there is the hope ( although with
only takes aCD with test tones and
opposition
expected
from
the
avoltmeter) it would be natural to
assume that the ' quieter' unit actually
copyright owners who don't really
want highrate data accessible to the
did have alower output, and to turn
it up until it matched the other
consumer) that more of these will
subjectively. The comparison then
become available. But in the
would be extremely misleading.
meantime, it seems that dCS is now
This all ought to tell us something
shipping steady quantities of its 972
about the whole business of listening
sample rate converter (at about £3000
to digital audio. It's not that the sound
atime) for sale to well-heeled Japanese
audiophiles who have already spent
can in some mystical way defy
£8000 on a dCS Elgar. They can
measurement; it's just that you have
to measure the right things. Paul
probably afford a separate DVD
player, just for movies.
Miller's unique development of jitter
analysis is acase in point. CD player
makers are now achieving jitter levels
NEXT MONTH: AFREE UNN CD!
Free with the November issue will be
-so low as to be arguably negligible,
a superb full-length CD exclusively
but as he points out, this is far from
compiled for HFNIRR readers and
the case with current DVD players!
featuring the best of Linn Records'
It has often been said that with
analogue LP, you can go on and on
superb roster of classical and jazz
artists. For more details of next
improving the playback system and
extracting more and more from the
month's issue, turn to page 153. +
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66 Musical Fidelity's

C15)

X-Ray CD player. Is it a vision
of the fleure or is it real?

53 Myryair(rr
npilialliiiiiimai"."
,.imbo the T20 and T40
,crutinised

30 '
digital'
cassette deck
from Pioneer.
How good is it?

46 the
legend
returns: the
new 501
turntable by
Garrard

equipment

WORLD

FIRST

23 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS
short reviews: Denon DCD835 CD player; Musical
Fidelity A1001 vs Krell KAV300i; Linn Kan; Myryad
MT100; AudioPrism IsoBearings

30

CR DEVELOPMENTS
ARTEMIS AMPLIFIER

30 Artemis: a closer
look at CR Developments'
flagship valve amplifier

59

those Russian 33C tubes again:
CR Developments' flagship
Artemis monoblock power amp
Martin Colloms

35

SIX DVD PLAYERS
how do they really sound?
Denon DVD-3000, Kenwood
DVF-5010, Panasonic DVD
A-350, Pioneer DV-505, Sony
DVP-S715, Toshiba SD- 3107B
Paul Miller

46

GARRARD 501
TURNTABLE
one of Bri:ish hi-fi's great
names revived with a new ' high
end' idlerdrive deck
Ken Kessler

50

66

MUSICAL FIDELITY
X-RAY CD PLAYER
a stylish player which uses the
Burr Brown ' 24-bit' DAC chip
Ken Kessler and Paul Miller

71

TRANSFIGURATION
SPIRIT AND ESPIRIT
along with the updated Spirit
movingcoil cartridge comes a
new high- output Espirit version
James M Hughes

PIONEER CT- 5670D
'DIGITAL' CASSETTE
this deck does everything
digitally, but still records
on to analogue tape!
Alvin Gold

53

FIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
affordable (£350-£450)
floorstanders on test: Acoustic
Energy AE- 209, Chario Syntar
100T, KEF Q35, Mission 773,
Wharfedale Emerald EM95
Alvin Gold

17 HI-FI SHOW UPDATE
last-minute news on what's in
store at The HiFi Show,
19-20 September — plus
another chance to get in free!

21 WIN £ 000 OF
CELESTION SPEAKERS
win Celestion C- Series speakers
in this month's competition

73 CHESKY CD OFFER
pick up a Chesky Records
'24/96' CD sampler for 99p

77 WEB OF INTRIGUE
electrical fun on the intemet
Stuart Perry

80 BUILD THE DB58
LOUDSPEAKER
35 six DVD
players on test

MYRYAD
T20 CD PLAYER/
T40 AMPLIFIER
two new models from
Myryad's more
affordable T-series
Andrew Harrison

features

80 build the
DBS8 speaker

an economical, quality compact
speaker design for kit builders
Dave Berriman

cord
eview

21 WIN over
,(3000 worth
of Celestion
udspealeers-

92 REVIEWS INDEX
71 Transfiguration's
Spirit, now in low- and
high-output versions

85 RECORD OF THE
MONTH
Mitsuko Uchida plays Sc.hubert's last Sonata
on Philips

86 CLASSICAL
REVIEWS
this month's reviews
range from Adams's
Gnarly Buttons to
Zemlinsky's Die
Seejungfrau.
Ashkenazy moves to
Ondine for a
39 affordable floorstateden

Blacher

from Acoustic Energy,

lab
17 Th.' HiFi Show:

Chario, KEF, Mission and
Wharfedak

afinal look at some of the
73 a taste of '96124':

star attractions at this

get Chesky Records'

year's learn event!

sampler CD for 99p

and Mahkes
original Kagende
Lied is premiered
on Erato

regulars

110 JAZZ
new recordings and

3 COMMENT

120 ACCESSORIES CLUB

in search of better CD sound?
Steve Harris

7 VIEWS

reader offers: this month's
special is NAD's phono stage

121 CD SERVICE

readers' letters

save time and money when you
order Compact Discs by mail

11 NEWS
products, innovations, events

19 TECHNOLOGY
more on the problems of
music recording with aPC
Barry Fox

123 REVIEWERE RECOMMEND
components our reviewers
recommend, and the ones they
use themselves!

129 BACK ISSUES
missing any issues/reviews?
Here's how to fill the gaps

79 HEADROOM
from Final of Japan: the Music
5pre- and Music 6 power
amplifier, both battery powered!
Ken Kessler

87 BLACK BOX
the 30th ' Black Box': time to
look back and look ahead...
Ben Duncan

131 SUBSCRIPTIONS
subscribe now and save money!

132 SPECIALIST GUIDE
county-by-county guide to
specialist hi-fi retailers

135 READER SALES & WANTS
find the best hi-fi bargains here

89 SIDELINES
the attraction of transcriptions
John Crabbe

91 RADIO

153 NEXT MONTH
what's in the next issue

154 FINALE

end of an era at Radio 3:
farewell to Nicholas Kenyon!
John Nelson

tribute to afriendly Face: the
late lamented Ronnie Lane
Ken Kessler

CONTRIBUTORS
Hi-Fi: En,: Britain:note, Meru: ( Alines, Pact. I Comeau, John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Bany Fox, Alvin Gold, James M Hughes,
Ken Kessler, Paul Miller, John Nekon. Classical Music: Andrew Achenbach, Na/en Anthoni, Pete Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Robert Dearling, George Hall, Julian Haylock, Antony Hodgson, James M Hughes, John Kersey, Calton MacDonald,
Bill Yarnran, Ps i! Nice. Rock & Pop: Johnny Black, Fred Deller, Ken Kessler, Valerie Potter. fuzz: Ben Watson

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

programme

OCTOBER 19811

Jukka-Pekka Sacaste,
Kent Nagano and
Sir Roger Norrington

historic transfers, together
with two roundup features

113 ROCK AND POP
Billy Ilragg and Wilco's Mermaid Avnue is
this month's album in focus

119 ROCK REISSUES
reviews by Ken Kessler
Clockwise from
left: Godzilla
Soundtrack,
Sean Lennon,
Nick Cave, Billy
Bragg and Sarah
Cracknell of St
Etienne

BECOME AREALIST—Audio

Research
delivers true reference sound quality
in its Reference 1preamp and
Reference 600 monoblocs. Each
mono chassis packs 16 power output
valves through atightly coupled
output transformer to deliver an
effortless 600 watt with the naturalness and ease of dynamics only
associated with live performance.
With its wide bias adjustment the
Reference 600 can use of any
popular output valves in the 6550,
K188/90/99/ loo families. The
all-valve Reference 1stereo line
preamp has full microprocessor
remote control of volume,
balance, record and input selection with both balance and single
ended inputs ( eight plus full tape
loop) and outputs ( two main, one
tape). There are no
mechanical switches to
degrade the signal path.
Awards and world-wide
acclaim says it all. Find out
for yourself why Ken
Kessler rated these "the
finest audio amplification
devices ever produced
(HiFi News May 1996)

BECOME A

This is the partnership to put excitement back into your music making.
Martin Colloms ( Hi Fi News April
1997) reviewed the VT100 as "having

REA
LIST

agenerously balanced sound...sufficiently positive and dynamic to
give abelievably accurate tonal
balance".
The VT100 is amid-power amplifier positioned between the
classic VT50, at around £3300,

and the mighty VT200.
the all-valve 1S22
brings down the cost of true
Audio Research high-end performance.
This line stage preamplifier
was reviewed in March 1996 ( HiFi
News, Martin Colloms) as " atruly
first-rate line controller. The LS22
peermed as flawlessly on the lab
bench as it did in the listening room. (
the LS22) proved
uncompromising in its
closest approach to the
absolute—aneutra Ltransparent, musically honest
gain controL" The review
concludes: " awork of reference, universal in
application and atonicfor
REAL CI Aw—Audio
any system. In my opinion
Research has introduced
it's the best mixed mode
the LS9, aremote control
pm-amplifier I've heard to
solid-state preamp to
date and in view of what it
replacing the popular
achieves, the price is nicely
LS3/3B. This all new,
competitive".
direct-coupled Class A
REAL INTEGRATION —
design uses the constantenthusiasts waited along
current technology of the
while for the CA50 allflagship Reference 1and
valve, remote control
features two balanced and
integrated amplifier.
three single-ended inputs
Conservatively rated at 50
plus afull tape monitor
watt per channel the CASO
loop in alow profile case.
was designed to be stunPerfect partner for
ningly musical, handsome
the LS9 is the new 100.2
in appearance—its styling
solid-state power amp
cues come from the
which we believe sets a
awesome Reference l—
new standard. Liquid and
and completely
grain- free it possesses afine
convenient. Join the
midrange transparency.
Reference 600 monoblocs — winner AAHEA Golden
queues waiting to audition
REAL TRADITION — Audio
this important Audio
Note award 1996 'Best tube electronics design'
Research has kept the faith
Research first. As Ken
Reference 1preamplifier — winner AAHEA Golden
with vinyl and has finally
Kessler ( HiFi News
Note award 1997 'Best tube electronics design'
produced the no-comproFebruary 1997) said, "So
mise Reference 2phono
much for the superiority of
stage. Various cartridge
separates...".
EQs — RIAA and 78 — are
The CASO is styled to match the CD2 Compact Disc player.
provided with front panel
REAL OUALI77 — An entirely new full 20- bit CD player, the CD2,
gain control, balanced or single ended working and remote control.
replaces the single box CD1 and CDT 1transport. As acomplete player
Enthusiasts looking for the traditional qualities of an all-valve line preAudio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with any single or

amplifier will find them carried over into the LS8 which replaces the 1.57.
REAL PERFORMANCE — the LS15 preamplifier caters for those making an
important transition into the real high-end yet who want to retain the convenience of full remote control of all front panel functions. It offers both
singled ended and balanced inputs with microprocessor controlled relays for
gain control and switching.
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per channel VT100 power amplifier is a
hard-driving amplifier with true bass slam matched by aliquid mid and top.
Its speed and control have to be heard. The LS15/VT100 pre/power combi
nation will rock you back on your heels with its resolution and dynamics.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909/0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com

rAr!.4

REAL PRAISE —

two- box player in the market with its astounding resolution of detail and
dynamics.
For those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality ideals in an
outboard digital converter the all valve- output DAC3 converter is the
perfect choice. The DAC3 — now in Mk II production with improved
components and important mechanical improvements to reduce vibration
— is joined by the entry-level DAC5 converter.
Time you became arealist?—contact Absolute Sounds for full
information and alist of dealers where you can experience musical reality of
Audio Research.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION®
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Wilh all
the RF
frec uency
erergy now
present
in our
environment
would
rot be
surmising
to find a
bvel of
nacio noise
in speaker

-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SP.DIIIKER WIRE OR RADIO AhTENNAZ
Dear Sir, Itoo was adisbeliever in
cables with trick boxes
conspicuously moulded somewhere
along their lengths l'Totally
Transparent', August, page 49]. If
the signal is delivered nearly
distortion-free and more or less
phase-coherent at the amplifier
terminals, then why should less than
0.1 of an ohm in the speaker cable
have any influence on the sound we
hear? Five metres of speaker wire is
two things: asignal transmission
line, and an antenna for an everincreasing level of radio frequency
hash.
If you have ever made aphone
call from aregular telephone with a
mobile phone in the vicinity you will
hear the telltale buzz-buzz
interference from the 2wan GSM
transmitter. With all the RF
frequency energy now present in our
environment it would not be
surprising to find alevel of radio
'noise' in speaker wires. To make
things worse, at radio frequencies an
amplifier's output terminals are no
longer low-impedance ta damp out
such noise.
Martin Colloms's review of
Transparent's passively
compensated speaker cables gave a
me an idea to experiment with Sliffle
correction in my system — the clues
were in his measured results for
capacitance of these cables (around
InF). In my system Ihave high
purity copper bi-wired speaker
connections. If by adding some
small value of capacitance to the
speaker terminal makes adifference,
then Iam on to something.
Iwas not prepared for the
resulting jump in coherence, sound
stage imaging and improvement in
believable high frequency sounds
such as jazz ride-cymbals. After
trying anumber of values of
capacitance, 3004IF capacitors
amnected across the HF speaker
terminals and 1000pF or InF across
the LF speaker terminals took my
system to another level.
After checking my trusty Musical
OC/088R 18118

Fidelity amp for any signs of
instability /spun more of my
favourite discs, and then some more.
Oddly enough the CD now sounds
more analogue and the Linn LP12
tighter.
Ilike sytem tweaks which improve
all sources at astroke. Iwould like
to hook-up some test gear to see
what has really happened.
Transparent is claiming perfect
transmission-line matching, which is
difficult across afrequency band. I
would opt for the RF elimination
theory, which can only help the
intermodulation and phase in
driving speakers. Armed with this
knowledge, some of the wind might
be taken out of the speaker-cable
debate, which may be more to do
with distributed capacitance and
Radio Frequency noise than
anything else. Iwould be interested
to know what your readers find with
their systems. (Take care with
amplifier stability: some more exotic
amplifiers may not like pure
capacitance across their speaker
lines!)
Ian Newton, Paris
RUNNING IN
Dear Sir, With reference to Martin
Colloms's Transparent cables
review in August, and in particular
his comments on Music Link
Interconnect and Music Link Plus
Speaker Cables, Ihave been using
these cables for ayear now. The
description in the Listening Test
Results is exactly how these cables
sound fresh out of the box, before
being ' run-in': avery lengthy
process. Is Martin Colloms sure
these cables were ` run-in'? My
previous cables were Music Link
Plus. In my experience, the Music
Link Super cables offer asubstantial
increase in sound quality,
contradicting MC's findings.
On adifferent note, Ben
Duncan's Pure Mains Conditioner
must be one of the hi-fi bargains of
the year, being truly excellent. Even
my wife noticed the difference —
her comment after listening for
approximately 30 seconds: 'That's a
lot clearer'. Say's it all really.
Ken Stokes, Dunfermline
DIFFERENT PHILOSOPHIES:
WHO IS RIGHT?
Dear Sir, Iam asubscriber to
HFNIRR, which Ido because Ifind
the mix of reviews and technical
explanation of subjective experience,
such as Ben Duncan's cables review
(amongst other things), both
interesting and revealing.
Ihave been looking at some highend turntables recently with aview
of afinal upgrade from my PT
TOO, and have been intrigued by

the variety of record support systems
used by the turntable
manufacturers. They vary
enormously, and appear on the
surface to adopt contradictory
principles which have never been
covered and compared both
technically and subjectively in one
review; and yet by all accounts this
very aspect of turntable design can
produce subjective results on apar
with aturntable upgrade.
SME, TNT and other high-end
decks opt for massive, absorbent
synthetic platter mats with large
clamps to couple the record to the
platter and reduce the effects of
vibrational !harmonic) coloration.
The most expensive turntable
marques such as Basis and Rockport
opt for vacuum clamping, which is
claimed to reduce even further the
resonances which mechanical
clamping cannot eliminate.
At the other end of the scale, Linn
prefers felt mats on an alloy platter
(that resonates noticeably) to
provide the, by now well
established, euphonic Linn
coloration; and then we have
turntables like the Pink Triangles
that use anon-resonant platter
material with or without a(token)
clamp, and without any additional
support for the record: an
arrangement which Iam now
convinced is lacking. Then there are
after-market mats such as the
Glassmat and, diametrically
opposed in philosophy to this, the
Ringmat.
HFNIRR offers the Ringmat via
its Accessories Club with, in August
1996, an accompanying favourable
review (implying recommendation)
by Ken Kessler. This mini-review
mentions the way in which the
Ringmat supports the record and
how its topology was determined by
computer analysis of various aspects
of rotating record and stylus
interaction, but does not explain
why it works.
Quite why the Ringmat should
achieve its- function with cartridges
of varying compliance and records
of different mass, stiffness and
degrees of warp on turntables with
different resonant frequencies and
mechanical damping was never
touched on. In fact the words ` how
they tune the disc by where it's
supported...' implied the
'improvement' may be due to
desirable coloration — who knows? I
certainly don't, as there has never
been an objective comparative
review of the various support
systems available or even a
straightforward theoretical overview
of the underlying principles. (As an
aside, what Ido know is that the
older Dual turntables, 1229 & 701,
7
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on buying specific
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‘-antrot
answer queries
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used aheavy planer with absorbent
synthetic mat which had ridges
placed from the centre at distances
remarkably similar to those used by
Ringmat, and these turntables
always sounded excellent.)
In view of the significant yet
varying effect these record support
systems can have on sound quality,
and the obvious promotion of the
Ringmat system by HFNRR, I
wonder areview of turntable
supports/clamping systems is now
overdue?
Brian Hammond. e-mail
RADIO THEE BETTER?
DearSir, With help and advice from
Reg Williamson's much appreciated
article [' Radio' August] then e-mail
assistance, Iam truly converted! My
500DM ADR unit arrived within
the week. It took ten minutes to
swop over Satellite tuner and digital
out to DÍA. It was connected fully
into my system with very little fuss.
It was arevelation listening to BBC
Radio 3 (during arare moment
when they were broadcasting
classical music). It is na hype to say
the changes are dramatic to
everyone, hi-li addicts or not!
Paul Nelson e-mail
...NOT REALLY
Dear Sir, Alas, Reg Williamson is
wrong when he states («Radio',
August! that Radio Three on the
Astra Satellite is free of Optimod
compression. This used to be the
case. but some months aga some
bright spark at Broadcasting House
moved the satellite feed from before
the Optimod to after it. Enquiries of
the BBC as to why this was done
have failed to elicit areply,. other
than that they were short of rack
space to provide aseparate limiter
kir the satellite feed.
One can only he Nicholas
Kenyon's successor as Controller
Radio 3will have at least some
interest in how the network actually
sounds.
A Seeds, London
BRUCKNER APOSTLE
Dear Sir, Christopher Breunig's
new-found enthusiasm for Stanislaw
Skrowaczewski's Bruckner
['Classical Reviews' August]. will
come as no surprise to those of us
who have long considered this
particular conductor asupreme
apostle of the great symphonist
In his nine-year stint at the Hallé
in Manchester, Showaczewski
performed all the Bruckner
sym.phonies (apart from No.!),
always without ascore, and to great
acchirn from audiences and critics
Notwithstanding that glaring
neglec (and 4ne or two other
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irritations like atotally unnecessary
cymbal-crash in the Finale of the
Fourth). Skrowaczewski proved to
many Brucknerians that, in terms of
broad interpretive skill across the
range, he laid greater claim to be
considerd the finest exponent of the
composer's output than, say, the
currently more celebrated Günter
Wand.
Iwould particularly recommend
to Mr 13reunig Skrowaczewski's
recording of No.5 with the
Saarbrucken RSO. on Arte Nova.
While his orchestra may not be the
Berlin Philharmonic. the Polish
maestro certainly eclipses anything
to date in this work by Wand, and
is, for me at least, more than a
match for the legendary Herbert von
Karajan.
G Robello, Wilmslow
RITTER FILL TO SWALLOW
Dear Sir, Ishould like to issue
everybody with aword of warning: if
you purchase aproduct from Sony,
don't become to attached to it. I
have discovered that if it is
discontinued, spares can only be
guaranteed available for five years.
Whilst this may be perfectly
acceptable for most items, when it
comes to my pair of MDR-R10
headphones, which in 1989 cost
£25.00, and which Ihave indeed
become extremely fond of. it is a
bitter taste left in the mouth. If
anybody can tell me of any
headphones which have similar
qualities, both of near-perfect sound
and made of materials that allow
them to be worn for hours on end,
I'd be delighted to know. Price no
object.
David Bennett, Basingstoke
REQUIRED ROWING
Dear Six. June's ' Sidelines' should
be required reading, and further:
must be understood by any persons
holding themselves out to be
equipment reviewers. All of this
subjective opinion needs asea
anchor. Crabbe sets an admirable
standard for clear thinking and
writing. More, please.
The AR LST review reprint in the
June supplement was amodel of
well-written intelligence derived
from aproduct. Haw Iwish that I
had been able to regularly read
Crabbe's work years ago!
The magazine is agood read. For
those of us who are technical there
continues to be good hard data
available for our own analysis. And
those of us who are involved daily
with commercial reality enjoy
reading what writers may say
subjectively, even if it appears
nonsense.
Roger Cox. e-mail

CANARY
AUDIO
Hear what you've
been missing
CA- 801L Dual mono preamplifier
CA- 801P Dual mono power
supply

Dual mono valve regulated power supply dual
precision stepped attenulaters, solid lOmm
aluminum faceplate, independent lef: & right
channels in each chassis, dual powe: supply
chords, hand built using the highest quality
parts. How mucn would? you expect to pay for a
reference pre-amplifier with this specification &
build quality? £ 6,000? £ 9,000? £ 15,000? No
how does £ 3,749.00 sound?

CA- 301 3008 Power amplifier

22 Watts of serious 300B power, class A
push-pull, over size output transformers, solid
lOmm faceplate with aheavy engineered
chassis, hand built using the highest quality
parts. How much would? you expect tit pay for a
300B power amplifier of this specification &
build quality? £4,000? £6,000? No how does
£3,055 sound?

For further
details contact

Music
Connoisseurs
The Company that brings you
Hi- End Audio at real world pnces

Tel: 0151 343 0007
Fax: 0151 343 0008

UNISON RESEARCH
In aclass of their own
Power 35/Feather One
A first from Unison Research.
A stereo pre-power combination
giving 35 watts of classic EL34 sound
with the convenience of
remote volume control.
A delight both visually and sonically.

Smart 300B
The 300B valve, but not as we know it!
The Smart 300B monoblock triode amplifiers
have all the legendary natural sound quality of
the classic 300B, but now with serious driving
ability (24 watts) and deep, well controlled bass.

Mystery Two
A refinement of the very successful
Mystery One valve pre-amplifier.
Beautifully styled, intelligently
engineered and above all, made to
give alifetime of musical pleasure.

Thorolibred Audio Products from

UKD

23 Richings Way, lyer SLO 9DA Bucks England

Tel: 07000 853443 (UKD Hi-FI) Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
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M ORDAUNT SHORT GETS ROUND TO
AN ELLIPSE
IN A RETURN to previous
philosophies of speaker drive unit
design, Mordant Short is using
elliptical main drivers across its
new MS800 range. The line-up
includes a two-way bookshelf
model, the MS812 at £200; a twoway floorstander, the MS814 at
000; and a three-way floorstander, the MS815 at £450.
Main features of this polypropylene
coned- range are high sensitivity
(90dB/W/m) and use of minimalist
hard-wired crossovers, with all speakers
utilising an anodised gold-dome tweeter and
novel internal bracing techniques. All
crossovers use Dual Value Parallel ( DVP)
symmetry, where two unequal value
capacitors are paralleled to spread
component resonances and colorations. The

DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
GETS A NEW LOOK

main benefits claimed for an elliptical
diaphragm are reduced cone break-up at
its upper frequency limit, with asmoother
roll-off. The geometry allows a narrower
cabinet profile, while the dispersion
characteristics, compared to standard
circular drivers, should allow better forward

projection with less vertical dispersion
towards floor and ceiling. All three
speakers are finished in black with alight
cherry front baffle. They are reflex-loaded,
bi-wireable and have anominal impedance
of 8 ohms. For more details contact
Mordaunt Short on 01705 498866.

)

BADA, the British Audio Dealers Association,
BRMSH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION
has adopted a new logo and has added ' new
the symbol of security
consumer benefits' in the BADA Customer
Contract. In adopting the Customer Contract
BADA dealers undertake to provide 'total customer care' with trained, experienced staff to give
expert, impartial advice; products specially selected for quality performance and value; personal
demonstrations; and home delivery/installation options. For 'total peace of mind' the Customer
Contract also provides a 10-day exchange programme on purchases ( excluding special orders);
an extended two-year guarantee ( transferable to any other BADA dealer if moving house); and
security for customer deposits under the BADA Bonding Scheme. BADA member firms include
Audio Excellence, AudioT, Musical Images, Radford Hi Fi and Sevenoaks Hi Fi and now account
for 125 hi-fi/video retail outlets with a combined turnover of £55m. BADA, 0171 226 4044.

BLACK BOX
STANDS TALL
WITH the goals of high rigidity
and low resonance, amonitor
stand aimed at the professional
studio market is now available.
Many domestic hi-fi speaker
supports have the required
rigidity but lack the height to
allow monitor speakers to clear the mixing
desk's meter bridge. The Black Box
Monitor Stand from Acoustics and
Architecture has applications in hi-fi where

extra height is required — two
adjustable heights, 920mm and
1120mm, are on offer compared
to atypical stand height of
500mm. The uprights are
double-section rectangular tubes,
joining adamped MDF top plate
above, and spiked triangular legs
below. These are cited as capable
of supporting speakers of up to
100kg each. The 50kg,/pair stands are
expected to retail for £ 733 +VAT. For
more details contact Acoustics and
Architecture on 0181 858 5888.

ROKSAN BUYS
OUT FROM
VERITY
ROKSAN'S original founders,
louraj Moghaddam and Tufan
Hashemi, have bought the company
back from Verity Group plc, and
have moved headquarters back to
London. Roksan's First product, the
Xerxes turntable, appeared in
1985. The company remained
independent until 1996, when it
became part of the Verity Group
and moved into space which had
been cleared at the old Quad
Factory, following Verity's
acquisition of Quad in September
1995. Verity sold both Quad and
Wharfedale to newly- formed IAG
in 1997, in order to concentrate its
resources on the growing NXT
operation. New address details are
Roksan Audio Ltd, Unit 158, Atlas
Business Centre, Oxgate Lane,
Staples Corner, London NW2 7HJ.
Tel 0181 830 7733, Fax 0181 830
7744, e-mail info@roksan.co.uk.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
6 SEPTEMBER Audio & Record Fair. North
London. Tel: 01992 620905.
17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, at the
Excelsior and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow,
London ( 17- 18th, trade only), sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contad the show organiser, Janet Belton
on 0181 686 2599.
22-26 SEPTEMBER CEM Consumer Electronics,
Moscow, Russia. Contad + 1 ( 203) 8341122
24-27 SEPTEMBER LIVE 98 consumer electronics show, Earls Court, London. Contact the
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organisers Miller Freeman on 0181 296 1951
1-4 OCTOBER TOP Audio high- end hi-fi
exhibition, Quark Hotel, Milan, Italy. Contad the
organisers APAF on + 39 02 480 14111.
11 OCTOBER The National Vintage
Cammunications Fair, Hall 11, NEC,
Birmingham, 10.30-4.00, admission £5 ( NEC
parking extra). Contad 01392 411565.
13-16 OCTOBER Hong Kong Electronics
Fair. Contad 0171 828 1661
17-18 OCTOBER Practical Hi Fi hi-fi and

A/V show, Forte Post House Hotel, Preston,
Lancashire. Saturday 10.30-500, Sunday
10.30-4.00, admission £2.00. Contad 01254
36991
5-7 NOVEMBEZ Top Audio Prague, Hotel
Panorama, Prague, Czech Republic. Contad Iva
Vitek, + 420 602 374 222/fax + 420 224 256
844, website www.topaudio.cz.
7-19 JANUARY 1999 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, Las Vegas, USA Contact + 1
(703) 907 7600.

Il

MERIDIAN 561 FOR SURROUND CONTROL
MERIDIAN has introduced a
surround-sound processor that
uses the same digital signal
processing as its 565 Decoder,
combined with the facilities of a
562V Digital Controller.
For audio, the new 561 Digital
Surround Controller boasts seven
analogue and six digital inputs, plus
six outputs for the various surround
speaker channels. Video sources are
catered for with four S-Video and
four Composite inputs. An
expansion bay allows for future
addition of 96kHz capability, and
an independant output to aremote
second zone. An on-screen display

is used for set-up and calibration,
and Meridian claims to have made
the simplest set-up routine ever.
There is the further ability to
customise an installation, via an
RS232 port, from aWindows ' 95
PC. The £2850 unit can process
several decoding standards,
including Dolby Digital, Pro-Logic
(with stereo rear channels), THX
Cinema, DTS and MPEG
Surround. It can additionally upmix
stereo/mono music into various
surround modes such as Trifleld,
Ambisonic and Super Stereo. For
more details call Meridian Audio
Ltd, 01480 52144.

TRAPEZOIDAL DELTAS
FROM INFINITY

PHOENIX ANTENNA
DOESN'T NEED RAISING
GODAR Electronics,
located near
Pheonix, Arizona,
USA, is making an
indoor aerial
dedicated for FM

LII

radio reception. Despite the usual technical objections
lodged against having an antenna anywhere but high
above the house, the patent-pending Super Antenna
FM- 1A is claimed to pick up stations more clearly
than some very expensive designs. It is apassive
device that uses a 14 element array housed in an ABS
plastic case, measuring 17 x9.5 x 1inches. More
details from: Godar Electronics, Gilbert, AZ 85234,
USA. Tel: + 1 (602) 892-8207.

PENTOWTHER HORNS READY

PENTACONE of Batley, West Yorks, announces that it is
ready to start taking orders for the Pentowther loudspeaker
system, which uses a Lowther PM6A unit driving an 8ft long
folded horn built into a five- sided Pentacone cabinet. Price
is around £7000 per pair including cables and installation.
Contact Pentacone, 01294 445039.

Built in trapezoidal enclosures reducing box
colorations, Infinity's new Delta range of
floorstanding loudspeakers all claim high
effficiency and high power handling. All
models use Infinity's APG cone technology
(Kevlar and carbon fibre) and EMIT- R planar
tweeters. The UK range extends from the
entry-level Delta 30 (£399.95/pair), a threeway design using 170mm bass and 110mm
midrange drivers to the four-way Delta 70
(£399.95/pair), with two 210mm bass units,
a 170mm mid- bass coupler and 110mm
midrange. Also available are the Delta 50 (£499.95/pair), the Delta 60
(£699.95/pair) and the centre channel/dialogue speaker Delta Centre
(£179.95). Contact Infinity's UK distributor Gamepath, 01908 317707.

COMPILED FOR YOUR PLEASURE
SEIZING on the current vogue for CD recording,
UK company Compilation Direct is offering a
bespoke service for tailor-making classical music
CDs. Hoping to break the tradition of having
choices dictated by that of major record
companies, Compilation Direct will make a70
minute personalised disc for £ 12.99, using their
licensed source catalogue of over 2000 hours of
classical recordings. A catalogue is available by post
or on their website at www.make-a-cd.com. Call
Compilation Direct, 01993 770633.

PHASE IN COLOUR
Ben Duncan 'sBlack Box' [Aug and Sept] included some innovative colour-coded plots showing signal phase relationships.., which unfortunately printed as black and white.
Here are Figs Iand 3from September's 'Black Box, as they should have appeared. Also in the September issue, our picture fr73,1 showed 'Pure Cycle', not Phones 01'
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EUROMINT LOOKS FOR HOLE IN THE MARKET

CHANGES AT REVEL
AS BERLIN RETIRES

JAPANESE electrical giant NEC claims its
Euromint CD player/receiver is the world's
first audio product to use NXT flat-panel
speaker technology.
NEC, which first used NXT technology in

FOLLOWING the 30 June retirement of
co-Founder Sanford Berlin, Revel
Corporation's loudspeakers have been
added to the lines offered by Madrigal
custom installers. Also part of the
Harman group, Madrigal Audio
Laboratories Inc's brands include Mark
Levinson, Proceed, Citation and
Audioaccess. Revel remains an
independent company under the
Madrigal umbrella, under which all
custom installation and high-end Harman
brands are managed. A well-known
figure in the American high-end industry,
Sanford Berlin Founded Madrigal Audio
Labs and served as its chairman and
CEO until 1995. In that year, with Dr
Sidney Harman, he co-Founded Revel, to
develop high-quality multi-channel
speaker systems to complement the
Harman electronics lines.

its 'wing' laptop computer speakers, says the
new product's name reflects its European
styling and ' crystal sharp' mint-like sound
quality. Designed apparently for background
music applications rather than home hi-fi, this
812mm-high mono tower unit carries the CD
drawer and control panel at the top, asmall
conventional speaker in the bass, and, in the slim
middle section, aflat-panel midrange and two flat
panel tweeters. These are powered by built-in amplifiers of
8W for the woofer, 3.5W each for mid and treble. With full remote
control, the CD section has repeat and programmable play, while the
tuner offers 10 FM/Mel presets, and there is asleep/alarm timer function
as well as anightlight with optical sensor function. European prices have
yet to be announced, but Euromint is on sale in Japan at 459,000.
Contact NEC Europe, 0171 353 4383.

ZINGALI
OMNIRAY
HORNS

ARCAM ADDS ALPHA ONE
AMP, REVISES 7 AND 8

ITALIAN loudspeaker manufacturer

Zingali claims to have overcome
the traditional drawbacks of horn
loudspeakers through its Omniray
technology. Following afavourable
reception in Japan, Zingali is now
aiming to move into other markets.
Zingali's speaker systems shown
here incorporate the Omniray unit,
based on acircular horn which allows the sound to radiate with adispersion
of 140°. The horn's depth of only 130mm, together with its unique profile, is
said to enable 'total control in agraphically linear fashion' of frequencies
From 500Hz to 20kHz. Contact Zingali Loudspeaker SRL, +39 06 928 2577.

REVIVING afamous model name of earlier years, the
Alpha One is the latest and least expensive amplifier From
Arcam. At £229.90, the new Alpha One Fills the entry-level
position, and is thought to be the cheapest available hi-fi
amplifier made in the UK. It uses atoroid transformer and
VMOSFET power transistors to achieve 35 watt/channel into
8ohms. Facilities include headphone output, bass and treble
controls, 'direct' by-pass of balance and tone controls, and
apre-amp output to allow bi-amping with an auxiliary
power amp. Meanwhile, its elder siblings, Alpha 7and 8
have not been forgotten. Carrying an 'R' suffix, the 45 watt
Alpha 7R and 50 watt Alpha 8R now include remote
control of volume. Prices are £299.90 and £379.90
respectively Arcam Ltd, 01223 203203.

LOUDSPEAKER SOURCE BOOK

GOLDEN BOOBS WILL RAISE FUNDS

FROM Amateur Audio, publisher of Audio Electronics, Voice
Coil and the World Tube Directory, comes the 1998
Loudspeaker Industry Sourcebook. Included are over 800
companies who manufacture, supply or service components
and materials used in the manufacture of loudspeakers. The
Sourcebook is produced annually in support of Voice Coil.
For more information call + 1888 924 9465 or e-mail
custserv(audioxpress.com.

CLASSIC radio dangers from broadcasters all over the world
feature on the CD Bloopers Gold, available by mail order. The disc
is ' the pick of the collection' assembled by broadcasting lecturer
Jonathan Hewat since 1,479. All net profits will go to the British
Wireless For The Blind Fund, which provides audio equipment for
Registered Blind people in the UK. To order Bloopers Gold send a
cheque or PO payable ' 46 Design' for £8.99 (inc p&p) to Gabriel

House, 34 New Road, Chatham, Kent ME4 4QR.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFI
ACOUSTIC ENERGY now offers its AE100i,

AE109 and AE120 speakers ( right) in real
wood veneers at prices from £230 to £600.
Added to the range is alwo-way floorstander,
AE105. Call 01285 654430.
AIWA has entered the UK car hi-fi market with
a line-up of seven head units and a six-disc CD
changer. Prices start at around £80 for the
entry-level CT-X218 radio cassette; the ADC M55 CD changer will sell at £200. Aiwa
helpline, 0990 902 902.
ANTIFERENCE, the leading aerial
manufacturer established in Aylesbury for more
than 50 years, has now moved to Lichfield.
New details are: Antiference Ltd, Eastern
Avenue, Lichfield, Staffs WS13 7SB. Tel 01543
267160, fax 01543 267155.
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G BRIEFING BRIEFING

AUDITORIUM is opening its new shop

premises at 112 New Kings Road, Fulham,
London SW6 4LY. Tel 0171 384 3030, fax
0171 384 1717.
NAD offers two special price 'starter system'
packages both including its 801 speakers,
normally £99.95/pair. The 310 starter system
at £349.95 includes NAD 310 amp ( normally
£99.95), 522 CD player (£ 169.95) and 801
speakers; and at £399.95 the 710 starter
system includes NAD 710 receiver ( normally
£269.95), 522 and 801s.
KOCHEL says its 97dB-sensitivity horn
loudspeakers have been chosen as alab and
listening- room reference by valve manufac turer
Western Electric. UK distributor is Wollaton
Audio, 0115 928 4147.

news
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LOUDSPEAKER THAT WORKS
WITH RAW DIGITS

THE NEW ' digital speaker' being
developed by 1... Limited promises
such high efficiency that we'll be able
to
do
away
with
conventional
amplification altogether! Here's how
it works...
The traditional loudspeaker is ahorribly
inefficient device. This is afact, regardless
of any claims for high sensitivity (the
90dB+ brigade), since acabinet-mounted
moving coil unit will typically be around
1% efficient. That is, 100 watts of electrical
energy put into the speaker will reward you
with 1watt of acoustic power. Halve that
system efficiency figure again when
amplifier losses are included.
A revision of this state of affairs is
promised from digital loudspeaker design
company 1... Limited. The concept is for
amultiple-transducer array speaker, which
converts digital music data into sound
directly via proprietary digital signal
processing technology, and without any
need for digital-to-analogue conversion or
even power amplification.
With amooted overall efficiency of 10%
but perhaps as high as 50%, the entire
playback part of the chain (DAC, amplifier,
speakers) can be replaced by abatterypowered Digital Loudspeaker (DLS), and
at asignificantly reduced overall distortion
level.
While conventional speakers can
introduce upwards of 0.5 to 1% distortion,
1.. Limited is aiming to create aDLS that
incurs less than 0.1% distortion. So, at
the same time that the compact- andportable aspects will appeal to the
`lifestyle' market, the very low distortion
and full-bandwidth potential of this

Dr Tony Hooley(left, Technical & Managing
Director) and David Gillen (Finance Director) with
prototype Digital Loudspeaker

speaker technology will have many
audiophiles pricking up their ears.
The technology is based on the principle
of multiple transducers arranged in a flat
panel array, where each transducer is fed,
unusually, unary code rather than the
ubiquitous binary found in most digital
systems. The unary pulses (where unary is
acounting system derived from base 1 —
in other words a
'tally' count) are
emitted from an
array of 256
transducers.
These
pulses
(which
individually
sound like a
series of clicks
Intra-Red receiver
from close up)
Leas indicating charge
are integrated by
and signal reception
the ear into a
Tapered connector
complete
Charger- stand
wave front;
similar to the
way
that
Mains power Indicator
individual pixels

on atelevision screen, when viewed from
adistance, are combined visually by the
eye into a composite picture. In other
words, additive synthesis allows sonic data
pulses distributed across the array to
produce acomposite audible soundwave.
Prior to the array stage, the standard 16bit (or better) input signal is processed to
make it palatable for the speaker. The
datastream is oversampled and converted
to 8-bit binary with noise shaping, thence
to 256-level unary. This signal is processed
for distribution to the panel array, with
delay and phase compensation being
applied in the digital domain to compensate
for the array geometry. To complete the
electronics stage, individual transducers are
wired to discrete amplifiers operating as
pulse switches.
One working prototype of the technology
(pictured) uses modified smoke-alarm
piezo-electric
devices
that
usefully
large a ay of Inaependen

driven tiny transducers in
slim compact format , eras
the highest quality SOUlS
tree from resonances al
distortion

Rechargable battery
Digital Wireless link
OSP System
Independently
transducers

driven pulse

Above: Artist 'siinpr,,sion of a domestic DIS, a wirefree portable design using rechargeable batteries

demonstrate the viability of the concept.
Despite the ' peaky' response of these
devices, we can report that the system does
indeed work, and work is in hand to
develop avery long-throw driver, also of
piezo derivation, that will use alightweight
piston inside apiezo-electric ceramic helix.
Until these are perfected, anew prototype
is forthcoming using small diameter
moving-coil drivers.
As already reported in last month's
`Comment', 1... Limited is willing to forge
links with industrial investors and partners,
to complement its own skills and
expertise. The company hopes to take the
technology into commercial production
within two years.
Andrew Harrison
Block diagram of DLS operation, from digital source to transducer.
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• 1... Limited is on 01223 575398
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The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to create
loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen-free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to minimise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity. The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.
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Sponsors ouais. meek

KEF Reference Series authorised dealers,
Aberdeen I-olburn Hi Fi
Alderley Edge Aston AJclio
Aylesbury Northwood Audio
Bath Faction's
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
Beckenham Musical Images
Bedford Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Belfast Lyric Hi Fi
Bishop Stortford The Audiofile
Bloxwich Sound Academy
Bolton Sound 8 Vision
Bournemouth Suttons
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Radfords
Bristol Audio Excellence
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Cheltenham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Chester Audio Excellenie
Colchester Grayston Sound a Vision
Covent Garden Musical Images
Coventry Frank Harvey Hi Fi
Crewe Sound of Music
Croydon Spaldings Electrical Ltd.

Dublin Hi Fi Correr Ltd.
Dublin Peter Dard
East Grinstead Audio Design
Eastbourne Jeffr es Hi Fi
Edgbaston Music Matters
Edgware Musical Images
Exeter Radfords
Glasgow Loud 8 Clear
Grimsby Menders Hi Fi
Guernsey Melodonia
Guildford PJ Hi Fi
Hounslow Musical Images
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hull Zen Audio
Kings Lynn Martins% Fi
Leamington The :.. eamington Hi Fi Co.
Liverpool Better Hi Fi
London Hi Fi Experience
London The Listening rooms
London KJ Leisuresound
Maidstone Unilet Sound 8 Vision
Manchester The Ni Fi Rooms
Nelson Wilkinson: Hi Fi
New Malden Unilet Sound 8 Vision

03 531 667 0076
03 531 269 4433
01342 314569
01323 731336
0121 429 2811
0181 952 5535
01392 218895
0141 334 8202
01472 351391
01481 56647
01483 504801
0181 569 5802
01484 544668
01482 587397
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 244 7750
0171 486 8262
01622 676703
0161 835 1366
01282 612901
0181 942 9567

Newcastle Lintone Audio
Norwich Martins Hi Fi
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
Oxford Radfords
Peterborough The Hi Fi Company
Plymouth Radfords
Portsmouth Jeffries Hi Fi
Preston Audio Excellence
Reading Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Rhos On Sea Electrotrader
Sheffield Audio Images
Shrewsbury Creative Audio
Slough Frasers
Solihull Music Matters
Southampton Hampshire Audio
St Albans W. Darby 8 Co.
St Leonards Adams 8 Jarret
Swansea Audio Excellence
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
Watt ord Acoustic Arts
Whithem Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi Studio
Worcester Sound 8 Vision
Worthing Phase 3

0191 460 0999
01603 627010
0115 9786919
01865 511241
01733 341755
01752 226011
01705 663604
01772 253057
0118 9597768
01492 548932
0114 2737893
01743 241924
01753 520244
0121 742 0254
01703 252827
01727 850961
01424 437165
01792 474608
01892 547003
01923 233011
01376 501733
01902 380083
01905 619054
01903 245577
MODELS SHOWN ANE THE R
EFERENCE SERIES COMPRISING THE MODEL One MOOEL T
WO. 1.100EL Twee AND MODEL FOIII CEP AND UNI 0ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS URI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US PAT NO 654E657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PEND I
NG
FOR DETAILS ON KEF REFERENCE SERIES PLEASE CCNTACT KEF AUDIO (
UK ,UNITED .
DEPT HEN21 FREEPOST MA 1332. EGGLESTON ROAD .
TOVIL ,
MAIDSTONE .
KENT REIS 659 FREEPHONE 0800 7316620 WEBSITE Innyirwww kel corn
012245115713
01625582704
0129628790
01225 446245
01225 316197
0181 663 3777
01234 272779
01232381296
01279 5O6576
01922 473499
01204 861861
01202 555512
01273 609431
0117 9428247
011792134975
01222228565
01242 241171
01244345576
01206 577682
0171 4971346
01203525200
01270 214143
0181 6541231
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Here's our last-minute
update on London's
international hi-fi and
home cinema show...
make sure you're there!

HFFI

SHOW

Future audio formats at the Show

DIGITAL audio technology now
reaches beyond CD with new highresolution audio formats — you can
see and hear them all at the Show.
Marantz and Sony will both be showing
Super Audio CD players — demonstrating
the Super Audio dual-layer disc designed
to give better-than-CD performance while
also remaining compatible with existing
CD players. Marantz design guru Ken
Ishiwata will be on hand to demonstrate

the Marantz SACD player, and to
introduce the PM- 17 KI Signature amp
and new CD- 7 high- end CD player.
Meanwhile, with the DVD Audio standard
all but finalised, the Show will see the first
showing of an exciting DVD Audio player
from Technics, shown along with the
SUC3000/SEA3000 ` digital-ready' amp.
And high-end distributor Audiofreaks,
representing US companies Muse,
Resolution Audio and Conrad-Johnson,

BRANDS ON SNOW
Aanvil Audio, Absolute Sounds, Acoustic Energy,
Accuphase, Air Tangent, AKG Acoustics, Allsop,
Alema, Alon, Alpha, Apollo, Arcam, Arcaydis,
Arcitec Acoustic, Ash Design, ATC, AID, Athena,
Audio Reference, Audio Research, Audio Synthesis,
Audiofreaks, Audiokits Precision Components,
Audiophile Club, Audioscript, Audioquest,
Audiostatic, Audio Workshop, Audusa, Avalon
Acoustics, AVI, AVS, B&W, BC Acoustique, Bel Canto
Design, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Bow Technologies,
Bravura, Cabosse, Cable Talk, Cairn, Cardas Audio,
Carl rae, Case Logic, Castle, Celef, Celestion, Chelmer
Valve Co, Chesky, Chord Company, Chord
Electronics, Conrad-Johnson, Copland, CR
Developments, Cura, Cymbol, C&S, Davidson Roth,
dCS, DC Cabinets, Densen, DNA, Dolby Digital,
Dolby Pro Logic, DPA, DIS Home Cinema, Dwin,
EAR/Yoshino, Electrocompaniet, Elgar, Eltax, Epos,
Exposure, Expressive Technologies, FASE, Finite
Elemente, Focal, FTM, Gershman, Glaive, Golden
Tube Audio, Goldring, GT Audio, Harmonix, Henley,
Heybrook, Holfi, Ixos, Jadis, JM Lab, JPW, JPW, KEF,
Kenwood, Kimber Cable, Koetsu, Kontak, KR
Enterprise, Krell, Kuzma, LAT, Linn, Loricraft,
Madrigal, Magneplanar, Magnum Dynalab, Mark
Levinson, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Metronome Technology, MIT Technologies, Michell,
Monitor, Mordaunt, Moth, Muse Electronics, Musical
Myryad, Nagra, Naim, Neat, New Audio,
Nordost, Nottingham Analogue, Octave, Orchid,
Panasonic, Pass Labs, Pioneer, PM Components,
Power Wedge, ProAc, Quad, Quale, Rare Records,
Redgum, Rega, Resolution Audio, Revel, Roksan,
Ruark, Russ Andrews, Sambell, Sennheiser, Shearne,
Shinpy, Shun Mook, Siltech, SonicLink, Sonneteer,
Sonagraphe, Sonus Faber, Sony, Sound Lab Inc,
Sound Image, Stands Unique, Stax, Storex, Sumo,
Sunfire, System Audio, TAG McLaren, T+A, Talk
Electronics, Taperwire, Tara, Target, TDL,
Technics,Theta Digital, Thule, TLC, Transparent,
Technics, Triangle, Triology, Tube Technology, UKD,
Unison Research, Vampire, Van den Hul, Vidikron,
Vienna, Vivante, Wijk, Wilson Audio, Wilson Benesch,
Wollaton Audio, Zentek...
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will feature the the ' 24/96' DVD-based
Advanced Audio Disc.
In addition to Super Audio Compact
Disc and the latest MiniDisc recorders,
Sony has aseparate room for the new UK
Special Edition QS products. Visitors can
experience Sony DVD-Video too, with a
new A/V receiver featuring Digital Cinema
Sound to recreate the acoustics of famous
Hollywood Dubbing Theatres and
multiple virtual speakers.

Arcam to launch
first hi-fi DAB unit
HI-FI SHOW visitors will be among the first to see and hear Digital Audio
Broadcasting via ahome hi-fi system, thanks to Arcam.
The Cambridge- based company is launching what is believed to be the world's
First DAB tuner for home use. Based on technology From Roke Manor Research
Romsey, the Arcam tuner nonetheless embodies much of Arcam's own research
and development work to ensure the highest possible sound quality. Expected to
retail at £800, the Arcam DAB tuner is presented in an Alpha 10 style case and
so will match existing Arcam systems. An 'FM bypass' facility allows the output of
an existing FM tuner to be routed via the DAB unit to provide FM reception when
needed. More than 60% of the UK population are now covered by DAB
transmissions, which will soon offer awide range of commercial broadcasting as
well as the already-available BBC stations.
Win Claravox speakers
Visit Audiophile Club and Shinpy's
rooms and you could win Claravox
Eurithmica speakers worth £ 1995!
Forcione and Sciubba live
Guitarist and singer will perform
live on both public days:..
DBS8 (and DBS7...)
David Berriman will demonstrate
his speaker designs at the Show
More Italian goodies
From UKD comes the long-awaited
'24-bit' Unison Research Paganini
CD and Opera's integrated amp

GETTING TO THE HI-FI SHOW
IT'S easy to get to The HiFi Show by
public transport: afree courtesy bus
runs from Hatton Cross Underground
Station ( Piccadilly Line) throughout the
Show. If you're driving, look out for
road signs directing you to the special
car parks. Overseas visitors arriving at
Heathrow Airport should take the the
Speedlink 'Heathrow Hotel Happa' bus
service, which covers
all airport hotels
including the
Excelsior and
Renaissance.

Your free ticket...

For those who missed the September issue, here's asecond chance.
this ticket will admit one visitor to the Show
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEFEEEEEEEEFEEEE1,J5JÇJFEEFFEEEEI D

E
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ADMITS ONE

The Renaissance and Excelsior Hotels,
Heathrow, London, on Saturday 19th and
Sunday 20th September, 10am - 6pm.

THE

HUI
SHOW

E
E This ticket is valid for free admission for one person to The Hi-Fi Show
E
on either of the public days, Saturday 19th or Sunday 20th
a
September 1998, saving you the normal £4.00 admission charge. Show
opening hours are 10am to 6pm on both days. HiFi News & Record
Review, as sponsoring magazine, and the Show's organisers, Link House Exhibitions, extend a
warm welcome to all hi-fi enthusiasts. However, the organisers reserve the right to refuse
a admission. Please note that there is no public admission on the Trade Days, 17th and 18th
September, when the exhibition will be open only to bona-fide trade visitors and accredited
members of the press. This free ticket is not valid for the Trade days.

a
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DON'T

BUY

IT JUST

BECAUSE

IT'S

BEAUTIFUL

SERIES

These may be the best looking speakers ever
made - but our engineers hope you'll ignore their
stunning appearance.
They admit that the extruded aluminium cabinets
To,

rrl

clorno•

r,,.,,-

are undeniably elegant. But they want you to
appreciate how their shape and rigidity reduces
internal resonance.
And they can understand how you might be
seduced by the gorgeous titanium dome tweeter.
But they'll ask you to close your eyes and enjoy its
remarkable clarity instead. After all, it's thanks to
their pioneering work in Finite Element Analysis
that the HF response is so uncannily accurate
Die- cast aluminium top cap.

and smooth.
Of course, they acknowledge that people are
impressed by the sight of dual sets of gold plated
binding posts and massive bus bar connections
Gold plated bi-mire terminals.

between the terminals and the crossover. But they
respectfully point out that uncompromised signal
transfer is what really counts.
At Celestion, we've always been quietly proud of
our loudspeaker technology. But sometimes,

Audiophile crossover components.

design genius is ¡ ust impossible to hide.

FOR DETAILS ON CELESTION C SERIES PLEASE CONTACT CELFSTION CONSUMER DIVISION, DEP1 HFN2 ' FREEPOST MA 1332,
ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6BR TELEPHONE ( 01622) 687442 WEBSITE http://vnvw.celestion.com

DELESTIOn

technology

Think very
carefully
before
spending
£85 on the
upgrade to
Windows 98:
there is a
good chance
you will
deeply regret
:he incve.

I

f you are using a CD-ROM
recorder with aWindows 95 PC
to burn audio CDs, then take my
tip. Think very carefully before
spending up to £85 on the software
upgrade to Windows 98. It may all
be plain sailing, but there is agood
chance that you will deeply regret
the move.
Microsoft wrote off early reports
of the 95-to-98 upgrade difficulties
as ' one-offs', and the fault of the PC
user. However, the sheer weight of
evidence soon made the company
grudgingly admit that all might not
be well. A Service Pack of modified
software was promised only aweek
or so after the supposedly final
version of Windows 98 went on sale.
Ihad disastrous problems with the
upgrade and users around the world
are finding similar difficulties.
There are two main issues, one of
which is of special importance to
audiophiles and was briefly reported
as anews item.
The upgrade process takes around

Philips CDR-870: now
rrplaced by the CDRMO, this recorder was
being offered at ‘329.95
at Richer Sounds as we
went to pres. But see
'Thief Encounters' next
?month for more on the
drawer-opening dodge

an hour, and supposedly checks
whether a PC is suitable for
upgrading. At the very end of the
upgrade process, Windows 98
converts the registry on the PC (the
electronic index of all hardware and
software installed and removed
during its Windows 95 life) to
Windows 98 format. If this
Is then
the PC may crash into aInnboland
between a now- dead version of
Windows 95 and anot-yet-working
version of Windows 98.
The PC then displays what is
charmingly known as the blue screen
of death; the big white error message
'system halted', on a bright blue
background. The PC is then
effectively useless, unless
you have sufficient skill
to go into DOS
mode, enable a
ROM drive and reload Windows in a
completely different
directory. Even if
you
succeed,
existing applications
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and programs will have to be reinstalled. It's a difficult and very
lengthy process. And the registry on
aPC can easily become corrupt, and
cause upgrade failure, through no
fault of the owner, eg from loading
free and trial software, such as
mutimedia music discs.
Ican vouch for the fact that the
automatic upgrade check does not
detect registry problems in advance.
But this is only half the problem.
Even
if Windows
98
loads
successfully, there is agood chance
that some functions which worked
under Windows 95 will no longer
work under Windows 98. My
MPEG-1 decoder board worked
under Windows 95 but not now
under Windows 98. There is basic
incompatibility between Windows 98
and the software which controls
most of the 5 million CD recorders
already fitted to PCs round the
world.
Philips makes the recorders,
selling them under various brand
names
that
include
Hewlett
Packard. Adaptec provides the
control software, called Direct CD.
There are several different flavours
of Direct CD, all based on Version
2.0 so far, and this is likely to crash
a Windows 98 PC into the blue
screen of death. Hence Adaptec's
advice that anyone upgrading from
Windows 95 to 98 should uninstall
Direct CD before making the
change, and then install a new
version, 2.0A. But my Pentium PC
also refused to work with the new
software. This, says Adaptec, may
be because it is two or three years
old and thus does not have the
most
modern
internal
BIOS
software. Soon, there should be yet
another version of Direct CD,
Version 2.5, to cope with this. We
shall see.
Adaptec's promise that the
Version 2.0A software can be
downloaded free from the Internet
(www.adaptec.com) turned out to
be hollow. The download is only a
`patch' that upgrades previous
versions of Direct CD. If you have
had to remove Direct CD from your
PC, just to get it to work, then you
can't use the free patch!
Both Philips and Adaptec are
tearing their hair out, and blaming
Microsoft for the mess. Microsoft

had promised that the ' driver'
control software which worked under
Windows 95 would also work under
Windows 98. It plainly doesn't.
Ihave had to abandon all use of
my Philips CDD 3610 recorder as
a recorder. It now works only as a
read-only CD-ROM drive. Finding
out what works and what doesn't is
a lottery. Some Toshiba PC
portables fall over. Dell advises
owners of Latitude portables not to
upgrade. Gateway is issuing afix-it
ROM. Large companies, for example
Linn Products, won't even consider
upgrading their office systems to
Windows 98 for another year.
To paraphrase the old adage; if it
ain't broke under Windows 95, don't
try and fix it with Windows 98.

HAPPY BLANKERS
The discovery that Philips consumer
CD recorders can be fooled into
using blank computer discs has
made a lot of people very happy.
The price of computer blanks is now
down to under £ 1. Philips talks
vaguely about perhaps modifying
later versions so that they cannot be
fooled by opening the drawer
manually, and replacing an expensive
consumer blank with a computer
blank. But by the time this happens,
so many people will have foolable
machines that the disc manufacturers
will have had to drop the artificially
high price of consumer blanks.
One practical issue has emerged.
When ablank is loaded into a CD
recorder, the laser checks the
sensitivity of the surface dye, and the
power needed to burn a readable
mark. Whereas PC drives can record
at two or four times normal play
speed, the consumer recorder only
spins the disc at standard CD speed.
So if you load a2x or 4x blank into
the CD recorder after it has set the
laser for a standard 1x consumer
blank, the recorded disc may play
on some CD players but not others,
depending on their reflection
tolerance.
The simple solution is to buy
computer blanks that are labelled for
multispeed ( 1x, 2x, 4x) recording.
Try samples of several brands and
once you have found a blank that
plays back on awide range of CD
players, stick with that brand.
Barry Fox

Highpoint House, Riding Road, Buckingham Road Industrial Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire NN13 7BE

WIN!

Win £ 3000 of Celestion C Series loudspeakers
'Who'd go back to boring old boxes?'

1. Celestion first pioneered metal-dome tweeters
with the copper dome type in the SL6 model.
W'hteh metal is used for the C Series tweeter dome?
a) neodymium
b) aluminium
c) copper
d) titanium

CELESTION has created a radical departure from
convention in its curvaceous new C Series of loudspeakers.
We're delighted to offer these slim and styàsh new designs as
prizes in this month's free- entry competition.
Celestion's long record of speaker innovation has included the
pioneering of the metal-dome tweeter, as well as some innovative
cabinet construction techniques and materials — the aerospace
honeycomb material, Aerolam, in the SL speaker series, and more
recently the rock-like Alpha Crystal used for the Kingston. But the
cool, uncluttered look of the new C Series has been made possible
by forming the cabinets from athick-section aluminium extrusion.

FIRST PRIZE: CSERIES HOME CINEMA SYSTEM
The C Series range embraces home cinema as well as two-channel
pure-audio applications, and our First Prize shows how elegant a
multichannel speaker set-up can be. Front speakers are the topof
the-range C3 floorstanding speakers. Standing 1040mm high, each
C3 cabinet contains no less than six carefullymatched drive units: a
25mm Ferrofluid-cooled titanium dome tweeter; one 130mm
midrange; two 130mm bass units and two passive 130mm Auxiliary
Bass Radiators. The C3 retails at £999.99 per pair. These two main
front speakers are joined by the C4c centre channel/dialogue speaker
— twin 130mm bass units flanking asingle titanium-dome tweeter
ensure perfect timbre-matching to the main front speakers. Once
again, the cabinet is an aluminium extrusion, bonded to the thick
MDF baille; retail price is £299.99. Rear channels speakers are the

2. What size is the bass unit in the C6S active
compact C5R
subwoofer?
a) 130mm b) 200mm
dipoles, each
containing two
c) 300mm d) 330mm
100mm bass
units and a 3. What process is used to make the main,
aluminium, cabinet member in the C Series ?
14mm tweeter;
a) diecasting
h) milling
two keyhole
c) extrusion
d) drop forging
mounting
points simplify
installation. Retail price is _ 09:99 pair.
ompicting tesystem is
the powerful, yet stylish and space-efficient CS active subwoofer,
with a 300mm ( 12in) bass unit and 100W power amp. The C6S
retails at £ 599.99, bringing the total value of our awesome First
Prize to just under £2200.

SECOND PRIZE: CELESTION C2 FLOORSTANDER
Standing 840min tall, the slim C2 model is alittle smaller than th
C3 flagship, but offers a genuine audiophile performance. Two
130mm bass units are teamed with the 25mm titanium dome
tweeter in this powerful, refined design. Retail price is £699.99/pair.

THIRD PRIZE: CELESTION Cl
A two-way reflex (ported) design combining titanium tweeter and
130mm bass, the compact Cl exemplifies the C Series approach by
combining modern visual design with uncompromised audio
integrity. Standing 33(1mm high, the C 1normally retails at £299.99.

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry Form by answering the three questiDns, and send it to: Celestion Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, PO Box 531 Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive before the closing date- of Friday, 16 October, 1998.
RULES: 1) Thu competition is open to UK reader, only.
Photocopies of the miry form are acceptait, but only one entry
per reader is allowed Imultiple entrants will be disqualified). No
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prize ,
offered. Winner(s) wifl be the first correct entries opened
3) Employees of Link House Magazine, Celestion or their

Address

THE ANSWERS

agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received
by first post on Fridal, 1(t October 1999. The Ed

decision

will be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered intii
regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by
post, the results will be published in HF.V RR, February 1999.
6) Entry forms received become the properry of Link House

1

Name

Celestion Competi•ion

2

E

If you would prekr NOT to receive furthc,
direct mail, please rick titis box CI

3

Postcode
Daytime tel ro:

Magazines Lid.
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A Unique Amplifier
By A Unique Designer
THE NEW E A

0 IS A " CLEAN

AC

REATOR,

1
0

watt- per-channel stet°

integrated amplifier uses ten

per channel as output tubes. The V20's Enhanced Triode
operating mode allows these tubes ( usually used only in low-output devices) to handle significant amounts of power in a reliable
manner. Another de Paravicini invention, " Balanced Bridge" connection, gives it exceptional linearity
and bandwidth.

These features, plus the V20's push-pull, class " A," low-feedback
design,

and de Paravicini's own ultra-wide- bandwidth output

transformers, combine to produce -very low distortion, extended
frequency respo
signal output t
000siow

e, and perfect loudspeaker coupling. The small' so provide extraordinary reliability

cost.

The V20's sound is smooth and sophisticated. Its speed, openness,
authority, and sheer drive make it an amplifier deserving of audition by all serious audiophiles.

OUR ADDRESS
EAR/Yoshino Ltd,
Made in Huntirgdon,

Rectory Farm,

England by Yoshino Ltd

Cambridge Road,

Impo-teci to the

Godmanchester,

United Sta ,es by:

Huntingdon, Cambs

EAR. U.S.A.

PE18 8BP

1624 Sunset Avenue

Tel: +44 (0)1480 453 791

Santa Mbenica CA 90405

Fax: +44 (0)1480 432 006

310 e/6 1919

E- Mail: earyoshino@aol

Please come and see us at our
room 1019 at the Hi -Fi Shop
Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow

brief encounters
'UK DESIGN' DENON
UNTIL recently if you were looking for aCD
player and had, say, £ 239 to spend then
chances are aDenon DCD-825 would have
been on your shortlist — always assuming
that good sound and modest dark looks
were worth consideration. That model
reinforced Denon's name as apurveyor of
trustworthy middle- market hi-fi separates;
another product in the mould of the PMA250 and TU 260, though slightly shorter in
the tooth than those amplifier and tuner
perennials. But progress — especially in
digital electronics — being progress, a
replacement is now demanding attention,
and it comes with even greater claim for
sound- above- its-station.
The DCD-835 here is alittle deeper than
the ' 825 Iremember. But without an ' 825 as
reference any comparisons will be superficial
— just the way that Hayden Labs prefer to
market the new player anyway! As the
company points out, the DCD-835 is not a
replacement but an upgrade — an exercise,
perchance, in what may now be achieved
sonically for another forty quid.
So if we take as read the listing of
facilities, not much more nor less than you'd
expect on many mass- market compact disc
players, then that leaves room for the allimportant sound quality. Though, suffice to
say the front panel makes aclean, business-

like statement,
with only the
nonsensical
'ASLC' troubling
an otherwise
purposeful
frontage.
Listening to the DCD-835 proved asafe
and secure experience. While it would be
unreasonable on at this stage to pronounce
this the new rave product of the season, it
must be said that it trod aconsidered ground
between the harsh and grainy, and the slow
and ploddy — two typical extremes that
'cheaper' players can lean towards.
Listening to Formica Blues From Mono (the
band, not the speaker configuration), IFound
myself looking up at one moment upon
hearing gentle record crackle, only to
remember that this Denon was still showing
off, and that the 60s-inquenced Mono know
how to make agood vinyl sample. Still,
begrudged praise where it's due, in this case
really to the Denon.
That retro theme is echoed somewhat in
Denon's choice of converter technology.
Equipped with adigital filter and trusted 18bit Burr- Brown chips, the '
835 gives a
soundstage of creditable width, and with fine
low-level resolution to boot. Light ride cymbal
taps had asmooth yet crisp edge, keeping

good time in ajazz four-piece setting. The
piano in the same piece held its tune such
that it could be followed relatively
effortlessly, although plucked bass fared less
well. It lacked the gravitas, or even precision,
that was hoped for, especially considering the
'835's use of amulti-bit number-cruncher on
board, which has been known to lend a
greater semblance of bass fidelity to the CD
medium. And also in spite of the DC servo in
the output stage, which ought to conspire to
keep the low-pitched stuff clean and accurate.
Bass criticism aside, the Denon did
everything else rather well. At the price we
have amost creditable player, whose care
with detail and mid-to-treble timbral balance
will appease classical textures, and whose
care to avoid graininess and treble nasties
will allow grungier satisfactions to be
fulfilled. It should prove interesting to see
how it mixes with newly-found competitors
such as the £299 Marantz CD-67 OSE.
Andrew Harrison
• Contact Denon on 01753 888447

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001:
THE KRELL IT ISN'T
them why Iwanted it), and this
short review fills the gap.
Taking care to get both
amplifiers well warmed up
(both were well run-in units) I
settled down to compare them
for myself. My system included
Although Peter JComeau
an Exposure CD player, Chord
reviewed the £2500 A1001
[Feb ' 98], at the time he didn't Siren interconnects, with
speakers including the Kelly
have the opportunity to make
KT2 and Rogers Studio 7.
the obvious comparison with
Krell's KAV-300i. But Antony The A1001 is not (as you
might think from the number)
is always prepared to put his
money where his mouth is. 'All just anew version of the
excellent A1000, but is aquite
right, if you can't borrow the
different design, as well as
Krell, I'll buy one,' he
swaggered. ' It's only two and a being much bigger. And it
immediately sounds bigger,
half grand!' Fortunately, he
fuller and richer, with awarm,
didn't have to. Absolute
comfortable, upholstered kind
Sounds kindly loaned aunit
(though Ididn't exactly tell
of quality. This seems to be the
IT sounded like the usual

sheer bravado when
Musical Fidelity's Antony
Michaelson claimed his new
big amp could beat a Krell
— it's what they all say!
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result of afull, extended but
not over-controlled bass,
combined with avery smooth
treble. On Rickie Lee Jones
[Warner 256 628], the singer's
voice sounded fresh and
convincingly nasal. The music
rolled along pleasantly and
gently, but the bass had akind
of cushioned fatness. On
orchestral music, the A1001
could be sumptuous, its warm
balance producing an inviting
overall effect while strings had a
glistening, noble quality.
Switching to the Krell KAV300i brought asound that was
leaner, harder and brighter.
Rickie Lee's voice now seemed
more clearly placed in astudio
acoustic, while the rhythm was
now solid and coherent: it
rocked. On orchestral music,
the Krell could give avery good

sense of hall ambience, and of
the acoustic around individual
instruments, good detail, and a
very good feeling of the pulse
of the music. It leaves the
A1001 behind in this aspect.
But it could sound harder than
the MF, unforgiving on
digitally-recorded strings.
Massively built, the
admirable A1001 offers ample
power, remote control and a
very good built-in m-m/m-c
phono stage. By comparison,
the slim KAV-300i could be
mistaken for apre-amp. And
yet, although it is the baby of
the range, the ' 300i is still
unmistakably, and inimitably,
areal live Krell.
Steve Harris
• Contact Krell (Absolute
Sounds) on 0181 971 3909,
Musical Fidelity 0181 900 2866
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brief encounters
KAN III BE COMPANY?
now sports awoven glassfibre cone. The
box is lighter owing to the cabinetry
downgrade — mostly 12mm
chipboard instead of MDF — thus
requiring many more units to fulfill
freighter ballast duties. The singlewired posts lead to asimple 2ndorder crossover with itty-bitty cored
inductors — acrossover which, like
the Tukan, has the potential to drop
treble output atad by snipping out
one of the series resistors in the HF
section. This facility will not actually
be called upon here since this Kan
has amost forgiving treble nature,
in direct contrast to the first two
instalments in the Kan trilogy.
What impresses about the Kan
III (can't wait for next derivation,
the Freekan) is its stability when hooked
up to avariety of bits. Give it some pumpin'
dance music and it happily gets on with it.... firmly
asking if you wouldn't mind tapping your foot. Provide
alittle piano, and apiano is what you get back, incisive
and relatively plink-free. It won't get all analytical and brittle
Re a3/5A, preferring to t-ead asofter, untroubled route.
like the Tukan, it prefers asolid stand rather than the open scaffold
Kan stand, although like its taste in electrical partners, it ain't that
fused. A casual listen shouldn't fool you into mistaking it for aTukan,
though. The Tukan has still got greater clarity in the high notes,
improved grounding in the nether regions and greater articulation in
between. It also plays chicken better, going louder before getting too
messy. All that said, Kan the third is an unpretentious (despite the
name) performer that works well with real world electronics. Very
pleasing — even if it is made in Taiwan.

LINN has quietly started making the Kan loudspeaker again. For
some this will be awelcome surprise. For the less smitten,
who remember sitting in front of apair of the original
153/5A-lookalikes, hard up against the wall on their
open frame stands, the prospect of the old
squawker once again haunting the
nation's dem rooms will at least
boost shares in Nurofen.
The idiosyncratic Kan, asealed
box two-way that excelled at 'tunes'
(thanks in part to aglorious midband
peak you could ski down), could,
given some beefy amp current up its
binding posts, reproduce something oft
mistaken for deep bass. But even Kan
cult members admitted it was highly
unforgiving of lack- lustre sources,
leading the old Kans often as not to be
paired with top- spec Sondeks — and
revelling in the turntable's warm and
melodic bass playing. The rear- ported
Tukan ( 2- Kan... !), introduced in 1994,
was far more even-handed. No, it wouldn't
crack spectacles with its snare rimshots
anymore, but at least it could be moved away
from the rear wall — retaining afew bass notes on
the way — and reward you with anot unpleasant
midband. But the current £600 price tag (£550 in black) may not suit
the would-be bookshelf- believer's pocket as well as it does Linn's
customer-affluence profile.
Spotting asales- losing hole in the product line-up, Linn has pared
down the Tukan, called it the Kan Ill, and actually created aminor
classic worthy of the name in the process. It costs £295 in ts solely
black vinyl finish, and will typically be seen at the end of aLinn Classik
one-box CD-amp [ see SH's review Aug ' 98]. Fans of the Tukan will
recognise the form even if the details have changed. The tweeter is the
revised ceramic dome seen across the Linn range, while the main driver

TESTING TIMES

the sixth and final section dedicated to
-Home

Theater'. In direct
contras: to the relaxed

HEARING astereo demonstration LP

.ind chatty voice of

of a late 1950s vintage the other day
reminded me of how much fun you

A Journey..., this

can have with a ' stereo' without even
recourse to music. Decca's AJourney

Andrew Harrison
• Linn customer helpline, freephone 0500 888909
92- track festival of pink noise, sweep
tones, musical instruments and 1/3
octave band noise. Now also
imported by Vivante,
comes aMobile
rc<,:

Chesky disc has a
very mechanical, very

Fidelity Sound Labs
sequel, Sound

American, script- led

Check 2 (... just

wonderfully plummy English

announcer who does
nothing for the

it was safe to go

narration of orchestral rehearsals,

entertainment value of the

racing cars and tap dancing, not to

disc. But then again, maybe
you bought the disc to set-up

into Stereo Sound* features

mention what now sounds like a
Python skit with the Tower of
London's Ceremony of the Keys: none
of it music, only for amusement, but
still a great test piece to worship
dynamics and soundstaging.
Fast forward to the present, and
witness two new releases dedicated as
audio test discs, both from the USA. One

z

is aChesky sampler/set-up CD, the
other an American re-master

when you thought

your system. And for this
purpose it proved superb, skilfully showing
up potential system deficiencies with a
mixture of test tones and selected music
pieces. Aspects such as imaging and
soundstaging, room acoustics, even bass
resonance, are demonstrated to the
attentive aardeophial, with the
musical selections proving quite
satisfying in their own right. A
useful and entertaining work,

of Alan Parsons'
professional test disc.

back into the
studio...). Basically
the same outing, this
disc has developed the original version in
two ways: one, it has extra music, in the
form of unaccompanied instruments and
voices (actually very useful) and additional
musical extracts; and two, it's gold. The
midas aspect Ican't explain, since there's
no sleeve blarney about it; but beyond
reproach is the playback quality which is
certainly higher than on my original disc,
as witnessed on the musical extracts.
Which aspect of the mastering and

First, the catchily-

particularly since the
separately-indexed speech

pressing process is responsible for the
improvement Ican't say, but the higher

;, named Chesky Gold

intros can be mercifully

quality and extra tracks may even make

edited out.
Alan Parsons and
Stephen Court

gc

Stereo and Surround
1" Sound Set- Up Disc: priced
at £ 19.95 this set features
various test sequences,
« mostly for stereo, but with

Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

released Sound
Check in 1993; it's a
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this version worth the £ 23.95 asking price.

Andrew Harrison
• Both discs availvble from Vivante, contact
0181 977 6600, or HFIVIRR's CD Service
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Piano
Finish
TLC are proud to announce two
new speakers to the UK market,
combining British engineering and
knowhow, along with Polish
high-quality craftsmanship in wood
and in apiano finish.
Classic 1: asubstantially built and
beautifully finished floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Classic 1uses a
band-pass bass system with
twin internal drivers to give massive
power handling, generous loudness
capabilities, and deep, well
controlled bass. A good size
midband driver in its own separate
chamber to provide realistic
dynamics and plenty of headroom.
Classic 2: afashionably slim
compact floorstander. Classic 2
avoids compromising the bass by
opting for athree-way configuration
and using agenerous 8inch bass
driver. This is mounted in the
side panel to maintain the slim
profile, while the mid and treble are
kept well clear of the ground for
optimum sound dispersion.

TLC, Unit 5A, Lantens Court, 22 Millharbour, London 814 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax: 0171-538 4490
Tonsil Loudspeaker Company, 62 300 Wrzesnia,
Daszynskiego 2/3 POLAND.
Tel: +48 61 4369220 Fax: +48 61 4361488

brief encounters
MYRYAD
MT1 00 TUNER
DIGITAL radio may be the latest news on
development ofthe airwaves, but this doesn't
mean that FM is lost and forgotten. Indeed
we might well see FM remain the choice of
the hi-fi enthusiast, in much the same way
that vinyl still has something to offer over
CD. If you want the very best that FM can
offer then there is no substitute for atuner
whose design shows the same attention to
detail as aspecialist amplifier or CD player.
Enter then the Myryad MT] 00, where the
designers have balanced the requirements for
high sensitivity, selectivity, low distortion and
good interference rejection with ease of use
and natural sound quality. Design is based
around ahigh-quality discrete component
front end with low- noise dual-gate MOSFET
input amplifier, three tuned RF stages and a
buffered local oscillator. The IF amplifier,
which utilises linear- phase ceramic filters, has
avery high headroom to prevent overload
with strong signals, and demodulation is
handled by adouble-tuned quadrature
detector with very low distortion and awide
dynamic range.
The Myryad's fascia is dominated by a
large, central tuning knob flanked by asemicircular array of three push buttons for Preset,
Manual and Search. Press Preset and the
knob turns to select one of up to 19 stations
you can store in its memory. On Manual, the

knob becomes atuning control, with the
frequency and signal strength shown on a
large blue fluorescent display. Or you can
search for stations, the knob just jogging
whether to search up or down.
The tuner can also be operated from the
Myryad System remote control, and is linked
to other Myryad components by the My Link
connections. Phono line output sockets, a75
ohm coax aerial socket and the power switch
lie on the rear panel.
While the tuner operates well on low signal
levels, maintaining low background noise and
good stereo reception from weaker stations,
.there is no doubt that sound quality increases
dramatically when strong signal levels from a
decent anténna are fed to it. Vocal
expressiveness and natural speech qualities
are the nallmark of agood tuner, and the
Myryad excels here, delivering afocussed

and ambient soundstage which speakers
populate realistically. Radio drama has a
stunning presentation, performers seeming to
be in the room with you, and there is a
tremendous dynamic range for effects.
Music is handled in much the same fashion,
the review period coinciding with the BBC
Proms and showing how much better the
radio sound is over the dynamically limited TV
transmission. Especially notable is the way the
stereo image remains stable for wide ranging
instruments - careful attention to the signal
path in the tuner has ensured this.
In short, if you are an avid radio listener the
Myryad MT100 will give you hours of
listening pleasure, and given agood aerial it
never puts afoot wrong. Highly
recommended.
Peter JComeau
• Myryad 01705 265508

ISOLATION WITH BALLS
MUSIC is a vibration that trembles
the air and things in contact with the
air. Combine this minute induced
movement with the not- so- slight floor
borne vibrations caused by people
walking across floorboards and fullrange speakers, and the sum total can
be injurious to the sound.
Now if you subscribe to the school of
thought that regards vibration in hi-fi
components to be aBad Thing then you

in atripod fashion. The balls themselves

siting them under several components

are the secret to the Lso-Bearing's efficacy.

whose sonic signature were already
familiar.

About the size of aping-pong ball, one of
these dense elastomer spheres in your
palm has the feel of asolid squash ball —
but one that resists casual squeezing. A
good party trick is to toss one around
while inviting unsuspecting observers to
guess how far it will bounce when

Under aCD player first, the Arcam

Alpha 9's already spacious sound was
actually improved upon, making for better
separation of images and an apparent
increase in low bass textures. This came

dropped heavily on to ahard surface. The

as aslight surprise — Ihad expected the
sound to be different, but not so surely

uninitiated may make aguess of at least a

better. With asimple belt- drive turntable,

few inches — they will be surprised to see

may already have astrategy to deal with
it. You may want to use ultra- dense,

it barely bounce at all. Because they are

the effect was of asmoother midband, a
welcome relaxation of aslightly forward

massive ' non- resonant' stands ( of course

such good absorbers of shock, they seem

presence that nevertheless did not forsake

there's no real stand that's totally nonresonant — the dominant frequency of

to soak up all movement energy, and defy
gravity in the process.
To hear what effect

vibration is merely translated around a
bit); you may use ultra-light yet rigid
platforms which, while feeling quite
resonant, can serve usefully as very low

have on perceived
sound quality, I

reservoirs of kinetic energy. Or you may

spent some time

have had some success with assorted
spikes and pods that are designed to sit
underneath equipment to, respectively,
act as strong grounding points, or
absorbent sponges of passing vibrations.
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings work closer to
the latter principle: three rubber-like
balls sit neatly in three anodised alloy

the Iso-Bearings

the crisp incision inherent with the
turntable. As apersonal arbitration of
worth, Itried them under the LP12.
Already fitted with Linn's Trampolin
sprung baseboard, the Iso-Bearings
temporarily replaced this platform. Here,
Iwas once again disconcerted to
discover differences in areas of
definition and midrange clarity — slight
changes that can be seen as
improvements, although here the jury
may be out for alittle longer.
The heavier-duty 3.3 versions reviewed
here cost £ 84.95 for three, while asmaller
version costs £ 54.95.

Andrew Harrison

cupped dishes, to be placed under an
honoured piece of equipment, supporting
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• Music Connoisseurs 0151 343 0007
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the man behind TAG McLaren's
explains what's
Q•

hu have TAG & McLaren, best known for their
Formula One racing team and watches, bought Audiolab?

Dr Udo Zucker, Physicist and founder of TAG Electronic Systems Ltd.
Largely because of me. Ihave always loved music. Ihave my best ideas listening to music
and could not live without it. For a long time, I've nurtured an ambition to push music
reproduction to the absolute limit. Ibelieve that in TAG McLaren Audio we will be able to do that.

Q

what do you think TAG McLaren can bring to
the world of high gualitu music reproduction?

Dr Udo Zucker: Several things: Firstly, radical ideas and the resource to carry
them out. TAG McLaren has over 100 engineers already working in one of the
most demanding of all disciplines- developing specialist electronics for Formula 1
racing. Some of this experience is directly applicable to hi-fi equipment: we
have world beating experience in digital circuitry design, use of quality materials
and in handling complex sensor data signals in the cramped, high vibration
and electrically noisy environment of a racing car. There is also a unique, TAG
McLaren attitude that overrides all this resource and expertise. This attitude is
focused on winning, it demands excellence and is obsessed by attention to detail.

••

what are qºur aims and aspirations for TAG McLaren Audio?

Dr Udo Zucker: My goal for TAG McLaren Audio is a simple one: to build the world's
best sound reproduction systems. Iwant to recreate, with absolute fidelity, the artists'
performance in your own living room, so that when you close your eyes you can believe
you are together in that room.

how has TAG McLaren changed Audiolab?
Dr Udo Zucker: Let's not forget that Audiolab have been making outstanding
high fidelity products for many years. In this way Audiolab complemented
our own way of working. In fact, both teams of engineers already have the
intuitive understanding of people that have been working together for years.
When Audiolab and TAG McLaren's electronics division joined forces we became
one of the most powerful companies involved in high end audio products.

WORLD LAUNCH AT ' HIFI SHOW 98', EXCELSIOR HOTEL, HEATHROW, SEPTEMBER 19-20
email: helpdeskaiaagmclarenaudio.com

free hone: 0800 7838007

electronics
behind TAG McLaren Audio.
Q

did you change the elettronics and appearance
of the product?
tide Zucker: Yes. Most

mportantly, with our additional resources, Derek

ScotIcnd, cc- founder of ›udicelabi, has c.ich;eved significant improvements in sound
repraduction. Our attitude

h3S

Deen

orne of ' no compromise', whatever it takes

to raise the standard to tse leN,el•Df a true TAG McLaren product. Furthermore, Peter
Stevens, designer of thee Mc_aren Fl

rood car, has made a big investment in

desig, and superior mate-ials to give these products a look for the new millennium.

will you add to the product range in the future?
Dr Udo Zucker: The first fruits of our collaboration will be the new
F3 series. This will be the ultimate Audiolab product, but for TAG McLaren
Audio it will only be the beginning. We plan to follow the F3 with two further,
more advanced and therefore expensive, complete systems: the F2 series
, and Fl series respectively. These systems will take TAG McLaren Audio
into genuine high end products and to new heights in high-fidelity.

la a;
mu what music system do you currently have at home?

Dr Udo Zucker: To be honest, Ilisten to a much more expensive Krell system at the
moment but Ican't wait to replace it with a better TAG McLaren Fl Audio system.

••

and finally, what sort of music do you enjoy listening to?

Dr Udo Zucker: Ah, the question they always ask in the hi-fi stores. But I
believe the question is irrelevant. Perfection is what Iwant, not a system that
'colours' sound. Purity, to my mind, is the most desirable quality reproduced
sound can have. So it shouldn't matter what Ilisten to. In delivering our promise
of " hi- performance, hi- fidelity" we will make this question irrelevant for good.

TelicLaren

audio

hi- performance

hi-fidelitli
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hile most of the audio
electronics
industry
wrote
off
valve
technology 35 years ago, valve
amplification has proved impossible
to kill. In fact, after alull in activity
and a near- fatal trough in the late
1970s, it is on the up again.
Moreover, this activity is supported
by enthusiastic designers and
customers worldwide.
A fascinating aspect is the sheer
variety of valves used and their
differing implementations. Some of
the more obscure and occasionally
highly desirable devices are no
longer obtainable, but surprisingly
most still are available. New or
improved types are also constantly
under
development,
perhaps
encouraged by the higher prices that
can be charged for quality consumer
audio valves, as compared with the
industrial applications of former
years.
Founded by Richard Lord [
not
REL founder Richard E Lord] and
Christopher
Lanham,
CR
Developments has been active in
audio electronics for the past eight
years or so, although its original
primary activity involved the design
and production of standby power
supplies and supply inverters.
Today, this Essex-based company's
large ranges of tube and solid-state
amplifiers are exported to 11
countries. In the solid-state audio
range there are two phono preamp/equalisers and five integrated
amplifiers, reaching to 200W/
channel for 8 ohms ( 350W/ch for 4
ohms). In the valve ( tube) series
there is a DAC, two phono preamplifiers, two pre- amps, three
integrated amps plus four power

THE SYSTEM
For comparison purposes in this power amplifier review
Ihad aCary 5725E, aNaim NAP250, aKrell FPB300
and aConrad-Johnson Premier 11 a. Sources included,
when needed, aConrad-Johnson Premier 14 and ART,
using the controlled outputs ( balanced and SE) of an
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade and aKrell KPS 20i/I CD
player. Vinyl replay was from the Linn LP12 Lingo/Naim
Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II via aConrad-Johnson
Premier 15 equaliser. Speakers comprised the easy-to drive Wilson WITT II, the Sonus Faber Electa Amator II,
Quad ESL63 and the Spendor SP2/2.
amps — how do they do it? High
standards are set for build quality
and reliability, and the products are
fully finished to ` international'
standards in chrome, black enamel
and gold plate.
Subject of this review is the
Artemis, CR Developments' top of
the line tube monoblock, operating
in pure Class A and costing £ 5000
the pair. This is a push-pull
amplifier of 35W per channel; there
is also a smaller 12W per channel
single-ended model, the Amphion,
at £ 1945.
Balanced signal inputs are catered
for via a professional-grade input
transformer, while the single-ended
(unbalanced) phono input bypasses
the transformer. Thanks to the
changeover switch on the rear panel
and the on-board volume control (a
ubiquitous feature of CR designs),
this power amp may also be viewed
as a limited- facility, two- input
integrated; but note that, as these
are monoblocks, all control
functions must be operated per
separate channel.
Set for 8ohm optimum matching,
the amp will drive 8 and 16 ohm
loads almost equally well. Five-way

CR's big push-pull Artemis monoblocks

Thanks to the
changeover
switch on the
rear panel and
the on-board
volume control
(a ubiquitous
feature of CR
designs), this
power amp
may also be
viewed as a
limited-facility,
two-input
integrated

binding posts provide the power
output, and internal jumpers allow
setting for a 4 or 16 ohm match.
Input sensitivity is rated at 0.6V,
single- ended and balanced, just
enough for direct use with typical
CD players and the more powerful
head-amp/equalisers.
Gold-plated alloy cone feet are
supplied, and matching detented
plates may be set below, providing
the
desired
point
contact
arrangement.

TECHNOLOGY
CR Developments designs and
winds its own high- quality grainorientated core transformers. In the
Artemis, both power supply and
output transformers are toroidal. In
this design the high- current low
impedance Russian triode, the 33C,
helps matters, requiring only lowratio matching to the speakers. [This
tube is also used in the GRAAF
GM20, reviewed by
ICK in September.]
Using atechnique
seen in previous

VoN•rr

aren't short on subtlety, but those
If1*.

Irorplefirr

Russian 33C valves make them more
ARTEMIS

powerful than you'd think
by MARTIN COLLOMS

ifflgr

51-1 PULL
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AMPLIFIERS
generations of Quad and McIntosh
amplifiers, both the anode and the
cathode circuits are looped into the
transformer, which is described as
cross- coupled and bi-filar wound.
The two Class A triodes operate
with only local negative feedback
while the amplifier as awhole does
not use loop feedback.
A 50k ohm input potentiometer
feeds the input 12AX7 triode, the
other half arranged as a phase
splitter. Two 12AU7 triode valves
are arranged as common- cathode
amplifiers anode coupled to the
output valve grids. The 33Cs are
run in fixed bias via pre-set controls
and their output rails are choke
(inductor) filtered.

SOUND QUALITY
Some valve amplifiers in this class
have arather soft, distant sound and
need some adjustment on the part of
the listener before more subtle

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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virtues may be appreciated,
assuming these are present of
course. Not so in the case of the
Artemis, which sounded notably
confident, crisp and articulate from
the off. However there was nothing
in that crispness you could call an
edge — if anything the balance with
several speakers showed some loss
of presence and of outright
percussive attack. Once the unit had
been run in for afew days from new,
substantial levels of clarity were
reached after 15 minutes or so.
Often with valve amplifiers you
wonder
how
restricted
the
maximum loudness will be, as they
are often not as powerful as the
specification would have you
believe. Ispun the twin volume
controls of the Artemis past the halfway point, and played the latest
Madonna CD expecting Imight be
disappointed. But rather like agood
solid-state, the Artemis delivered a
solid, pounding bass line, at the
same time presenting a massive,
almost theatrical soundstage, at
times more like being in a good
movie theatre than at home.
This was abig, rich sound yet one
with sufficient control. The Artemis
went right to the heart of the
musical message, reproducing

SUPPLIER
CR Developmerts
Ltd,
8Craftsman
Square,
Temple Far
Industrial Estam,
Sutton Road,
Southend-onSta,
Essex
SS22 5RH.
Tel: 01702
469 055

counterpoint, fine detail and
instrumental
harmony
and
expressive, articulate, unstrained
soaring vocals.
It was as happy on orchestral
pieces as on folk, jazz or rock,
particularly older rock. It had very
fine dynamic expression, fine
rhythm and upbeat timing. There
was bass power down to 35Hz, if
the speaker would provide it, while
the top end was clean, airy and
detailed.
Stereo focus was sharp, and even
more convincing was the air and
space it conjured up around each
performer. There were perceptible
tonal balance shifts with different
speaker choices and yet there was a
dominant strand of transparency,
low-level detail, intimacy, warmth
and listening ease running through
it all.
Certainly the sound was unforced,
neutral — 'zero negative feedback' if
you like — despite that modest
degree of Quad II- like cathodecoupled feedback around the output
transformer itself. The bass kick was
surprising, adding force to rock
material and dynamic authority to
big classical works. In summing it all
up for a sound quality score, its
unmechanical and unforced nature
weighed strongly in its favour
together with the fine
dynamic
range
reaching
a

It's the Music

Stupid!

We set out to design and manufacture the first

Why did we do it?

Many, many people told us

new high- end Garrard turntable for 25 years,

we were mad to try. But we feel that music

complete with the now unique idler-wheel drive,

lovers deserve the best. After all, it's not about

that continues the original Garrard design phi-

"Hi Fi" or equipment that is advertised more like

losophy. Thus the Garrard 501 was born.

male jewellery than musical instruments, to us
it's not about that. Our philosophy is simple. To

We service and re- manufacture classic 401 and
legendary 301

paraphrase Bill Clinton, " It's the Music - Stupid!"

transcription motor units. We

make plinths, power supplies, accessories and

The involvement, bass slam and sheer toe-tap-

spares for them.

ping vibrance of an idler wheel turntable can't
be bettered. That's why we still make them, so

We negotiated with Gradiente of Brazil, owners

you can hear the music, all the music.

of the Garrard name, and now have sole rights
to the Garrard name and trademarks.

For the 501 we use

advances in technology

that have come about in the years since the
We talked, and continue to talk, to a number

401 ceased production. These include our new

of

AeroFlux® ( patent pending) motor, bearing and

former

Garrard

employees,

including

Brian Mortimer, head quality control engineer at

chassis developments.

the Swindon factory. Brian's father, the late

Garrard plinth and the Garrard PSU 2 power

Edmund ( Monty)

supply are an integral part of the 501 and are

of

research

Mortimer,

at Garrard so,

was the

head

with this con-

Our world-renowned

available to all 301 and 401 owners.

nection, there is an unbroken link between our
research
Garrard

and

development team

tradition

of

fine

and

engineering

the
and

innovation.

So if you want music,

not " Hi Fi",

hear a

Garrard from Loricraft Audio - the real Garrard
people.

See us at The Hi Fi Show ' 98 room 1045, Renaissance ( Ramada) Hotel

exiajajelite

TM

.
7de
To find out more send the coupon

to :-

Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Lambourn
Berkshire, RG17 8Xg.

..de9certd ecuttietetel„ „
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AMPLIFIERS
commendable 35 points on my
usual scale;
some thermionic
enthusiasts would go even higher.

CR DEVELOPMENTS ARTEMIS
LAB REPORT

This amplifier

CONCLUSION
While there is little to argue over so
far as the general framework of test
results are concerned ( in fact this
amplifier proved more powerful into
8 ohm loads than the conservative
specification suggested) as supplied,
it was significantly weaker on 4 ohm
loading.
In addition it had a high output
impedance which perceptibly alters
the frequency response and tonal
balance of many typical speakers.
This can be addressed at 3 dB loss
in maximum level by setting it to 4
ohms. (Some of the more sensitive 8
ohm speakers might also benefit
from the lower setting.)
It can hard to separate the sound
of this amplifier from the sound it
makes with your speakers. As it
stands, Istill found the Artemis to
be highly satisfactory in musical

interacted rather
more than usual
with differing
loudspeakers,
suggesting ahigh

response errors of
+2, -2.5dB will

thuming ql timbre,

result with the

single-ended type.
However, this was

Artemis. No
physical harm
arises but any
intending purchaser
must be satisfied
that the

more so that for a

not detected in the
presence of the
frequency response
effects. Distortion
fell smoothly with

Fg I. CR Developments Artemis: frequency

decreasing power
and at cruising level

(dashed) and 4ohm load (lower trace)

output impedance.
This was
confirmed by the

combination of

results showing the

amplifier and

highest I've yet

speaker will provide

measured, at 4
ohms midband,

the desired result.
Rated at 35W

with nearly 5ohms

(I 5.5dBLY0 for a

-53dB at 20Hz,

at 20kHz and 2.9

modest distortion

-43dB 20kHz and

ohms at 20Hz.
Damping factor is

level (1.5 to 3%
over the
bandwidth), the

-60dB (or 0.1%)
midband. Fig 2
shows the 2W

distortion didn't

lkHz spectrum,
revealing a

just 2on an 8ohm
nominal load and
changes to the
sound balance
expected from a

change too
dramatically up to
arather higher true
clipping point of

(average music
powers) measured
well;

amplification. Those easy dynamics,
the upbeat tempo, the high

load types.
An indication of

points were
obtained, 14.8 and

resolution, and spacious, focused

the likely effect is

14.0dBW

hum components
cluster around the

images plus the natural tonality and
unforced transparency all linger in

shown by the
frequency response

respectively.
Not only did the

spectral lines. High
frequency

level drop

intermodulation

substantially by
5.2dB for the

was satisfactory, at

the memory. All these virtues are the
provenance of upper grade single-

graphs [Fig 1].
On 8ohms, the

ended thermionic designs; but there
was a further factor that set the
Artemis apart, and that was its

upper trace, the
0.5dB points are
at 25Hz and

dynamic range.
Make no mistake, this elegantsounding design also packed ameaty

30kHz flat
through the centre,
though with amild

punch, clipping overload was almost
undetectable and it will play

0.5dB rise at
25kHz. On 4

genuinely loud, in my book more

ohms the rising
output impedance

like a 100 watter.

observed clip point
into 4ohms, but the

these are at better
than - 100dB. Some

at Iwatt [Fig 3].
Tested for supply

higher impedance
loads are preferable

ohms load for a
37.5Hz

all round. A

fundamental [Fig

was fine, the input
impedance was an

4] showed mild
50Hz supply

easy to drive 40k

connection of aCD

ohms and the

player (94mV for

sensitivity was
high, sufficient for

1W, 520mVfor full
power).

modulation the 213
rated power into 4

satisfactory peak

droop by 20kHz

current rating of
+4.3A was

system. With a caution to check on

ohms (lower

obtained. On short

-77dB but higher

system

breakthrough at

trace). By

term burst power,

supply harmonics

heavyweight British contender is

themselves, these

65W (18.1dB1r0

were well

easy to recommend.

differences in the
treble were

was possible, so this

suppressed.
Signal-to-noise

of 3dB in level
from 8to 4ohms.
Note also the effect
of a2pF reactive
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headroom, which,
in conjunction with
the benign zero-

ratios were fine for
the genre, at 1W
reading -65dB
unweighted (with
some hum content)

load (dashed line)
in prematurely
curtailing the

sounded more like
100W/channel than

with hum excluded,
it read 98dB

treble, now 3dB

the rated 35W.

weighted and

down at 20kHz

With apush-pull
design such as this,

unweighted, with

the distortion is

hum. This might be

Many speakers
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amplifier did have
agood dynamic

loop-feedback
clipping behaviour,
ensured that it

for 8ohms.

at 1W

-65.3dB 0.054%

now resulted in an

relatively harmless,
but notice the fall

intermodulation test, 19kHz and 20kHz tones

20Hz level fell to
10.4dBW and the
20kHz result was
9dBW. Clearly

equally mild 0.5dB

this

Fig 3 CR Developments Artemis•

-54.4dB for rated
level, improving to

It is so musically capable that you
owe it to yourself to make the effort
to see whether it would fit into your
compatibility,

spectrum, kHz at 2W, 8ohm load

while it is true that
some components
still evident beyond
the 10th order,

terms, showing many of the
important sonic characteristics
expected
of
high
quality

extended 20Hz and
20kHz clip power

Fig 2 CR Developments Artemi: distortion

decrementing
harmonic power;

chosen speaker will
be inevitable unless
it is one of the
compensated,
purely resistive-

55W or 17.5d,BW.
Reasonably

responses, 8ohm load, 8ohms plus 2pF

exhibit variations
in impedance,

predominantly oddorder, and at full

typically in the 4.5
to 20 ohm range,

powers, the test
figures suggested a

and frequency

brightening and

and -83dB `A'
wtd. At full level

-80dB including
audible in very
sensitive
loudspeakers,
94dBIW or more.
Channel balance

Fig 4 CR Developments Artem s: power

supply modulation test, 37.5Hz at 213 rated
power, 4ohm load

Test results

many sources
including direct

CR Developments Artemis'

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec)
35W ( 15.5BW*: 4ohms. 12.5dBW •
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm had (dBW) 14.8 17.5
14
Both channels 4ohms
10.4 12.3
9
Burst lOrns, 8ohms
18.1
Burst lOrns, 4ohms
13
Burst 10ins, 2ohms
N/A
Distortion (
dB)
THD,rated power 8 ohms -33 -36 -27.8
THD, at OdBW 8ohms -53 -60 -43
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, aux input) -54.4
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, at OdBW
-65.3
Signal-to-noise ratio, full gain (dB)
22Hz-22kHz ( rel OdBW)
65
22Hz-22kHz (rel full level rated)
80
'A' wtd ( rel OdBW)
83
'A' wtd ( ml full level rated)
98
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0/0
Input sensitivity ( IHF,OdB)
94mV
Input sensitivity ( for programme clip)
520V
Stereo separation, aux (dB) N/A ( monoblock)
Output impedance (ohms) 2.42
4 4.95
Dimensions iwhd, mm)
260x220x400
Typical price ( inc VAT)
f4995/pair
where OdBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
for clip point
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PERSONAL COMPONENT SYSTEM / CD RECEIVER UD-M3

C2: 1

O0

VOLUME

O0
O0
D-M3 Super Micro
RDS CD/Receiver
20 watts per channel. 4-mode preset
EQ and Auto-Source select.
Subwoofer output for extra bass.
RDS tuner has Radio Text, 40 station
pre-sets, auto taming and a24 hour
timer/alarm. CD player is ahigh
performance design featuring
Denon's latest multi-bit technology

SC- M5
Optional British Made
Speakers

Our corner cutting is purely in the
interests of design.
We've given our new range of
micro systems rounder, softer
edges for amore sophisticated,
more stylish appearance.
As you'd expect, Denon's
superior performance and quality
remain uncompromised.
The full range includes avery
compact CD Receiver and aCD
Receiver with a3disc changer.
Options are amatching Cassette
Deck and Mini- Disc Recorder.
High power British made
speakers are also available.
For information on the full range
and your nearest Denon dealer,
call 01234 741200 or write to:
Denon Freepost SL 781,
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Gerrards Cross,
Bucks. SL9 9BS.

.• -•

D-M5 Super Micro
RDS CD/Receiver

cz
c±i"='

o
o

00

As above but with the addition
of a3xCD changer and a
power increase of 30 watts rms
per channel. The 3fray CO
changer allows CDs to be
changed individually even while
one is playing.

00

o,

o

wro raw«
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0

00
00
00
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Optional
DRR-M10 Autoreverse
cassette deck

Horizontal design to
complement system. Delivers
excellent performance and
includes Dolby HX Pro B/C and
CD sychronisation.

Optional
DMD- M 10Mini- Disc
00
00
00

Recorder

Looking to the future the DMDM10 features comprehensive
editing facilities including anew
Pick Record' function.

http://www.denon.coe

Designed especially for Denon's
latest micro systems.

The next generation from

)ENON

W

hat is all the fuss about?
Anyone reading the
specialist hi-fi press
could not help but notice the praise
being heaped upon the latest DVD
players. Not only for their
performance as multi- channel
movie-carriers but, specifically, for
their apparent advantage in
replaying conventional two-channel
audio CDs. This was the inspiration
for our six-way DVD test, which is
an exploration of two-channel sound
quality rather than ahead-to-head in
their primary role as the home
cinema format of the next
millennium. That will have to wait
for afuture issue...
Of the six current models
included here, three have acommon
heritage: the Denon DVD-3000 and
Kenwood DVF-5010 are based on
the essential, digital nuts and bolts
of the Panasonic DVD-A350. Sony,
Pioneer and Toshiba have all
produced their own designs, but
neither Kenwood nor
Denon
are
exactly
strapped for resources of
their own. This sends a
clear message: a ` holding
pattern' if you will, as
these key manufacturers
feel obliged to dip a toe
into unknown waters
while waiting to see if the
trickle turns into atorrent.
They are not being
dragged in by the
hype, so why
should we?
So,
is
it
plausible that a
DVD
player
should, as has been
suggested in some
other magazines, be
able to outperform
comparably- priced
CD players? Perhaps
such viewpoints are
influenced by the
thought that if DVD
transports are optimised
for a high- density disc
format, then the job of
reading lower-density CDs
is made easier? Or perhaps it
is the proud boast of
'96kHz/24-bit-compatible'
DACs
that
sways
the
imagination towards improved
sound quality. Whatever the
reason, such an outcome is
improbable and, as we will
discover, is unrealised in practice.
Specifically, the dual-focus DVD
transports will read data from DVD,
red- book CD and white- book
VideoCD formats. The DVD
standard itself supports multichannel
Dolby Digital ( 5.1
channels) and MPEG 2 (up to 7.1
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channels) encoding with two linear
PCM channels up to 96kHz/24-bit
Denon DVD-3000 - £700
resolution. Intermediate 48kHz/
Kenwood DVF-5010 - £600
16/20/24-bit and 96kHz/16/20/24Panasonic DVD-A350- £700
bit two-channel PCM channels are
also tolerated (see lab test results).
Pioneer DV- 505 - £450
Significantly, Ido not know of
Sony DVP-5715 - £600
Toshiba SD- 3107B - £550
one DVD manufacturer who is
claiming anything other than ` CD
compatible' or ` CD quality sound'
for their fledgling hardware. Instead,
DVD players can handle movies
the emphasis is firmly on providing a
wealth of hi- tech home cinema
and CD sound as well. So have DVD
flexibility from asingle chassis. The
players include a variety of video
players made CD players redundant?
outputs, necessary for viewing
movies and accessing the on-screen
This in-depth test examines the
set-up menus that are available.
Even when using aDVD player only
sonic abilities of current six
for replay of 44kHz/16-bit CDs or
DVD PCM audio, a TV is still
useful to ensure the (fronil
lspeaker
current models
outputs are set to ' large' and that
other DSP trickery — such as the
by PAUL MILLER
SRS- based ' 3D Surround' or
'Virtual Surround' modes — is
switched off.
Furthermore, before
conducting
any
comparative auditions of
your own, do check the
rear panel connections
very carefully indeed. For
example, all the secondgeneration Panasonicbased players have a
multitude
of phono
sockets marked Rear,
Centre, Front, Sub and
Mixed. Importantly, the
separate rear, centre and
front channels are
used
for
5.1 encoded movie or
music soundtracks.
Conventional music
CDs
should
be
auditioned via the
`L/R front' sockets
while 5.1 channel
audio is matrixed ( for
connection to a VCR
or TV) via the ' mixed'
sockets.
This may not be the
first group test of DVD
players, but it is the first
to be conducted under
strict, blind conditions at
precisely matched levels
using the appropriate
connections. And it is the
first, anywhere in the world, I
believe, to be accompanied
not only by 96kHz/24-bit
measurements but also by a
detailed analysis of jitter in the
400001.11.data path. All of which results, I
am bound to say, were compiled
after the listening tests — and yet
they demonstrate a remarkable
correlation with the listening results.
So, if the subjective impressions are

DVD PLAYERS UNDER TEST

11011 Weir's
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ON DVD3000
LAB REPORT
As already
discussed, there is no
practical difference
between the
Panasonic and
Denon DVD
players. So, the
small but mal
variations that do
exist between the
DVD-A350 and
DVD-3000 should
give us agood idea
ofproduction batch
tolerances. The
96kHz124-bit
response drops by
1.3-1.5dB on both
players at 44kHz,
for example, while
distortion is
consistent at
0.001%, 0.002%
and 0.01% at
OdBFs, -20dBFs
and -60dBFs
respectively.
Low-level
resolution is also
good to around
3dB to - 120dBFs
(measured by timeaveraging) even
though the practical
signal-to-noise ratio
is just 105dB. This
is compromised on
audition by the
unexpectedly high
+12dB noise
modulation —
avoided in the
Kenwood DVD
player and in the
Musical Fidelity
X-Ray CD player
[reviewed esewhere
in this issuej which
use the same Burr
Brown PCM1716
DACs. The
debilitating `fuzz' of
high-rate jitter [I]
has increased from
3963 picoseconds
(Panasonic) ID
5578ps in this
Denon version
although, for what
it's worth, the hum
and PSUinduced
phenomena [2] are
down by a
proportionate
amount.
Performance at
48kHz is dominated
by the noise-shapers
[3] and by an
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at odds with everything else you
have read, remember that there is a
difference between opinion and hard
objective evidence.

Fig la. Denon DVD-3000: jitter spectrum

LISTENING TESTS

Fig lb. Denon DVD-3000: distortion (THD)
versus resolution at 48kHz

Fig lc. Denon DVD-3000: distortion (THD)
versus resolution at 96kHz

extended spray of
distortion
harmonics [4]
which continue still
further [5] with
96kHz data.
Ideally, Iwould
expect both plots to
look far cleaner.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Hayden
Laboratories Ltd,
Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks
S19 9UG.
Tel: 01753
888 447

Denon DVD-3000

20Hz
lkHz 20kHz 44kHz
Channel balance (
dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
0
0
0
96kHz/24-bit
0
0
0
0.1
Channel separation ( dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
112
112
8096kHz/24-bit
112
112
79
78
Frequency response (
dB)
44.11(Hz/16-bit
0
0 -0.2 96kHz/24-bit
0
0 -0.2 - 1.5
Distortion ( dB)
44.1k/16-bit 96k/24bit
THD vs level at OdB -98
-98
-94
THD vs level at -20dB -93
THD vs level at -60dB -56
-60
At -90dB (dithered) -29
-42
At - 120dB ( dithered)
no signal
-5
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
-0
0
Error at -90dB (dithered) +0.6
0
Error at -120dB (dithered) no signal + 2.8
Peak output level
Left/right
2.149/2.143V
Relative to 2V ( dB)
+0.6
Output Impedance
1.09k ohm
Image suppression (
dB) 77.5
54.2
1Hz noise mod (
dB) + 11.8
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
No emphas ,s. OLSB
112.7
114.5
No emphas.s, 1LSB
105.4 Total correlated jitter 7422ps Clock accuracy + 19ppm + 18ppm
Video outputs two SCART, two CVBS, one S-type
Digital output
coaxial, optical
Track access time (
to track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£ 700
-.

k,

Each of these DVD players was
thoroughly ' warmed- up' and then
auditioned using both 96kHz/24-bit
and 44.1kHz/16-bit source material
under strict, blind conditions and at
a precisely matched listening level.
This way, the slightly low 1.9V
output of Toshiba's player would
not put it at adisadvantage against
the 2.3V of Sony's newer model.
A repertoire of vocal, pop and
classical DVDs and CDs was
auditioned before the collective
impression of the panel was entered
directly into a computer. Material
chosen included Rebecca Pidgeon
'MacDougall's Men' [ Cheslcy 96/24
SuperAudioDisc CHDVD171];
Shostakovich Concerto No1 [Denon
CO- 18068];
Madonna ' I'm
Breathless' [Warner 759926209-2]
and Elgar's Violin Concerto in B
Minor [EMI CDC 556 4132]. The
listening system included DPA-100S
pre- and power amplifiers plus
Audio Note AN-E (main) and REL
Stentor II (sub) loudspeakers.

Manual by way of confirmation. In
any case, there is certainly no
suggestion that the OEM boards
bought-in by Denon are of a lower
specification than those selected by
Panasonic.
Otherwise,
the
DVD-3000
remains extremely flexible, with
Panasonic's on- board MN67750
LS! providing Dolby Digital and
MPEG audio decoding alongside
MPEG2 video decoding. Downmixed 5- to- 2 channel audio is
passed to the L/R ' mixed' outputs
while the L/R ' front' channels
should be employed when listening
to two-channel CD or 96kHz/24-bit
linear PCM audio from DVD. Once
again, the multi-channel output is
facilitated by Denon's use of three
stereo PCM1716 DACs from BurrBrown [see Panasonic DVD-A350
review].

SOUND QUALITY

All the hallmarks of the DVD-A350,
including the oddly- stretched
`widescreen' soundstage, the loss of
subtle detailing, bass definition and
treble clarity all remain to haunt the
re-badged DVD-3000. In a direct
head- to-head comparison with the
DVD-A350, Madonna's ' Hanky
Panky' still did not sound altogether
DENON DVD-3000
integrated or coherent but its stereo
Take one £ 700 Panasonic DVDdepth was fractionally superior, as
A350, stick on a heavier ' Hybrid was the ` roundness' of its bass line.
Insulating Base Chassis', remove the
But whatever extra ' bounce' might
jog/shuttle dial and style the front have been imagined, the detail of sax
panel in traditional Denon livery and trumpet was still lost in the
and, broadly speaking, you've got a rush, the rasp of these powerful
£700 DVD-3000. Our overhead instruments
reduced
to
a
photographs show more than a background hash.
passing similarity between the
Elgar's Violin Concerto sounded
players!
strained, the string section refusing
There are small revisions to the to ebb and flow in anatural fashion
front-mounted display board, if only as the performers' musical tension
because Panasonic's spring-loaded was prevented from release. Instead
shuttle dial is replaced by more
conventional track skip buttons.
Nevertheless, although the DVD3000 might look more like a CD
player, this is — how can Iput it
— afortuitous coincidence.
To be perfectly fair, though,
when I put Denon's UK
representatives on the spot,
they did acknowledge that
there was ` no fundamental
difference between the DVD-A350
and DVD-3000' and even went so
far as sending me a full Service
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KENWOOD DVF-50
LAB REPORT
The benefit of
Kenwood's
proprietary output
board is evidenced
by anumber of
technical
improvements over
the Panasonic and
Denon. Perhaps
of raising the hairs on the back of photograph clearly shows, the main
the most obvious
Panasonic board remains in place
the panel's collective neck, this
'upgrade' is its
once-passionate recording left the with its principal MN67750 decoder
reduction from
LSI providing discrete front, centre,
blood running decidedly tepid.
circa 7000ps to
Finally, one of the world's best rear and subwoofer outputs plus
2164ps ofjitter.
'mixed' channels for use with stereo
violin players [ Kennedy] was
Nevertheless, this is
described as sounding like he was TV and/or Dolby Pro Logic
still unlikely to give
receivers. Nevertheless, a detailed
'sawing through a piece of wood'.
Meridian, Arcam
Harsh words indeed, from a very examination shows this ' Panasonic'
or Sony any
board has been re- masked for
disappointed panel.
Kenwood and married- up to a sleepless nights. Do
note that the jitter
proprietary
analogue
stage.
CONCLUSION
pattern, with its
For whatever reason, the sound Kenwood's own output board,
PSUinduced
quality of Denon's DVD-3000 has visible at the back of the case,
peaks fi], midreceived very favourable coverage includes three of Burr- Brown's
rate 'fuzz' [21 and
PCM1716 converters, a revised
elsewhere in the audio "press.
uncorrelated noiseSomewhat ironically, without analogue filter stage and what looks
like jitter [3] still
knowing the price, make, model and like additional PSU regulation.
looks like a
developing reputation of the player
diminished version
SOUND QUALITY
at hand, our blind panel singled-out
of that suffered by
Unbeknown to the blind panel,
the DVD-3000 for its oppressive
the Denon and
Kenwood's player was auditioned
quality of ' musical censorship'.
Panasonic.
Indeed, the contrast between the flat after both the Denon and Panasonic
Similarly, its
bass, lifeless treble and lack of entries, where the by-now-familiar,
96kHz/24-bit
lack of concise, crisp treble detail
emotive freedom of the DVD-3000
response is flatter,
and restricted sense of musical
and the typically colourful and
while its output
ebullient character of Denon's dynamics prompted sighs of
impedance is
recognition. Sure enough, there was
popular CD players could not be
halved (enhancing
greater. Perhaps when a player anice sheen to the strings and less of
its compatibility
sounds so very ' different', there is the rhythmical incoherence of the
with different
the temptation to judge such a two related players, and vet when
amplifiers) and,
Shostakovich's Concerto became
difference as an improvement. Yet,
possibly most
more animated, the performers were
on the evidence presented here, it
important of all,
apparently squeezed together,
clearly is not.
the noise
crushing their identity.
modulation has
Bass detail remained very soft
KENWOOD DVF-5010
dropped from
Despite being based on the same indeed, but though this lack of
+11dB to just
robust energy continued to attract
Panasonic chassis as the DVD-A350
+3.5dB, with no
criticism, there was at least some
and Denon DVD-3000, Kenwood's
penalty in the
semblance of richness to enliven
machine remains distinctive. Here,
105dB signal-toan in-house display indicates both Madonna's ' Hanky Panky'. Other
noise ratio.
selections
typically
the Title and Chapter numbers or, rock/pop
These factors all
in CD language, track and index sounded softened and recessed and
serve to distinguish
position. CD Text is also accessible while the busiest recordings were
the DVF-5010
where available, in line with still sufficiently intelligible, all our
from the Panasonic
Kenwood's current range of CD listeners thought it sounded
crowd, but it's not
'uncomfortably digital'.
players.
Elgar's Violin Concerto enjoyed a bereft of bugs. For
HFNIRR was granted an exclusive
example, while
preview of this player, although the slightly bigger presentation than was
the norm, but the lack of detail, of
THD via CD is
unit, as evidenced by its ' leaky'
consistent at
transparency and vibrant
alphanumeric
display,
was
around 0.16% (re.
undoubtedly pre- production. No
-60dBFs), there's
literature, instruction or service
no practical
manuals were available during
improvement with
this review period. Features
either 48kHz or
and facilities are broadly in
96kHz-sampled
line with Panasonic and
data, thanks to a
Denon, but without
least one persistent
SCART audio/video
high-order
outputs. CVBS and Sharmonic NJ
Type video outputs will
Compared to the
have to suffice. As the
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Fig 2a. Kenwood DVF-5010: jitter spectrum

Fig 2b. Kenwood DVF-5010: distortion
(THD) versus resolution at 48kHz

Fig 2c. Kenwood DVF-5010: distortion
(THD) versus resolution at 96kHz

Denon/Panasonic,
there's also aslight
restriction in its
practical dynamic
range with 96kHz
data 151 — visible
here as alighter
shade of 'green'
background
Test results

SUPPLIER
Kenwood
Electronics (UK)
Ltd,
Kenwood House,
Dwight Road,
Watford,
Herts,.
Tel: 01923
816 444
Kenwood DVF-5010 1s

20Hz
1kHz
20kitz 44kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
0
0
0.1
96kHz/24-bit
0
0
0.1
0.2
Channel separation (
dB)
44.1kHz/ 16bit
113
99
77
96kHz/24-bit
112
99
76
64
Frequency response (
dB)
44.1kFft/16-bit
0
0 + 0.1
96kHz/24-bit
0
0 +0.3 -0.2
Distortion (dB)
44.3.k/16-bit 96k/24-bit
THD vs level at OdB -98
-93
THD vs level at -20d8 -90
-84
THD vs level at -60dB
-56
- 56
At -90dB ( dithered)
-26
-39
At -120dB (dithered)
no signal
-2
Resolution (
linearity error. dB):
Error at -60dB
o
0
Error at -90dB (dithered) +0.5
0
Error at - 120dB (dithered) no signal +9.5
Peak output level
Left/right
2.057/2.050V
Relative to 2V ( dB)
+0.2
Output Impedance
537 ohms
Image suppression (
dB) 77.5
54.2
1Hz noise mod (
dB) +3.5
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd. dB)
No emphasis. OLSB
108.6
110.9
No emphasis, 1LSB
105.1
Total correlated jitter 2164ps
Clock accuracy
+4ppm
+4ppm
Video outputs
two CVBS. one S-type
Digital output
coaxial. optical
Track access time (
to track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
£600
—
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NASONIC DVD-A350
LAB REPORT
ONILLER AUDIO
IleSEARCto
As this DVD-A350
is also the 'base
model' .
for Denon 's
DVD-3000 and
Kenwood's DVF5010, comparing
results and plots
makes interesting
-3030 4000 -1000
0 1000 2000 3000
reading. With CDJITTER FREQUENCY in Hz
format data, the
Fig 3a. Panasomc DVD-A350: jitter spectrum
response is flat to
20kHz and drops
by only - 1.3dB at
44kHz with 24bit/96kHz data. Of
course, we know
from experience that
aflat frequency
response tells us
nothing useful about
aplayer's potential
balance as, in this
Fig 3b. Panasonic DVD-A350: distortion
instance, the vast
(THD) versus resolution at 48kHz
7079ps ofjitter
takes precedence.
Hundreds offuzzy,
high-rate
components [1] will
soften any treble
`bite' or clarity and
the huge welt of
uncorrelated, noiselike jitter [2]
thwarts any hope of
Fig 3e. Panasonic DVD-A350: distortion
sharp, stereo images
(THD) versus resolution at 96kHz
while the strong
(3200ps) PSUrelated jitter [3]
shaping is evident
SUPPLIER
strips its bass of
with 48kHz data
Panasonic
(UK) Ltd,
impact. Precisely
[4] but via both
Panasonic House,
what the listening
48kHz and 96kHz
Willoughby Road,
panel reported!
sources, there's a
Bracknell,
The player's
clear and wekome
Berks,
RG12 4PF.
high 1
kohm output
reduction in THD
Tel: 01344
impedance will be
with 24-bit
862 444
an issue with some
resolution data [5].
interconnect/
amplifier
Test results
Panasonic DVD-A350',
20Hz
ikHz 20kHz 44kHz
combinations while
Channel balance (dB)
the 105dB A-wtd
44.1kHz/16-bit
0
0 . 0
96kHz/24-bit
0
0
0
0.2
signal-to-noise ratio Channel separation (
dB)
44.1kHz/16bit
108
110
80may exceed others
96kHz/24-bit
111
113
80
70
Frequency response (
dB)
in this test but still
44.1kHz/16-bit +0.1
0 -0.1
falls 35dB short of 96kHz/24-bit
0
0 -0.1 -1.3
Distortion ( dB)
44.1k/16-bit 96k/24-bit
24 bits! Of greater
THD vs level at OdB -99
-100
THD vs level at -20dB
98
-94
concern is the
anomalous
+10.9dB of roughsounding noise
modulation which
is not typically
suffered by BurrBrown's bitstream
PCM1716 DAC
with its 'multi-level
delta-sigma
modulator
architecture'. The
effect of noise-

38

THD vs level at -60dB -54
-60
At -90dB (dithered) -29
-38
At -120d8 (dithered)
no signal -10
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
-0
0
Error at -90dB (dithered) +0.5
0
Error at -120dB (dithered) no signal +9.5
Peak output level
Left/right
2.057/2.050V Relative to 2V (dB) +0.2
Output Impedance
537 ohms
Image suppression (
dB) 77.5
5472
1.Hz noise mod (
dB) +3.5
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
No emphasis, OLSB
108.6
110.9
No emphasis, 1LSB
105.1 Total correlated Jitter 2164ps Clock accuracy
+3ppm +3ppm
Video outputs two SCART, two CVOS, one S-type
Digital output
coaxial, optical
Track access time (
to track 99)
2.5 seconds
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£700

colour was impossible to ignore, and
very difficult to countenance in the
longer term. As aclassical event, this
Elgar disc was described as
underwhelming: ` sounds like it was
written on afoggy night in London'
suggested one listener.

CONCLUSION
Kenwood's serious attempt to work
with, and ultimately improve, the
Panasonic DVD chassis has not
been entirely fruitless. A number of
technical issues, not least jitter and
modulation noise, are substantially
ameliorated even if the underlying
`character' of the base player cannot
help but make its presence felt. So,
even if our listeners did describe its
CD performance as `passionless' or
`going through the motions', neither
was it quite so moribund and
grubby-sounding as its technological
cousins. As a DVD player, the
DVR-5010 is remarkably flexible
and great value — have no doubt —
but as aCD player, Kenwood's own
£170 DP- 3080 will see it off in
moments.

decoded front, centre, surround and
subwoofer channels, with an
additional pair of ' Mixed' outputs
for connection to atwo-channel (
le,
non- surround) system such as a
conventional TV set.
CDs are recognised by the dualfocus optics and tracks selected in
the conventional way via a direct
access keypad on Panasonic's
VEQ2017 remote control. Tracks
from DVD audio discs are denoted
by a small ` c' (for chapter) on the
main display while the number of
channels available, the sampling and
resolution ( for example, 96kHz
and/or 24 bits) are also indicated by
aseries of icons. Panasonic still has
some bugs in its operational
software, as DVD track selection is
often fiddly and not all material will
`stop' when required. But at least
the spring- loaded shuttle- dial —
primarily intended for scanning
through DVD movies — also allows
afast search of CD audio.

SOUND QUALITY
As

a generalised

theme,

and

regardless of source ` resolution',
PANASONIC DVD-A350
Panasonic's player epitomises what
This was the first DVD player to was to become familiar to our panel
provide home cinema enthusiasts
as the ' sound of DVD'. From our
with a one-stop solution. While all limited 96kHz/24-bit repertoire,
DVD players strip out the audio and Rebecca Pidgeon's vocals boasted
video components from the plenty of superficial clarity but her
transport's RF output and provide a intonation was oddly hollow and her
down- mixed ( 5.1 to 2- channel)
depth subjectively restricted by the
output, the DVD-A350 maintains entrance of her backing vocals. 'A
full onboard decoding. This is very two-dimensional represenaccomplished via its MN67750 LSI,
tation' suggested one listener, who
which provides MPEG and Dolby went on liken it to a ` letterbox'
Digital audio decoding alongside presentation. Treble detail lacks bite
MPEG2 video decoding and 10-bit and insight as the music seems to
video D/A conversion. Audio digital- adopt an excessive smoothness.
to- analogue
conversion
is There was some mid-emphasis to be
accomplished via three two-channel
Burr- Brown PCM1716 DACs,
which are capable of handling
96kHz/24-bit wordleng-ths.
This is the same converter that is
used to great effect in Musical
Fidelity's X- Ray CD
player [ reviewed in this
issue]. However, it is
important to appreciate that
while its internal processing is
to 24-bit accuracy, this does
not mean a genuine ' 24- bit'
analogue dynamic range will be
realised in practice. In this instance,
the six available channels feed the
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PIONEER DV- 505
LAB REPORT

411111711..,
heard in Shostakovich's Concerto
No 1, thinning the natural richness
of the strings but without obviously
compromising their positional
accuracy. Dynamics were also
muted,
or
clipped,
leaving
Madonna's ` Hanky...': ' significantly
lacking in Panky', quipped one
listener, who rued the loss of this
disc's energy and raunchiness.
Rather like liquidised food, the
music appears to retain areasonable
flavour but possesses little or no
texture.

CONCLUSION
All credit to Panasonic for
stumping- up the resources to
produce a handsome all- in- one
package. A quintet of amplifiers,
speakers and a lone subwoofer will
complete what is arguably the
simplest solution to the home
cinema maze. The fact that the
DVD-A350 also plays traditional
silver CDs is something of abonus
but nothing more, particularly as its
performance in this regard is readily
exceeded by its own (Technics) CD
players at far lower cost.

PIONEER DV-505
Although it is by far the most
affordable DVD player, Pioneer's
DV- 505 lacks neither facilities nor
novel in-house technology. Sure
enough, there are only two-channel
audio outputs ( via phono and
SCART) but Dolby Digital and
MPEG multi-channel data remain
accessible from its optical and
coaxial digital outputs. These still
adhere to the existing S/PDIF
format but will accommodate 96kHz
sample rates, for compatibility with
the likes of dCS's Elgar converter,
for example. In other DVD players,
high- density audio data is downconverted to 48kHz

HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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before being released to the digital
outputs.
Internally, audio data is addressed
to one of Pioneer's PD2029A
DACs, combining the services of a
Legato Link digital filter and
PulseFlow bitstream converter. The
fact that a maximum 20- bit
wordlength is admissible should not
be cause for criticism, as none of
these DVD players achieves
anything like this dynamic range in
practice. Nevertheless, Pioneer is up
to its old tricks again by suggesting
that ' Legato Link conversion
extends the range of reproduced
frequencies to over 20kHz'.
Naturally, this is true for 96kHzsampled data but, in the case of CD,
anything persisting above 20kHz is
digital artifice — make no mistake
[see HFNIRR, July ' 92, Oct ' 92 and
Feb ' 96].

SOUND QUALITY
Free of the oppressive dirtiness and
vagueness that made listening to the
Panasonic- based
players
so
uncomfortable, the Pioneer, like the
Toshiba, sounded akin to a halfdecent budget CD player. Sure
enough, there was that characteristic
loss of treble energy and crispness
and yet Shostakovich's strings did
spark some semblance of an
acoustic. Like the Toshiba, here was
one player whose music was not
especially precise or articulate but
neither was it harsh or difficult to
live with. Madonna's ' Hanky Panky'
sounded gentler than we had
become accustomed to hearing,
though her performance was still
described as ' heard behind closed
curtains' — not aggressive but
neither particularly entertaining or
stimulating.
If the player is to be described as
'dynamically challenged', then
Elgar's Violin Concerto forced it to
give up the ghost on more than one
occasion as the bristling sound of
the massed strings was subdued
by the broad nimble of
low percussion.
The more performers join
in, the less articulate it
becomes, an impression not
entirely assuaged by the use of
Chesky's demonstration 24- bit
software, despite its improvement in
the mechanics or placement and

The jact that
Pioneer has been
able to stretch its
existing PD2029A
converter to what
is effectively
'double speed'
96kHz operation
speaks volumes for
the company's
foresight. What's
equally interesting
is the gentle HF
roll-off invoked by
the interpolant
Legato Link
digital filter, which
provides matching
response curves at
44.1kHz and
96kHz sample
rates. Thus, the
response drops by 4.4dB at 20kHz
(Fs = 44.1kHz)
and -4.6dB at
.44kHz (Fs =
96kHz), the
former undoubtedly
aggravating what
is already avery
mild-sounding
treble.
The two 3D
plots clearly depict
an elevated noise
floor [1] that overrides any
ultrasonic
requantisation
noise expected with
48kHz sampling
[2] while also
doing afairly
decent job of
burying those
obnoxious highorder distortion
harmonics. At
96kHz sampling,
distortion does
drop from 0.28 to
0.13% (re.
-60dBFs) when
compared to 16-bit
CD, but then the
latter would not
suffer from a
strong 27th
harmonic [3]! In
practice, the A-zetd
signal-to-noise
ratio is 99dB — a
little over 16-bits.
Even with
Pioneer's Viter-bi
RF decoding
processor, jitter still
amounts to 763ps,
of which 358ps is

OuILLER AUDIO
/IFSE4BOI
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JITTER FREQUENCY In Hz
Fig 4a. Pioneer DV-505: fitter spectrum

Fig 4b. Pioneer DV-505: distortion (THD)
versus resolution at 48kHz

Fig 4c. Pioneer DV-505: distortion (THD)
versus resolution at 96kHz

data-induced HI, a
type ofjitter that
typically suppresses
the music's natural
colour and vibrancy
and which is rather
higher than that
encountered with
Pioneer's budget
CD players.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Pim

e

(UK) Ltd,
Pioneer House,
Hollybush Hill,
Stoke Pogue,,
Slough,
Berks,
.S12 4PQ
Tel: 01753
789 789

Pioneer DV-505 1,

1kHz 20kHz 44kHz
2011z
Channel balance (
d3)
44.1kHz/16-bit
o
96kHz/24-bit
o
0
-.
1
Channel separation 1dB
99
44.1kHz/16-bit
140
124
98
92
96kHz/24-bit
140
124
Frequency response (
dB:
-4.4 44.1kH 16bit
0
0
96kHz/24-bit
0
0
- 1 -4.6
Distortion (
dB)
44.1k/16-blt 96k/24-bit
THD vs level at OdB -92
-92
THD vs level at -20dB -92
THD vs level at -60dB
-51
-58
At -90dB (dithered) -21
-28
+2
At -120cIB (dithered)
no signal
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
-0
+0.3
Error at -90dB (dithered) +0.4
+2.9
Error at - 120dB ( dithered) no signal
Peak output level
Left/right
2.062/2.069V
Relative m 2V (dB)
+0.3
Output impedance
970 ohms
24.3
image suppression el) 6.9
1Hz noise mod (
dB) +2.3
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
115.6
No emphasis, OLSB
114.6
No emphasis, 1LSB
98.9
Total correlated jitter 763ps
Clock accuracy
16ppm
Video outputs
SCART, CVB2S
P
,
Ien
S-type
Digital output
coaxial. optical
Track access time Ro track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£450

o

the

The largest selection of valve amplification in the UK. Specialists in vinyl replay systems. All purchases are installed by us.

e
Kuzma's new revolutionary turntable,
the Stabi S £700 Stogi tone arm £ 750.

Nottingham Analogue " The Foot" 12" toile arm
with rattnn Irle t
LAW from

kudioslatic ocs full- range electrostatic loudspeakers
fisoo. The new oci-Plus with even better
performance f3750.

Golden Tube sz40 still one of the best value for money
valve amplifiers around. Incredible performance for £noo.
Look out for the new pre- amplifiers, SEP 2and SEP3.

Shun-Mook Platform fist). Benz- Micro
Glider cartridge £650.

Pagode equipment stands with their unique triple decoupled
isolating system. The sonic benefits are clear, with greatly
improved imaging and transparency. Example shown here is
from the HD range. Price for a3-shelf A- range foo.
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace £1500.
conrad-johnson DF -2 CD player fvoo.
conrad-johnson Pv-12a preamplifier £2600.
conrad-johnson PREMIER 11A amplifier £3500.

Graaf GM20 ou. This amp is fast, transparent
and will drive most speakers. Can be bridged to
produce 6owpc in mono. £2750.

Avalon loudspeakers - extraordinary
imaging, natural balance and stunning
kooks from £ 5500.

Unison Research Feather One/Power 35
an attractive and very affordable pre- power duo
£2420. Remote volume potentimeter adds £95.

Amplification

Accessories

Digital Replay

Loudspeakers

Vinyl Replay

Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad-johnson • Golden
Tube • Graaf • Heart
Haiti • Hynes Acoustics
Urison Research

Argenta custom silver cables
Cardas cables
finite elemente pagode
equipment stands
Harmonix • V- Damp
isolating system
IREM mains stabalisers

conrad-johnson
DPA • Holfi • Marantz
Resolution Audio •

Analysis Ribbons
Audio Spectrum
Audiostatic DCI & DCI Plus
Avalon Acoustics
Cabasse • Diapason
Opera

Nottingham Analogue
Turntables & The Foot 12" arm
Benz Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Tracer cartridges
Trigon Vanguard phono
amplifier

Tuners
Magnum Dynalab Analogue
Tuners & Signal Sleuth

Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available, please call for further details
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town, London nwl rem 0171 383 5028 E.Annu.: LoL65o,2424@compuserve.com

TEL: 0171.

380 o866

SONY DVP-571
LAB REPORT
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into the circuit, Sony is using an
L64021 AV decoder to handle
MPEG and Dolby Digital multichannel audio before down- mixing
to the two ' stereo' analogue outputs
for connection to a TV set, for
example. This two-channel analogue
output may also be decoded via an
old-style Dolby Pro- Logic amp or
receiver, thanks to Dolby's regime of
'data integrity' between the Dolby
Digital and Pro- Logic formats.
CONCLUSION
Yet again, just as Sony, Kenwood Naturally, any 5.1-encoded data is
transmitted via the DVP-5715's
and Denon are discovering with
digital outputs for connection to an
their players, the Pioneer's DV- 505
cannot hope
to
match
the off-board processor.
This DVD player also employs
performance of the company's own
Sony's new CXD8750 bitstream
budget CD players, let alone
challenge the best that the 16- DAC, which supports conversion at
96kHz and wordlengths up to 24bit/44.1kHz CD standard has to
offer. But then, of course, the DV- bit. The internal digital filter also
505 is so very much more than a offers high- and low- order cut-off
£450 CD player. Backwards characteristics, not unlike the
compatibility with CD is a switchable FIR and interpolant
convenience and nothing more, for filters first used in its CDPat this knock-down price the DV- X3000ES CD player. Otherwise, the
505 is also doing a pretty amazing player is a joy to use — its
software
seems
job of kicking Pioneer's own operational
mercifully free of bugs while disc
LaserDisc players squarely into
loading, recognition and track access
touch.
are just about the slickest of the
SONY DVP-S715
group.
Behind the champagne-gold fascia
of Sony's impressive-looking DVP- SOUND QUALITY
S715 lies some fancy DSP, including Alongside the Toshiba and Pioneer
a custom MPEG2 video decoder players, this Sony also avoided the
and 32- bit RISC processor for most distracting colorations evident
glitch- free viewing in ' trick play' with the Panasonic-based units. In
mode. Of greater interest to particular, stereo imagery was far
audiophiles is Sony's ' dual-discrete more tightly focused, but the music
as a whole still lacked a degree of
optical pick-up' which employs two
entirely separate laser assemblies — transparency and ' bite'. For
one for DVD and one for CD — example, the difficult twists and
turns of Shostakovich's Concerto
mounted on acommon carriage. As
aresult, jitter in the RF eye-pattern were described as ' sporadic', the
strings lacking rhythmic precision
recovered from the CD should, in
theory, be no worse than with a despite their plausible tonal
conventional CD player. Further accuracy. Similarly, its bass also
sounded slightly out of kilter, leaving
our panel uncertain of the
relationship between different
instruments in the mix and puzzled
by the manipulative nature
of the beast as a whole.
'Almost as if key portions
of the performance were
dubbed on afterwards', it
was suggested.
What became known as a
'general
weirdness'
was
reflected in the insecure
reproduction of Madonna's
'Hanky Panky', whose thudding

differentiation of the music at hand.
This does not imply a shortcoming
in 96kHz/24-bit linear PCM per se.
Far from it. Simply that just as the
player's handling of familiar CD
software is underwhelming, so too is
its 96kHz replay little more than a
whisper, a mere suggestion of what
is — or at least should be — right
around the technological corner.
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Sony has already
cracked the jitter
nut in its CD
players and so,
bearing in mind its
isolated CD pickup, the DVP-S715
would seem to have
ahead start.
Nevertheless, just
183ps of low-rate
11] and datainduced patterns
PI would be an
exceptionally good
result for any
conventional CD
player but, in this
DVD environment,
it is little short of
spectacular. This
clearly demonstrates
that jitter need not
be aproblem if the
issue is properly
addressed at the
design stage.
(Compare this
result with that of
the Panasonic and
Denon players.)
Otherwise, the
DVP-S715 does
bear other `DVD'
hallmarks. At
48kHz sampling,
distortion drops to
below 0.1% with
24-bit data PI,
though the pattern
of harmonics is
intrusively
extended [4]. At
96kHz, the player
betrays some
specific problems
with very highorder distortions
[5] seemingly
unassuaged by the
increase in
quantisation from
16 to 24 bits. This
must surely be
audible.
Moreover, and
despite the DAC's
'24-bit
compatibility', its
103.7dB signalto-noise ratio is
still comparable
with that of a
conventional CD
player, even
though its + 6.2dB
noise modulation
is perhaps atad
higher. With CD
material, any

Fig 5a. Sony DVP-S715: jitter spectrum

Fig 5b. Sony DVP-S715: distortion (THD)
versus resolution at 48kHz

Fig Sc. Sony DVP-S715: distortion (THD)
versus resolution at 96kHz

stopband images
are suppressed by a
minimum of 79dB
but this falls to
54dB with
96kHz/24-bit data
where the response
also stretches out to
-1.3dB at 44kHz.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Sorry (UK) Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge,
Surrey,
KT13 OXW.
Tel: 01932
816 000

Sony DVP-S715

20Hz
Illiz 20kitz 44kHz
Channel balance (dB)
44.1kHz / 16-bit
0.1
0.1
0.196kHz/24-bit
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
Channel separation (dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
120
115
96
96kHz/24-bit
121
116
120
91
Frequency response (dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
0
0
0
96kHz/24-bit
0
0
0 - 1.3
Distortion (dB)
44.1k/16-bit 96k/24-bit
THD vs level at OdB -106 -97
THD vs !evel at -20dB -93
-90
THD vs evel at -60dB -54
-52
At -90dEl (dithered) -29
-35
At -120d13 (dithered)
no signal + 1
Resolution (linearity error. dB):
Error at -60dB
-0
0
Error at -90dB (dithered) +0.6
0
Error at - 120dB ( dithered) no signal +2.5
Peak output level
Left/right
2.245/2.259V
Relative to 2V ( dB)
+1
Output Impedance
360 ohms
Image suppression (
dB) 78.8
5473
1Hz noise mod (
dB) +6.2
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
115.7
No empiasis, OLSB
115.2
No empnasis. 1LSB
103.7
Total correlated jitter 183ps
Clock accuracy
+ 5ppm +5ppm
Video outputs
two SCART. CVBS, Stype
Digital output
coaxial, optical
Track access time (to track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£600

II

THE NEXT

EVOLUTION IN CD TECHNOLOGY IS UNDERWAY

Since its introduction in 1996, jvc's xrcd has received a glowing "thumbs up" from audio
critics and consumers alike.

Now jvc's international team of producers and engineers has taken

another giant step into the future of technology with the release of xrcd2. Using the new
K2

REGENERATING

PROCESS

DIGITAL

for both mastering and manufacturing, xrcd2 boasts improved

clocking accuracy and the total elimination of digital jitter. The resulting

CD

allows the listener to

hear what the artists, producers and engineers intended...the sound of the master tape.
Experience the next [r]evolution in

jvc

xrcd2

sampler.

XRCD2 SAMPLER

CD

technology with these first three xrcd2 releases:

01111 COLTRANE Mettle' The Pace

JOHN COLTRANE

THE MODERN JAll QUARTET

jVCXR-0202-2

jvcxR-0203-2

jVCXR-0201-2
This outstanding release, produced
by Akira Taguchi, co-creator of the
xrcd process, features tracks by five
of JVC's critically acclaimed artists
and includes the Bill Hollman Band's
1998 Grammy-award winning track,
"Straight, No Chaser."

- DOWN BEAT

Recorded in 1958, this classic
session features Coltrane backed by
the stellar trio of Red Garland,
Paul Chambers and Art Taylor. Among
the tracks is afull force workout of
Jackie McClean's intriguing
"Little Melonae."

"***** Warmth, imagination,
compositional freshess and
musical integrity." - DOWN BEAT
This album, the first featuring all four
members of the "classic" quartet, is
notable for its fugue-like title track, a
relaxed "Softly, As in aMorning Sunrise,"
and Milt Jackson's " Ralph's New Blues."

XRCD2 NEW RELEASES: DUE SEPTEMBER

ONLY

JVCXR0204-2 Sarah Vaughan: Crazy and Mixed Up
JVCXR0205-2 Count Basie Meets Oscar Peterson: The Timekeepers

£19.95 + P&P

JVCXR0206-2 Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO RECEIVE A FREE AUDIOPHILE CD OR VINYL CATALOGUE,
PLEASE CONTACT:

VIVANTE LONDON
UNIT 4, 60 HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KT1 4DB
TEL: 0181 977 6600

FAX: 0181 977 4445

EUROPE'S PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

*SEE US AT HI-FI ' 98 ON STAND NO.6 *

DVD PLAYERS
TOSHIBA SD- 3 107B
LAB REPORT

Because of the
SD-3107's
inability to
respond to linear
¡'CM audio at
elevated sample
rates and
refuses to play 96kHz/24-bit DVD
bass line lacked any substantive
increased
weight
and
whose
backing material like the Chesky ` Super
quantisation, the
accompaniment was both imprecise Audio Disc' which has been used
results provided
elsewhere in this and other reviews.
and distant. Arguably, this ` shut-in'
here concentrate
Toshiba
UK
was
equally
effect, a hallmark of all the DVD
specifically on
players in this test, is also linked to concerned at other magazine reports
44. IkHz116-bit
the player's perceived lack of treble which have claimed ' 24-bit replay'
CD audio data.
for the SD- 3107B, and was even
extension and top-end bite.
more puzzled at the machine's
The overall result
is adequate, with
reluctance to play Dolby Digita1/16CONCLUSION
low harmonic
By current standards there's no bit linear PCM DVD audio discs,
distortion within
including Denon's recent ' ambience'
denying the DVP-S715's superb
0.002% at peak
engineering, while it is also probably series. Fortunately, the SD- 3107B
level increasing to
the only player here whose plays conventional CDs and DVD
0.05% (right
appearance could confer real pride movie discs without batting an
channel) and
eyelid.
of ownership. Then again, it does
Toshiba's transport mechanism is
0.02% (left
lack the convenience of multichannel) with
also distinct from the dual-focus lens
channel ( analogue) audio outputs
Toshiba's '3D
and, sadly, as a CD player, it still system adopted by Panasonic, for
Spatializer'
fails to cut the mustard. Bit of a example, and Sony's separate, twofacility engaged.
problem this, particularly as Sony's head pick-up. Two interchangeable
Suppression of
own £ 200 CD players have lenses are used by Toshiba. The first
digital images falls
continued to set a blistering pace attempts to read the nearest (DVD)
to aminimum of
layer which, if unavailable, prompts
over the last five years or so.
43dB throughout
Nevertheless, with all this separate the laser to flip to a second lens of
the stopband while
CD/DVD technology in place, longer focal length for what,
higher-order
Sony's approach surely offers the presumably, is a CD disc. This
images appear up
illustrates yet another approach to
greatest potential for future success.
to -66dB directly
ensuring backwards compatibility.
within the
TOSHIBA SD-3107B
audioband. I'm
SOUND QUALITY
Rather than attempt to be all things
bound to point out
to all enthusiasts, Toshiba's In the event, the SD-3107 proved to
that this rarely
innocent- looking SD- 3107B is a be a lively, rather than freneticoccurs in modern,
sounding player. Shostakovich's
straightforward DVD movie player.
Concerto No 1 now possessed a budget CD
SCART, S-Type and CVBS video
players.
outputs lie alongside digital outputs solid bass, bringing a foundation to
Jitter is high at
for connection to external Dolby the music, which danced rather than
609ps, but not
Digital/MPEG decoders. Under the dashed from the speakers. Here, the
particularly
bonnet, Toshiba is using a Zoran woodwind enjoyed a warmth and
annoying for
Dolby Digital decoder but, for richness while the strings and
although 'greyreasons of cost, there is only one percussion sparked off a far greater
sounding' datasense of spaciousness, drama and
D/A converter so the decoded 5.1
induced
multi-channels must be down-mixed sheer intelligibility.
components [II
Importantly, and despite being
to ' stereo' for connection to aTV,
dot the spectrum,
auditioned at precisely the same
for example.
there's awealth of
This AK4321 bitstream DAC is level as the other DVD players, the
random noise to
capable of running at 96kHz, but Tosh seemed noticeably quieter and
conceal its worst
certainly less aggravating. ' By these
only with 20-bit data. Nevertheless,
excesses! The
this does not explain why the player standards, the player is immensely
clump of low-rate,
more comfortable', one panel
uncorrelated jitter
member remarked, ' sounding more
PI may
like ahalf-decent £ 150 CD player'.
compromise stereo
'We are back on familiar ground',
imagery but the
commented another.
noise, again, also
Madonna's
brassy
serves to reduce
'Hanky
Panky'
was
the player's
certainly more entertaining
signal-to-noise. A
— ` at least the bass sounds
'real-life' figure of
like it's played by a human
and not a machine' — while
93dB (the
>I08dB
the principal players were
specification can
extracted from the backing
only be achieved
harmonies to good effect. And
with recourse to
then on to the vivacious, swinging
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Fig 6a. Toshiba SD-31 07B: jitter spectrum

Fig 6b. Toshiba SD-3107B: no

test possible

with 48kHz data

WILL NOT PLAY »

Mx

DVD AUDIO

Fig 6e. Toshiba SD-3107B: no

test possible

with 96kHz data
digital muting)
suggests asub- 16bit performance in
practice but at least
any noise
modulation is
squashed to just
+1.1dB. This, at
least, is good news
for sound quality.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Toshiba UK Lui,
Toshiba House,
Frimley Road,
FrUnley,
Camberley,
Surrey
GU16 511.
Tel: 01276 62222

Toshiba SD-3107

20Hz
1kHz 20kHz 44kHz
Channel balance (dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
0
0
0
96kPz/24-bit
Channel separation (dB)
44.141z/16-bit
117
100
75
96kHz/24-bit - - Frequency response (dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit -0.2
0
-0.2 96kHz/24-bit - - - Distortion (dB)
44.1k/16-bit 96k/24.bit
THD vs level at OdB -93
THD vs level at -20dB -90
THD vs level at -60dB -52
At -90dB (dithered) -23At -'1.20dB (dithered)
no signal + 1
Resolution (linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
-0
Error at -90dB (dithered) +0.8
Error at -120dB ( dithered) no signal
Peak output level
Left/right
1.926/1.933V
Relative to 2V (dB) -0.3
Output impedance
333 ohms
image suppression (dB) 43
54.3
1liz noise mod (dB) + 1.1
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
No emphasis, OLSB
118.7
115.7
No emphasis. 1LSB
92.7
Total correlated Jitter 609ps Clock accuracy
.- 5ppre
+5ppm
Video outputs
SCART, CVBS, Stype
Digital output
coaxial, optical
Track access time (to track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£550
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DVD PLAYERS
'Going Bananas' which, despite its
compromised dynamic shading,
proved to be a pleasing, if smallscale, caricature of the real thing.

CONCLUSION
Evidently, the SD- 3107's refusal to
tackle 96kHz/24-bit or 5.1- channel
audio software has come as
something of a surprise to Toshiba
UK, particularly as this is not the
first published review of the player!
Otherwise,
its
handling
of
conventional CDs seems unaffected,
provided
the player is not
overwhelmed
by particularly
complex choices of music. Although
the SD- 3107 is still readily outperformed by all good £ 200 CD
players, by the group standard, its
performance is arguably the most
heartening.

Ido not know
where the idea
originated, but
once the
wagon started
rolling, it
seems that
many
commentators
have been
keen to leap
aboard and
boast of DVD's
'superior CD
sound quality'

GROUP CONCLUSION
Regular readers will appreciate that
this has been an unusually harsh six
pages of text, but for very good
reason. No one is more excited by,
or supportive of, the progress of
digital audio than I am; but
nevertheless, it is not the job of
magazines to rubber-stamp
every
new
innovation
without first checking under
the bonnet.
The issue here is not
with DVD as a multichannel movie-carrier but
as asource of high quality,
two- channel CD audio.
For the former, DVD is a
truly marvellous invention;
for the latter it is currently
short of the mark. But, as
I've already said, I
cannot remember one
single manufacturer of a
DVD player making
bold
claims
for
its

potential as a CD player. In a
bizarre twist, this particular ' benefit'
of the DVD medium seems to have
been dreamt up by the Press itself.
Naturally, no manufacturer is
adverse to good press, though
several of their engineers have
privately expressed surprise at what
they've read.
Ido not know where the idea
originated, but once the wagon
started rolling, it seems that many
commentators have been keen to
leap aboard and boast of DVD's
'superior CD sound quality'. It has
even been claimed that one of the
DVD machines included in our
survey ' threatens CD players up to
£2000'. A contention that, based on
available evidence, seems utterly
ridiculous. As one of my panelists
sighed in resignation ` if this is
progress then perhaps we better go
back to weaving baskets'.
Not unreasonably, the perceived
demand for maximum features and
convenience in the smallest possible
space must surely conflict with
sound quality. Specifically, we have
a number of high-speed processors
running from dissimilar clocks in a
confined environment, and
constrained
by
the
imposition of strict EMC
precautions. Quite how the
44.1kHz/16-bit datastream
is supposed to emerge from
this pea soup in better
order than from apurposedesigned CD player is
beyond me.
Nor was our listening
panel being supercritical.
These individuals have
taken part in tests over a
period of ten years at my
facility
and
are
intimately familiar both
with the system and the

state-of-the-art at different price
points. Frankly, our listening tests
were not enjoyable. It was clear that
as each player was launched into the
listening room, our panel was keen
to find some positive angle. And yet
as each and every player was
auditioned, our listeners were
drained by the experience. We had
lined up the Arcam Alpha 9 — asocalled 24-bit CD player — by way of
comparison though, in the event,
this head- to- head proved comic.
The Alpha 9was in another league.
So where does this leave the
audiophile? Well, the 96kHz/24-bit
recordings used in our tests sounded
uniformly more open, expansive and
crisply detailed than any of our
conventional
CD
material.
Nevertheless, ' usable' 24-bit discs
are still few and far between, and
those available for demonstration
purposes are evidently cherry-picked
to deliver the best from the format.
Players stripped of video and
multi- channel paraphernalia and
dedicated to realising the best from
96kHz/24-bit linear PCM audio
would undoubtedly sound better still
and obviously pose agenuine threat
to the established CD references.
And yet, as we've seen, none of
the DVD players here achieves a
signal-to-noise ratio much beyond
17 or 18 bits, let alone 24 bits.
Nevertheless, with refinements in
technology, I've no reason to doubt
that future DVD machines may yet
achieve the heights already claimed
by some for the present ones!
But for now the advice is simple:
if you want to upgrade your multichannel home cinema system then
buy a DVD player, but if you want
to improve your hi-fi system then
look to a new CD player. After 15
years of steady development, they
really are rather good.

ABOUT THE NEW 24- BIT MEASUREMENTS
Where possible, the revised test tables permit a
comparison of performance between
44.1kHz/16-bit data and 96kHz/24-bit data.
Channel separation, balance and response are
extended to 44kHz with 96kHz-sampled data,
reflecting its extended bandwith.
Why 44kHz? Well, just as the Nyquist limit For
44.1 kHz- sampled data is 22.05kHz ( Fs/2),
giving us a ' safe' maximum of 20kHz, so the Fs/2
frequency for 96kHz-sampled data of 48kHz
lends itself to a ' safe' maximum bandwidth of
44kHz. (The similarity between the 44.1kHz
sampling and 44kHz bandwidth figures is purely coincidental.) You will
notice that, typically, the suppression of digital images is worse with
96kHz/24-bit applications, but then the offending distortion is further
away from the audio band than it is with 44.1kHz/16-bit data.
Neither is there any practical advantage in signal-to-noise or peak level distortion, as both are linked as much to the quality of associated
analogue engineering in the player as they are to digital wordlengths.
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The jitter plots should be self-explanatory to
regular readers ( but note the new scale), with
Denon and Sony providing amarked contrast! The
new 3D plots do bear some small explanation,
however: hence the example plot on the left. Here
we are using a lkHz tone at -60dles [ 1] and
observing how both low [ 2] and high-order
harmonics [ 3] vary with increased bit- resolution.
As the wordlength increases from 16 bits [ 4]
through to 24 bits [ 5], the number of quantisation
levels available to describe the lkHz tone also
increases, thereby improving its accuracy and
(hopefully) prompting areduction in distortion [ 6]. Ideally, none of these
players should be plagued with such (audible) high-order harmonics [ 3]
in the First instance! Two plots are provided, both covering a50kHz
bandwidth but representing data sampled at 48kHz and ahigher
96kHz. With 48kHz-sampled data, everything above 24kHz ( Fs/2)
represents ' stopband noise', so do look out For arising ultrasonic output
caused by digital noise- shaping [ 7].

O

K, OK, so we didn't make
the World Cup Final. OK,
OK, so Rolls-Royce is now
German. OK, OK, so we're gonna
lose the Pound Sterling, as we did
those wonderful hardbound blue
passports, to the evil bureaucracy of
Brussels. But who's to blame? The
British — no, make that the English
— are so willing to flog the family
silver to the lowest bidder that none
of this is surprising. But, as the end
of the century in which this country
flushed its empire down the toilet
grows nigh, there's a teensy flicker
of nationalism for those who are
still proud to share abirthplace with
Shakespeare, Ringo and Stirling

Following
negotiations
between
Gradiente
and Loricraft
Audio, best
known for the
restoration of
Garrard 301
and 401
turntables, the
latter now has
sole rights to
the Garrard
name and
trademark

Moss. Sorely-needed nationalism.
Flag-waving,
two- fingers- to-

What could be more
quintessentially English than
the Garrard 201, 301 and 401?
Only the brand new 501
by KEN KESSLER

Johnny- Foreigner nationalism
which should warm the cockles of
every English audiophile's heart.
Garrard is back.
Iknow, Iknow: it's still adivision
of Gradiente in Brazil (which did
manage to make it to the final), but
the proprietors have been generous
to the company's birth-country by
allowing Loricraft to license the
name. So when you first gaze upon
the Garrard 501, the use of that
famous script is absolutely legit.
And it's so utterly evocative of preEC England that Iunderstand why
Imoved here over aquarter-century
ago. Hell, you can almost see the
ghosts of Will Hay, Terry-Thomas
and Alistair Sim hovering overhead.
And if you didn't know better,
you'd swear there was never a gap
between the 401 and this, the first
new transcriptor-grade, upscale
Garrard turntable for 25 years.
We've been told that Loricraft is
working on aproper, official history
of the company, which will explain
its lost-in-the-mists-of-time links to
the jewellers of the same name.
Suffice to say, Garrard was once the
most English of firms, right down to
making the bomb releases for
Wellingtons and Lancasters ( and
even some B25s) in World War II.
As was pointed out to me by one of

Loricraft's more John Bullish staff,
enemy soldiers could even see the
`G/Swindon' mark on handgrenades just as they were about to
be blown back to Tokyo or Berlin
in bits.
But more relevant to this saga,
though still during their ' Finest
Hour', was the wartime Garrard
201, which the War Dept deemed
the only turntable rugged enough
and worthy enough to entertain the
troops in the war zones. And when
the Yanks joined in, production
doubled. For those who think that
Vic Morrow rather than Monty beat
Rommel, it was Garrard 201s —
not Rek-O-Cuts, not Seeburgs —
which played those V-Discs in the
European Theatre.
Following negotiations between
Gradiente and Loricraft Audio, best
known for the restoration of
Garrard 301 and 401 turntables,
the latter now has sole rights to the
Garrard name and trademark. And
to keep it kosher, Loricraft sought
out and consulted with anumber of
former Garrard employees during
the design stage. Among them was
Brian Mortimer, head of quality
control at the Swindon factory.
Brian's father, the late Edmund
(Monty) Mortimer, was the head of
research at Garrard, so this creates
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was the main challenge. Because no
commercial motor met Loricraft's
standards or requirements, the
company made its own. Similar
enough to a401's to be viable as an
upgrade for defunct 401 motors, if
design philosophy of the original features ' a better torque/vibration
firm and the original decks we relationship', it's larger and it
employs a unique air bearing
know, love and covet. What the 501
adds to the 301/401 are the obvious instead of the thrust type
advances in technology occurring in found in the 401. A
patent is pending, so the
the three decades since the 401
is
currently
ceased production, including new design
motor and a more sophisticated `indescribable'.
Where things gets confusing,
bearing.
As
you'd
expect,
Loricraft's own expertise • in and in afield of arcana which Icare
revamping elderly Garrards means not to encourage, is the anorakish
that the recipe also includes the pursuit of 'which is the Garrard to
Loricraft Audio Plinth and own' or emulate. There are slight
improved power supply as integral variations in 301s and 401s, enough
parts of the new deck. ( And as to keep Japanese collectors awake at
night and contemplating hara-kiri
retrofits to 401s...)
While it's easy to suggest that the when they find out theirs lacks the
501 is merely a tarted-up 401, the de rigeur bearing type or chassis
colour. But Loricraft goes so far as
changes go beyond the plinth,
bearing and power supply. The new to say that a301 fitted with the new
chassis and platter are turned from bearing, motor and power supply is
near enough to being a 501 as to
solid aluminium billets, while the
basis for the bearing is per the save the 301 owner roughly half the
original design, only of a much cost of a new 501 through
purchasing the upgrade elements.
better finish. Loricraft points out,
Which brings us to one of those
though, that the originals were of
nice touches of Englishness which
such ` exceptional trueness with
permeate the 501. The price is in
respect to round and square
dimensions' that improving on it guineas, 5000 of them. For those

an unbroken link with the pre Gradienteperiod, pukka Garrard.
Loricraft's interpretation of what
would have been the successor to
the 401 is a ` classic' idler- wheel
turntable continuing the precise

Predecessor:
the original 401

Apparently, the
Japanese
asked for
British Racing
Green and
Navy Blue,
both of which
perfectly
complement
the cream
parts — as any
Morgan fancier
will tell you...

who remember not the currency
before it was bastardised by
decimalisation, that translates into
£5250. And what that gets you is
one of the nicest examples of
updated retro since Beam Echo
reappeared.
A full-blown 501 ( sans arm)
consists of three chassis. The main
deck measures 540x120x460mm
(whd), up to the top plate. Add
another couple of inches to
accommodate platter and arm, but
then most people leave the space
above aturntable open. The power
supply is housed in a hefty case
measuring 180x110x430mm (whd),
and its front panel contains the onoff switch and a power- on lamp.
Then there's the speed control box,
which measures 172x65x220mm
(whd) and which sports four knobs:
the selector to choose between
33/45/78 rpm and separate speed
adjustment controls for each, the
78rpm control allowing you to
cover just about every deviation
from the norm.
Aaah — the styling! As Isaid
before, this is successful retro, not
kitsch. The link with the past skips
back over the 401 to the cream
finish of the 301, the colour
appearing on the three circles of the
stop- start rotary, the platter
surround and the arm board. The
wood is, Isuppose, available in
assorted finishes, while the top plate
is agorgeous wine-red. Apparently,
the Japanese asked for British
Racing Green and Navy Blue, both
of which perfectly complement the
cream parts — as any Morgan
fancier will tell you, regarding that
company's two-tone paint schemes.
What was missing from the
review sample was the mooted
enamel badge of abulldog smoking
a cigar, wearing a Union Jack coat.
Isuppose the only message it lacks
is a balloon bearing the text, ` Up
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Sandwich Spade
... a master in its class

Not just new,
it's perfect from
every angle:
High power conductivity
due to pressure concentrating " bumps",

pat.

pend.

sandwich construction

of the

contact fork with non-magnetic
hollow shell for structural integrity and
elastomeric layer inside the shell, gold
plated

contacts

copper

or

fine

made
silver,

of

OFC

transparent

Makro l
on TM insulation for safety, TorxTm
screws for high

compression

crimp

connection and after all ... superb sonic
characteristics.
This spade lug is adelight! You can select the conductor

See the different types and the perfect
way of how to terminate them
your cable at The

HiFi

on

Show ' 98,

Renaissance Hotel, Stand 08 ( Foyer).
Detailed product literature available.
A WBT Safety Line product.

material - either pure copper or fine silver - to suit your needs:
Pure copper
WBT-0660 Cu

6 mm contact fork

WBT-0680 Cu

8 mm contact fork

Fine silver
WBT-0660 Ag

6 mm contact fork

WBT-0680 Ag

8 mm contact fork

WBT GmbH • Germany

'te h

Hatzper Straf3e 125

aet oé coee,604

D-45149 Essen

Tel.: ++ 49 (0) 201 87 102-0 • Fax: -22

TURNTABLES
Yours, Fritz/Tojo/Saddam/Paddy/
Jock/Ivan(delete as applicable)'.
Fitted to it was an SME 5, but I
played around with cartridges
including a Decca, a woodenbodied Grado and assorted
modern MCs. Given that Ihave a
nicely-restored 401 as well, Iwas
able to determine the measure of
the 501 with reasonable accuracy,
but most of my response is from
the gut. Quite clearly, the 501 —
whether by design or simply
because it's brand new —
eliminates whatever artefacts might
have kept you from buying into the
idler-drive school of LP spinning.
Remember: we're whole planets
away from the AR XA/Linn
LP12/Thorens 150 belt- drive
school of blessed isolation. We're
not even in Thorens TD- 124
territory, that deck combining idlerand belt-drive.
Rather, a Garrard 301/401/501
has more in common with the
suspension-less direct-drives which
we're
belatedly
starting
to
appreciate. From the outset, you
have to accommodate a turntable
which doesn't accommodate you by
providing its own form of isolation.
The cork-like mat appears to be the
only non-rigid part of the loop. But
what Loricraft has done to a far
better degree than its Swindonbased antecedents is find a way to
configure, assemble and mount the
Garrard in such a way as to
compensate for a rubber wheel
turning against the inside of the

goal. Meanwhile, it retains the
stable, commanding, precise
solidity of the Garrard 301/401
sound, which is what it was
designed to recreate, but with
greater refinement. And so it does,
enough to ensure frozen- inspace images, exceptional
thwack from the lower
registers and — surprisingly —
immunity
from
external
aggravation. Of course, Idid site
the 501 on the most massive
support Icould find, and Iwasn't
exactly bopping around in front of
it, so due care was paid. Still, it
behaved much better than I
expected.
What the 501 and other idler
drives
lose
out
to
the
Linn/Pink/Ariston approach
is a lightness of
touch and asort of
finesse. That's not
to suggest crudity
or a loss of detail;
it just seems to my
ears that the beltdriven alternatives
do offer greater
airiness
and
transparency. But
let's put it
in
context. If you look
upon the great idlerdrives as products of
their time, then you're talking about

platter.
Which is not to say that the
Garrard 501
is as free of
mechanically- borne noises as an
LP- 12, a properly installed Oracle
or abig Basis. But what it does do
is better the 401, and that's the

Te

O'Sullivan of Lortcraft adjusts a501 motor
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systems with valve amplification
and loudspeakers (typically) lacking
the bandwidth and clarity of
modern designs. In which case, the
failings are masked. Feed it into
Krells driving WATT/Puppies,
though, and you will notice the odd
trace of aberrant behaviour.
Make no mistake: the 501 offers
a vintage sound. Which is why it
positively cooked with appropriate

Myth and magic.
301 and its
original
manual

SUPPLIER
Loriirafi
4Big Lane,
Goose Green,
Lambourn,
Berkshire
RGI7 8XQ
England.
Tel: 01488
72267

material like the theme
from Dad's Army.
And the Kinks'
Arthur. And Decca
Phase 4 Stereo. And
yet it wasn't exactly
embarrassed in a modern
context; it merely shifts the
emphasis. How so? The
sound of the 501 (rather like
/ the various incarnations of Max
Townshend's Rock) unexpectedly
has much in common with CD,
especially transient crispness and
truly dark silences. But the Garrard
501 favours the midband, while
modern listeners judge all by the
frequency extremes, thanks to the
advent
of
subwoofers
and
supertweeters.
Me? I reckon it's a case not
unlike that of the aforementioned
Morgan. There is no earthly reason
why, in an age when cars sport airbags, remote locking and onboard
diagnostics, and have 10,000 mile
gaps between services, that one
would buy a car which is
fundamentally aproduct of the prewar years. Ditto for aturntable with
its roots in the pre-LP era. But in
both cases it's aquestion of style, of
imperviousness to the march of
time, of cherishing bygone values,
and of rediscovering that elusive
thing called Englishness.
And it reminded me why Imoved
here and why Istay, where Doctor
Dolittle is a rotund village
veterinarian in Puddleby-on-theMarsh, not a smart-ass urbanite in
Armani.
So, for everyone who grew up
with Sooty or Muffin the Mule, for
those who can wreck a cup of tea
with milk and who think of cooking
fat as a condiment, for everyone
who misses the old BBC and corner
shops and chippies where the
temperature was tested with a gob
of spit — welcome to 1959.
And if Iremember correctly, it
was avery good year.
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eceived wisdom is that
cassettes are determinedly

capstan motor, areel motor and one

Rear panel
socketry
includes an
optical digital
Toslink input
for direct
connection to
aCD or MD
player, as well
The list of user features almost
as the normal
smacks of overkill. There is afull and analogue input
very pretty two-colour display, with a and output
record level meter with a choice of connections

for a variety of servo functions,
low tech, and resistant to new including a powered load/eject
technologies. Dolby S for example mechanism, which helps give the
has had a long struggle to achieve a deck a luxury feel. Dolby B and C
modest market penetration, and pre- are included in the specification, but
recorded cassettes remain Dolby B not Dolby S, the only significant
encoded, for abest case signal/noise omission from what is otherwise an
ratio of around 70dB or so, for no ambitious specification.
better reason than that the market
standardised on Dolby B at a time
when it was the brightest, shiniest
technology in the noise- reduction
firmament. Although the market for
compact cassette peaked some years
ago, one industry major, Pioneer, has
found it worthwhile investing in the
future of the medium by developing
new cassette-related technologies
and new models to showcase them.

two limited ranges (-20dB to + 6dB
and a totally redundant - 5dB to
+6dB, each in 12 steps) supplemented by a numeric peak level

display with 0.5dB resolution
between - 5dB and + 9.5dB ( all ref

One tangible result is the £269.99
CT-S670D, the most important of

ils a hi-fi medium, the compact

the current crop of Pioneer cassette
decks. The headline-grabber here is
the use of digital signal processing
for tasks normally performed in the
analogue domain, and adigital noise
reduction system which operates
during playback to bolster the usual
Dolby processes [see box].

cassette is dead. Or is it? Pioneer's

This is athree-head unidirectional
(that is, non-auto-reverse!) model,
with dedicated record and playback
heads Siamesed into a single
housing, so it can switch instantly
between the source and off- tape
feed. There are three motors: a

CT-S670D applies some
digital trickery to revive the
ageing analogue tape
by ALVIN GOLD

OVU). The display can also be
switched off. The tape counter can
display approximate time remaining
once the tape length has been
selected. Track searches can be
instigated for tracks numbered up to
15 away from the current position in
either direction, and remote control
commands can be acted on through
the system bus sockets if the deck is
plumbed into any Pioneer remote
enabled system or component whose
remote control has cassette deck
function keys. ' Timer standby'
allows the deck to be programmed
for unattended recording or
programmed play operations, but
you will need amains timer.
In common with other recent
Pioneer cassette decks, this one is
equipped with an auto tape set-up
routine called BLE XD, which
performs a quick and slightly dirty
check of record bias, equalisation
and sensitivity, plus a test of highlevel, high-frequency compression,
which is used to set bias dynamically
so that the total bias signal (record
bias plus the biasing contribution of
the music signal) remains constant.
This process displaces Dolby HX
Pro when invoked, but with the
potential advantage of being based
on measurements of the
characteristics of the tape in
use, not just a standardised
setting for each tape group.
BLE-derived settings can
also be used to feed the
ALCA circuit [again, see
box]. Rear panel socketry
includes an optical digital
Toslink input for direct
connection to a CD or
MD player, as well as
the normal analogue
input
and
output
connections, a socket
for synchronised
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AT the heart of the CT- 5670D is its digital processing
system, which uses DSP techniques to perform a
wide variety of tasks, including equalisation, level
calibration, noise reduction, FLEX ( Frequency Level
EXpander) processing and more - signal processing
tasks that are usually performed using op amps,

functions as digital sync ( CD- sync
recording is possible from any
44.1kHz digital input, a0.7
second memory ensuring that
the start of atrack is not
chopped off), de- emphasis
(equalisation),
Digital ALCA
(Auto Level
Control with
Analysis) and level
metering. Digital ALCA
is an auto- level control system used
optionally when recording with digital
(44.1kHz) and analogue signals, typically from the
digital output of aCD or MD player. It works by
analysing the high- frequency saturation performance

filters and other analogue circuits.
Line input and tape playback signals are processed
in asimilar way, first by being converted to digital
and then fed to the DSP to perform the required
manipulations, and finally through aD/A converter
and Legato Link digital filter to convert the signal back
to analogue. The record A/D operates with 64- times
oversampling, and the A/D and D/A converters are
claimed to be capable of 20- bit resolution. The
playback signal undergoes equalisation and level
(sensitivity) setting, and, if requited, FLEX, which
of the tape near OdB, with input from the Auto ELE XD
normalises the signal according to the 1/frequency
circuit, if available, to enable the settirg of an
power- spectrum curve that Pioneer has established is
realistic foi most music types: the reasoning being that appropriate record level.
Another key feature of the Pioneer's DSP is Digital
greater rates of high- frequency losses are symptomatic
of old, worn or partially demagnetised tapes, or tapes Noise Reduction, aplayback- only process which
increases signal-to-noise ratio to around 82dB ( no
recorded on another deck with adifferent head
Dolby NR) or better than 90dB (with Dolby Bor C,
azimuth setting. The current Digital FLEX is said to
Type I
tape, 3% THD). The system works ( alittle like
offer faster operation, greater precision, lower
PASC or ATRAC) by dividing the audio spectrum into
distortion and afaster attack time than the original
anumber of narrow bands. In each band, the noise
analogue FLEX, all of which should enhance
level is proportional to bandwidth, while the music
transparency and effectiveness. Level metering is also
signals in that band do not vary. When the outputs are
incorporated into the digital processor.
summed, this allows the noise to be attenuated without
When recording, the digital signal is treated in a
-in principle at least - affecting the music.
similar way, with separate algorithms for such
analogue recordings from CD
(digital recordings don't require a
separate sync lead) and control
sockets for linked remote-control use

of use (though not necessarily to the
same degree with all types of
programme material), particularly

wow and flutter. For the most part,
this was not aproblem here, with a
with other Pioneer components.
Build quality is appropriate for the measured wow figure around 0.07%
price, with Pioneer's usual excellent peak weighted after the tape had
been running for a few moments.
standard of finish and control feel.
The deck sounds stable, indicating
low levels of wow ( slow- rate
SOUND QUALITY
Assessing cassette decks involves a variations), but with a slightly furry
methodology rather different from quality on sustained notes ( piano,
that for any other component, since etc) possibly indicative of some
there are so many variables. There flutter. Better still is possible, but
are three types of cassette, and even perhaps not at the price.
Dolby C recordings have aslightly
within these groups each rape has a
characteristic sound; only some of flat, monochromatic feel, with a
noticeable loss of image depth.
the differences can be attributed to
the obvious response differences Dolby B recordings sound livelier,
even during high-level passages that
from one tape to the next. The
choice of noise reduction systems swamp the noise that can otherwise
add afalse patina of extra detail, and
usually involves a trade-off between
noise-reducing efficiency and sound this was the preferred noise
quality ; in this case there are reduction system (no noise reduction
additional complications, with a is simply too hiss- bound to be
acceptable with anything other than
digital input and Digital NR.
The presence of three heads, as the most compressed material),
here, is usually taken as carte especially when used with metal
(Type IV) tapes — TDK MA in this
blanche to make before- and- after
instance. Metals worked particularly
comparisons by simply flicking the
well with the Pioneer; they gave a
tape-monitor switch while recording.
Unfortunately, this is not a fair test more transparent, consistent sound
for various reasons, so all testing for with acleaner, sharper treble and a
this review was of tapes rewound and greater impression of fine detail than
replayed, usually in synchronisation is available from lower-bias tapes,
with the source just as when even with Dolby HX Pro or
Pioneer's proprietary Digital Noise
assessing atwo-head deck.
Of course some aspects of cassette Reduction system, both of which are
deck performance apply to all modes meant to lift ferric tapes to near
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The choice of
noise reduction
systems
usually involves
a trade-off
between noise reducing
efficiency and
sound quality;
in this case
there are
additional
complications,
with a digital
input and
Digital NR

metal performance levels. This was
especially so through the direct
digital input, through which Iwas
able to make some remarkably
lifelike recordings.
In fact, the Digital NR process led
to a reduction in tape hiss with
music programme that was nothing
less than dramatic. Perfectly ordinary
recordings were transformed into
something that sounded superficially
CD-like, with silent backgrounds,
and with a sharpness and precision
quite unlike any cassette one may
have heard before. At the end of the
day, however, this is a replay-only
noise reduction system, analogous to
Philips DNL ( Dynamic Noise
Limiting was a sliding- band hiss
reduction system that lasted aseason
or two at the dawn of cassette noise
reduction, taken to the nth degree of
sophistication).
Dramatically effective as it is, the
noise reduction effect is not achieved
entirely without musical cost: there
are unexpected shifts of stereo
soundstaging, width and depth alike,
and losses of subtle, ambient detail.
Most of all there is asignificant loss
of harmonic structure of the kind
that adds the touch of reality to what
otherwise can otherwise sound dry
and sterile.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
Pioneer High
Fidelity (GB)
Ltd,
Pioneer House,
Hollybush
Stoke Pages,
Slough,
Berks
SL2 4QP.
Tel: (01753)
789 789

This , s a valuable and inventive
addition to the ranks of middle price
cassette decks, which marries the
benefits of sophisticated DSP with a
quality transport. The result is an
ultra-flexible recording tool that can
achieve virtually CD or MiniDisc
standards of background noise, albeit
with some loss of musical subtlety
and finesse, when using Digital NR,
and very good performance at the
price
otherwise.
To borrow
computer jargon, it's a real power
user's. tool. The only real limitation
is the 45 minutes maximum
uninterrupted recording time.
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"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker... "
Jack English. Stereophile. volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull. Stereophile. volume 21 no. 4.

Grande Utopia

Utopia

Mini Utopia

Mezzo Utopia

Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East sheen • London • SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 • Fax 0181 255 6869 • http://vvww.focaLtm.fr

H

ere we have a pair of
components
from
one
manufacturer that warrant
inclusion together as part of an
'almost- one- make' system; but
which
nonetheless
are
also
auditioned here as components in
their own right, to qualify their
relative merits when partnered with
other equipment. Reasons for this
may be seen later.
The name Myryad may still be
new to some people, although the
company has since 1995 been
quietly manufacturing astylish range
of electronics, including two CD
players, an integrated amp,
pre/power and now a tuner.
Designer and director Chris Evans,
formerly with A&R Cambridge and
then NAD, is well known for,
amongst many other successes, the
original A&R A60 amplifier: a stoic
best-seller in the late 1970s and early
1980s, when amplifiers were still
often judged on the dazzle of their
silver finishes and the plenitude of
control knobs.
With the original Myryad M-series
now established, the T- series is
intended as an answer for those who
appreciated the solid engineering
represented by the original range,
but who wanted to see amore beerbudget price tag. Thus we have the
T-40 amplifier at £ 399 and T-20
CD player at £ 599, finished with a
handsome brushed aluminium
fascia. In case the retro/professional
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Key models from Myryad's
'more affordable' T- series:
the new T-20 CD pla_ver and
T-40 integrated amplifier

by ANDREW HARRISON
The 1- series
is intended as
an answer for
those who
appreciated
the solid
engineering
represented
by the original
range, but
who wanted to
see a more
beer- budget
price tag

silver metalwork doesn't work for
you, they are also available in
anodised black. In either case, as
with
their
more
luxurious
antecedents, the standard of finish is
good, and the T-series cases are well
made from alloy and heavy- gauge
folded steel.

120 COMPAC1 DISC PLAYER
There is in fact achoice of two Tseries CD players: the T-20 reviewed
here and the outwardly-identical
Myryad T-10 which, at asaving of
£200, further simplifies the onboard electronics to trim down the
price. For example, the ' 10 lacks the
extra voltage regulator often used to
help ensure a smooth supply of
power to the electronics, and instead
uses a capacitor- coupled output
stage to prevent stray DC fram
upsetting anything downstream. The
T-20, by contrast, uses the generally
preferred principle of a DC servo,
felt to be less detrimental to for

example) the low-frequency phase
response of the final music output.
Both players use the same Crystal
Semiconductors 20-bit Delta Sigma
converter, Sony mechanism, and
indeed motherboard. In terms of
facilities and gadgets the T-20
carries the usual gamut of buttons:
on the extruded fascia itself are little
round buttons for the drawer,
play/pause and stop, skip, search and
time; and that's it, leaving a
relatively clean panel. The supplied
remote gives the further option of
dimming or removing the display,
and of programmed play. If
anything, what marks this player is
its very ordinariness — the only
concession to style is a shallow
groove scored along the lower length
of the fascia. Carrying the spartan
theme to the rear panel is a trio of
gilded RCA sockets offering audio
and digital outputs, and yer regular
lEC power inlet.
So does this T-20 player break its
head above asea of rivals in apricesensitive marketplace? The price
point issue is moot since most of the
excitement in compact disc
reproduction tends to appear at the
circa-£ 300 mark, and then later at
£750-£1000; the first price point
representing an informed ' first buy'
and the latter perhaps an ` upgrade'
replacement. If the T- series in
general is aimed at providing a nononsense music package, affordably,
to a discerning music- lover, then
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Caspian

at Musical Images

Classic Design. Timeless Audio.
An attractive, stylish amp. Caspian is abig, warmsounding amplifier with real-world ability to perform
with tricky speakers. Roksan Caspian is acracker.

ROKSAN Caspian is now on permanent

REVILVV CASPIAN .APIPLII IER
WHAT HI- Fl MARCH 97

demonstration at all four branches of
Musical Images. Experience the finest in
audio at London's premier HiFi and
Audio Visual dealer.

A £ 00 bargain. Mixes the best of solid state and
valve worlds to produce aseductive sound.
The Caspian CD impresses like the Caspian integrated
did. This is avery capable Flayer and well worth MO.
REVIEW CASPIAN CD Pt AYFR
III Fl WORLD JUNE 97

Hi-fi rarely sounds as good as this.
Sounds absolutely great.
Very difficult to fau t.
REVIEW CASPIAN AMPLIFIER & CD PLAYER
T3 MAGAZINE JUNE 97

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX

Clearly ranks as Best Buy material thanks to its

Tel: 0181 952 5535

combination of musical excellence and fine build quali:y.

Musical Imager
45 High Street
Hounslow.
Middlesex TW3 1RH
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Tel: 0181 569 5802

With four branches around the M25, twelve demonstration

Hounslow Branch

suites, the widest choice of top products, professional staff
that can advise on every requirement and adedicated

1
Covent Garden Branch
Musical Images
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 911B

Tel, 0171 497 1346

installation and interior design team, at Musical Image! we
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offer the complete service.

Musical Images
126 High Street,
Beckenham,
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e-mail: saleset musical—images.co.uk

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS

CD PLAYER/AMPLIFIER
how beneficial is it to acquire a
solidly-constructed CD player —
with its commensurate price
premium? Well-made the Myryad T20 may be, but the question is
whether this reflects in the sound
quality stakes.
The over-riding impression left by
the review sample was its tonal
lightness, an attribute that remained
after continued ' running-in' and
with avariety of connecting cables.
Eventually Icame back to one of my
preferred ' standards', an Ecosse Maf
monocrystal interconnect.
To judge the T-20 in isolation it
was wired into afamiliar system of
Linn amplification, alternated with
Audio Synthesis Passion volume
control, and Jamo Concert 11
speakers connected by Kimber
4TC/8TC. Also tried was the
Passion plus Quad 306 (the Quad's
high sensitivity lending itself well to
a passive pre- amp) with various
standmounted speakers, although
the smaller speakers proved less
tolerant of the T-20's balance.
In arevealing system the T-20 has
an especially clear and light tone,
revealing upper register details,
ambient acoustic cues and, on older
recordings, tape hiss for its sins.
Lower down is a firm and tuneful
bass that never strays from the plot,
which is essentially a musical plot.
Even with complex jazz pieces and
busy orchestral passages, the T-20
keeps its meter and rarely loses the
way, although with some less
'secure' recordings you can be
forgiven for waiting for it to trip up;
to show its dark, 'digital' side. With
string-weighted classical works, a
violin concerto for example, the solo
instrument is shown quite starkly
and only the matching ancillaries will
dictate whether this will result in
heaven or hell to the ear. Within a
civilized system, this can be tolerated
— with a modest solid-state
integrated amplifier or budget
loudspeakers, beware.

use. Once connected
there is enough volume here
to drive headphones loudly.
On the rear of the amp, aside from
the usual input and tape looping
socketry, sits an unassuming latching
push-button that fulfills a clever
function: a switchable auxiliary/
phono stage facility. Keeping
customers of both the analogue and
digital persuasion happy, this allows
an unwanted phono input to be
utilised at line-level, or a movingmagnet-cartridged turntable to be
put into action. Loudspeaker
connection is via positive- feeling
4nun binding posts. Inside we find a
toroidal transformer and 20,000µF
of reservoir capacitors feeding seven
regulated power supplies, with high
current bi-polar devices in the
output stage.
Somewhat ironically, the T-40
amplifier shares its CD playing
sibling's tendency towards a fast ' n'
lean sound — resulting in aMyryad
pairing that can potentially result in
rapid divorce. So, to give the amp a
fair chance to show its mettle, it was
slotted once again into a known
system. First, a Radio 3 Proms
broadcast of a Chopin piano
concerto showed a relatively clean
soundstage, set well back behind
standmounted speakers. While
imaging was good when played at
'background' levels, raising volume
to more realistic levels brought
instruments
forward
unequally, leaving the
performance less
involving and

On the rear
of the amp,
aside from the
usual input
and tape
looping
socketry,
sits an
unassuming
latching
push-button
that fulfills a
clever
function: a
switchable
auxiliary/
phono stage
facility

T-40 AMPLIFIER
With the same simple lines as the
CD player, the 50 watts/channel T40 integrated amplifier offers a
pleasing cosmetic match, although
the symbiosis does seem to end
there as listening tests showed.
To the right is a smoothacting volume knob —
motorised for remote
control — which has
sensible sensitivity in the
lower volume realms, and is
partnered by adiminutive balance
knob, centre- dented; across the
central portion lie six round softtouch buttons for source selection.
At left is a headphone jack that
switches out the speakers when in
III411NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SUPPLIER
Myryad Systems,
2Pipers Wood,
Waterberry
Drive,
Waterlooville.
P07 7XU
Tel: 01705
265508

believable. Sandwiched between an
LP12 (Ortofon Rohmann m-c and
Kinshaw phono stage) and the
Concert 1ls, the T-40
was able to hold its own
— to apoint. When called
upon to deliver rock 'n' roll
at higher volumes, the lower
impedance ' 1Is somehow
proved a little too challenging
for the T- 40's nominal 50
watt/8
ohm
rating,
and
performances became a little
ragged. Turning back to compact
disc, the digital medium was not
generally the amp's forté, as any
player with a less than smooth
response
was
highlighted
unmercifully. Sadly, this also really
precluded the obvious choice of T20, the duo making most music a
little `challenging' to listen to. After
resigning myself to losing this goal,
the m-m phono stage was tried in
earnest and found to be of good
quality, aDNM Reson turntable and
matching Mica cartridge showing
good dynamics.

CONCLUSION
In comparison with the hoi-polloi at
£300, the T-20 does indeed show
increased merit, but can only be
sincerely recommended with
caution. When patched into asystem
that can ameliorate its occasional
tendency to over- revelation, this
player can really shine; that is, when
matched with an amplifier that won't
too easily become over-effusive; and
critically, with loudspeakers that will
not be easily led into ' shout' and
`spit'. Unfortunately, this rules out
many abookshelf design, which is a
pity since in the sub-£ 500
electronics field, the standmounter
does remain apopular choice.
The T-40 amplifier, while sharing
the CD player's integrity of build,
likewise is not the smoothest amp on
the block. Comparing to some
favourites of yesteryear, the Mission
Cyrus One and A&R A60, the T-40
has traded new pace and revelation
for some loss of musicality.
These ` T' components offer a
value-conscious performance that
will be ahead of some of their peers,
but lose out to the smooth civility of
the MC 100 and MI 120. Perhaps in
trying too hard to give music their all,
the technical presentation errs too far
towards the unmistakable cool of
solid-state.
In the right system, both
components have merits which can
be enjoyed — typically, a fast
detailed sound which will capture
many nuances of recorded music.
When viewed together as the core of
a system, however, they don't
complement each other as well as
might have been hoped.
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An Invitation
to the launch of

The Bishop
Kj West One are proud to have
been chosen to host the world
launch of this important
loudspeaker.
MEET WILSON BENESCH.
On Wednesday 16th September, key personnel from
this prestigious company will be presenting ashort
seminar and addressing enquiries about the new
loudspeaker, The Bishop.
Refreshments will be provided during this event
which will start at Kj West One and then tour
the U.K.. To obtain details contact one of the
dealers listed below.

ROAD SHOW DATES:
Kj West One London September.
Doug Brady Warrington October.
Sounds of Music Tunbridge Wells November.
Moorgate Acoustics Sheffield December.
Music Meters Birmingham January.
Castle Sound eic. Vision Nottingham February.
Auditions arc by personal
invitation
Call or fax without s.
Kj West One Cavendish S
London. W IM 7LH
- Tel: 0171 486 8262 / 3
Fax: 0171 487 3452
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Models currently available.
Primare 30.1

Fully balanced integrated amplifier. 2by 100 watts (8ohms).

Primare 30.2

CD player with twin 20 bit Burr Brown dacs per channel.

Primare A20

High quality integrated amplifier. 2by 70 watts (8ohm).

Primare D20

High quality multibit CD player.

Primare 120

FM stereo tuner

Sole 1..JIG distributor.
The Musical Design Co L-td,
P.O. Box 414e, Epping, Essex.

Cr-ile

Tel; 019C2 573030, Fax; 012 574030.
e-rnail; mdc.nifievirgin.net

LOUDSPEAKERS

A

fter finishing the September
group test of six floorstanding speakers [ page
41], there were some left over, and
others which were due or overdue
for review — hence this five-way
test, which reprises similar territory,
but in this case with models ranging
between £350 and £450.
The test procedure included
running-in the speakers with pink
noise, each speaker receiving a
minimum
of
72
hours.
Equipment used for test included
Densen DMIO and Musical
Fidelity Ell integrated amplifiers
(at £ 1375 and £299 respectively,
effectively bracketing the kind of
hardware you might expect to use
with these models) and an Arcam
Alpha 9CD player.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-209
The operative word here is
`heavy', in more senses than one.
The enclosure is filled with metal
swarf which delivers an almost
stone-like solidity to the
base section of the
speaker. In fact the
unfilled top section is
scarcely less solid. It is
built from 18mm MDF
throughout, with full
internal bracing and a
separate internal subenclosure for one of the
bass drivers. There are
two of these, one rear
vented, and the other
loaded by two vents on
the front baffle. The tweeter is a
25mm dome, with ferrofluid
cooling and damping.
Acoustic Energy first came to
prominence with metal cone bass
drivers, which were practically
unheard of at the time the original
AE- 1was launched. The AE-209
features two 130mm black anodised
aluminium cone drivers, which
have the advantage that they act in
an unusually piston- like manner
over a wide frequency range —
though it is only fair to point out
that when they finally break up,
metal cones usually do so in a
more violent and uncontrolled way
than softer materials, though the
effects can be ameliorated with
suitable crossover design.
The voice coils are in thermal
contact with the cone, which acts
as
a heatsink effectively
increasing power handling,
which is reflected in the figures
[see
table].
Taken
in
conjunction with the high
sensitivity, this speaker is a
particularly good choice
for filling large spaces with lu
levels of sound; and indeed, the
tonal balance chosen is one that

Five floorstanding speakers
in the £350 to £450 range:promising
models from Acoustic Energy, Chario,
KEF, Mission and Wharfedale
by ALVIN GOLD

makes particular sense at high
SPLs.
Styling is four-square and
traditional, with some softening
around the edges to relieve the box
shape, but probably not to reduce
diffraction, as there is still a sharp
lip at the edge of the baffle. The
review sample was finished in an
unexcitingly adequate black ash.
There has been no attempt to hide
fixing screws or to sweeten
appearance in other respects, and
on the whole you might conclude
that this is aspeaker designed to
appeal most to those who like
loudspeakers that look like
loudspeakers. The design does
extend to a set of substantial
metal plinth castings which help
enhance stability, which in the
circumstances is almost overkill.
Another ` horses for courses'
loudspeaker, the AE- 209 is an
intriguing
transducer
on
audition, one with some very
particular
strengths
and
weaknesses. On the plus
side, it is powerful and
authoritative,
devastatingly so for a
speaker of this size, with
awell extended and very
tuneful bass, and fine
pitch discrimination and
control, which gave the
speaker some remarkable
attributes with a raft of
music genres.
The problem is that
the frequency balance
decisively favours the lower and
mid bass. The treble is of fine
quality, but the balance is wispy,
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THE DISC- DRIVE
THE WORLD'S FIRST ALL TUBE TURNTABLE POWER SUPPLY
If you have ever looked at the mains electricity supply on an oscilloscope, you
will know that it is far from the sinusoidal wave-form that AC motors like to
see. The wave-form is distorted by voltagepikes and electrical noise caused
by household appliances, computers and edustrial machinery connected to the
electrical supply.
These spikes and electrical noise cause random vibration and speed variation
preventing
turntable motor from running smoothly and quietly. These
random fluctuations are transmitted through the drive belt and turntable sub
chassis into the platter and cause severe degradation of the programme
material being played.
By feeding a pure sinewave to the turntable motor, these random fluctuations
are totally climinated enabling greater musical enjoyment from your turntable
and vinyl collection. The improvement that the Disc-Drive offers is easy to
demonstrate.
Many turntable manufacturers have already discovered the facts outlined
above and have produced their own solid state power supplies. G T Audio have
long since recognised the advantages and sonic ability of valves to drive
loudspeakers and have gone one step further developing valve technology to
drive turntable motors.
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THE DISC- DRIVE CAN ALSO BE USED TO POWER CD PLAYERS, DA CONVERTERS,'
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND TUNERS, COMPLETELY ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR MAINS
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Come and see the Disc- Drive in Room 1131 at The Hi Fi Show 98
TRADE & EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME
Tel/fax: (+ 44) 01895 833099
http://vvw.gtaudio.com

LOUDSPEAKERS
(this is part of the crossover
design). In the base
section there is a third
unit in its own subenclosure,
which
is
described as a subwoofer,
though use of the term
here appears to be largely
semantic. This unit,
which has a 130mm
doped pulp cone like the
midrange driver, faces
downwards, the sound
being deflected to radiate
through
360°.
The
tweeter has a 27mm
textile dome. Unusually in
aloudspeaker of this class,
the crossover has not been
designed for bi-wiring.
There are anumber of
advantages
to
the
unusual design of this
speaker, including a lowering
of the centre of gravity, and a
reduction in fore- aft movement
since the bass unit operates in the
vertical plane. Against this must be
set increased complexity.
On audition, this model has the
neutrality and transparency of the
KEF Q35, but in a much more
thin, the AE- 209 could hardly be
wide-ranging
and
musically
bettered.
challenging form. Consequently it
is by far the most capable
CHARIO SYNTAR 100T
Italian speakers have carved out a loudspeaker of the five.
It goes genuinely loud in
special niche for themselves in the
response to recorded musical
UK, with some stunning cabinet
dynamics, yet loses little of its
work and some exacting acoustic
presence and clarity at low
designs from the likes of Sonus
Faber and Chario, but this is a volumes, which helped it to
comparatively simple model from
preserve the wide dynamic vistas of
a Stravinsky Firebird recording
the Milan-based producer, still realwhile maintaining presence and
wood veneered, but with simple
concentration in the quiet passages,
lines. The enclosure is decently
and which even helped rock music
heavy, but is not very effectively
sound more alive.
braced, and sounds rather hollow in
It's curious how a little dynamic
the knuckle test.
compression in asystem
The
catalogue
can flip an already
description is as
compressed
brief
as
it
is
recording
from
incomprehensible:
being vital
and
'The attention paid
engaging to being
to natural emission
lethargic and dull.
eliminates any form
The 100T is not
of sound colouring'
beyond criticism.
it informs us. In
There
are
mild
fact, this first ever
coloration artefacts,
(coloration free)
and a suggestion of
loudspeaker is, at
midband
clutter
the
very
least,
which can make the
unusual in design,
music seem a tad
which might have
heavy-handed, which
given the brochure
in practice is best
writers something to
addressed
with
get their teeth into.
careful placement
This is a full
and
by
using
three-way system,
partnering equipment
with a mid/treble
of
appropriate
section at the top of
quality. The Chario
the
enclosure,
100T
is
very
inverted to maintain
responsive to the quality of
optimum path lengths

distant and lacking in obvious
treble level. The whole impression
is of arather dull and heavy-handed
transducer, which at first hearing
lacks the range, colour and vitality
of the better models in the group —
even such otherwise flawed designs
as the Wharfedale (see later). This
speaker is also somewhat amplifier
dependent and, as with the Chario,
it is best to pick with care,
preferably on the basis of a careful
audition, though the Densen test
amplifier appeared to suit it well, its
brute force loudspeaker control and
ability to rock ' n' roll giving it more
get
up
and
go
than
the
(considerably less expensive)
Musical Fidelity Ell that was also
on tap.
The problems are not necessarily
insuperable. Because they are
basically balance related, it is
possible to adapt if one is willing to
accept a rather more distant
perspective than usual. The amount
of detail extracted from recordings
is not significantly lacking, it is just
that it is reproduced in a rather
muted way, and if you are one who
finds most hi-fi systems brash and
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the source, and won't flatter
hard or aggressive ancillaries,
or brash sounding recordings.
It made memorable music
however, with anumber of the
test recordings. A double-bass
recording — the Allegro from
the Boccherini C-major Sonata
for violincello and contrabass
[Canyon Classics] — sounded
tremendously
vital
and
energetic, and for the first and
last time in the tests it was
possible to ignore the means of
reproduction, and concentrate
on the music.

KEF Q35

'
,
Lou!tic
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The Q35 is
equipped for
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fcr cncr the
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which siould
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that cam
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sieakeis in
the -wale
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And now for something
completely different:
a
loudspeaker with just one drive
unit. The Q35 is astriking piece of
industrial design, with a single
160mm Uni -Q driver, now in its
fourth generation, recognisable by
the clear polypropylene bass/mid
cone. Uni -Q is of course two
drivers in one, the tweeter
positioned near the acoustic centre
of the bass driver, the reflex port
positioned just below.
Structurally, the Q35 also breaks
the mould for this test, with an
enclosure that is shorter and
somewhat more lightly built than
the others in this group. At first
sight this would appear to place it
at a competitive disadvantage, if
only because there is less enclosed
volume for bass loading, and the
19mm ferrofluid cooled tweeter is
likely to be below the listening axis.
In fact the enclosed volume is in
line with the group average, as
width and depth are greater than
some, and one of the properties of
the Uni-Q driver is that it sounds
almost the same off-axis as on, as
long as the incident angle is not too
great. Perhaps more relevant to the
performance of the Q35 is the
lightness of its build, and its rather
obvious resonant nature.
The Q35 is equipped for biwiring, and for once the input
sockets are where they should be, at
ground level, which should avoid
some of the accidents that can
happen with speakers in the home.
The KEF is well balanced,
clean.., and yet there were times
when it was as dull as ditchwater,
musically rather than tonally. The
Q35's imagery is two-dimensional;
everything happens in the width
plane, with little impression of
depth. While the bass is the most
balanced in the group — and it
even has an expansiveness missing
from, say, the Mission — it also has
a curiously listless quality, an
inability to propel the music
forward.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
The Boccherini bass piece sounded
uncharacteristically shallow, with
poor upper bass resolving power,
which led to some muddle. The
midband in particular was clean
and detailed but also slightly
constrained and rounded. And so it
continued.
Perhaps to a greater extent than
any of the others in this group, the
Q35 is a horses- for- courses
product, one that best suits low to
middle grade hardware. This is a
good, safe transducer, appropriate
for middle-ranking hardware, but a
little distant, and in some systems
and for some tastes, a little
uncommunicative too.
Loudspeakers
with
more
resolving power, bandwidth and
dynamics make particular demands
on the quality of the source and
amplification, a message that was
rubbed home in this test by the
Chario; others, including the
Wharfedale, are intrinsically
unbalanced to the extent that will
only suit very particular systems —
or peculiar listening tastes.
The KEF, however, seems
purpose- made for middle-ranking
amplifiers from the mainstream
makers, with a power rating of,
say, 30 watts/channel or more, less
if you have asmall room. The bass
lacks the pyrotechnic quality of,
say, the Chario or the Acoustic
Energy, but it is tuneful and
neutral, with apleasing warmth and
bloom rather than excess or boom.
The treble is detailed and crisp, and
a well behaved midband helped
produce reasonable levels of detail
and some of the most accurate
tonality of any of the speakers in
the group.

MISSION 773
One step down the
ladder from the 774
which was reviewed
in the last group
test
of
floor
standing
loudspeakers, the
773 has many of
the
same
trademarks:
a
slightly
smaller
version
of
the
slender and sharply
rounded enclosure
with its inverted
drive
unit
configuration,
including the same
Aerogel
cone
bass/mid driver with
its bright metal
finished
fixed
polepiece.
The
tweeter is the same
rare earth magnet,
WM NEWS & MORE REVIEW
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ferrofluid-cooled laminated fabric
dome unit; but there are differences
too. Apart from the even narrower
enclosure, there is only one
necessarily tiny 130mm bass unit
where the 774 has two.
The difference% are clearly
critical. With a very limited bass
cone radiating area, bass response
is curtailed, perhaps more than the
seemingly optimistic - 3dB at 50Hz
specification suggests, and the
sensitivity of the design is also
drastically reduced from a class
average 89dB/W in the senior
models to just 85dB/W here,
which implies the need for a fairly
powerful amplifier if the Mission is
to take up residence in any room
much larger than, say, amatchbox.
Again, the star
of the show is the
enclosure, which is
far from being just
anuther up- ended
rectangular box. It
is finished in real
wood,
and
is
steeply cut away at
the sides, forming
a
smoothly
rounded,
low
diffraction
environment for
the tweeter. It is
front vented, and
supplied with some
superbly integrated
covers that, for
once, look like part
of the speaker and
not an oversight. A
rear outrigger can
be attached for
stability, which is

There's a
certain
sweetness and
reiremen:
about the
E111195 in the
midband, an
air of precision
and earn),
that makes :he
Acoustic
Energy mcdel,
foi al its
autFority and
weight, sound
comparativEly
clumsy, and
Wirt- can
even eave the
Mission
sounding 3 :
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just as well given the rather
lightweight,
top-heavy
construction and the ballet
dancer footprint.
If expectations were of a
slightly more limited version of
the 774, this was not quite the
way it panned out. In many ways
this is an excellent speaker, but it
is a little less happily balanced
than its larger brother, and atad
less comfortable inside its own
skin.
The strengths of the 773
include its clarity, liveliness and
its highly articulate character. It
also has exceptional stereo
resolution, thanks in large part to
the extensive anti- diffraction
measures and the narrow baffle.
Despite some response- related
aberrations, this is also a smooth
and sophisticated, if rather
lightweight-sounding loudspeaker,
which lifts it arung or more above
the Wharfedale, though the latter
has some particular advantages in
specific areas.
Tonally, however, the balance is
somewhat brighter than the 774,
and
musical
textures
are
heightened, even exaggerated.
Despite, or even because of this,
there were recordings that seemed
to suit the Mission particularly well.
It was well balanced in the James
Taylor track ' Line ' Em Up' from
Hourglass, for example, and the
Mission was able to paint a
completely coherent acoustic
around the voice in a recent Alan
Parsons recording, which sounded
like an enclosed booth with avery
close microphone, where other
speakers gave little clue as to the
environment.
It was probably never envisaged
that aloudspeaker would be able to
deconstruct recordings quite so
efficiently as this one, but the 773's
insights were not evenly spread,
and there remained a certain
blandness to the midband that was
not part of the 774.
The Arkady Volodos piano
recording [Sony], for example, was
particularly disappointing, with a
rather coarse and prominent mid
and upper midband. The sound
lacked differentiation and failed to
reproduce
completely
the
characteristic ringing quality of the
instrument.

WHARFEDALE
EMERALD EM95
The Emerald Collection [
sic] traces
its origin back to the Diamond, one
of Wharfedale's seminal and most
successful designs. The EM95 is
roughly middle of the range, which
includes a compact stand-mount, a
more sophisticated twin bass floor-
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LOUDSPEAKERS
stander, and a matching centre
speaker.
At first sight, the EM95
looks a fairly conventional
column design, with asimple
rectangular enclosure and a
two-way
driver
configuration, featuring a
170mm mineral loaded
polymer cone bass driver and
25mm silk dome tweeter;
but as ever, the devil is in the
detail. The tweeter, for
example, is horn loaded to
control dispersion (according
to the maker), but not
system sensitivity, which is
an utterly conventional
88dB/W for an 8 ohm
system. Like the bass driver,
it
is
built
in-house,
Wharfedale being one of a
select
number
of
manufacturers who have this
capability.
The enclosure is reflex
loaded, with a large- area flared
port high up on the back panel,
which is one reason why the
speaker must be stood well away
from rear walls. The enclosure itself
is internally divided, the base
section being designed for mass
loading, usually with sand or lead
(though good results are possible
with some much lighter materials
which simply reduce the tendency
of the enclosure to ring without
adding much weight).
The enclosure is well constructed
apart from arather crudely reamedout styling flash near the base, and
finished in real wood veneers — a
dramatic light oak in the test pair.
Biwire terminals are fitted, and a
pair of black finished plinths is
supplied to widen the footprint and
enhance stability.
There's plenty of detail from the
EM95, perhaps more than from
any of the other models tested, but
the cost is a rather aggressive,
sometimes even raw treble, even
after the running- in process. To
describe it as bright would be to
oversimplify: there is clearly a mid
treble peak, followed by a loss of
output at higher frequencies, which
gives a rather coloured effect.
(Conversely, a more or less
comparable unevenness in the
Mission 773 stops short of
sounding coloured in the same way,
perhaps because the tweeter is
smoother and better behaved.)
Similarly, although the bass has
undeniable reach and authority, it
is also boomy, and with some
material whose bass lines coincide
with the resonance — James
Taylor's 'Line ' Em Up' was agood
example — the effect is oppressive.
The upper bass, by contrast, is light
M141 ME» a»COWMEN»
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and airy, and other material
simply sounded uneven in the
bass.
Nevertheless, there's a
certain
sweetness
and
refinement about this speaker
in the midband, an air of
precision and clarity, that
makes the Acoustic Energy
model, for all its authority and
weight, sound comparatively
clumsy, and which can even
leave the Mission sounding a
tad opaque. Classical acoustic
guitar has a natural openness
and spaciousness that eludes
most of the other speakers,
only the Chario running the
Wharfedale close.
As expected, in the doublebass piece the Wharfedale
sounded flabby in the bottom
octave, but the rich, harmonic
structure of the midband was
much better resolved, with more
presence and life. ' Lots of bump
and grind' was one of the notes
made at the time.
The boomy bass line in the James
Taylor track finally did it for me.
Despite the very real promise, the
underdamped bass draws attention
from where it should be directed,
and musically is a real killer. The
balance is very close to that which
is often presumed by some (but not
me) to be most appropriate for
home cinema, and this Iwould
guess is where this model is aimed.

CONCLUSION
Floor standers are a modern and
highly successful solution to the
problem of integrating wide range
speakers into space- constrained
listening rooms, but they have their
limits. Many can be knocked over
too easily, especially on carpeted
Doors, though spikes help, and so
dues mass- loading as a way of
lowering the centre of gravity. Full
marks to Acoustic Energy here for
their solid- as- a- rock offering.
Beware of lightweight speakers like

the KEF Q35, and in particular the
ultra-slim Mission 773, even with
the outrigger support, in any home
with children!
There is another problem here
too, which is that as columns
become ever narrower to conform
to the dictates of fashion and to
enhance stereo imagery, bass drive
unit diameters, and bass unit
radiating area is shrinking, and the
speakers are becoming increasingly
dependent on the high Q reflex port
bass loading, to provide sufficient
gearing in the bass. This inevitably
impacts on bass neutrality, phase
and transient response, as well as
bass extension.
There is a solution, which is to
double the number of bass
radiators, a strategy adopted by
Chario and Acoustic Energy (the
Chario's second bass driver is in the
plinth). The ultra- slim Mission
773, which has only one bass
driver, is particularly vulnerable to
this criticism.
There is considerable talent in
this group, but it is not evenly
spread. The Acoustic Energy AE209 is powerful and authoritative
beyond the call of duty, but is
also rather cold and distant, with
arestrained tonal balance, thanks
to the bass- dominated voicing.
The Wharfedale Emerald EM95
has a magnificent midband let
down by a coarse treble and
boomy bass; and the Mission
773, though more sophisticated
in many ways, is tonally aberrant,
and almost completely lacking in
meaningful bass reach or power.
The best all-rounders include
the KEF Q35 for its eventempered quality and ability to
make
out
with
modest
amplification, but not without
reservations concerning its lack of
dynamics and resolving ability.
This leaves the Chario 100T which
is unarguably the best musical allrounder here, and a well deserved
victory for the little guy.

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS
Acoustic Energy AE-209

As columns
become ever
narrower to
conform to
the dictates
of fashion and
to enhance
stereo
imagery, bass
drive unit
diameters, and
bass unit
radiating area
is shrinking

Impedance
6 ohms
Sensitivity
91dB/W
Power handling
200 watts
Dimensions ( whd, mm)
185x840x250
Finishes
black ash or rosewood
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£449.95

Charlo Syntar 100T
Impedance
4 ohms
Sensitivity
88dB/W
Power handling
100 watts
Dimensions ( whd, mm)
180x860x260
Finishes
walnut or black wood veneer
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£399.99

KEF Q35
Impedance
Sensitivity

6 ohms
88dB/W

Power handling
Dimensions (
whd, mm)

100 watts
202x737x245
Finishes black ash, mahogany or video grey
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£349.95
Impedance

Mission 773
8 ohms

Sensitivity
88dB/W
Power handling
100 watts
Dimensions ( whd, mm)
172x850x267
Finishes
graphite black. rosewood

or cherry wood veneer
Typical price ( Inc VAT)

£349.90

Wharfedale Emerald EM95
Impedance
Sensitivity
Power handling
Dimensions ( whd, mm)
Finishes

8 ohms

88dB/W
100 watts

220x880x280
black, rosewood.
cherry wood or light oak
Typical price Inc VAT)
£399.95
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aesthetically, as does the singleor me to suggest that ' we
saved the best for last' in our
cylinder X-Pre. And X-philes were
triumvirate of Musical Fidelity
wondering — prior to the release of
reviews would be to diminish the
the double- cylinder enclosure —
brilliance of the first two. Both the
what CD player or transport
X- Al integrated amplifier [June
Musical Fidelity could or would
'98] and the now sold-out Nu-Vista
possibly create to match the rest.
pre-amplifier [Aug] were reviewed
The answer, apparent the instant
in seeming isolation precisely
we first saw the X- Al, was the
because they deserved not to have
double-cylinder case, just right for
their thunder stolen by any other
housing aCD tray.
element of the series. But the XBy now, most readers are familiar
Ray is the icing on the cake.
with the chassis type: a rugged,
To recap, the X-Al was the first
handsome, functional-yet- funky
model to be housed in the ' double
enclosure which calls to mind the
cylinder' (230mm wide) version of
structural rigidity of submarine
the X- series extrusion. And it
hatches
and
nuclear waste
signified not just a step-up in size
containers. In trying to explain how
and price but in performance goals.
something so, so mechanical
The single- cylinder X modules —
could have so much appeal to
though including a number of
audio crazies, one has to look to
whole components like pre-amps,
steam- punk
artefacts
like
mono power amps and DACs, as
Nemo's Nautilus or to studio
well as pocket-money add-ons —
wares from the likes of
are rightly regarded as manna for
Nagra. You examine
the impoverished hobbyist. The XAl upped the stakes by emerging as
a very serious, if cost-effective,
integrated amplifer, one which just
happens to sit next to the singlecylinder goodies without too
much culture shock. NuVista, on the other hand,
is a slight aberration
because of its limitededition ( and nowdepleted) status.
But
both
units
begged for a source
Ait
component
which
Nam"
matched
them
80wi,
electrically as well as

Arugged,

handsome,
functional yet-funky
enclosure
which calls
to mind the
structural
rigidity of
submarine
hatches and
nuclear waste
containers

I"

X-series hardware and understand
that, even though it's devoid of any
aesthetic frills, it just looks right.
For the X-Ray, the upper half of
the fascia has been opened to
accept aCD tray, while below it is
an LCD display of the exact
proportions of the tray aperture. In
keeping with the symmetry evident
on the front panels of every X
model bar the X-DAC, the X-Ray
has its power-on switch mirrored by
the open/close button. Below the
display are the four primary
transport controls: play/pause, stop,

I
s/

At last - a compact disc
player to crown the successful X-Series.
A 24- bit Burr-Brown chip makes this more
than an exercise in X- boxing

by KEN KESSLER
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CD PLAYERS
track forward and track reverse.
Given that Musical Fidelity's head
honcho has athing about the way
controls operate ( he can tell
you things about the action of
a clarinet in a way which
makes audiophiles seem
casual), it's no surprise that
great attention has been paid to
the X- Ray's tactile experience.
Each push-button is machined
from
solid
aluminium
and
cushioned by a latex buffer to give
'a heavy, solid quality and
satisfactory rebound'. And Ihave to
admit that the action of the X- Ray's
buttonry made me think of AirTight pre-amps from Japan.
All of the minor functions, eg,
display illumination, display format
(time remaining, time elapsed,
etc), programming and
numerical track access,
have been placed on
the comprehensive
remote,
thus
freeing the fascia
of clutter. Given
the
level
of
miniaturisation
Musical Fidelity
had achieved with
the X-Tone, Ihave
no doubt that the
whole lot could have
been fitted on the
front panel, but
blissfully,
MF
showed restraint.
['he back contains
solid, gilded phono
outputs and — curious
given the superlative quality
of the onboard DAC — phono
and Toslink digital outputs.
Inside, it's something special for
a player costing only £ 799. The
transport mechanism is sourced
from Sony rather than the land of
Edam,
hence
its
smooth,
confidence-inspiring action. At the
heart of the X-Ray is aBurr-Brown
PCM1716 24-bit/96kHz DeltaSigma DIA converter, which
endows this player with near- tocutting-edge performance.
Musical Fidelity has added its
own separate independent oscillator
section, which, MF took pains to
explain to me, is not derived from
the
existing
clock
or
CD
electronics. And the digital signal
from the controller is said to be
cleaned up by a separate circuit.
Musical Fidelity also developed a
highly sophisticated, five- pole,
linear-phase analogue filter, said to
reduce high- frequency spuriae
significantly, with excellent noise
and distortion performance.
Also
interesting
are
the
company's observations on areas
still pooh-poohed by the dinosaur
NIA NEWS a RECORD REVIM
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breed. When the complete X- Ray
electronics and ituernal mechanism
were fitted to a standard pressedsteel chassis with a plastic- style
front panel, ' the unit sounded
markedly inferior to the same
electronics
and
mechanism
mounted in a non-resonant X- Ray
chassis, case and front panel
assembly'.
The
company's
designers feel that this may be
related to the elimination of
acoustic feedback due to the XRay's mechanical and structural
integrity.
Like other components in the Xseries, the X- Ray chassis is a solid
metal, anti- resonance extrusion
with the front panel milled from a
military- grade, solid aluminium
billet, which is then machined to
produce the finish seen here.
Whatever way you slice it, the XRay is perfect executive toy/desktop
jewellery, the sort of object which
— like Greek worry-beads — you
just want to, uh, fondle. Given that
Iused it mainly with aNu-Vista, I
hardly spent time worrying about
how ir will look with apre-amp or
integrated amp housed in any other
shape of case, but it's the kind of
gem which warrants pride of place.
Hence, it will probably stand alone
on
its
shelf,
aesthetically
unencumbered by the proximity of
something cubist. Other products
used with or against it included the
Roksan Caspian integrated amp
and CD player (both among my
current favourites), X-DAC and

Tra isport
mechanism is
sourced from
Sony rather
thai the land
of Edam,
hence its
smooth,
confidenceinspiring
action. At the
heErt of the
X- Fay is a
Burr- Brown
PC W11716
24-bit/96kHz
Delta- Sigma
DIA converter

SUPPLIER
Musical Fidelity,
15-17 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fahon Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex
F1.49 OTF.
Tel: 0181 900
2866

Theta Chroma converters, Quad
770-10L and Bolero Compakt
speakers, and assorted cables from
Kimber, Musical Fidelity and Steve
Rochlin.
This is not, Irepeat not, the sort
of product which will worry
retailers because customers will beg
for laboured demonstrations.
Provided that the unit has been run
in and switched on for, say 15
minutes, you'll hear its worth
within a few bars. That it has a
signature sound, of which more
anon, might contradict the
notion
that
the
best
components are blindingly
neutral, but there's no
mistaking the X- Ray has a
personality. What it also
has, in keeping with
its oh-so-apt name,
are
fabulously
naked,
Zeissinspired
transparency, the
sort of detail retrieval
which would make a
Hornby collector swoon and
top-to-bottom consistency which
means that I'm making the X-Ray
my sub-£ 1000 reference.
Whether this is because of the
vanishingly low jitter, the choice of
converter, the way it's used or the
environment in which it is used —
this is something which will no
doubt be explained by my esteemed
colleague, Paul Miller. On my part,
Itreated it neither better nor worse
than anything else in for review:
straight out of the box, suitably
warmed- up and without aftermarket accessories. Source discs
included a mix of badly-recorded
Motown, Chrises Hillman and
Stills, immaculately gilded Nat
'King' Cole treasures via DCC,
assorted Ryko soundtracks and
enough Dean Martin recordings to
make me thirsty. What delighted
me no end was that it favoured
none of them, treating all with
equanimity.
But maybe that's because the XRay's signature just so happens to
pander to my prejudices. What the
X- Ray oozes, in addition to
(seemingly) mutually- exclusive
virtues like clarity and precision, is
the sort of warmth Iassociated
previously with only two players:
the late, lamented California Audio
Labs Tempest II and its solid-state
soul- mate, the Ishiwata-stroked
Marantz CD12/DA12... both of
which ( in their day) cost in the
region of eight times as much.
A side-by-side A/B will not clarify
the above, because the Marantz has
more slam, the CAL has more
weight and bass extension, the CAL
and the Marantz create larger
67
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If music really matters...

EMC 1 Integrated CD Player

Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East Sheen • London • SW14 8JR
Tel: 0181 255 6868 • Fax: 0181 255 6869

CD PLAYERS
stages and the X- Ray slaughters
them for speed. Ostensibly, they

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-RAY
Musical Fidelity's

don't sound like kissin', let alone
shtuppin' cousins. But, hey, I'm a

In my view Ken

106dB even

midband sort of guy, and Icouldn't
give a damn about entertaining the

has every right to
be excited by the

exceeds the
102-105dB

neighbourhood
bats,
rap
performers, ravers or subwoofer

performance of

typically earned
by the Crystal

vendors. The X- Ray so ideally

CD player,
which is not to be

CS4390, used by

found wanting in

Meridian's 508.
The practical

replicates CAL's and Marantz's
richness in vocals and acoustic
instruments ( surprise, surprise: it
adores woodwinds) that you're
going to wonder if Musical Fidelity
actually stuck a couple of nuvistors
inside.
Like the Nu- Vista, the X- Ray

LAB REPORT

MF's X-Ray

any important
area of its design.
It's the first CD
player to use
Burr-Brown's

Talk and

gain in dynamic
range is revealed
by the `depth' and
cleanliness of the
audioband

balances the various virtues it

PCM1716
bitstream DAC

possesses in such away as to betray
any preconceptions we might have

and demonstrates
quite conclusively

while MF's
proprietary 5-pole

about operating devices. I mean,
how many Burr-Brown 24-bit chips

that the poor
sonic showing of

analogue filter
further suppresses

have you or I heard to date in
production units? Rather, it strikes
the listener as precisely what it is: a

the Denon and
Panasonic DVD
players [reviewed
in this issue]

the chip's output
of ultrasonic

lineal descendent of arange with its
roots in valves, whether you look to
near-ancestors like the X- 10D tube
buffer, or back to the TVA- 10.

cannot be laid at
the door of this

requantisation
noise [2] and
minuscule digital

Furthermore, it: ( 1) complements
the Nu-Vista with such interlocking
perfection that you'd swear they

worth comparing
the 3D plot here

formed a two- chassis whole*; ( 2)
suffers no audible blemishes

with that from

players but comes
asure second to

Talk's Thunder
3and Arcam's
Alpha 9

Arcam's
remarkable Ring
DAC. The

[FIFNIRR, Aug

analogue filter —

much bass is deemed better than

and Sept,

not unlike that

'just right' bass); ( 3) saves you over
£100 because it doesn't really need

respectively]. All

used in NAD and
Myryad CD

an X- 10D to either buffer it or
sweeten the sound; and ( 4) is as

utilize so-called

cute as Thumper.

three players
24-bit DACs,
which means
24-bit

spending of four figures, or even
your undying allegiance to vinyl.

wordlength, but
not necessarily

harmonics. Hence
the remarkably

dynamic range.
Arcam's dCS

low 0.0025%
THD recorded at

50
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OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN kHz
Fig 2. Musical Fid..ht.
N .VRa

dstornan and

11,11A1,

22kll.

cp ar

-30dB. Lower section shows same data as '3D' plot, but in 'plan' view

Ring DAC
implementation
has the poorest

0.01% are more
typical.
Using the jitter

including clock
alignment,
reducing `ground

Measurement

bounce' and RF

signal-to-noise at

Suite, Musical

noise circulating

96dB, while

Fidelity achieved

via the respective
power supplies.

as 'one intuitive

The bulk of the

leap after
another'

jitter that remains
(121 picoseconds)

reducing

is data- induced

jitter from,
typically,
thousands of
picoseconds to
the mere 146ps
recorded here.
Different

(red-coloured
markers) and
probably linked to
transitions at the
substrate (chip)
level. Along with
the Arcam Alpha

mechanisms by
which jitter enters

9, this is yet
another great

the data path

,C800 CD

were isolated and

player.

treated in turn,
SEPTEMBER 1998
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20kHz, when
figures closer to

what it described
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unwanted high

than makes you question DVD, the

*Three, actually, as the Nu- Vista has
an outboard power supply...

deee.
,
zs.>
/
-=>

(
3)

players — also
helps remove
frequency

deliver a24-bit
(140dB)

/

all Crystal-based

they will accept a

This is the kind of CD player

,

images [3]. In
this latter respect,
the X-Ray bests

converter.
Moreover, it's

beyond having realistic rather than
exaggerated bass ( Iknow, Iknow:
we live in awarped world where too

Fig I. Musical Fidelity X-Ray: jitter ecctrum

noisefloor [1]

Paul Miller

Test results

Musical Fidelity X-Ray

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0.1
0.1
118
72
Channel separation (dB)125
0 -0.3
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-102
.102 -92
At - 30dB
-96
-91
-81
At -60dB
-60
-59 -45
At -80dB
-30
-32 -25
-24 -15
At -90dB ( dithered) - 18
At - 100dB ' dithered)
-20
At - 110dB ' dithered)
-8
Resolution (linearity error, dB):
Error at -6r.cIB
Error at -80c1B
0 -0.1
Error at -90d13
-03
-03
Error at - 1190d8
-0.1 +0.1
Peak output level L/R
2.271/2.256V
Relative putout level ref 2V (dB)
+ 1.5
Output impedance L/R
49 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB ( dB)
- 101
Stopband image suppression (dB)
79.3
1Hz noise modulation dB)
+ 6.7
Signal-to-noise , Antd. dB)
With empl-osis. OLSB
106.1
Without emphasis. OLSB/1L5B
106.7/106.4
Total cor elated jitter
146 picoseconds
Digital output
coaxial
Crystal cock accuracy
+7ppm
Track access time ( to track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price inc VAT)
£799

o

o

vi
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eviewing the earlier version of
the Spirit in last October's
issue, Iwas mightily impressed
with everything about it. Lucid, highly
detailed, yet effortlessly transparent
and totally natural, it had star quality.
Tracking was excellent too, and
surface noise very low. Friends who
only know CD found it hard to
believe they were listening to LPs —
so pure and clean was the sound.
Everyone who heard it fell under its
spell and acknowledged its superior
attributes — definitely something
special, above and beyond routine
hi-fi, be it analogue or digital.
Even the most taxing discs were
reproduced with almost insolent ease
and security, allowing one to forget all
about the mechanics of record playing
and simply concentrate on the music.
What more could one ask of apickup?
Only that it was truly affordable,
perhaps. Inevitably, the Spirit is not
inexpensive. But when did perfection
ever come cheap?
Did Iuse the word perfection?
Actually the Spirit (£ 950) isn't top
model in the Transfiguration range.
That honour falls to the Temper —
reliably reported to be better still. But
what price further improvements
when, by any standard, the Spirit is so
utterly musical? To want more almost

seems ungrateful and impertinent.
So it came as ashock to learn that a
new Spirit was abroad...
And, outstanding though the
original was, Transfiguration has
further improved and refined its
performance. At the same time the
company has added anew model to
the range; the Esprit (also £950).
This model offers virtually identical
specifications, but has a little over
three times more output — 1.3mV
as opposed to the Spirit's 0.4mV, ref
3.54cm/s velocity. Clearly this
creates a dilemma: which model to
choose? Increased output is certainly
a plus factor, but only if there's no
loss of performance in other areas.
One practical benefit with these
new cartridges is the revised body
shape. The original Spirit had a
rectangular base with a spherical
housing for the cartridge innards.
The problem was the absence of
straight sides for alignment
purposes, something remedied with
the new models. So it is now easier
to be sure the cartridge is square in
the headshell. The new Spirit is
approximately 1g lighter than the
original, incidentally.
Igave the original Spirit
high praise, and would
not take back asingle

Audio Reference,
Unit 8 & 9
Eraelprise Park,
Slcfield Industrial
Erate,
Guildford,
Surrey
GLI1 1RB.
Td 01483
575 344

The new
Esprit offers
virtually
idlentical
specifications,
but has a
little over
three times
more output
— 1.3mV as
opposed to
the Spirit's
0.4mV

word. Ifound it excellent and said
so. But superb as the old Spirit was,
the replacement is noticeably better.
It sounds even more open and
natural, with greater transparency
and increased fine detail. Despite a
livelier, more positive musical
presentation, the overall sound is if
anything even more neutral now —
not that the old Spirit lacked
neutrality. There's a satisfying
rightness about the new Spirit: tonal
quality, bass/treble balance, low
surface noise, integration, dynamic
range — everything seems nigh-on
(that word again) perfect.
The technical improvements to
the Spirit involve the use of new
double dampers, which free up the
midrange and treble, avery strong
suspension cable (apparently made
from wire used in grand pianos) and
arevised boron cantilever and stylus
tip. A new way has been found to
bond diamond tip to cantilever. A
'V' shape is cut into the boron
cantilever and the tip mounted on to
it with a tiny spacer. Adhesive is
used to increase rigidity and
strength, while improving reliablity
and lowering mass. The fine
leadout wires are now
glued down to prevent
them moving and

Transfiguration's new Esprit
high- output moving- coil aims to
match the standard set by the lowoutput Spirit. We tried both...

by JAMES M HUGHES
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`i\ TANNO1'
PROVEN EXCELLENCE • Originally designed in 1953 by Tannoy's Chief Engineer
R.H.Rackham, the G.R.F. enclosure quickly established itself amongst the finest loudspeaker
systems available.
It is arear horn loaded enclosure, designed for less obtrusive corner placement, capable of
unmatched performance. The folded horn configuration allows abass response of incredible
speed, depth and tunefulness to augment the clarity and precision of Tannoy's incomparable
Dual Concentric drive units.
THE CORNER G.R.F. ENCLOSURE • Re-manufactured to the original Tannoy design
by Octave Audio Woodworking, the Corner G.R.F. utilises the best of modern materials tu
further improve on the original. Ihe cabinet is ultra- rigid, constructed from finest birch
plywood and trimmed with solid hardwood. All internal seams are epoxy filleted for
additional strength and to provide aperfectly air- tight seal. The grille cloth is vynnir —
identical to that specified for the original units.
The Corner G.R.F. by Octave Audio Woodworking is without doubt the
ultimate enclosure for the Tannoy Monitor Silver, Red, and Gold series,
and the perfect partner for valve amplification both vintage and modern.
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WOODWORKING

Octave Audio Woodworking

THE GRF ENCLOSURE, A DESIGN NOW INTO ITS 45TH YEAR, IS STILL

PO Box 1256

AMONGST THE FINEST LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS AVAILABLE - AT ANY PRICE.

Bristol

8599 2XR

Telephone : 0117 924 6005

• The Corner GRF is available as on unloaded enclosure only.

CARTRIDGE S
resonating. As moving-coil cartridges
go, the new Spirit is a little above
average in terms of output.
The heart of the Spirit is ahighlyefficient yokeless generator that
places coils and magnets closely
together to increase output and
reduce saturation distortion. An
output of 0.4mV is more than
healthy enough to work well with
most m-cphono inputs, but an even
higher output level could be useful
for some tube phono stages,
provided that sound quality wasn't
compromised.
That's where the Esprit comes in.
As already mentioned, it offers an
exceedingly generous 1.3mV. This

'95/24
for 99 I

SPECIAL

incredibly interesting and involving.
You feel able to hear exactly how
something's being played, with all
the subtleties of expression. The
unique individuality and flavour of
the music and performance is
revealed, allowing you to hear things
you never noticed before.
Trying to reduce a sensory
experience to its component parts,
I'd say the Spirit's magic stems from
a combination of razor-sharp
resolution of fine detail and an
extremely smooth refined tonal
balance. The resulting sound is
focused and articulate, yet at the
same time rich, warm, mellow and
above all natural. Clarity is
outstanding too, and there's awealth
has been achieved by greatly
of subtle inner detail to be heard.
increasing the number of coil turns,
The way the Spirit keeps all the
raising coil impedance from 10 ohms
individual strands clearly focused
(for the Spirit) to 120 ohms.
and firmly articulated allows the ear
Although the Esprit's output is high
to follow the most complex pieces
by m-cstandards, it's still lower than
with complete ease. Its excellent
a typical magnetic cartridge, and
tracking ability helps here.
ideally requires an m-camp input.
Good as it is, the Esprit doesn't
Iused the Spirit and Esprit in a
quite reach this exalted standard. It
Kuzma Stogi arm fitted to a Stabi
could rightly be described as an
turntable, feeding Audiolab's
HERE'S a unique special offer from Chesky Records, exclusive to
outstanding cartridge in purely
800OPPA phono stage. This has
HFN/RR readers, thanks to audiophile record distributor/mail
technical terms — clean, sharp,
switchable high/low gain m-c inputs
order specialist Vivante London.
detailed, very solid, totally secure.
as well as m-m. Naturally, the Spirit
For just 99p you can acquire the Chesky ' 24/96' CD sampler, a
But it lacks the new Spirit's
was happiest with the gain set to the
superb disc — playable on any CD player — with eight tracks
extraordinary fine detail and
high- sensitivity m- c option, but
highlighting the best of Chesky's recent high resolution recordings. Artists
resolution — qualities that go
curiously, so too was the Esprit! Put
include audiophile favourites Sara K, Rebecca Pidgeon and Livingston
beyond the mundane everyday limits
simply, when the Esprit was used on
Taylor, as well as jazz from the Basile Quartet and trumpeter Jon Faddis,
that circumscribe most audio
the highest sensitivity option, the
drum music from Babatunda Olatunji, to conclude this collection, the first
components. The Spirit creates an
sound had even more drive and
of the Three Psalms For String Orchestra, which is amajor work from the
open window on the music,
dynamics — a tribute, incidentally,
respected composer, producer and label founder David Chesky.
revealing the finest shades and
to the 800OPPA's outstanding
Chesky Records has been using high- sampling rate mastering system
textures.
overload margin.
for several years and really knows how to get results from this technology.
Of course the better the record,
Drive is certainly the Esprit's
This Chesky CD gives you ataste of what's in store on Chesky's new 24the better the sound. But you don't
strong point. It sounds more positive
bit/96kHz DVD music releases. Running time is lust over 24 minutes.
need special recordings to hear the
and tactile than the Spirit, and
Here is the full track listing.
difference; with the Spirit especially,
slightly more focused too. Perhaps
there's invariably a lovely finebecause the noise floor of the
grained, subtly- nuanced quality of
electronics is effectively lowered, the
CHESKY RECORD ,1998: INTRODUCING 96/24
music seems to project out from a reproduction that brings out the
5. Jon Faddis Speak Like A Child
1. Dave's True Story Sex
hidden beauty in discs that
cleaner/quieter background. On the
[from Remembrances, JD166]
Without Bodies [ from Sex
previously might've seemed dull and
debit side, the Esprit wasn't as subtly
6. Rebecca Pidgeon. Fhear a
Without Bodies, JD164]
ordinary. The Spirit makes you renuanced and finely textured as the
Bhata [ from Four Marys, 1D165]
2. Sara K Brick House [ from
evaluate your record collection, and
Spirit. The Esprit hasn't the Spirit's
7. Babatunde Olatunii Saré Tete
Hobo, .
0155]
listen afresh. Even with discs you
remarkable range of tone colours; it
Wa [ from Love Drum Talk,
3. Livingston Taylor: Our Turn To
thought you knew well, there are
sounds more uniform and doesn't
W0160]
Dance [ from Ink, JD162]
likely to be fresh insights into the
surprise as much.
8. David Chesky. Psalm I
4. The John Basile Quartet:
music and performance that didn't
This is the crucial difference. The
[from Three Psalms For String
Desmond Blue [ from
register before.
new Spirit is even more subtle and
Orchestra, CD163]
The Desmond Project, JD156]
Anyway, these are two wonderful
natural than the original — and
cartridges; one superb, the other
that's saying something. It's special
quite exceptional. Despite the
attributes are difficult to describe in
ORDER FORM
a few words, but it's very much a Temper's position at the top of
Send
this
form
to:
Vivante
London,
Unit 4, 60 High Street, Hampton Wick,
Transfiguration's range, Istill find it
quality difference. How do you
Surrey KT1 4DB. Alternatively, order by phone using major credit or debit
hard to believe anything could top
quantify the taste of freshly-baked
cards: call 0181 997 6600. Fax 0181 977 4445.
bread, and the same bread (say) 12
the new Spirit. Mind you, Ifelt
much the same about the original
hours later? It looks, feels, and
Please send me my copy of Chesky 1998. Ienclose cheque/postal order
Spirit, only to be proved wrong. So,
probably weighs much the same. Yet
for 99p to cover post and packing
I daresay I may be in error.
the 'brand new' freshness has gone.
However, Ido know that the new
It's an elusive difference, difficult to
Name
Spirit, although expensive, is a
describe, obvious when you taste it.
quality investment for those wanting
If it wasn't such avague term, I'd
Address
superlative results from analogue
use the word ' magical' to describe
LPs. Costly, yes. But demonstrably
the new Spirit; it has a bewitching
worth every penny.
quality that makes the music sound
HUI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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OFFER

'Introducing
96/24
technology':
send just 99p
for Chesky's
CD sampler

Allow 28 days for delivery.
If you would prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please tick this box Li
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EGGLESTON
WORKS

Aleph 3
30W Single Ended Stereo

X 1,000
1,000 W Class A Mono Block

DAC DI
Fully Balanced/Volume Control Output

'IN A CLASS OF
THEIR OWN'
Call for more details to our specially selected
dealers below

THE ANDRA
THE BALANCE COMPLETED
An astonishing range of speakers
crafted in Granite and wood.
'Stereophile' loudspeaker
of the year 1997

ZE1VEK MUSIC LTD
IFI111

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE MUSIC PRODUCTS
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

TEL: 01892 539595
FAX: 01892 547004

BALANCED AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY

HAILE'

VK D5 CD Player

VK 60 Power Amplifier

11111111
VK 31 Remote Pre Amplifier

'THE PERFECT BALANCE'
Fully balanced techology commanding some truly
outstanding reviews. Call below for details

REFERENCE 3A
o

SWISS CRAFTMANSHIP IN
LOUDSPEAKERS

COPULARE
EQUIPMENT STANDS THAT STAND ALONE

THE ?
THE NEW
TRANCENDENCE 8

'SHEER
PERFECTION'
SEE US IN ROOMS

1319/1321/1323
EXCELSIOR HOTEL

MARK LEVINSON

A V I

THI E

"It's clear that the CS2.3 is aremarkably neutral speaker, and

probably abreakthrough at it's price. Anyone interested in
the cutting edge of dynamic speaker design should hear what
the latest Thiel's are all about."
WAYNE GARCIA. AUG .98 FI MAGAZINE

mar—h-r
i>i-

"If Igo on about how great the 33H

EVInSOn® sounds, I'm forced to admit that it
has asound - which negates my argument that it is the
most realistic amplification device I've ever heard "
W ES PHILLIPS. STEREOPHILE JAN 98.
0%

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE (
SUBJECT TO STATUS)
..1(ereerre4,4
-

(
Lie./

202 Findon Road, Worthing. West Sussex BN14 OEJ England.

Tel: (+44)(11903 87228S Fax: (+44101903 872234 After hours: OW4)660001
e.inail:heatherdale(ehiti-stereo.corn web page. http://www.hifi-stereo.coni
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MARTIN LOGAN
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AUDIONOTE

The naine in precision reference monitors:

ORCHID
PRECISION AUDIO
Looking neither like a beanpole, a
French
horn,
nor
Darth
Vader,
these amazing transducers may
have escaped your notice. They
are,
nevertheless,
the
best
speakers
in
England.
WHY?
Because we spend your money on
things that really matter, not on
trendy fashion items. For example,

natural musical presentation that
youíve always beer searching for but thereís far more. Like power,
passior, and true believable imaging.
Orchid Precision Audio offers a new
concept in high end hi-fi, - the
equipment actually works - and we
mean it The loudspeaker accepts up
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true response to 20Hz and beyond
20kHz delivered by a linear phase
crossover system that delivers a

1k

76

10k

20k

to 350 watts and wil, produce listening
levels to 1 7dBA in a typical room. Go
and listen to them.
ORCH/1"):

The Phase Linked Loudspeaker

2k

(+ 44) 01608 684 694 ( Warks)

MIDLANDS: ZOUCH AUDIO
01530 41428 ( Ashby)
KENT:
SOUNDS OF MUSIC
01892 547003 ( TLibridge)
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ands up all those who, like me,
drool over ` big' valve amps with
huge glowing 211 or 845 triodes
with HT supplies of 1000V or more,
thinking that they are the ultimate in the
awesome stakes. Well, I've stumbled
upon a web site which will make you
realise that it's time to get out of the short
trousers! Before Idescribe what is surely
the sexiest site on the net for us soldering
iron junkies, Imust pre-empt it with the
serious message — do not try this at home!
It all started when Iwas looking up
information on live music in London for a
friend who had come to stay. If you are
want to finding out about live bands in
the Capital then Ican recommend http:II
www. netcomuk. co. uk/-wwl/more. html. This
site, ' More! Live Music in London',
is provided courtesy of Mike
M'
•
Harrison, and it contains just about
re
everything you could want to know
about bands, venues and recordings.
However, at the bottom of the
screen, in small print, the words
'Ever wondered what happens if you
put a couple of hundred thousand
volts through a CD? Find out here!'
grabbed my attention. Iclicked my
mouse on the link and it took me to
the site ` Mike's Electric Stuff' (
http:
www. netcomuk. co. ukl-wwllelectric. html) .
This is where the fun begins — it
you have access to the intemet then
you simply have to visit this site and
explore it in detail. It turns out Mike
is also an authoritative enthusiast
about all things that glow and spark!
Witness, if you dare, his experiments
with Tesla Coils, special circular
transformers which generate hundreds of
thousands of volts from the mains supply.
Seems that, in his spare time, Mike slips
away to his garage and spectacularly ' fries'
old compact discs, surplus oscilloscope
tubes, and even scrap laptop computer
displays. Because a Tesla Coil generates
such ahigh voltage, any objects placed in
its path will encourage a series of
electrical ` arcs' to form, much like a
localised lightning storm.
Mike also catalogues and collects
electrical items, specifically historical
valves and other similar devices. If you
think a 211 triode is hairy, then have a

three separate glass envelopes inside the single large tube
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Even if your teacher never connected you to
the mains, you could be turned on by some of the
world's most spectacular tubes!
by STUART PERRY
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giant inertlay

arc rectifiers (above), and how to zap
aCD (above right) or emulate Dr
Frankenstein (right) using a Tesla Coil

look at Mike's mercury arc
rectifiers — glass valves
which convert AC to DC at
power levels of several
thousand watts!
On Mike's site you can
also learn about early valves,
such as the fascinating
Loewe 3NF Multivalve. This device was
invented in 1926 to overcome the
German tax 'per-valve' on radio receivers.
Loewe decided to build three individual
triodes and a handful of other passive
components into asingle glass bulb, such
that they could then claim to produce a
'one valve radio' and hence offer it at afar
lower price than the competition. Voila —
the world's first integrated circuit predates
semiconductors by 30 years!
It it surprising to discover the sheer
number of outwardly normal people who,
despite conventional ' day jobs', spend
their leisure time experimenting with
electronics and becoming authorities on
practical design. Ihave atheory as to why
this should be, and it all revolves around
having had a memorable ' hands-on'
education in early life. When Iwas a
teenager at school, we were taught physics
largely by practical demonstrations, many
of which have now been deemed far to

dangerous under the latest health and
safety regulations, so modern kids are
denied those unforgettable characterforming experiences.
Iwill never forget what Ilearned in the
classroom, especially the day that my
physics master demonstrated the fact that
resistances in series cause the applied
voltage to be divided pro -rata across
them. He asked 20 of us to form ahuman
chain holding hands, and proceeded to
connect us up to the mains!
He then took his trusty AVO meter and
measured the voltage across each of us in
turn, which was, as near as dammit, only
12 volts each (240 volts shared across 20
people, each of us being a ' human
resistor') which explained why none of us
was electrocuted. Now, that's what Icall
one helluva way to learn Ohm's Law, and
so it's no wonder my generation is
fascinated by the idea of experimenting
with natural phenomena.
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nrecent conversations with friends
in the hi-fi community, a sad
realisation emerged... repeatedly.
It's dawned on many of us that things

are getting abit too tame. Sure, there
are still fanatics out there who support
horns and single-ended triode
amplifiers and vinyl with religious
zeal, but even they seem ' normal'
compared to what used to pass for
fire-breathing audiophiles.
Along with the decline in
DP/ and kit-building — which
we can trace to increasing
laziness and the demand for
instant gratification in the late
20th-century — there's been a
form of active if subliminal
discouragement which has
nailed the production of oddball,
outré hardware. Before you

important fact of Final operation is
mentioned at the beginning. Asking
customers to spend upwards of COO
per annum for batteries is insisting on
a commitment wa-a-ay out of line
with the Granny State mentality of
CE regulations, the consumer
protection mode of thought and the
overall
homogeneity
of home
electronics circa 1998. The Final stuff
unashamedly addresses psycho-tweak
concerns — remote control and
430mm dimensions and IEC mains
plugs and anonymous LED displays
be damned.
Try to think of it as you would
caviar or live Rolling Stones gigs:
something you don't get that often.
In effect, you use the Final
combination sparingly, for special
occasions, as you would aFerrari, a
Leica IIIg or a 1930s Rolex Prince.
And what atreat it is.
Both units are two-box affairs, the
mains chassis being 230x24x160mm
(whd) control units attached to
outboard battery boxes. Although they
look
nothing
like
the
Swiss

actually aluxurious little thing, with
anicely finished metal case, aPerspex
top plate and top-flight hardware
throughout. Ditto the control section
of the power amp, though, naturally,
it sports fewer controls. Connected
by
dedicated
umbilical
cords
terminated in DIN-like connectors,
the battery cases match the looks but
not the dimensions of the primary
units.
You'll have this sluff up and
running in mere minutes. Ifed it the
signal from the utterly yummy
Musical Fidelity X-RAY to the Music
5via Musical Fidelity's own X-Series
cables, and connected the ' 5 to the
'6 with Discovery Plus Four. Speaker
cables, connected to the ' o's mighty
binding, posts were vintage ' clothes
iron' ART. But the speakers were...
Quad 77-10Ls. Iknow. Iknow, I've

contradicted
my
own
recommendation for speakers of an
easy, sensitive nature, but, to my
surprise, the Finals weren't fazed at
all. What fazed me was the sound: I
have never — and Imean never —
heard anything approaching the
'5-plus-'6for sheer background
silence, an absence of nasty
electronic artefacts, or — as a
direct result —such ear-opening
transparency. In aflash Iknew
exactly what all of those gurus
meant when they mid the only
way to approach perfection is
to do away with the mains.
(Ben, please take abow.) And
point one finger at the CE
while I've used both passive
regulations and another at the
and battery-operated pre-amps,
'corporate' nature of digital
Ihad never tried apower amp
audio, it goes far deeper. For
Batteries not included: Final's amazing pre-/power amp
as well which was. completely
whatever reasons, we're all guilty
combination needs a loud of 28 AA cells and 36 C cells!
immune to the influence of the
of making hi-fi predictable,
national grid. And to complete the
confections, the two Final control
samey and safe. But maybe the
picture, Ialso used aSony Walkman
units made me think of Nagra,
Japanese are still capable of serious
Pro and a Panasonic personal CD
especially with socketry on the side
rear-guard action, despite their recent
and back, with meters on top, a player in battery model to savour total
economic woes, for a Japanese
independence.
cluster of toggle switches: hell, they
company named Final — which may
Trouble is, you'll just warma listen
possess such aprofessional feel that
or may not be the same crew which
forever. And then ifs time for a
you can't help but think of studio kit.
once produced the unfortunatelyreality (no, make that abattery check)
And you will be fiddling those
acronymed Final Audio Research
and you have to decide just how
toggles alot if you don't want to run
Turntable — has just the tonic.
much you're prepared to spend for
down the batteries. As warm-up time
Are they fans or buddies of Ben
your musical pleasures. And batteries
seemed to make little or no difference,
Duncan, or shareholders in Duracell?
aside, the Music 5 costs £ 1500, the
Dunno. But the Final Music 5 there's no point in wasting the juice.
Music 6 the same again, so you're
The meter tells you what shape the
Preamp and Music 6 Power Amp
looking at the kind of money which
batteries are in, ared LED indicates
take the battery-powered alternative
would also pay for aMusical Fidelity
mute status, and there are enough
to its ultimate — no, make that `final'
Nu-Vista pre-amp plus adecent valve
output level pots on both control units
— conclusion: these components do
power
amp
like
GRAAF's
to match these to all manner of sensitize
not connect to the mains at all. Quite
Venticinque or Unison Research's
speakers. After all, the power is via
obviously, the designers didn't feel
Power 35. It's atough call> so maybe
battery and the amp is rated at amere
that Nicads or Li-Ion or any of the
the Final Music 5and Music 6have
10W, so let's be sensible about this.
other rechargeable types were ' good
something else in common with a
Music 5provides three sets of line
enough'. Instead, the power amp
vintage Rolex or aFerrari: maybe you
inputs (one is marked phono, though,
contains 36 UM2s (C-cells) and the
should you feed it an RIAA pre-amp),
also need a ' real world' system for
pre- amp uses 28 UM3s (AA-cells).
day-to-day usage.
accessed via the toggles. Add arotary
According to the importer, you should
Then you hear that glorious, sweet,
volume control and the left/right
be able to run the system for two
hours anight for amonth and ahalf
before you need to shell out around

output controls for fine-tuning and
that's it beyond the mute and battery

£40 at Woolworths for afresh set.
There's areason why this tedious but

check facilities. Despite the seemingly
hair-shirt nature of this pre-amp, it's
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crystal-clear sound. And suddenly a
tenner aweek for batteries doesn't
seem so crazy after all.
Ken Kessler
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made crossover design relatively
easy. The woofer in this exact
specification ( 6 ohm) is no longer
available to me, but Vifa have the
original 8 ohm which is very close
in performance, having almost
identical Thiel Small parameters
(so that the box tuning will be the
same) and requires only a little
crossover tweaking to allow for the
small rise in impedance and bring it
into line. The only consequence of
note is that overall system
sensitivity may drop by about ldB.
into a reasonably- priced kit, but
The tweeter has a 19mm plastics
despite all my good intentions diaphragm, recessed slightly into
nothing much happened. It took a what is effectively avery short horn.
chance conversation with the Editor The dome material has since been
to spur me into action — `... want it discontinued, but this same tweeter
designed and written up for the
is still available with another dome
October edition' he said, again I material with characteristics so
said yes, so Ihave and here it is.
close it's a drop- in replacement.
twas only amatter of time before
the DBS8 hit these pages. It's
loosely based on a commercial
design Ihad a hand in some years
ago. Production had stopped and
the manufacturer was left with a
stock of drive units. 'Would Ilike to
take them off their hands at a fair
price?' they asked me.
Needless to say, the answer was
yes and Idid. Trouble was, woofers
and tweeters sat in a pile in the
corner of the workshop almost
pleading with me to design them

THE BASIC INGREDIENTS
So, just what are the essential
ingredients of this re-visited recipe?
Woofer and tweeter are both quality
drive units from Vifa. The woofer is
based on the tried and tested
formula of polypropylene cone,
rubber surround, cast magnesium
alloy chassis with powerful magnet
— essentially a standard driver,
modified for the original design
with aslightly lower impedance. It's
characterised by asmooth in-band
response and well-mannered
high- frequency roll- off, which

Essential
ingredients?
Woofer and
tweeter are
both quality
drive units
from Vifa. The
woofer is
based on the
tried and
tested
formula of
polypropylene
cone, rubber
surround, cast
magnesium
alloy chassis
with powerful
magnet

There is also an even newer
replacement fabric- domed tweeter
which could be substituted. If
demand takes the DBS8 close to
current stock of parts, the new
woofer (and if appropriate, the new

tweeter) will be substituted and any
necessary crossover changes made
for subsequent kits.
The tweeter in the kit as it stands
does show a small notch in output
between 10kHz and 15kHz, where
there is a dome resonance, but I
was surprised on re- listening just
how good this little tweeter is. It's
fast and clean, without collapsing
into harshness. If it has acharacter,
perhaps it adds a little extra
crispness, though this has been
dealt with by optimising the electroacoustical crossover between woofer
and tweeter and investing in a
smooth- sounding yet detailedsounding ICW polypropylene
capacitor for this crucial area. The
resulting treble is crisp, clear and
revealing and therefore will need
careful partnering with ancilliarieS.

BOX DESIGN AND TUNING
For this new design, Ilooked again
at the woofer/box alignment using
Boxcalc CAD software and decided
that an internal volume of 34 litres,

A new compact kit
loudspeaker design
gives a refined and
well-balanced
performance for a very
modest outlay
by DAVID BERRIMAN
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tuned to somewhere between 40Hz
to 55Hz should be about right. In
the event, once the prototypes were
built, Istarted at 30Hz and worked
my way up to 60Hz. The lowest
tuning (as expected) produced the
deepest bass (but less of it up to
100Hz or so). The highest tuning
frequency peaked in the 80Hz100Hz region at the expense of the
40Hz-50Hz area. After much
listening and measuring with CLIO,
Iplumped for 52Hz (port length
125cm), which seemed about the
best overall compromise. Measured
close up and midway between
woofer and port ( a ' trick' to
correctly scale and sum their
outputs) the low-end held up well
below 200Hz with a - 6dB point
of around 40Hz [see graph in Fig
1, which comprises a lm MLS
and close-mic low-frequency curves
spliced at 400Hz]. If measured in
'free space' the curve would shelve
up from low frequencies due to box
diffraction and, relatively speaking,
would show less bass, but in a
typical room this gives about the
right amount — not shatteringly
powerful, but enough of it to hear
clearly what's going on. One can
squeeze out more bass by tuning
above 52Hz but this makes the bass
go rather plummy and Iwouldn't
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recommend it. (This might impress
at first, but would soon become
tedious!) Tuned below 52Hz, the
bass definitely feels deeper, though
sounding less powerful overall. The
ports as supplied ( 17cm) are not
trimmed to the correct length and
must be cut back to 12.5cm for
52Hz tuning. As supplied, they
tune the box to around 30Hz
(which, remarkably, the speakers
will reproduce with ease), so if you
fancy experimenting, you can start
off at 30Hz and trim them back in
stages, listening at each step until
52Hz ( 12.5cm) or even higher is
reached. Don't worry if you take
them alitle too far, you can always
clean up the edges and stick the last
bit back on with electrician's tape!
You'll do no harm.

CROSSOVER
The crossover was designed to
achieve a neutral and listenable
sound.
Though
similar
in
configuration to my original
commercial design, with I2dB per
octave electroacoustic slopes on the
woofer and tweeter ( plus some
impedance-correcting/shaping on
the woofer), I've made some
changes, sacrificing about ldB of
midband sensitivity to achieve a
better tonal balance, and raising the

As supplied,
the ports tune
the boxes to
around 30Hz
(which,
remarkably,
the speakers
will reproduce
with ease),
so if you fancy
experimenting,
you can start
off at 30Hz and

upper range of the woofer to blend
more effectively with the tweeter
(which has a modified roll-in curve
to better complement the woofer.
Even so, sensitivity is quite good, at
88/89dB in the midband for 2.83
volts at 1 metre. Crossover

trim them back
in stages

speaker sounds and measures better
with the woofer above the tweeter.
Though the diagrams show them
the conventional way up, you may
invert the design, then move both
woofer and tweeter upwards on the
inverted baffle for a more pleasing
visual effect. It won't affect the
performance other than improving
driver integration and hence sound
quality in the listening area.
Impedance correction on the
woofer has kept the overall
impedance curve within quite a

frequency is 3kHz, which, with the
small woofer radiating area, gives
good horizontal dispersion [see the
graph, Fig 2, which highlights the
crossover region].
Curiously, as with the DBS7, the

close range in magnitude and
phase. The minimum impedance is
5.75 ohms at 4.8kHz and the
maximum is about 14 ohms, while
phase of the impedance is held
within ± 36° over the audio band
[see Fig 3]. So, overall, the speaker
should be very easy to drive;
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because this is abudget-priced kit, I
decided not to bi-wire and also to
use high quality low- loss bipolar
capacitors on the woofer, rather
than expensive polypropylenes.
These sound much clearer and less
grainy than ordinary ' cooking'
electrolytics, and far better in my
view than cheap film capswhich
use
insulations
such
as
Polyethelene ( which can sound
sharp, hard and thin). The
polypropylene capacitor on the
tweeter is the same high-grade
ICW type used in the DBS7,
chosen for its sweet, detailed
sound ( which counteracts the
tweeter's sharpness). Also, to
extract the maximum sound
quality
from
the
whole
loudspeaker, I've chosen goodquality internal Low Density
Polyethelene insulated silver-plated
low oxygen copper internal cable,
rather than any old PVC- coated
copper. It really does make an
unbelievably large difference and is
every bit worth the extra.
The only catch is that, to save
on cost, the kit will come with
crossovers unassembled, but with
solder, cable, connectors, a 'how to
solder' instruction sheet and (for
those to whom a schematic might
as well be aroute map of the outer
Hebrides) a clear physical layout
diagram. Kit builders who are
reasonably
confident
about
soldering have absolutely nothing
to fear and for those who want to
'have ago' it's good fun. If anyone
thinks they have well and truly
mucked up their crossover
assembly, DBS Audio will check
and re-do them for £25 inc. return
postage and packing. For anyone
who has shivers of fear at the very
thought of soldering, kits supplied
complete with ready- assembled
crossovers will be available for an
extra £20.00. By the way, the basic
kit price is £ 119.99 inc. UK
postage and packing; with readybuilt crossovers, that's £ 139.99.
When the current stock of
drivers dries up, the kit price may
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have to be revised but at the
moment DBS Audio is hoping to
maintain it.
Bearing in mind the original
loudspeakers were intended to
retailed at around £ 350 a pair,
that's pretty good value. Readers
who heard the prototype at the
Manchester show last year
certainly commented favourably on
the DBS8's sound quality and
value for money. It is not a patch
on the DBS7 but, at under half the
price, it's not meant to be!
Cabinet construction and design
are very simple — just aplain box
with 12mm Rammin battens and a
removable back panel to simplify
foam and crossover insertion ( I
managed to get all my MDF and
hardboard supplied and cut to size
by a local company, Ipswich
Plastics, Ipswich Suffolk). Internal
sound reflections are dealt with by
pre-cut fire- retardant acoustic
foam. The front drive-unit rebates
are formed by a single extra

For anyone
who has
shivers of fear
at the very
thought of
soldering, kits
supplied
complete with
readyassembled
crossovers will
be available

I

hardboard top baffle which is
covered, as in the DBS6 and 7, by
the DBS ' trademark' black
leathercloth (included with the kit)
which covers up any wobbly holes.
These layers, which are glued with
Evo-stik Evode Impact 2 adhesive
(not in the kit), also damp
vibrations in the front baffle most
effectively.

PANEL DAMPING
For those who haven't seen my
recent loudspeaker designs, here's a
word of explanation about the
constrained layer damping system
which they incorporate. This
comprises three layers (only two on
the lower back panel) of ordinary
3mm hardboard stuck together with
Evo Stik Impact 2 adhesive (alatex
water-based adhesive which sets to
rubbery consistency). The idea is
that the flexure of the panels and
hardboard transmits the energy to
the glue layer, which absorbs the
vibration and dissipates it as heat,
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while the hardboard fibres also
absorb energy and stiffen the panels

X
Grille frame
378 x239

to further reduce vibration. In
practice, they are very effective in
deadening MDF's inherent ringing,
and in my view, superior to the
traditional bitumen — although it
seems many manufacturers don't
even bother with such damping
these days!
To make the pads, just ' butter'
liberally with glue, stack between
newspaper, pile some MDF on top
to weight until set, and you have a
pile of panel- damping pads on a
budget. The resulting cabinets
contribute very little ' clutter' to the
music, enabling very effective stereo
imagery and dynamics to be recreated. Also, the speakers don't
start to shout or bark when played
loudly. You put in the time and
effort and reap the sonic rewards —

/
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not to mention saving money.

20

ASSEMBLY
Once all the parts are cut out and
prepared (see the cabinet diagrams
and cutting plan) assembly is very
straightforward. It's a good idea to
stack the parts loosely together first
to check for fit and squareness.
Glue and pin the front battens so
as to inset the front baffle's front
surface by 5.5 to 6mm. This will
allow enough space to accommodate the hardboard top baffle
(about 3.5mm, with glue) and the
leather- cloth thickness of about
lmm, as shown in the photos and
drawings. Alternatively you could
fix the front baffle in completely
flush and glue a frame of 6mm
hardwood (such as Ramin) to the
front to give an enhanced
appearance over the prototypes.
The hardboard and leathercloth
will then sit about 1.5mm sub-flush
to the frame.
The Ramin is available in 25 x
6mm strips ( from B&Q, etc.) and
so would need planing down to
18mm, or the hardboard could be
cut smaller to fit within a 25mm
thick frame, which would be easier
and give achunky appearance. The
choice is yours. Likewise, you may
fix the rear battens so that the rear
panel sits a millimetre or so subflush, to prevent it sitting proud.
Then assemble the top, bottom and
sides, liberally glueing with PVA
(such as Resin W) as you go.
Insert the back loosely (only just
slightly in) to hold it all square
(making sure there's no glue here,
or the back will get stuck in by
mistake). The top and bottom
battens can be glued in to one side
at the same time. Panel pins are
not necessary, the glue will hold
them until it sets. When the
cabinets are turned on to their
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Carcass 18mm MDF

12 x12 Ramin
battens all round

/

3x190 x160 x3hardboard
dumping pads ( B)
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N.B.set back front
baffle by 5.5 mm to
allow for sub-baffle
& leather cloth

17

6mm recess
for terminals

.0
N.

3x190 x300 x3hardboard
pads glued to sides (A)

J
.T: '

95 x160 crossover

3x190 x160 x3hardboard
/
dumping pads (B)

3mm hardboard
sub baffle

275
Section X-X

3x190 x160 x3
hardboard
damping
pads ( B)

e
2x95 x160x 3
hardboard
damping
pads (C)

./
_

Secu eback
with c/s screws

Front view and cross-section: hardwood strips may be added to the front edges as an alternative to arecessed baffle (see text)

other side, the remaining battens
can be similarly glued in place,
followed (when set) by the threelayer damping pads, which should
of course be glued in with Evo Stik
Impact 2.
By the way, the front and back
panels are deliberately lmm shorter
than they need to be to allow abit

By the way,
the front
and back
panels
are made
deliberately
lmm shorter
than they
need to be...

of tolerance (you can always sand
down the MDF edges to flush —
but it's not so easy to sand the
panels thinner! One word of
caution. Always sand, drill or saw
MDF outside and wear a dust
mask. MDF ( along with fine
hardwood dust) is now considered
a health hazard, so endeavour to
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Simply Vinyl.Sony Mastersound.Steeplechase.Telefunken.Warner Bros.

DNM PA3AS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

h•gh-tech for music
Br, . sh anInr.f,ert

Svezze ,, and

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it !!!
Audio Scene

Chesterfield
01246 204005

The Music Mill

Edinburgh

Exclusive for Scotland

0131 555 3963

The Right Note

Bristol
01225 874728

Walrus Systems

London
0171 724 7224

Virtual
eality
Audeo Systems Ltd

PO. Box 383. Brentwood. Essex CMI4 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224 I
03
email: inlo@virtualr.demon.co.uk
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DIY SPEAKERS
keep it outside the house and
outside the lungs of yourself and
members of your family. Like so
many things these days, simple
precautions make alot of sense: it's
simply not worth taking the risk.

Allow for thickness of saw, mark as you go

Trim two edges lOmm before major cutting

Trim 10mm

275

275

275

275

Side A

Side A

Side B

275

275

275

Top A

Bottom A

FINISHING
The loudspeakers may be finished
in whatever turns you on. Irather
lazily left mine in plain MDF,
intending to veneer or paint them
later — honest. Veneering is the
more conventional option and is
attractive — especially if you adopt
the
hardwood
edging idea.
Whatever you do, keep the back
removable. It will make assembly
that much easier.

FINAL ASSEMBLY

pieces will hold the side pieces in,
and the back just pushes in
between. Cut a D- shaped hole
here to clear the port ( and make

275
Bottom B

Top B

o
o
cri

o

When all is ready and the crossover
is wired up, this can be glued on to
the lower back damping pads with
hotmelt and wired up to the
terminals fitted in the rear panel.
You'll need to counterbore the
terminal holes on the inside panel to
expose enough thread, allowing the
nuts to hold the terminals in securely
for soldering to the crossover. Now
solder the other free wires to the
woofer and tweeter, checking against
the crossover schematic and the
layout plan: treat the ribbed
conductor (marked+) as positive and
connect to the red terminal. Do
double and treble check all these
connections now. It will ensure
correct phasing of woofer to tweeter
and left to right speaker — avoiding
alot of head-scratching and problem
solving (such as where's the bass, or
the stereo image!) later.
The grey acoustic foam should
now be positioned as shown in the
diagrams. The top and bottom

Side B

343

343

343

Front A

Back A

Front B

343
o
cri

Back B

- — Trim tOmm

Waste material

1200

Material 18mm

MDF

All dimensions in mm

:wring plan: you should be able to get yur supplier to cut the Al 1)F for you

sure all foam does clear the port
when the back goes in, or the reflex
loading will not work properly).
Stick some draught- excluder strip
around the rear batten to seal it
fully and fix the back with No 6
countersunk cross- head wood
screws, taking care not to trap any
wires. Also dress internal wires clear
of the rear of the woofer cone to

SUPPLIER
DBS Audio,
PO Box 91,
Burr St
Edmunds,
Suffolk
IP28 6RY.
Tel 01284
811891.
emaikDBSaudio
'1 AOL.com

avoid rattles. Fire each speaker up
in turn, starting at low volume to
check all is well. Providing there's
output from all drivers and there
no rattling, then all should be well.
Just run them in as you would a
new car engine and after a few
days they should be making
beautiful music for you.
Happy building.

A LISTENING ASSESSMENT
To give these speakers arealistic workout, they

were tried in two different rooms, with avariety
of sources and amplification. Stands used
included Target Ris ( solid heavyweights) and
Linn Kan II stands ( lighter weight, open frames).
Initially sited in aliving room approx 12 by 15
feet, and fueled variously by Denon, Rote) and
Myryad CD players feeding Quad and Myryad
amplifiers, a 'characterful' sound was quickly
recognised.
First impressions were of alean, very clean
and detailed sound, erring on the bright side of
neutrality. Bass was even and controlled, with
scant sight of any bloom nor resonant 'lumps'.
Midband balance was good, showing fine
texture on harmonised vocals, with realistic
portrayal of united voices singing together.
Timing proved rather fine too, easily showing
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differences in the ' speed' of the two amplifiers.
However, and especially with the leaner and
faster Myryad T-40, the treble- happy frequency
response was proving alittle wearing, so some
new surroundings were tried — asofterfurnished room with arecord-playing frontend. In this system the DBS8 was alittle more
comfortable. In areckless mood, and to the
chagrin of neighbours, aLinn Klout power amp
was allowed to warm their voice coils with a
variety of music of the, shall we say, more
rock- like persuasion? Deep Purple, performing
Speed King live, were heard at their frantic
best with drums and organ making astrong
case for themselves within the heavy guitarbased mix. On more contemporary recordings,
the top-end was inclined to become olittle
wispy and sibilant, perhaps 'over-crisp'. With

this in mind, and when speaking to Dave, some
mild tweaking of the crossover network was
discussed. This included an option to drop HF
output by increasing the value of resistor R2, or
alternatively of lowering that of R3.
As it happened, the prototype samples I
heard used apair of ceramic resistors in series
to create R3, 15 ohm and 3.3 ohm, which
allowed easy shorting of the latter to decrease
R3's total value by about 18%. And this proved
to be just sufficient to subtly revoice the
speakers for more sensitive ears. Alternatively,
for similar effect, raise R2's value minutely
(using standard preferred values, El2 range).
With this scope for tweaking, the DBS8 is a
versatile speaker that lends itself to many styles
of music, and deserves to win many fans.
Andrew Harrison
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DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.
Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note. Deltec,-e- lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kim ber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
.the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
.for YOUR ears
.. in YOUR home

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50. Nottinnharn NG9 IDZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701. 444 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio.
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio. Kent. Tel: 01634 389004
•Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio. Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • Sounds of Music. Tuntriege Wen. Tel: 0t892 547003
•Unique Audio. London. Td: 0181 450 7384 • Walrus Systems, London. Tel: 0171 724 7224.
NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio. Amsterdam. Tel 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7681
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Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

blackbox

A look at
sotie
dangers
arcund and
ahiead iii
this, the
50th ' Black
Box'

Infected companies often (but do not
always) bear stickers like 13S5750' or
'ISO 9001', and/or have pretentious
'mission statements' and/or 'customer
care departments'.
The regular reports in these pages
on specific cases of what we now
know to be CSD, over many years,
by Barry Fox and more recently John
Nelson, are just the tips of huge
icebergs. What should be of concern
here is that these ` tips' grow hyperrapidly as one approaches the realms
of some large companies and
organisations
linked
somewhat
intimately with quality hi-fi, ranging
• from any remaining major record
companies through to ' personal
nspite of everything that may be
computerland' (suitable ages 3-5).
imperfect, misunderstood, or
A large cull of CSD infected
misrepresented,
the
quality
organisations is to be expected in
domestic hi-fi business ( a group
January 2000! Meanwhile, a littlewhich might be defined most fairly as
publicised or discussed event is that,
'those who create products that aim
over the past seven years or so, the
to sound good to remotely sensitive
owners and founders of many of the
and musically aware listeners') has its
many small enthusiast-founded and
heart in the right place. And in
led
equipment
manufacturing
comparison with what has- crept up
companies in both the UK and the
and is now going on around it,
USA, and even in Germany, making
'serious' hi-fi remains a world of
the professional audio equipment
comparative sanity.
which nearly all recordings and
In part, this relatively positive
concerts now depend upon, have one
condition is strongly related to the
by one sold out to, or found
fact that the parties involved mainly

I

work in small groups. and also, that
music and generally happy people are
by and large the key end- products
(not widget production, or percentage
of forms processed within 24 hours)
And that the intrinsic value of these
end-products is incalculably high —
at least while they work their magic.

CSD AWAREKESS
For information
on bound reprints
of tome of Ben
Duncan's many
past investigative
articles — 'Audio
Quality
Investigations',
Vols 1 & 2and
'Audio/Studio
mains supplies',
Vds 1 & 2 — sendA4 size SAE or
too International
Reply Coupons
(available from
Post Offices), to

the author, do
HFNIRR.

The companies
named in this
Black Box' are
entirely fictitious
and any
resemblance to
real perlons or
companies is
entirely
coincidental!

In my own experience of diverse
manufacturers and distributors in
audio and many other trades, any
organisation with above some 20 to
X people (X being as low as 21, or
as many as 2000 in the best managed
operations) starts to lose focus and
targeting.
This condition is not new, but
increasingly it is exacerbated when
the operations have no readily
identifiable, positive end result (this
especially happens as ` marketese'
creates mountains of mealy and other
beating-about-the-bush words), and
particularly when the control part of
the organism is geographically
separated from the operations end.
Today, the Corporate Stupidity
Disease (CSD) that this condition can
lead to — if untreated by company
structure healers — is increasingly
rampant in the ' outside world'.
Infection is strongest and most likely
in the most 'mature' industries, which
include (as many readers will have
experienced) all kinds of ' bodies':
public, local, central government and
all types of public transport and
communications agencies, and so on.
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themselves being bought by, various
— mainly German and US, but also
Far Eastern — corporations and
multinationals. (Of course, there has
been abit of this in hi-fi, but not on
anything like the scale; and the few
'takeovers' and mergers have so far
been more stable and positive in
effect.)
In turn, the enthusiasts and prime
movers have mostly departed, leaving
the respected company name amore
or less emptied husk. Meanwhile,
manufacturing coherence and any
sonic quality principles are tested
sorely by accountants, in alarge and
distant organisation, who only know
the paper measurements of the
company, aren't even ex-musicians,
and whose department has a high
certainty of being CSDinfected.
It is characteristic perhaps, that the
CEO of one of these behemoths
recently claimed that (to paraphrase)
'quality is no longer an issue with
audio'. That didn't mean that the
company concerned had succeeded
in making perfect products. Rather,
it most likely indicated that hard
objectivists in the technical wings had
convinced themselves, and in turn the
management, that perfection exists in
a mentally-limited set of numbers
(Nelson's law) — whereas in fact the
sonic quality of the products from this
giant corporation concerned has been
widely held to be largely mediocre, if
not absolutely execrable.
Another possibility is that all the
sane technical team members have

left, and the higher management have
decided
to
broadcast
their
extraordinary statement, having found
five minutes to read, understand and
believe the product brochures created
by their copywriters — with neither
party having much sense of what's
possible or real in audio engineering*.

DANGERS TO MUSIC:
AROUND AND AHEAD
The danger with much of today's
affordable musical and recording
equipment is that having been
engineered down to the lowest level
by the ` Sound Deaf/th' or ` RipaxeHannEar' Corporation's accountants,
it sounds aggressive enough to be
perfect to untrained ears — yet most
of the higher capabilities and values
of music are missing. Worse, the
music created with such apparently
perfect
[' It is digital, innit?'1
equipment gives unexpected and
eventually damaging ear pain when
played loud. For all the usual reasons.
Worse still, this turns people with
sensitive ears, players or listeners, off
and away from music. And if, as is
probable, some good music happens
to be created with such equipment,
it's unlikely to be re-transferred onto
the various media via decent sounding
source and recording equipment,
before
large-scale
sales
and
distribution take place. Hence
spreading the bad sound into today's
purchasable repertoire, as well as into
the archives.
In turn, the ( mainly younger)
listeners to today's mainstream,
largely digitally-produced and/or
processed sounds, created with
today's powerfully advertised, yet
limiting ` musician'
recording
equipment, are unable to get any
(higher) satisfaction they might crave
from their favourite music, whether
they try listening through ` Harmear's'
own £299 moulded all-plastic boxbased throw- away system or only
slightly more expensive, real, starterlevel hi-fi.
And, as with the small companies
that have been bought up, then
discarded after consumption or alittle
financial indigestion, we can be sure
that those large, and largely CSD riddled, organisations operating in this
destructive loop would just as easily
consume, ruin and then discard the
whole business of reproduced music,
without
apology
or
even
consciousness.
Ben Duncan
*Recently Iread abrochure claiming that
the maker's quite ordinary amplifier had
'higher efficiency' than others, because it was
built on afibreglass board (as used in any
decent electronics for the past 25 or so years!)
and used surface mounted parts: issues that
have negligible or tiny, random effects on
any kind of efficiency can think of — other
than ease of mass manufacture!
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Arts

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

comperend
speaker interfaces

AUDIO RESEARCH 0100.2

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION, THIS
NEW STUNNING SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

COME AND
HEAR THE
LATEST
KRELL
CD PLAYER
KAV 250 CD

KEF REF 2
VERY OPEN AND
REVEALING.
TERRIFIC VALUE

\

A full range of interconnects and
speaker cables utilising patented
terminator networks

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Par< Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 0149 4 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Old HiFi News:
Analogue still sounds best

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING NEW CD PLAYER
FROM KRELLMAKES AN
IMPRESSIVE PARTNER FOR THE
INTEGRATED AMP

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE
CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED
REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14
INTG AMPLFIER

SECOND HAND
Music Fidelity F22 pre
Lumley Ref. ST70 amp
B&W8L5 ( ex demo)
Pair Radford MA50 Amp
Classe DR4L pre
Exposure 17 & 18 pre/power
Teac VRDS10

£500
£800
£850
£900
£650
£900
£525

Solen Tiger intg amp
Pair Castle Chester
Myriad MT120/Maizo
Angstrom 200 Prologic Pre
Castle Howards R/W
Audio Research SP9
Audio Lab COM + DAC
Muse 18 sub

£700
£450
£950
£1200
£800
£650
£1245
£2000

• CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)
• 4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
• MAIL ORDER FACILITY
• EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE, CELESTION, CHORD,
COPLAND, DENON. DENSEN. JADIS. KEF. KOETSU. KRELL, MARANTZ MARTIN LOGAN.
MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK,
SOWS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awid\e range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA. APOLLO, GRADO. HARMONIX. IXOS. ORTOFON. SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH. QED AND MANY OTHERS

1.
7:717,1.
MUM
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Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

YAL

anPi,,I;eTçj, 01491-834700
DISTRIBUTED BY HENLEY DESIGNS LIMITED

sidelines

photo: Anthony Cn"ckmayIRCA Records

Roses by
other
narres?
Familiar
music
trarscriled
in
un ex pacted
ways makes
for
engaging
listening

Fair) heads Abbado's BP0 collection
of Mussorgsky pieces on Sony SK
62034 (4/98), while on EMI ` Debut'
CDZ 569 7052 ( 7/97) the famous
Pictures are displayed in aremarkable
departure from the norm via the
accordian arrangements of James
Crabb and Geir Draugsvoll, coupled
with Stravinsky's Petrouchka. This
astonishing pair manage to mimic
whole swathes of orchestral colour,
sometimes with quite startling
dynamics, on a CD whose first
hearing nearly always evokes gasps of
amazement. Also offering Stravinsky
in unusual guise (albeit via the
composer's own transcription) are the
Frith/Hill piano duo on Naxos
n July 1496 I recommended
8.553386 ( 2/97), where The Rite of
twenty or so CDs featuring music
Spring is the showpiece, joined by
employing instrumental or vocal
Stravinsky's other four-hand works.
forces not intended by its composers.
Again, do sample what such a
These were pieces that had proved
combination can achieve, as also with
popular when giving talks to Recorded
the Argerich/Rabinovitch duo, who
Music Societies, and as further
serve up arrangements of Strauss,
arrangements of this ilk keep turning
Ravel and Dukas on Teldec 4509
up I've made it my business to acquire
96435 2. Ishare NA's doubts about
those which look most promising, so
apianistic Sinfonia Domestica (10/96),
far adding about 40 more discs to the
but thoroughly enjoyed La Valse and
pile. The degree to which such
The Sorcerer's Apprentice.
adaptations please or fascinate
Moving to solo piano, Arcadi
depends very much on familiarity with
the originals, but in the hope that a Volodos's playing of transcriptions
widely cast net will capture at least
some items to intrigue any reader with
classical tastes, the following notes
cover every such recording I've
sampled since that 1996 survey, with
dates appended when reviews have

I

appeared in HFNIRR.
But first, a brief update of the
earlier
list.
Stokowski's
Bach

Ambient
Postscript
It was obviously
tenipting fate w
Jain: in last
month's 'Sidelines'
that the enusicall
JUJU) use of th..
word 'ambient'
had not yet entered
the dictionaries, as
it turns out that
the ninth editron of
the Convise Oxford
Dictionary offers
the following rather
oddball definition:
'background noise
added to amusical
recordittg zo give
the impression that
it ...vas recorded
live'. Only a
misleadingly
narrow sub-us, of
course, but alter
nearly 40 years it'
perhaps better than
nothing

transcriptions with the Czech PO have
since been transferred to Decca 448
946-2 ( 2/97), joined by the LSO in
seven Stoki arrangements of pieces by
other composers. Also, I omitted
RCA's Bach LSO/Stokowski collection
which includes the mighty Chaconne
from the D-minor violin Partita (
now
on RCA 09026 62605 2), while
Jacques Loussier's Bach CD had been
preceded by alarger collection with
the similar tide of Best of Play Bach
[Start SCD-1], worth pursuing for its
unduplicated material. The Best of
Tomita was omitted too [RD 89381],
an RCA sampler of electronically
realised Ravel, Debussy, Stravinsky
and Mussorgsky pieces from the
Tomita discs that were listed. And
mention of Mussorgsky in the same
paragraph as Stokowski prompts me
to recommend CHAN 9445 ( 10/96),
which features BBC Phil/Bamert in
some superbly recorded arrangements,
including Pictures at an Exhibition and
a splendidly wild Night on Bare
Mountain.
The composer's own rarely heard
operatic setting of the latter,
comprising adream-cum-vision with
a Satanic bass-baritone part and
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interjecting choruses (from Sorochintsy
omen 1998

Quartet, which is coupled with
Schoenberg's full orchestral version of
Brahms's Op.25 Piano Quartet on
Decca
452
050-2,
featuring
VPO/Dohnanyi. The playing hardly
matches that obtained by Bernstein
from the same orchestra in his DG
versions of Opp.131/135, while the
string-tone here has a very unViennese edginess, especially in the
Brahms Andante. Also, Eschenbach's
Houston coupling of Schoenberg's
Brahms with three Bach transcriptions
on RCA 09026 68658 2 ( 2/98) is
slightly let down by some rather bland
sonics. Yet there are passages on both
discs to intrigue if not inspire, while
Dohnanyi's recording seems to be the
first- ever of Beethoven's Op.95 in
Mahler's arrangment.
Haydn Symphonies 93/94/97 as
scored for chamber ensemble by
Salomon, with Camerata of the 18th
Century led by Hünteler on MDG
311 0716 2 (7/98), are worth hearing
by anyone who knows them in
standard format, which applies also to
Hummel's parallel treatment of
Mozart's ' Linz'
and ` Haffner'
Symphonies, featuring Kroll's Parlor
Philharmonic on Boston Skyline BSD
144. There are delights to be found
too in Stumpf schamber setting of
episodes from The Magic Flute, with
Nachtmusique under Hoeprich on
Glossa
GDC
920601,
while
transcriptions by the Vienna Flautists
provide aunique woodwind view of
Haydn's Opp.76:1 and 1:3 quartets
on Discover DICD 920211.
Also arare departure from the norm

Leopold Stokowski:
en0slakof the art
it•yral tranuription
from the music of nine diverse
composers on Sony SK 62691 ( 11/97)
is transfixing. Just dip in at random
— or go straight to Rirnsky-Korsakov's
`Flight of the Bumble Bee' for some
incredible Lisztian fingerwork. Leslie
Howard's 3CD set of Liszt's early
Beethoven transcriptions is also well
worth exploration on Hyperion CDA
67111/3 ( 7/97). Here, Ifind myself
going to Symphony 3(ü)
for
profundity and 7(iv) for excitement,
but the young Liszt's promotional
infatuation with Beethoven's music
never fails to intrigue at any point.
Regarding Symphony 7, another
striking arrangement is that by the
Netherlands Wind Ensemble on
CHAN 9470. This offers much
delight and is accompanied by
'straight' versions of Beethoven's
Quintet and Octet Opp.16/103.
The remaining Beethoven on my
list is Mahler's adaptation for string
orchestra of the Serioso' String

are three orchestrated movts from
Schumann's Carnaval, set amongst a
mixed group of Ravel arrangements
by Oue and the Minnesota Orchestra,
on Reference Recordings RR-79CD.
As JMH remarked ( 9/98), not even
Ravel can fully disguise this music's
pianistic origins, although Idid find
the transformations refreshing — and
am reminded that some of Ravel's
music receives orchestral clothing at
another's hands on CHAN 9114,
where Tortelier conducts the Ulster
Orchestra in his own transcription of
the Piano Trio.
But I see that despite music by
Vivaldi, Schubert, Bach, Wagner,
Mahler and others waiting in the
wings ( in various guises), space is
running out. This clearly settles next
month's subject, but Isimply must
tuck in just one more now: The Classic
Buskers - Handel with Care on Seaview
CD 007367. Known originally as the
Cambridge Buskers, Michael Copley
and Ian Moore serve numerous
composers on a wide range of
instruments here, in asuccession of
masterly and frequently hilarious
renditions or send-ups of well-known
music. Not to be missed at any price.
John Crabbe
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

0).

9

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

6014.1e
.

THE MAXX
Imagine this: a breathtaking loudspeaker slightly smaller but
even more elegant than the legendary Wilson X-1 GrandSLAMM, and you have the dawning of the mighty Wilson MAXX.
This has to be the most exciting design yet from Dave Wilson,
being financially more accessible than the X-1 and is alogical
step forward for those who have had so much enjoyment from
their WATT/Puppy systems, but who seek vastly greater scale,
bass extension and dynamics. Just 7Wpc will get you up and
running, and with user-tunable bass, the MAXX is so roomfriendly. See and hear it for yourself by visiting the Absolute
Sounds suites at the Hi Fi Show, or telephone Brian Rivas, the
UK's number one Wilson enthusiast, at Pinewood Music.

You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17.ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB 1 to B 33 7dB I. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"xil` SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686

THE AMATI
Now imagine this: aSonus Faber Guarneri Homage scaled up to
become a big floorstander — that's the basis of the Amati
Homage, the most ambitious creation from Italy's master
loudspeaker craftsmen. With extra and bigger drivers and greater
efficiency, but retaining the elegant lute- shape of the Guarneri
with the unique stringed grille, the Amati is for those who desire
physical beauty combined with music on an emotional and
realistic scale. See this beauty at the Show, or telephone Brian
Rivas.

KRELL

KAV-300i award-winning integrated amplifier 150Wpc
KAV-250p line stage preamplifier
KAV-150a stereo amplifier 150Wpc
KAV-250a stereo amplifier 250Wpc
KAV-500i integrated amplifier 250Wpc

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon-Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 43 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

AE
Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Harman-Kardon
• Widest choice in the area
JBL
• Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kenwood
•Comfortable dem rooms
Krell
Maranta
Superb showrooms
Martin-Logan
• Main road location
Meridian
Major car parks nearby
Michel
• Insurance estimates
Mission
•Over 30yrs experience
Monitor Audio
• Service Dept.
Musical-Fidelity
• Delivery & installation
Pickering
• Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 10.30-530 6days
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
Ruark
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spendor
deposit only 20% of
Systemdek
E500. for 12 months
Tannoy
E15. lot 24 months
TDL
E3000. lot 36 months
Thorens
subiect
stelus
Yamaha
&lots more
PS if eu re /Ikestg aspecya/
bes? A,boat ettecies

7U±,

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3yrs.
Interest Free
Credit

KAV-250cd integrated compact disc player
KAV-300cd integrated compact disc player
STOP PRESS: Pinewood makes first UK sale of the monster
600Ibs-per-channel KRELL MASTER REFERENCE amplifier!
(Can you lift one of these, Pedro?)

Wrbí

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ .

a g eat place tor...

With the arrival of the little KAV-150a amplifier and the 500i
integrated amplifier, the Krell KAV line-up of accessible
excellence is complete. Pinewood has the full range on
demonstration:

.e

e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

(
4 1
n-yemy

Maier
Lagar

11E1=1321111,

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone
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AiOn/t0T4U0/'O

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904

629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

radio

From
Radio 3
into the
millennium:
farewell lo
Controller
Kenyon

Nicholas Kenyon,
now in charge of
Millennium Project"

S

o farewell then Controller
Kenyon, Radio 3's erstwhile
supremo. Master Kenyon took
an early bath after having discovered
— somewhat late in the day, one
would have thought — that the BBC
was 'run by people with no culture'.
Well, yes. Anyone watching or
listening to the egregious Mr
Matthew Bannister trying to tell the
world about digital radio in the same
week would have thoroughly agreed
with him, as would anyone who read
the wonderfully barbed profile of
Chairman Bland in the Independent
on Sunday on 19 July. Indeed, one
might in both cases have detected a
lack of elemental common sense,, not
to mention a worryingly evident
absence of understanding of the
modern position and predicament of
alicence-funded public broadcaster.
And as for any appreciation of
cultural values, it was regrettably a
case of ' nul points'.
Poor Mr Kenyon has now been
translated to the pt of ' Controller,
Millennium Projects', which sounds
suspiciously like the Corporation's
version of the Stewardship of the
Chiltern Hundreds. Isuppose one
might argue that anyone who
introduced soap operas, drive-time
radio and Mr Petroc Trelawney to
Radio 3should suffer aconsiderably
worse fate than being promoted
sideways — being shot at dawn, or
transported in chains to Pitcairn
Island in close conjunction with Mr
Bill Giles would perhaps be more

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail *ohn_nelson@
compuserve.com

appropriate — but perhaps he can be
forgiven slightly for doing the decent
thing.
Curiously, no BBC news or current
affairs programme seems to have
considered the abrupt departure of
one of its controllers as sufficiently
interesting to warrant coverage. Such
earth-shaking issues as the well-being
of the Tamworth Two or the
scandalum magnatum of the Bishop of
Somewhere's stolen bicycle could not
apparently be held over to make room
for the Kenyon story. Neither, in the
same vein, did any BBC radio
programme have any observations on
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Pentium PC. As you might imagine,
the point is to use the power of the
computer to do all the storage, tuning
and controlling, whilst leaving the
reception, demodulation and audio to
the black box. Icom supplies the
appropriate software, which takes a
few moments to install and ran
perfectly well under Windows 98.
Launching the control program causes
arepresentation of the front panel of
one of three types of receiver to
appear on the monitor; you can
choose between a simple radio, a
'communications receiver' and a
'component' receiver which offers a
modular representation of four main
receiver elements. In each case the
available
frequency
range
is
0.01-1300MHz and the modulation
modes which can be resolved are AM,
wide and narrow FM, SSB and CW.
I'll have more to say about the
performance of the IC-PCR1000 next
month — suffice it to say for now
that as an HF receiver it is very good
and as aVHF/FM receiver it is alot
better than Ithought it might be. But
the salient and revolutionary point
about receivers such as the IC-PCR1000 is that since its controlling
software runs on a PC, it can be
easily changed or upgraded as events
make it desirable to do so. As a
matter of fact Ithink Icom has made
a mistake in regarding its receiver
THE SCANNING RECEIVER
control protocols as proprietary.
On the subject of receivers, Ihave
History suggests that open software
recently been looking at one which
architecture allows creative and
although perhaps not intrinsically very
innovative programming by those who
interesting from the point of view of
specialise in the art, and leads to
high-quality
stereo
broadcast
developments not remotely foreseen
reception, marks the introduction of
by the original manufacturer.
a significant new approach — and
Even so, Idon't doubt that the
one which Isuspect will appear in
PCR-1000 is the forerunner of many
DAB form shortly. The so-called
'scanning receiver' or ' scanner' is a more radio receiving systems which
take the PC as the basis of their
very versatile device covering avery
control systems and which will also
wide frequency range and tuning
across pre-defined channels or bands
use the PC's processing power for
digital decoding and processing.
at a very high speed. The UK's
Modern digital signal processing
convoluted legislation makes it legal
to own ascanner but illegal to use it;
techniques can routinely produce
receiver performances which would
notwithstanding what might be
have been regarded as well beyond
thought to be a major limitation,
practical achievability Only afew years
scanner enthusiasts abound and
ago — and domestic and ` semisamizdat frequency lists are in wide
professional' radio receivers which are
circulation on the Internet and
fully digital from end to end cannot
elsewhere.
be far away.
In case you are wondering whether
Which reminds me that I'm now
you have strayed by mistake into the
convinced that Mr Bill Giles reads
columns of Scanner Monthly or
this column and has decided on a
thereabouts, let me reassure you that
policy of total defiance. He's now
there is apoint to all this and we shall
stating that low pressure can
get there by and by. Scanners are
usually self-contained and often
`dominate the scene' as well as high,
and said so on three consecutive days
portable, but the Icom PCR-1000 is
last month. Aarrgghh! Can't someone
the proverbial black box, measuring
at the Meteorological Office make
7 x 5 x 1in and with no knobs or
him Controller of Tropical Revolving
switches other than one to turn it on.
Storms, and write into his contract a
The most significant part of the unit
requirement to keep him at least 100
is a9-pin D-type connector on the
metres from any live microphone at
rear, with which aconnection is made
all times? Please?
John Nelson
to the RS-232 port of afast 486 or

'Sir' John Birt's massive pay rise later
in the same week, or the tedious
rationalisations for alicence fee in
excess of £ 100 per annum. What
with one thing and another, it is
becoming very difficult to avoid the
conclusion that Messrs Birt and
Bland and their acolytes have entirely
lost the plot.
Rumours were afoot as this was
written that major changes to Radio
3 and 4 were in the offing, with
roughly speaking much less money
for both networks and much more for
Radio 1. Given Mr Bannister's
antecedents this might be thought to
be anot unsurprising development.
More next month, when more has
emerged — together, allegedly, with
some in-car DAB receivers which I
sincerely hope sound better than the
ones so far auditioned at Nelson
Towers and elsewhere. Five of these
devices were launched with some
small ceremony in July, but it is
becoming more and more difficult to
see DAB as anything other than a
political exercise driven by spectrummanagement issues — rather than as
agenuine attempt to provide abetter
radio service to listeners. DAB is
technically very elegant and clever —
but so were D-MAC, DCC and
Betamax.
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Books

Gramophone Opera Good
CD Guide, 554p, with
composer
Paperback.and
£ 12.95.
artist indices.
Published
by Gramophone Publications
Ltd. ISBN 0 902470 81 7

R

I

Gramophone's
first 'Good CD
Guide' devoted
to opera

ather surprisingly,
HFNIRR readership
surveys have consistently
suggested that opera is not a
priority for the hi-fi buff —
nor is it with me, Ihave to
confess. But Irecommend
this Guide, published in
association with BBC Radio
3, not just to collectors but
to those who enjoy the art of
criticism. As Record Review
producer Clive Portbury
observes in a foreword, man\
broadcasters asked to revie‘\
opera sets for the programme
also write for Gramophone;
and the pages carry both the
imprimatur of ' Building a
Library' and a curious
singing-prawn logo which
turns out to signify a
Gramophone Award.
It is a pleasure, for
example, to find such
thorough reappraisals as
those of the 1962 Klemperer
Fidelio (
Furtwângler,
Gardiner and Maazel are also
reviewed) or Abbado's 1984
Il viaggio a Reims, whilst
lovers of the Magic Flute may
read some 1875 words on
recordings by Beecham,
Davis, Gardiner and Solti,
either on CD or VHS.
A flick through the pages
reinforces the sheer range of
modern operas now available
on CD — by Bernstein,
Birtwistle, Braunfels, Glass,
Goldschmidt, Korngold,
Krenek, Nono, Tippett,
Weil, Zemlinsky, and others.
Wagnerians will find four
Tristans, three Tannhaüsers,
and eleven pages on Ring
cycles, Straussians five
Ariadnes and Salomes (
but
oddly, not the Malfitano/
Dohnanyi), three Ara bellas
and Rosenkavaliers. And for
those merely in search of the
obscure? Try Corghi, Gomes,
Haeffiier, Leoni, Sorozábal,
Vives or Weisgall!
CB

It must Le Jnprecedented for more than twenty record
companies, to collaborate on a single project, but former
CBC raaicrproducer Tom Deacon, now a Repertoire Director
at Philips, as thereby created a superlative collection of
recordings for a Steinway- sponsored series ' Great Pianists of
the 20th Century': 200 mid- priced CDs to be released over
the cominç year. The first twenty 2CD volumes are now
available, covering pianists alphabetically from A- R
Over.a quarter of the material appears on CD for the first
time, some has never appeared commercially ( Mozart
concertes :rom Curzon, Liszt from Freire and Janis). Uchica
will reccrc Schoenberg's Op 11 especially for the Edition
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PHILIPS

of the Month

Mitsuko Uchida

Schubert
Piano Sonata

SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonata in B- flat, D960
3 Klavierstücke, D946
Mitstiko Uchida (
pew)
Philips 456 572-2

D 960

3Klavierstücke

D 906

(7().,/ 4,,

With characteristic modesty, Emanuel Ax confesses in a recent Fanfare
interview that he has a fear of Schubert's piano sonatas - he's played the last
sonata once - and listening to Uchida Iwondered if she felt a vulnerability
when it came to this work, with its infinite possibilities of expression.
It is music which eludes verbal
analysis — when John Warrack
writes of its ' ending in complete
happiness' [CD notes for Arrau, on
Philips] that surely jars? Even Arrau
himself seems to go too far when he
suggested a ` palpable proximity of
death' — better Kempff, whose
comment that Schubert heard ' the
song of the spirits over the water'
seems at once vague yet sharply
accurate.
What Uchida brings to the sonata
is a unique sense of balance: of
shrewdness and sensibility; of
intimacy and outwardness; of
exploration and preparation. She's
nicely recorded at the Vienna
Musikverein (producer Erik Smith)
— the sound is close and detailed
yet never aggressive in the forte
passages. She draws the listener in
by means of subtle changes of mood
and pacing; her soft playing is (it
would seem) at the limit of whether
the hammer will even touch the
strings; the strange harmonic shifts
are gently illuminated. It's not so
much a question of musical silences,
more that we strain to catch the
dying resonances of each chord as
the sonata journeys forward. Iknow
that this new version will be the one
I'll most want to hear again in
future.
The atmosphere brightens for the
three Klavierstücke, which, despite

the dry title, embrace some
wonderful music. Brendel's 1975
Philips recording was impressive, but
sobering (especially in the second
piece). He followed the A-B-A form
in (i), as in Breitkopfs Edition, but
the manuscript shows afurther
major-key episode, crossed through
by the composer, and Uchida plays
this pertinent (in the context of her
programme: it has features akin to
the last sonata) A-B-A-C-A original.
So does Pires [DG], but she cannot
allows Schubert to speak for himself,
pulls the music around and distends
the piece, adding 5m 17s, no less,
to Uchida's 9m 31s timing. Uchida
surrenders herself entirely to
Schubert's subtle and thrilling
moods, notably in the trills and
cadenza-like sequences in the first
contrasting section of (i).
Christopher Breunig

Many of the recordings are familiar, but carefully selected to
reflect the artists at a peak - Backhaus and Kempff in the
1950s, Richter ( Vol.1, which includes the three Prokofiev
'War' Sonatas 6-8) from 1958/61, for example
Seventy-four pianists are represented - but you won't find
Ciani, Firkuskny, Horszowski, Petri or Richter-Haaser . And
why not Ax or Browning? Why not Marcelle Meyer? There's
more to the Russian School than Philips's Edition suggests
(but they can be found on BMG/Melodiya); and maybe
some younger artists, Hough or Hamelin, deserved inclusion.
English reserve - Katin or Shelley - isn't recognised either.
Quibbles aside, there's supreme playing in abundance here

A:1' 0

ADAMS:
Gnarly Buttons J John's book of
Alleged Dances'
Michael Collins (c1t)1London
SinfoniettalAdamsliKronos Qt
Nonesuch 7559 79465 2

(
60m 55s)

These Nonesuch CDs of music by
John Adams win my instant
acceptance (those of Steve Reich
have the opposite effect!), and
delight comes not least in reading
the composer's introductory notes —
he's sharp-witted and sparing with
words, and stimulates an alertness to
keep pace with him. With this
coupling, the confidence shared of
his father's succumbing to
Alzheimer's Disease and the

ALBENIZ:
Suite Española ( orch. Frühbeck)
Cordoba (orch. Frühbeck) LI Iberia
suite ( orch. Arbos)
Orquesta Nacional de Espana/
Frühbeck
Conifer 75605 51326 2

(
61m 22s)

In 1968 Decca released an LP of
Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos
conducting the New Philharrnonia in
his stunning orchestral transcription
of Albeniz's Suite Española. It soon
became a favourite hi-fi
demonstration record, and was used
in countless hi-fi showrooms to sell
equipment.
Now, some 30 years on, comes
this new recording from Conifer
which, in many respects, surpasses
the earlier account. The sound is
more naturally balanced, less
obviously spotlit and showy, yet still
clear and detailed, with a wide
dynamic range. The new
performances are spirited, keen, and
idiomatically Spanish; textually there
are some differences too. In the
Decca recording, Frühbeck
completely re-ordered Albeniz's
sequence — using the finale as his
first movt, for example, while
eliminating the penultimate one,
'Cuba', altogether. Now he includes
all eight original movements more or
less in the correct order (only the
last two are reversed), adding
94

significance of the two family
clarinets in their relationship is so
sad you almost feel guilty in taking
such immediate pleasure in the
music. The significance of the cow
on the sleeve — and you hear a
'moo' as distorted as the photo
perspective — is that in Gnarly
Buttons (
ii) is a sort of bovine ' Hoedown'. The three-movt piece
(`Gnarly' is aplay on word-meaning,
as was Adams's title Shaker Loops)
was aLondon Sinfonietta
commission, the artistry of Michael
Collins conforming to the
composer's notional ideal. Both it
and the Alleged (
because no steps
have been yet been invented, Adams
says) Dances use sampled sounds;
these loops form ' mini-rhythm
tracks' against which the Kronos
perform — and how! their playing is
terrific — their 11 short dances. For
live realisation, the sequence is not
fixed; ` Dogjam' is another hoedown, ` in hillbilly chromatics'. This
is the more memorable and
exuberantly inventive of the two
works; still, the calmer Gnarly
Buttons gives Collins a marvellous
platform for display. (Its highly
analytical recording demands avery
slightly higher replay level.) Is ' Put
your Loving Arms around me'
meant to remind you of Threepenny
Opera?
Christopher Breunig

A':1* A:1 ,

'Cordoba' from Cantos de España
(used as the finale in the original
Decca recording) as a filler. Three
of the five movements from Iberia
orchestrated by Arbos complete the
disc.
The orchestral playing is
enthusiastic, with only aslight
thinness in the upper strings to
complain of. Incidentally, Ifeel the
Decca transfer of the original 1968
recording (now on 'The Classic
Sound' coupled with El Amor Brujo)
loses something of the LP's magic
— strangely, there was a more vivid
transfer on a 2CD compilation of
Spanish orchestral music issued on
433 905-2.
James M Hughes

o

'Schiff
and his
colleagues
have
valuable
points to
make, and
do so
mostly in
the slow
movements
of the double
concertos'

A-A:1

(
48m 46s)

When this recording was made in
1972 (but never issued here, I
believe), performances of JC Bach's
symphonies were thin in the
catalogues. Any recording which
showed the charm and skill of this
composer's music, and incidentally
revealed its relationship to (and
indeed influence upon) that of
Mozart, was then welcomed avidly
by collectors. Today, at least 40

Robert Deeding

Heinrich von
Winner's
lithograph of
JC Bach, 1816

A-B:1* 0

JS BACH:
Double Concertos - in c, BWV1060
& 1062 J in C, BWV1061 J Triple
Concertos - in a, BWV1044 J in d,
BWV1063 _Iin C, BWV1064
Peter Serkin, Bruno Canino (pnos)I
Aurele Nicolet (flt)IYuuko Shiokawa
(vIn)1Camerata Bern/Andras Schiff
(tow 'dip-)
Decca 455 761-2

JC BACH:
Symphonies - Op.6:6 J Op.9:2 J
Op.18:2, 6
Berlin CO/Koch
Berlin Classics 0092582 BC

overtures and symphonies are
available on CD, many on period
instruments (though Anthony
Halstead's view of the last six,
Op.18, is long overdue), and pickand-mix discs of the ' best' from the
various opus numbers seem
unnecessary. Helmut Koch picked
Bach's oft-recorded only minorkeyed symphony from Op.6, the
middle work from Op.9, and two
from Op.18. The sixth of Op.18 is
Bach's only four-movt symphony.
Koch plays it complete, as did Karl
Münchinger [ Decca], whereas
Zinman [ Philips] omitted (iii).
Admittedly, there are better
balanced recordings of some of these
works — the strings do rather
dominate things — but listeners
requiring an introduction to old
John Christian could do far worse
than this disc. Playing is enthusiastic
and reliable and Koch possesses a
fine ear for the subtleties of JC's
many-sided character. He usefully
omits repeats in Op.6:6(ii) to restore
the work's balance, excellently
conveys the disturbed nature of its
outer movements (the violins'
tremolo in (iii) is like ahailstorm),
uses alto horns in the neatly-played
Op.18:2 — this unrushed tempo is
exactly right in (i) — and is suitably
suave in the Minuet of Op.9:2.
Koch never falls into the trap of
hurrying JC Bach, as does Zinman,
and the music benefits dramatically.
An unnamed oboe soloist in
Op.18:2(ii) is a true artist.
Apart from that less-than-ideal
wind balance, better in some works
than in others, the quarter-centuryold sound has been well disguised to
leave aquality fine enough for these
superbly-considered and ideallypaced performance to be enjoyed to
the full.

(
2CDs, 155m 53s)

`Fashionable chic... a child of the
record companies. They'd recorded
absolutely everything so they had
to find another way to record it
all again.' That was Robert
Tear's recent verdict (Radio 3)
on authenticity. Well, this child
is distinctly inauthentic. What's
more, the keyboard instruments are
pianos. Chic couldn't be more
unfashionable; but it could have
been more persuasive than it is.
Certainly, there has never been a
lack of authority in Schiff's solo
performances of Bach on a modern
concert grand. But pitting two and
three such instruments, with their
OCTOBER 1998
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classiwiteel
upholstered timbres, against the
spare, supple strings of a chamber
orchestra has raised the twin vices of
obfuscated textures and a
manufactured balance that might
have been avoided by the use of
boudoir pianos with lighter tones.
Such matters notwithstanding, you
cannot ignore Schiff. He and his
colleagues have valuable points to
make, and do so mostly in the slow
movements of the double concertos,
their harmonic features discreetly
pointed, their interweaving lines
fastidiously clarified and
imaginatively embellished.
A similar airiness of approach also
informs BWV1063(ii), but the other
movements of the triple concertos
are dragged down, not by tempi per
se, but by four-square rhythms,
dogged accents and aheavy-handed
earnestness. Most unexpected —
and making for averitable curate's
B-C:1-3

photo: Cylla von Tiedmann/Finlandia

egg.
Wen Anthoni

BARTOK:
Dance Suite _IMusic for strings,
percussion & celesta _IThe
Wooden Prince ( Suite arr. Saraste)
PROKOFIEV:
Romeo & Juliet - excerpts _IThe
Love of Three Oranges - Suite
Toronto SO/Saraste
fialandla 3984 21029 2 & 0630 19050 2
(71m 58sI76m 22s)
Now 42, Jukka-Pekka Saraste
already has two Sibelius symphony
cycles to his credit, and is set to
complete six discs for Finlandia with
the Toronto Orchestra — he has
been Music Director there since
1993 and has signed up to the
millennium. Here, working with the
orchestra's librarian; he has prepared
a one-hour narrative sequence from
Romeo .& Juliet (
coupling the
composer's six-movt Symphonic Suite
Op.33bis); he has also reduced the
Bartok ballet to a 28 1
/ m sequence:
2
longer than either of the composer's
own concert suites. Timing
references are related to the booklet
synopsis, whilst for the Prokofiev
R&J [tracks 1-26] the musical
structure and thematic motifs are
HI-FT NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BEETHOVEN:
Triple Concerto _IRomances 1 & 2
_I Romance cantabile'
Kyung-Wha Chung (vht),,llyungWha Chung (vIc)1Patrick Gallois
(fit) /Pascal Gallois (bsn)I
PhilharmonialMyung-Whun Chung
(pnoldir)
De 453 488-2

(
55m 45s)

R 1997

Stellar names here — and willing to
function as peers among peers,
scaling their efforts to match the
needs of the Triple Concerto. The
cellist rules; the pianist is often the
least assertive. Myung-Wha's is a
strong voice — hardly sono voce at
the beginning of (iii) — but she
leads without dominating. MyungWhun is a confident pianist skilfully
adjusting to aconcertante role. Note
how subtly he colours his subsidiary
part in (ii). His conducting, though,
does not always give cause for
satisfaction. The opening ritornello,
for instance, is not promising. The

similarly identified — if only more
record companies would take the
bother! However, Ilike neither of
the cover designs: six wooden masks
for the Bartok and for the second
disc apair of lovers suggestive of a
Calvin Klein advertisement... The
at times impressive (if exaggerated
in the antiphonal play of MSPC)
recordings, engineered by Onno
Scholtze, are from Roy Thomson
Hall. Transfer levels are low.
Saraste's conducting is admirable
— the phrasing is articulate,
balances extremely well judged. But
the orchestra, it seems, cannot
produce the necessary visceral
attack: in the Prokofiev especially
(where some of the pauses could
profitably have been tightened in the
early stages of R&Y) we never
experience that welter of sound
found with Abbado and the BP°
[DG] or Scrowaczewski's Minnesota
Suites [a Mercury classic]; and some
wind/brass playing only scrapes by in
terms of intonation.
The Bartok disc has more to offer:
an absorbingly atmospheric Adagio
(iii) in MSPC, both plaintive and
threatening (but the string playing in
the Allegro (
ii) hasn't the easy
rhythmic confidence of Salonen's
LAPO on Sony or the decisiveness
of Karajan's 1949 Philharmonia); an
idiomatic grasp of pulse swings in
the Dance Suite and pungent
orchestral colours, which put me in
mind of the old Fricsay/DG; and a
sensitive realisation of music from
The Wooden Prince.
Prime recommendations for the
Bartok: Boulez on DG. The
complete Cleveland/Maazel R&J
Decca reissue [452 970-2, 2CDs]
costs no more than the Finlandia
disc.
Christopher Breumg A:2/1 A:2-3

The Chung Trio

o

o

brass is damped, the motivically
significant semiquaver scales on
cellos and basses, starting at Om 45s,
are short on attack. And the final if
before the entry of the soloists, with
a trill on timpani and a fanfare on
trumpets, goes for nothing. Lush
sound in tuttis may be partially to
blame. But the fullness is beguiling,
though there is sometimes an
impression that soloists and
orchestra are not in the same
acoustic.
Kyung-Wha moves centre-stage
for the Romances, singular and
forwardly balanced. Her playing is
insistent, with little variety to
phrasing or dynamics. The notes
themselves are technically finished
but the earnest, earthbound style
(more so in No 1), suggests that she
has little interest in these pieces.
Certainly, they are not top-drawer
Beethoven, but turn to Stephanie
Chase & Roy Goodman [ Cala] for a
dimension missing here. Relief
cames at the end, in a reissue from
DG's Beethoven Edition of the
Romance cantabile, most sensitively
performed and well worth getting to
know.
Nd/en Anthoni

B-C:1-3

BERLIOZ:
Sympnonie fantastique J Lélio excerpts
San Francisco SO & ChlTilson
Thomas
RCA 09026 68930 2

(
75m 32s)

Michael Titson Thomas's approach
to the symphony combines lengthy
devonou to its dreamy stretches with
extravert abandon at the big
climaxes. Thus in (i) the introductory
1b-bar reverie' takes lm 50s, the
third longest on record, yet the last
moves final fling is played at the sort
of lick that would cause aProm
audience to cheer and stamp.
Allowing for the inclusion of both
repeats, the mean tempo is below
par ja the first three movts, about
95

John Crabbe

BLACHER:
Concertante Musik, Op.10 J Suite
from Furstin Tarakanova, Op.19a J
2 Inventions, Op.46 J Music for
Cleveland, Op.53 J Clarinet
Concerto
Dmitri Ashkenazy (clelDeutsches
SO Berlin/Ashkenazy
Ondine ODE 912-2

(
55m 02s)

Boris Blacher's music goes about its
business with so little fuss that its
importance is always liable to be
underestimated. He occupied a
crucial position in 20th-century
German music. The Nazis, despite
their disquiet at his interest in jazz
and other ' degenerate' influences
(Bartok, Stravinsky), were so
anxious to display ayoung German
of real talent that they briefly
promoted his music, until they
realized his part-Jewish ancestry and
wholly anti-fascist beliefs. His
subsequent perilous ' inner exile' and
involvement with the Resistance are
of apiece with the integrity and
stature of his music, which
proclaims civilized qualities through
its artistic precision, absence of
rhetoric, and laconic, subversive wit.
(Why is there no Blacher disc in
Decca's ` Entartete Musik' series?)
For the rest of his life Blacher
pursued his principled, relentless
search for what Bertolt Brecht called
'minimal value', writing works which
justified themselves, not him. As

A:1 - 2
Michael Tilson
Thomas: a
San Francisco
Symphonie
fantastique

BRAHMS:
Double Concerto/BEETHOVEN: Triple
Concerto
John Browning (pno)IPinchas
Zukerman (v1n)IRalph Kirshbaum
(v1c)ILSOIEschenbach
RCA 09026 68964 2

(
70m 54s)

The cellist has the leading role in
Beethoven's Triple Concerto ( the
composer had in mind the principal
virtuoso of the day, Anton Kraft) —
which is where the new
Philharmonia/Chung family version
on DG founders, in my view. (NA
clearly disagrees!) But Ralph
Kirshbaum immediately engages the
attention and Pinchas Zukerman, his
reputation somewhat tarnished over
the years, rises to the occasion here,

director of the Berlin Academy of
Music and the Composition
Masterclass at the Academy of Arts
(in succession to Busoni and
Schoenberg) he exercised aprofound
and liberal influence in opposition to
the ideologues of Darmstadt and
Donaueschingen.
This deftly-chosen anthology
spans 35 years of Blacher's career,
from one of his first orchestral works
(the Concertante Musik) to the last
(the 1971 Clarinet Concerto).
Utterly 20th-century in language,
they're almost Mozartian in their
elegant sense of shape and
expressive point. Not without
drama, sentiment and occasional
louche humour, they never let you
forget that they're composed of
nothing but notes. The parallel with
Bach, clearest in the severely
polyphonic Zwei Inventionen, can
really be extended to everything
here. Blacher's music is ' abstract':
but never for amoment is it dull.
The unpromisingly-titled Music for
Cleveland is amagnificently gripping
passacaglia, and areal virtuoso
display piece.
Virtuosity of adifferent kind is
displayed by Ashkenazy Junior in the
slinky-spiky Clarinet Concerto with
its chamber-orchestral
accompaniment, nocturnal
atmosphere and sublimated jazz lilt.
It's fascinating, too, to hear the
sparky suite from Blacher's first
opera, Princess Tarakanova (
an
oblique critique of Hitler, Mussolini
and the contemporary Nazi-Soviet
pact), where he shows himself
closest to Weill and neo-classical
Stravinsky.
Ashkenazy père directs the Berlin
orchestra in performances of great
sympathy and scrupulous sensitivity.
Ondine's sound is superb. There
would have been ample space for
another piece (Blacher's Paganini
Variations could do with a good
modern recording), but there's no
sense in carping.
Calum MacDonald

A • :1

for me bringing back memories of a
'South Bank Festival' performance
with the Barenboims and Mehta.
Theirs is a fine partnership in the
Double Concerto, and anyone who
snapped up the budget Houston
cycle under Christoph Eschenbach
last year [Virgin Classics] will surely
want to hear him conducting more
Brahms. It's a rather more pleasing
version than the starrier but
musically indulgent Teldec with
Perlman/Ma/CSO/Barenboim. But
violin and cello are widely separated
across the Abbey Road soundstage,
and Kirshbaum's breathing is at
times intrusive. These recordings
sound better via headphones.
The piano part in the Triple is
not that demanding (because of the
OCTOBER 1898
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normal in ( iv) and highish in (v). In
particular, the ' Ball' is very slowmoving, coming close to the longestever; but elsewhere, careful attention
to fine dynamic points can deflect
one's attention from a tendency to
drag — thus the delicate way in
which the violins trace their arpeggios
behind the languorous horn in (i)
from 4m 33s on, and the hushed
manner of pizzicato strings flitting
around the lonely clarinet in ( iii)
from 9m 50s, show a true feeling for
the quietly contemplative Berlioz.
Even in the ' Witches Sabbath' the
distant answering horn calls in the
preamble are uncannily quiet.
Other positive points are properly
articulated drum beats at the start of
the ' March to the Scaffold', and a
unique approach to the problem of
bell pitches in (y), where the
repeating three-note motif cannot be
managed with standard orchestral
chimes, requiring either an
alternative sound-source or raising
the pitch by an octave. In most
recordings we hear the latter, but
here the first two of the three very
exposed initial soundings are
correctly pitched, with subsequent
chimes following the conventional
pattern. The effect is to avoid
ushering in the Dies Irae with an
inappropriately lightweight deathknell. However, some erratic tempo
changes in the March struck me as
equally in need of avoidance, while
(turning to sonics) Isometimes felt
that the orchestral layout produced
too great aconcentration of forces
near stage-centre. But the recording
is otherwise fine, with wide
dynamics and the orchestra set back
in an apt acoustic.
As for the performance, despite
the many fine touches it didn't quite
succeed for me in coalescing into a
convincing whole. But it should
nevertheless be taken seriously, as
should the two episodes from Lélio,
of which the ' Chorus of Shades' will
be familiar as a large-scale
incarnation of the meditation music
from the Death of Cleopatra, while
the ` Tempest Fantasia' is achorally
assisted tone-poem charting
Shakespeare's play.

REVIEWS
circumstances of its composition),
and is especially subsidiary in (ii) —
Geza Anda once brought a unique
eloquence to the part in a 1961 DG
recording with Fricsay. Here, it's
good to encounter John Browning
on the RCA label again. ( Iknow
BMG has its Melodiya commitment,
but there must be aplace in the
catalogue for the Browning/Boston/
Leinsdorf Prokofiev Concerto cycle
to be reissued!) We have a good
piano trio in the Beethoven, but it is
not especially well balanced with the
LSO and Eschenbach is less
persuasive in following in the ' grand
manner' of his one-time mentor
Karajan. He's rather fussy with
dynamics and accents in the
exposition of (i), takes (ii) very
slowly and, although exact, the
Polonaise finale has no real brio.
Karajan in his ' age meets youth'
1980 DG recording was even
broader in the Largo [
5m 50s vs. 5m
17s] but this did not matter when
the orchestral parts were clearer
(and when Mutter/Ma/Zeltser fell
silent the effect more dramatic). Not
even he made clear the woodwind
parts at one point in the
development section of (i);
Eschenbach is even less successful
[9m 24s to 9m 53s]. There are more
interesting versions to be had than
this.
Christopher Breunig

B:1/2-3 0

BRANMS:
Schicksalslied J Gesang der Parzen
J Nânie J Begrâbnisgesang J
4 Gesânge Op.17
Gâchinger KantoreilBach Collegium
StuttgartIRilling
Hânssler Classic CD 98.122

(
66m 40s)

The Schicksalslied, Nânie and Gesang
der Parzen (
which Hanssler's English
translator pedantically insists on
calling ` The Song of the Parcae')
tend to get recorded along with the
Alto Rhapsody. This coupling,
offering the early Begrâbnisgesang for
chorus and wind, and the Op.17
songs for female voice, horns and
harp, is more unusual — and
illuminating in the way it reinforces
the bigger works' funereal-elegaic
tone. (The booklet note is surely
correct in finding Op.17's ` Gesang
aus Fingal', with its desolate slowmarch tread, a forerunner of the
later pieces.)
There are smoother, creamier,
more exaltedly expressive accounts
available of all these wonderful
scores. But Helmuth Rilling's
performances, as one would expert,
are both sturdy and thoughtful,
notable for the clarity with which
subordinate voices are brought
through the polyphonic web, and for
a tart, sometimes rustic wind tone
which may betoken the use of period
instruments, though the notes make
no mention of them.
The disc's chief significance,
however, undoubtedly inheres in its
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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2m 43s of previously unheard
choral-orchestral writing by Brahms.
He was long undecided whether to
end the Schicksalslied by repeating
the opening lines of Wilderlin's text,
as aconsolation (which the poet did
not intend) or to leave apurely
orchestral postlude. As we know, he
decided on the latter course,
deleting the choral parts shortly
before the premiere. Billing has
restored them, on an extra track as
an `Alternativfassung', and very
beautiful and gravely chant-like the
effect is — though Ithink Brahms's
instinct was right, and the voiceless
version we know, because more
expressively ambiguous, is the
profounder way of ending. At all
events, an issue which all dedicated
Brahmsians will want to hear.
Ca/urn MacDonald

A:2

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 8 tarn Rogg)
Lionel Rogg (org)
BIS CD-9‘16
'In
Bruckner's
fff tuttis
the organ
could
overwhelm
even the
Berlin
Philharmonic
brass section
of Karajan's
day, but
Rogg uses its
vast dynamic

range with
BRITTEN:
sensibility'
Six Metamorphoses after Ovid _I
Phantasy J Temporal Variations _1
Two Insect Pieces/FINZI: Interlude
Robin Canter (ob)ISimon Nicholls
(pno)IMedici String Qt
Carton Classics 30366 00962

(
53m 45s)

Britten's instrumental music from
the 1930s has compelling charm. He
was still a student at the RCM
under John Ireland, and receiving
private tuition from Frank Bridge,
when he wrote his
Phantasy Quartet for
oboe and strings, and
was busy writing music
for GPO films when he
began to be noticed
seriously in 1935, the
year of the two Insect
Pieces — '
The
Grasshopper', ` The
Wasp' — for oboe and
piano. The next year,
Temporal Variations for
the same combination
was performed at the
Wigmore Hall, although the
manuscript was shelved and
published posthumously. The
invention behind all these pieces is
that of ayoung composer, superbly
gifted, endeavouring to show his
versatility. The Six Metamorphoses
for solo oboe ( 1951) represents the
fruition of his genius, and has
become avehicle for all great
performers throughout the world.
Robin Canter is one such. He makes
his instrument ' speak' alternately in
dulcet and starkly satirical fashion
with consummate skill, and he could
have no better support than the
famed Medici Quartet and Simon
Nicholls.
Finzi, Britten's senior by 12 years,
dedicated his Interlude for oboe and
string quartet to Leon Goossens. It
finds him at his most elegiac and
poignant, and was composed in the
seclusion of the English countryside.
It comes from the same year as
Britten's Temporal Variations.
Bill Newman

A*:1* 0

The young Lionel Rogg was a
prolific recording artist; now he's
slowed down somewhat — the
booklet cover pic suggests a kindly,
professorial type. Here, he records
his own transcription of Bruckner's
greatest symphony: the result of a
commission from Kyoto. The
composer was, of course, admired
for his monumental style as an
organist and for his skills in
improvisation (though he set down
relatively little for the instrument). A
composer's own transcription may
assist interpreters of the work in
another medium; here, Rogg's
arrangement is by nature an
intervention. It doesn't so much
illuminate the symphony as impress,
or satisfy, by aconvincing
representation of scale and colour.
In Bruckner's .ffl" tuttis the organ
could overwhelm even the Berlin
Philharmonic brass section of
Karajan's day, but Rogg uses its vast
dynamic range with sensibility.
However, by choosing the 1993
instrument now in Geneva's Victoria
Hall, the sound is at times more
reminiscent of a modern
crematorium or deluxe cinema
venue than something readily
associated with the composer's own
background. Additionally, its
generated noise can be heard not
only running between movts and at
the close of the work for several
seconds, but in quiet passages too.
(The older organ sonorities may be
savoured in, say, recordings by Karl
Richter — such as the 1954 Bach
recital on Decca ` Classic Sound',
452 291-2.) Magnificent recording,
otherwise!
Christopher Breunig

Lionel Rogg:
Bruckner's
Eighth
Symphony
transcribed
for the organ

(68m 27s)

A:1

CHAUSSON:
Poème (arr. composer for violin,
string quartet and piano) j Piano
Trio j Andante et Allegro for
clarinet and piano J Pièce for cello
and piano
Philippe Graffin (vin)IGary
Hoffman (vlc)ICharles Neidich (c1)1
Pascal Devoyon (pno)IChilingirian

Qt
Hyperion CDA 67028

(62m)

Here's awelcome successor to these
same artists' magnificent Hyperion
pairing of Chausson's large-scale
Concert and Op.30 Piano Quartet (a
release Idrooled about back in
January). The most ambitious item
here, the Piano Trio of 1881,
receives a commanding performance
— quite the finest I've heard, the
playing gripping in its architectural
strength and fervour. Had it enjoyed
such advocacy at its April 1882
premiere at the Société Nationale de
Musique (an event for which not a
single critic bothered to show up),
97

one suspects the work might well
have secured the young composer's
reputation overnight.
Completed in the same year as
the Trio, the Andante and Allegro for
clarinet and piano is an elegant,
pleasingly eventful essay, effortlessly
realised by Neidich and Devoyon.
Devoyon is then joined by that fine
cellist Gary Hoffman for a
exquisitely tender account of the
Op.39 Pièce, a 7m elegy of wistful
beauty. Hyperion also give us a
rarity in the shape of a first
recording of Chausson's
arrangement of his popular Poème
for the same forces as the Concert
(je, violin, string quartet and piano).
This only came to light as recently
as 1996; suffice to say, Graffin and
friends are predictably sweet-toned
exponents.
Good, if not exceptional sound.
Hyperion's attractive booklet
contains apair of thoughtful
booklet-essays by Jean Gallois and
Graffin himself.
Andrew Achenbach

o
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Schlick1SchubertiCordierIPrégardien,
SchwarzlWesseltLa Stagionel
Schneider

With Rodelinda, Handel scored a
remarkable hat-trick, after Giulio
Cesare and Tamerlano — he had
produced, in the single year 1724-5,
probably his three greatest operas
and the greatest examples of opera
seria altogether. Lacking the epic
and military overtones of the other
two, in Rodelinda the lyrical element

(
65m 04s)

The eighth volume of Chandos's
Percy Grainger series brings, on
every track, further evidence (as if
more were needed) of his originality.
His willingness to entrust some of
his most ambitious and radical
musical inspirations to the relatively
humble medium of the wind
orchestra, often augmenting it by the
'tuneful percussion' of which he was
so fond, is an eloquent testimony in
itself. Though The Power of Rome
and the Christian Heart — inspired
by fellow-feeling for conscientious
objectors during WW1 — is not
without its sugary passages, the
overall effect is starkly impressive.
So are the two Hill Songs with their
wind-blown evocations of mountain
landscapes, enhanced by the granitic
sonorities of massed reeds in the
original version of No.1, recorded
here for the first time. And nothing
could be more ebullient and
invigorating than the joyous
Marching Song of Democracy, or the
lilt of the Children's March: Over the
Hills and Far Away for piano and
band. The march is also said to be
apremiere recording in this version,
but apart from some of the players
vocalizing when not occupied with
their instruments (which Grainger
indicated as one possibility), this
sounds much like the recording
Grainger himself made with the
Goldman Band in 1957, on a US
Decca LP.
Rarities include the Bell Piece — a
lushly-harmonized ' Ramble' on
Dowland's 'Now, 0 now Ineeds
must part', here preceded by the
voice and piano edition on which it
is based — and a dark, lugubriously

Virgin Classics 7243 545 2772
(3CDs, 172m 56s)

WAG NM RD 77192
(3CDs, 177m 34s) t1991

GRAINGER:
Works for Wind Orchestra - Vol.2
RATCM Wind OrchlReynishlRunde!!
Chanties CHAN 9630

HAND
Rodelinda
DanemanITaylorIThompson1Robbinl
BlazelPurvestRagtan Baroque
Players/Kraemer

chromatic version of Irish Tune front
County Deny, unrelated to
Grainger's better-known settings of
the same tune. Blithe Bells and The
Immovable Do (
comparatively
familiar pieces, but not in this
instrumental guise) fill out the
'Even if
programme. Timothy Reynish and
Clark Rundell direct sterling
you're
performances: the recording is very
coming new
good, if not perhaps producing that
to Grainger,
last ounce of clarity and shrill
the Hill Songs definition which Grainger hoped for,
and admired in 'Javanese, Siamese
are a great
and Chinese orchestras'. But
place to
Graingerians need hardly hesitate,
start'
and even if you're coming new to
the composer the Hill Songs are a
great place to start
Calwn MacDonald

A-8:1-2

HANDEL:
Sonatas for two violins &
strings - Op.5:4 & 7 J
Op.2:5 J Cantatas - Tra
la Nam* J Notte placida
e cheta
Catherine Bott (
sop)frThe
Purcell Quartet
l'âlhoinc Bon
1he ruo:ell Qualict

Chandos CHAN 0620

(
69m 47s)

The listing of performers is
misleading because the instrumentation is variously for two each of
recorders, oboes, violins and cellos
with one viola da gamba, aviolone

predominates, and the characters —
within the conventions of the genre
— are recognizable and sympathetic
human beings rather than heroic
stereotypes, however magnificently
animated. The musical invention is
consistently at Handel's highest
level, with one splendid and
memorable aria after, another, some
of them among the jewels of his
enormous output. What may be
Handel's greatest operatic lament
perhaps no-one is qualified to
determine, but the finest half-dozen
would surely include Bertarido's
Act 1 ' Dove sei, amato bene'?
The opera has unusual historical
significance, too, for it was with
Rodelinda that the 20th-century
revival of Handel's stage works
began at Gottingen in 1920, and it
has since remained among his more
often performed operas.
Unfortunately, it's been less than
well-served on disc, though long ago
there was awonderful (and
wonderfully ' inauthentic') Vanguard
LP set conducted by Brian
Priestman, with Teresa StichRandall, Maureen Forrester,
Alexander Young and Helen Watts.
The new Virgin ' Ventas'
performance is astudio re-run of a
semi-staged performance at
Blackheath in 1996, but there's little
sense of the stage about it. Playing
and singing are more than adequate;
there's much sensitive phrasing, and
the recording has apleasant

and aharpsichord. In the first of the
Cantatas there are many demanding
solos for viola da gamba — here
superbly played by Richard Boothby
who doubles elsewhere on cello —
and in both vocal works Catherine
Bott is delightfully styish. The form
is no surprise, being the usual
alternation between recitative and da
capo aria; Bott alters her coloration
according to the dramatic intention
of the texts (where would 18thcentury vocal music be without the
theme of unrequited love?) and her
almost complete eschewal of vibrato
is ideally suited to this music.
The sonatas represent awellselected set: Iheard this Op.5:4 on
a well-known commercial radio
station even before receiving this
disc for review, so someone
obviously has an ear for bright,
attractive Handel. These works were
largely assembled at various times by
Handel's publisher and make an
interesting programme. As so often,
Handel often borrows from operas,
anthems and cantatas, but such
rearranged movts sound perfectly
appropriate within the context of
these sonatas.
The whole disc is full of polished
music-making; leader Catherine
Mackintosh is entirely at home in
this setting. The warm, general
recording is very pleasing, stressing
OCTOBER 1995
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ambience. But somehow this
performance never catches fire —
it's very straight, very musical, yet
the passions are muted and the
result uninvolving. Sophie Daneman
as Rodelinda has abeautiful voice,
but hardly attempts to act with it,
and the rest of the cast seems to
follow that lead. Perhaps it was
Nicholas Kraemer's intention to
treat the work as essentially apiece
of concert music, but that's just
what any Handel opera is not —
this one perhaps least of all.
Were this the only current
version, I'd still offer it aqualified
welcome, but it coincides with the
re-release of Michael Schneider's
1990 Frankfurt recording, originally
made as a70th anniversary
celebration of the 1920 Gottingen
performance. This itself is no
miracle among Handel opera sets,
but the Frankfurt cast (led by
Barbara Schlick as Rodelinda, with
David Cordier especially strong as
Bertarido, her unjustly deposed
husband) is generally better than
Virgin's, and the performance,
despite some rough playing in spots,
has some sense of guts and drama.
The sound is alittle dead and
cramped in the first two acts, but
seems to improve in the last. A
really top-notch Rodelinda has yet to
reach CD, but Schneider's is at least
aserviceable stop-gap.
Calum MacDonald
A:3 0

the strength of the lower lines —
indeed, low strings are very audible
in the continuo group, and Robert
Woolley plays aharpsichord slightly
richer in tone than some. One
usually hears his left hand adding a
different colour to violone rather
than striking the ear as an
identifiable chord: an interestingly
subtle approach to continuo support
and afurther example of skilfully
applied musicianship.
Antony Hodgson
A:1 0
HINDEMITH:
Kammermusik 3 J Trauermusik J
Cello Sonata, Op.11:3 J Sonata in
E ( 1948)
Thedéen (vk)IPantinen (pno)INieuw
Sinfonietta Amsterdam1Markiz

photo: Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

BIS CD-416

(
71m 30s)

A distinguished Hindemith
collection. A pupil of Du Pré, Schiff,
Tortelier and Pleeth, Torleif
Thedéen is asuperb cellist and his
enormously vibrant contribution
reveals areal affinity with this
repertoire. He and Roland Peintinen
forge amarvellously invigorating
alliance in the adventurous Sonata
of 1919, and they give ano less
impassioned reading of its 1948
successor (written for Piatigorsky).
The recording and balance are
exemplary — and what ajoy it is to
HI41 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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encounter on disc apiano in truly
tip-top condition.
The performance of the giddily
inventive miniature cello concerto
that is the Kammertnusik 3similarly
excites in its sparkle and insights.
These fine artists capture to
perfection Hindemith's expressive
marking of `majestic and strong' in
(i) and accord poised and witty
treatment to both (ii) and (iv). In
the deeply-felt (iii) and moving
Trauermusik (
which Hindemith
composed within six hours for a
BBC memorial concert the following
day to mark the death of King
George V) one is consistently aware
of agrave nobility and poignant
hush that are quite inspiriting. Once
again, the balance has been judged
to perfection here by producer/
engineer Hans Kipfer. Altogether
outstanding.
Andrew Achenbach
A*:1*-1
HINDEMITH:
Sancta Susanna J Dances from
'Des Nusch-Nuschi' J Suite from
luttifântchen' J Three Songs, Op.9
Bullock (sop)Ijones, Gunson (mezsop)1Leeds Fest Ch/BBC POI
Tortelier
Chandos CHAN 9620

Yoel Levi:
Holst's Planets
on lelarc

(
69m 31s)

A fascinating overview of Hindemith
early in his career, when he was
considered very much an enfant
terrible and his breathtaking
confidence and versatility knew no
bounds. Both the very Straussian
Op.9 Three Songs (1917) and 1921
a
one-act opera Sancta Susanna (
shocking tale of sexual repression set
in anunnery) display an
extraordinarily compelling mastery of
large-scale orchestral forces — the
atmospheric prelude to the latter is
especially striking. By contrast, the
dances from Das Nusch-Nuschi
(another one-act opera, based on a
'play for Burmese marionettes')
leave an endearingly daft impression,
while the suite from achildren's

pantomime entitled Tuttifiintchen,
written the year after Sancta
Susanna, brings asuccession of
charming and tuneful numbers, not
least the 'Tana der Holzpuppen'
(Dance of the Wooden Dolls), with
its near-cribs from Debussy's
'Golliwog's Cakewalk' [track 9].
Soprano Susan Bullock makes a
heroic showing in the opulent Three
Songs and she is no less convincing
in Sancta Susanna (
in which she
receives admirable support from
Della Jones and Ameral Gunson).
Tortelier conducts with sympathy
throughout, and Chandos's
presentation is exemplary. Calum
MacDonald's lucid booklet-notes
are, as ever, agreat asset.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 0

HOUR:
The Planets
Atlanta SO/Levi
Telare CD-80466

(
49m 32s)

A good honest Planets, free from
gimmicks and histrionics. Yodl
Levi's tempi are for the most part
relaxed and spacious, though ` Mars'
is faster than average at just under
61
/m. The orchestral playing is
2
clean and accurate, and the
Surround Sound 20-bit recording
has great weight and amplitude. It's
amuch bigger, fuller sound than
Telarc achieved for André Previn in
1986, and detail tells without
obvious multi-milting. If there's a
criticism, it is that Levi is too
content to let the music speak for
itself, and sometimes the playing
lacks personality and commitment.
Sir Adrian Boult was by nature a
self-effacing conductor, but his 1979
Planets with the LPO [EMI] has far
more character: just sample Boult's
busy, rushing strings in the final
minute or so of 'Mercury' then
compare Levi's rather earthbound
alternative. The new disc offers
short measure too — afurther point
against it.
James M Hughes
A:2-3 0
KIRNBERGER:
Symphony in D/GRAUN: Pompe vane
di morte (from Rodelindal J Salle
sponde del torbido lete (from
Artaserse)/CPE BACH: Oboe
Concerto Wq.165/QUANTZ: Flute
Concerto in G
Nathalie Stutzmann (con)1Frank de
Bruine (ob)IRachel Brown (fit)!
Hanover Band/Goodman (hpdldir)
RCA 09026 61903 2

(
57m 30s)

The small cross-section of
composers given here is suitably
representative of the court of
Frederick the Great (to be
demanding, there would also have
been room for Frederick's own brief
but delightful D-major Symphony).
Imust point out that the Graun,
whose two extensive arias are
recorded here, was Carl Heinrich,
who in 1735 joined the court from
99

Brunswick and was immediately
appointed Kapellmeister, thereby
leap-frogging over his brother
Johann Gottlieb who already had a
position at court.
The huge aria from Rodelinda is
certainly an ideal vehicle for
Nathalie Stutzmann's full-bodied but
always elegantly controlled voice.
The best that can be said for the
piece itself is that it displays the best
of 18th-century craftsmanship within
its court-opera tradition. It boasts a
beautiful vocal line and eloquent
dramatic high points but, as so often
in this period, asad lack of daring
modulations or memorable melodies.
The most interesting neglected
gem is Kirnberger's tiny ( 6m 34s)
Symphony. The composer studied
with JS Bach, and if Johann
Sebastian had ever thought to write
asymphony he might have fashioned
it rather like this.
The CPE Bach oboe concerto is
clearly the work with genius lying
nearest to the surface, but the
Quantz Concerto is as tuneful as
any of this composer's flute output
that Ihave encountered on disc.
The Hanover band is playing very
well these days, and Goodman's
lively direction is always sympathetic
to the needs of the soloists. Hitherto
I've never thought Maida Vale to be
a special studio, but the sound is
made to sparkle attractively — a
particular bouquet to Tony Faulkner
for such ideal harpsichord balance.
Antony Hodgson
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KORNGOLD:
Schauspiel Overture J
Mârchenbilder J Der
Schneeman ( Act 1) J
Violanta ( Prelude,
Carnival Music)
BBC Philharmonic
OrchlBamert
Chandos CHAN 9631
(6im 4/s)
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(
62m 27s)

This is announced as a 'world
premiere recording'. and it follows
last October's Bridgewater Hall first
performance. The history of
Mahler's early, three-part score
(1880) is by now familiar: Part I,
Waldmárchen, was suppressed by the
composer; the complete manuscript
was given to his sister, married to
VP0 concert-master Arnold Rosé,

10-A:1 0

Among Korngold's early works are a
series of Fairy Tale Pictures
[Miirchenbilder] of which the second,
'The Princess and the Pea', is
presumed lost. The remainder —
'The Enchanted Princess', 'The
Ruler of the Spirits', The Gnomes',
'The Fairy King's Ball', 'The Brave
Little Tailor' and 'The Fairy Tale's
Epilogue' — fully compare in terms
of inspirational charm and orchestral
mastery with Ravel's ballet Mother
Goose. Korngold was 13 at the time,
writing them for piano (when they
were performed by the great Eugen
d'Albert) and orchestrating them
three years later ( 1913). This
version had to wait until 1997, when
the BBC Philharmonic performed it
to an invited audience.
Overture to a Drama shows him
influenced by the older Busoni's
Lustpiel Overture and Tanzwalzer.
The fast changes of key and
atmosphere, and sheer instrumental
zest and tonal beauty of the

MAHLER:
tas Klagende Lied
UrbanovalRappélBlochwitzl
Hagegdresols Wiener Sangerknaben1
Hallé On:h & ChiNagano

The works on
this Chandos
CD are
endlessly
inventive and
fresh astonishingly so
when you
consider
Korngold's age
at the time!

sumptuous scoring come as a series
of delightful surprises — the lovely
horn solo near the end is a masterful
touch. Muck, Busch, Furtwângler,
Mengelberg and Steinbach all seized
on the score following Nikisch's ( the
dedicatee's) Leipzig premiere; and
Wood performed it at the Proms.
Busoni's strong theatrical leanings
paralleled Korngold's initial venture
into wraing for the stage.
The Snowman, orchestrated by
Zemlinsky for the Vienna Court
Opera performance commanded by
Emperor Franz Joseph, was
conceived when the young Erich was
just 11, from aplot he himself
thought up about Pierrot's love for
Columbine. Korngold's more
famous second theatre success,
Violanta, is. better known. Jascha
Horenstein would recall how, as a
student, he saw wildly enthusiastic
opera-goers carrying the composer
shoulder-high after its first
performance.
Matthias Bamert and the BBC
Philharmonic clearly love this music,
and Peter Manning's violin solo in
The Snowman music enhances the
disc. Chandos's sound is fully
commensurate with their previous
Korngold releases.
Bill Newman

A *: 1*

whose son eventually yielded the
score to a Connecticut
philanthropist. Alfred Rosé had
reserved performance rights, but in
1970 it was performed in New
Haven, and Pierre Boulez made a
first recording of Part I
(subsequently added, on CD, to his
earlier LSO account of II/III, but
with different singers). Mahler
himself didn't secure a concert
performance — Der Spielmann and
Hochzeitstück — until 1901, by
which time he had considerably
revised the scoring: inter alia
omitting, then reinstating the offstage band and a request for the
(symbolic) use of aboy's voice for
parts of the narrative. Interestingly,
Mahler had at first introduced key
clashes and different metres for the
off-stage orchestra, to reinforce its
spatial and temporal remoteness.
Nagano's recording is thus not the
usual hybrid but goes back to the
original score, currently in
preparation for publication as part of
the Critical Edition. (Editor
Reinhold Kubik describes in detail
the scoring alterations in the 59page Erato booklet, and there's a
very detailed supplementary essay by
Donald Mitchell.)
In the event though, the recording
doesn't fulfil one's expectations,
although there are many fine things
in it — certainly, there's little to fire
the hi-fi enthusiast. It is easier to
make allowances for the repackaged
1983/4 CBSO/Rattle from B'ham
Town Hall [EMI CDM 566 4062]

LEIGHTON:
God's Grandeur J What Love of
This is Thine? J Give Me the Wings
of Faith J Crucifixus pro nobis,
Op.38 J Lulla, Lulla, Thou Little
Tiny Child, Op.25b J Mass, Op.44
J Laudate pueri, Op.68
Andrew Lumsden (org)IFinzi
Singers/Spicer
Chandos CHAN 9485

(
7Im 16s)

Even as an 18-year-old student,
Kenneth Leighton was
demonstrating abudding choral
mastery with the present haunting
setting of the Coventry Carol (Lulla,
Lulla, Thou Little Tiny Child). One
readily discerns the influence of VW
here, whereas God's Grandeur, which
followed nine years later, in 1957,
sounds an altogether more personal,
defiant note. Of the three works
dating from the 1960s the cantata
Crucifixus pro nobis exhibits an
especially wide emotional and
imaginative scope, climaxing with a
concluding ' Hymn' of memorable,
hard-won serenity. The anthem Give
Me the Wings of Faith packs awealth
of incident and expressive variety
into its mere 5m span, while the
Mass for double choir from 1965 is
another fine achievement. That just
leaves the exhilaratingly assured
OCTOBER 1998
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her two recordings sourced from
broadcasts appear on the Preiser
label). Nelly Miricioiu, while lacking
the sultry Miss Vayne's plaintive
passion in 'Tell me, mamma Lucia'
and ' You know your son, Turiddu',
does have beautiful voice, yet is
rather too tender in her portrayal.
Dennis O'Neill's Turiddu is
suitably violent in his exchanges with
his discarded wife: 'What do you
want Santuzza?', and colours his
voice with realistic loss of control
during 'Neighbours, with a glass I
meet you', and shortly afterwards in
'The wine is making me talk
nonsense'. But the plaudits go to
Diana Montague as the flirtatious
Lola, and her revenging husband
Alfio sung by Phillip Joli. Elizabeth
Bainbridge as the hapless Turiddu's
mother is also worthy of mention.
Yet, once again, it is the conducting
of David Parry that impresses. He
holds the score together quite
admirably, with a real sense of
theatre. First-class recording. Now,
can we have Pagliacci?

except that the off-stage band in
Part III is awrite-off. Erato's
soundstage crowds at forte, lacks
spread; and the balance allows the
boy soloist in track 8 to be swamped
by the orchestra. (Somehow it works
much better on headphones.)
Nagano paces the drama well in all
three parts — the opening burst of
the Wedding Piece and the orchestral
section after the murder of the
younger brother (with its '
fahrenden
Gesellen link) and the Wagnerian
closing ' Ihr Blumen...' [tracks 9/5]
are most memorable — but it
wouldn't be hard to imagine finer
orchestral playing (
eg, Hallé winds
are weak in the birdsong in Part 1),
and both Blochwitz and Urbanova
are disappointing. The contralto
Jadwiga Rappé is, however, an asset.
Choral diction is not all that clear,
nor is it on the Sinopoli/DG or
Tilson-Thomas/RCA recordings, but'
the Hallé women's questioning
refrain is truly haunting.
Rattle's account exerts the
stronger grip; the orchestral playing
is more confident and he has more
committed soloists in Robert Tear
and Sean Rae (his soprano is
ruinous in the Minstrel's lament
where Nagano's boy soloist perfectly
proves Mahler's point [track 11]).
But EMI's presentation is stingier:
only three tracks, where even the
Erato needed more than its 11.
Neither booklet identifies singer(s)
against verse.
Christopher Breunig

Bill Newman

MENDELSSOHN:
Concerto for violin, piano and
strings in d ( 1823) J Piano
Concerto in a ( 1822)
Andreas Staier (f-pno)1Rainer
Kussmaul (v1n)1Concerto Köln
Teldec 0630 13152 2

(
71m 30s)

A Classical or Romantic composer?
The question is raised in the booklet
note specifically in connection with
these teenage pieces. The answer
might be debated even over the
Adagio of the A-minor Concerto,
written shortly after Mendelssohn
had heard Der Freischütz.
(Elsewhere, Mozart is the noticeable
influence.) But what is certain —
and remarkable — is his ability to
develop virtuoso works with such
assuredness.
The 13 year old's concerto for
piano and violin first appeared on a
poorly recorded Schwann LP, with
Italian players, in 1966 (and
subsequently on CD); two years

5:2/1

Laudate pueri for three SATS choirs
(1973) and the beautiful motet What
Love of This is Thine? (1986), whose
ecstatic carollings and resourceful
harmonic palette cast quite a spell.
The excellent Finzi Singers under
Paul Spicer (who, as aboy treble,
sang in the Oxford world premiere
of Crucifixus) perform with huge
commitment and exemplary control.
Imust also praise organist Andrew
Lumsden's contribution. The sound
too is first-class.
Andrew Achenbach

A•:2-3

before that, aVox Box included the
A-minor Piano Concerto performed
by Rena Kyriakou — this was
displaced by John Ogdon's version
with the ASM, still current [Decca].
There was a high-powered 1989
recording of the double concerto by
Kremer/Argerich and the Orpheus
CO on DG (nia?), but this new
Teldec coupling introduces period
instruments. Staier and Concerto
Koln rise to the challenges of these
concertos, and Kussmaul is well able
to keep up with Staier in the dancelike Allegro molto finale of the Dminor.
The only thing which marred my
own enjoyment was an abrasive
quality in tutti passages at high
levels — something I've noted
before in, for example, the String
Symphony recordings produced at
the Cologne Radio studios. Both
soloists and string orchestra are
close to their microphones, and the
sound of Kussmaul's 1724
Stradivarius is rather ' coloured'.
Music wasn't Mendelssohn's only
talent in maturity, as the booklet
cover reproduction of his
watercolour study of Durham
Cathedral ( 1829) clearly shows.
Christopher Breunig

A(C): 1

MENDELSSOHN:
Piano Sonata in B-flat J
3 Fantasies J Album- Leaf J
Andante cantabile e Presto agitato
J Variations E flat J Rondo
capriccioso
Benjamin Frith (pno)
Naxos 8.553186

(
56m 31s)

A pupil of Fanny Waterman and
first prize-winner in the Artur
Rubinstein Competition, Benjamin
Frith already shows signs of
outstripping his British
contemporaries, with his incredible
sensitivity of touch and a natural
ability to give stimulating
interpretations in all of his
performing repertoire. As with
Stephen Hough, you are very aware
of the actual quality of his playing,
and a communicative spell with

A•:1*

MASCAGNI:
Cavalleria rusticana
O'Neill1MiricioiulMontagueljolll
Bainbridge/Geoffrey Mitchell Chi
LPOIParrv
Chandos CHAN 3004

(
79m Jis)

The Chandos ` Opera in English'
series is blossoming steadily and I'm
pleased they have now chosen this
favourite ' one-acter' in translation.
The tightly-constructed plot and
fast-moving action of Cav makes it a
natural anywhere, at any time.
The key figure in its simple
scenario is, of course, Santuzza, and
no-one has equalled the great Kyra
Vayne in the role (heard years ago at
The Gaumount State, Kilburn —
1114I NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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On Teldec:
more works
by the
teenage
Mendelssohn.
Right: the
composer's
watercolour
study of
Durham
Cathedral
10 1
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MOZART:
Piano Concerto in E-flat, K449 1 J
in B-flat, K450 1 J in D, K451
BPOIDaniel Barenboim (pnoldir)
Teldec 0630 16827 2
(69m 35s) '
recorded live
Partly hampered by the acoustics of
the Siemens Villa, Barenboim's
earlier Teldec recordings have been
disappointing. Concertos 15-16,
however, were produced at the
Philharmonie and the sound is fairly
good. Iwould have suggested these
lively performances as a complement
to the EMI boxed set with the
English Chamber Orchestra, except
that listening comparisons show the
youthful pianist/director was more
'inside' the music, and leading an
orchestra whose players at that time,
1968/73, were better Mozart stylists
than the BP° of 1996/97. As a
mature musician, Barenboim creates
a more distanced view of Mozart,
suggestive of artifice, by means of
dynamic impetus and sudden
retractions, forte-piano allied to
comparable tempo shifts, one
moment chiruppy or thrusting, then
dreamily rhapsodic.
(Incidentally, how recording
standards have risen since the days
of the Kempff/Münchinger Decca
LP, my introduction to K450!)
Christopher Breunig

A-B:1(2) 0

RAUTAVAARA:
Angel of Dusk J Symphony 2 J
A Finnish Myth J Fiddlers
Esko Laine (d-bs)ITapiola
SinfoniettalKantoroto
MS CD-910

(58m 37s)

There are relatively few concertos
for double-bass, but the Finn
Einojuhani Rautavaara's Angel of
Dusk is surely one of the most
significant examples. Written in
1980, it was inspired by a
dramatically-shaped cloud seen by
the composer on aflight over the
Atlantic. The music is by turns
eloquent, turbulent and ethereal,
drawing on aFinnish stylistic legacy
that embraces both Sibelius and
earlier folk and sacred elements.
There is a superb feeling for
orchestral colour and texture here,
as Rautavaara draws together his
three-movt structure with darklybrooding concentration. The soloist
102

here is the young Finnish player
Esko Laine, who matches the
music's extensive technical demands
with playing of conviction and
dramatic vision.
Symphony 2 ( 1957, rev.1984) is
more obviously European in style.
Its free approach to tonality and
terseness of structure mark a
transitional phase for Rautavaara,
then searching for his compositional
voice after studies in New York. The
explosive energy of the faster
movements acts as afoil for the
developing spiritual focus of the
music: aNordic ruggedness that
reflects the landscape of the
composer's homeland.
The most arresting work on the
disc is the short symphonic poem
A Finnish Myth, composed as a
response to an unspecified
inspiration. This is Rautavaara at his
best: melodically and harmonically
striking (with frequent use of toneclusters at times evoking the
lushness of Richard Strauss), strong
in narrative power and sensitive to
the nuances of atmosphere. The
dance-inspired suite Fiddlers (1952)
brings the programme to arousing
conclusion, drawing upon southern
Bothnian folk-tunes for its vigorous
intensity.
The performances by the Tapiola
Sinfonietta are thoroughly idiomatic
and convincing, rich in detail whilst
maintaining a strong grasp on the
overall structure. The resonant,
natural-sounding recording does
them full credit. All of these works
except Angel of Dusk have appeared,
differently coupled, on the Ondine
label, but prospective purchasers of
this disc need not hesitate. The
quality of imagination in this
repertoire holds the attention from
first note to last.
John Kersey

PROKOFIEV:
Symphony-Concerto ( with
alternative finale)/811ASKOVSKY:
Cello Concerto
TrztIs Mork (vIc)ICBSOIPrvi
Virgin VC 545 2822

Symphony-Concerto J Concertino
for cello and orchestra J Sonata
for cello and piano
Mstislav Rostropovich (
vk)IUSSR
State SOIRozhdestvenskylSviatoslav
Richter (pno)
Revelation RV10102
(77m) rec.1964/60/51 mono
There are many interesting sidelights
to be shed on the SymphonyConcerto — and Truls Mork, in
letting us hear the alternative central
portion of the finale as well as the
customary one, is half way to
making the best use of the remaining
session time — but only one cellist
who simply has to be heard in this
richly layered work: guiding spirit
Mstislav Rostropovich. Yet even
without the complications of his
later, western-based recordings,
there's still the question of which is
the finest Soviet performance in
which to hear him. Rostropovich

A-Ae:1(*)

RU SERA:
Symphonies 3 & 7
BBC Nat Orch of
Wales/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9634
(70m 41s)
Performances of striking
accomplishment and
dedication, glowingly
engineered. Not only does
Richard Hickox's interpretation of
the glorious Seventh Symphony
(1956-7) match that of Sir Adrian
Boult on his 1968 Lyrita version
with the LPO in terms of enviable,
long-term control, he and his fine
Welsh group undoubtedly bring an
extra expressive warmth to the
unerringly eloquent progress of (i),
not to mention an engaging
playfulness to the rhythmically
mischievous cavortings of (ii). As for
the remarkable Lento finale (cast in
the form of apassacaglia and fugue),
it's perhaps Hickox who distils just
that little bit more spirituality from
Rubbra's sublime inspiration -

(
2CDs, 84m 45s)

though, conversely, it's Sir Adrian
who makes more of that magical
return to the symphony's home
tonality of C just before the end.
The new account of the Third of
1938-9 (' outwardly the most genial
and relaxed' of the cycle, according
to one-time HFNIRR contributor
Hugh Ottaway) also impresses. In
the first two movts honours are
pretty much even between Hickox
and Norman Del Mar, on an
outstandingly well-produced Lyrita
issue. Hickox's pacing is spot-on: he
certainly builds a fine momentum in
(ii) especially; and Imuch prefer his
stately, serene (iii) to Del Mar's.
Come the finale (an eventful theme,
variations and fugue), and it's the
latter who draws the subtler range of
expression and tonal variety from his
Philharmonia players. Swings and
roundabouts, then, but Hickox's
remains a sensitive, convincing
realisation.

l
Also
available
in this
Chandos
Rubbra cycle
are Symphonies
1, 2 &,
..6,
4 0'11, 9 CHAN
9538194811
940119441

Andrew Achenbach
OCTOSER INN
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which he transfixes audiences.
Mendelssohn's ` Spring-like'
personality shines through in each of
the performances on this disc,
whether pieces that take on serious,
spiritual values, or those that are
pastoral or light-hearted in vein
(which include the celebrated
Andante and Rondo capriccioso).
Although the recording doesn't
quite possess the top-level brightness
of some Naxos productions, these
interpretations more than make up
for that.

himself, choosing for his definitive
'Russian Years' collection on EMI,
rather oddly mixed and matched the
first movt from a 1972 live
performance with the remaining twothirds of a 1964 broadcast. Date and
year of the latter are identical to this
Revelation issue, but — surprise,
surprise — it's acompletely different
performance, blessed perhaps by the
absence of EMI's bronchial audience
but playing rather safer as aresult.
Could they really have both been
made on the same day? Iawait
enlightenment.
In the meantime, comparisons
with EMI's compendium
performance are fascinating. Both
Rostropovich and his conductor
tread more carefully under studio
conditions, going less for sheer
precipitous terror in the colossal
second movement than burnished
accuracy. In both cases,
Rostropovich clearly didn't care to
bridle his singing tone for the great
melody at the heart of the work, as
he was later to do. Mork is
predictably sensitive here, cultivating
the introspective beauty of sound
which he so often achieves from his
miraculous Montagnana cello. There
are moments, too, when Paavo járvi
and the CBSO keep him company:
the one full-orchestral song in the
first movt certainly gleams and
soars. But Jârvi hasn't yet found the
key to the overall structure of the
central argument (too many
unwarranted tempo changes here)
and his players miss the necessary
bite to send shivers down the spine
— the clarinet solo after Mork's
superb cadenza is garbled, too [track
2, 9m 18s]. Rozhdestvensky and the
Russians leave you in no doubt that
the demons return at the very end of
the work to have the last word; Jârvi
suggests not much more than a

SCHUMANN:
Genoveva, Op.81
Siegfried Lorenz (bar)IDietrich
Fischer-Dieskau (bar)IEdda Moser
(sop) /Peter Schreier (ten) /Berlin Rad
Ch/Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchl
Masur
Bedin Classics 0020562 BC
(2CDs, 166m 03s)
In HFNIRR June Iwrote of
Hamoncourt's new Teldec recording
of Schumann's typically
unconventional foray into the
operatic field as ` setting the standard
against which any future versions
will have to be judged'. With a
uniformly fine team of soloists and
incisive playing and singing of a
consistently involving intimacy,
Harnoncourt clearly saw the work as
aprecursor to the claustrophobic
psychological obsessions of the
present century.
In complete contrast, Masur (in
the work's first complete recording,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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perfunctory conclusion.
It's surprising that no-one has
recorded the finale's alternative
passage before Mork, printed as it
is in Boosey's miniature score.
Rostropovich tells us that the
jauntily sarcastic tune we usually
hear was aparody of aparty hack's
'inspiration', destined for even more
contorted variation in the finale of
the Concertino — though Mork
suggests, on the 12m supplementary
disc, that the lyricism which could
have replaced it is better than the
older cellist rates it, bordering on the
genuine pathos that Prokofiev was to
conjure more successfully in the
Seventh Symphony. It may be asking
too much, but areading of the First
Cello Concerto which Prokofiev
transformed for his late masterwork
would have been even more
welcome — more so, certainly, than
the relatively conservative concerto
by Prokofiev's old friend
Miaskovsky, which has in fact
appeared in the company of the
Symphony-Concerto rather often.
Still, its outer darkness, of acosier
kind than Prokofiev's but wistful all
the same, is ideal territory for Mork.
Revelation's companions are a
slightly chaotic performance of the
Having
Kabalevsky-orchestrated Concertino
decided upon
(EMI's choice was better) and a
a 2CD
studio version of the Cello Sonata
format, why
made in the year of its premiere. It
on earth did
may not have the distinction of
EMI not
EMI's premiere, served up before
put the
Miaskovsky:
an audience including the composer
on the
and Shostakovich, but it gains in
second disc,
intimacy; Richter's playing is
w allow the
especially fine in its understatement.
alternative
The 1951 sound is distinctly fustier
Prokofiev
than the rest, but similarly
finale to be
unobtrusive in letting the
programmed
performance speak for itself.
in on CD1?
David Nice

A:1-2
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made in 1976) makes no apologies
for Schumann's refusal to toe the
contemporary line with the usual
sequence of show-stopping numbers,
allowing the enraptured headiness of
his inspiration to blossom forth
unhindered. If Hamoncoures radical
reassessment satisfies the intellect in
away one might scarcely have
On Berlin
thought this music capable of,
Classics: Kurt
Masur's more unguardedly sensual
Masur's 1972
approach puts one on ahot-line to
Schumann's wide-ranging emotional recording of
impulses in away which
Schumann's
Harnoncourt, for all his other
opera
qualities, only occasionally hinted at.
The differences are laid bare right Genoveva
at the very opening, where the
overture's musical sighs and caresses
are immaculately terraced and
charted by Harnoncourt, who
appears principally concerned with
the music's ability to sustain itself in
terms of internal logic. Put Masur
(hardly the most emotionally
impulsive of conductors) beside him

and, even without the foreknowledge
of the music's programmatic
associations, the listener becomes
engulfed in the music's emotional
narrative. The blazing C-major coda
arrives as asatisfying tonal
resolution via Harnoncourt, as a
gloriously affirmative eruption from
Masur.
Much the same can be said of the
solo teams. Harnoncourt's cast is
well integrated, for the most part
pure-toned, and at apurely technical
level the more accomplished, while
Masur's starry line-up seem far more
concerned with the drama in hand.
Edda Moser's vibrato is not very
subtly controlled (and her intonation
is hardly beyond reproach); FischerDieskau and Schreier dominate
whenever they are on stage. Yet
there is amissionary's zeal about
everything they do which makes for
amore engrossing dramatic
experience, warts and all.
Serious Schumann collectors will
want both recordings for the
different and contrasting lights they
shed on this underrated masterpiece.
Technical perfectionists may prefer
Harnoncourt, but for me Masur
takes the palm.
Julian Haylock
B:1 -2 —
JOHANN STAMITZ:
Missa Solemnis in D _IMotetto de
Venerabili Sacramento _1Litaniae
Lauretanae
Monika Frimmer (sop)ISylvia
Schiuter (con)IHarry van Berne
(ten)/Tom Sol (bass)IAlsfeder
VokaknsemblelBarockorchester
RronwillHelbich
CPO 999 471-2

(57m 52s)

Unlike that of his son Karl, Johann
Stamitz's orchestral output has many
echoes of the Baroque, yet his choral
music is strongly Classical in nature.
The Mass could almost be early
Haydn so strong are the melodic
lines and so sharp the changes of
orchestration. Less typical of Haydn
and his contemporaries however is
Johann Stamitz's characteristic of
employing brass and drums quietly
in order to fill-out harmonies —
especially in the Motetto de venera bilis
Sacramento. There is some fullblooded scoring, and another
personal device is to start quietly
before stronger orchestration reemphasises an initial theme: often at
the start of arepetition of text.
Stamitz also uses dance rhythms in
the Mass, as in the Agnus Dei, where
other composers might take the
opportunity to end the music
reflectively (but Stamitz here
employs an optimistic-sounding
gigue).
The Mottetto, for solo soprano,
chorus and orchestra, is virtually in
minuet rhythm. Monika Frimmer
takes an intense view, typified by her
tendency to anticipate her entries
fractionally. This device is
sometimes used for dramatic effect
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in vocal music of the subsequent
century: here it gives abeautiful if
somewhat heated effect to this
liturgical work.
The lightly scored Litaniae
Lauretanae represents a form rarely
used in church music since the
18th-century. The serious intent of
the piece is lightened by the
composer's elegant and often
surprisingly bright melodies.
This choir is very impressive, the
soloists are expertly balanced and
never overstate the drama of their
parts, and the mellow, slightly
distanced sound of the orchestra in
a warm church acoustic is
immensely suitable.
The music is rewarding: the Mass
is an exceptionally fine work and
this is aworthy presentation of it.
Anton), Hodgson

o
Sir Roger Norrington

VAUGNAN WILLIAMS:
Sympàonies 3 Pastorat' & 5
LPallorrington

A:1 0

R STRAUSS:
Ein Heirlenleben J Die Frau ohne
Schatten - excerpts ( arr. Leinsdorf)
Minnesota Orchestra/Oue
Reference Recordings RR-83CD

(
66m 10s)

Decca 458 357-2
A new
Decca cycle
of the
Vaughan
Williams
symphonres.
Nos.4 & 6
are also
available.
458 658-2

Make no mistake, this is marvellous
playing in wonderful sound. Dorati
recorded Ein Heldeleben with the
same ( then Minneapolis) orchestra
early on for Mercury. His leader/
soloist was Rafael Druian; Eije
Oue's star performer is Jorja
Fleezanis, whom Iheard as concert
master when the orchestra appeared
recently at Symphony Hall
Birmingham.
Performances of this work fall into
several approximate categories: those
rooted in the great German tradition
(Krauss, Bohm, Karajan, et al); the
composer's own (rather fleet)
reading; Mengelberg's Amsterdam or
NY readings ( from 78s); the
American orchestras' style of
performance ( so much better with
Fritz Reiner in charge!); the
European viewpoint; and then there
is Beecham, friend of the composer
whose earlier recording [Testament,
Biddulph] pairs with his later RPO
one on EMI ( nla). Take your choice
— but only agreat conductor will
persuade listeners against finding the
work less inspired than Till
Eulenspiegel, Don Juan or Don
Quixote. Oue just fails on that score:
the contentions of the critics versus
the composer, the love episodes and
tz, the battle are rather too detached
within the canvas of the whole.
Erich Leinsdorf sorchestral
Herbert Blomstedt
arrangement of interludes from
Strauss's Die Frau ohne Schatten —
he recorded it for Capitol [EMI
CDM 565 6132] — came as a result
of the composer's lack of faith in his
own Fantasia (
he said of it, ' I
wouldn't be surprised if it had been
actually made by some musical
secretary with Strauss approving the
effort afterwards'). Oue and his
orchestra have the measure of it and
give of their best.
Bill Newman
NISI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Scott Goddard once famously wrote
of the impact Vaughan Williams's
Fifth Symphony (premiered at the
Fronts in 1943) had cat contemprary
audiences. Inspiring, uplifting,
comforting: the effect an war-weary
listeners huddled together in air-raid
shelters, hearing it over the radie,
was profound. Indeed, for Goddard,
the work seemed to offer ' a
blueprint for apossible future for
humanity'. He went on, 'To those
who heard this music then, the
symphony carries forever an especial
message, quite unforgettable; such
sensations as later generations
cannot share. They obtain other fine
sensations from this music, but not
that particular vision'.Yet surely
Goddard was profoundly wrong —
the power of music to fire the
imagination, and transport the
listener to another time and place,
should not be underestimated. Life
is still riddled with uncertainties,
and people still turn to great music
for comfort, solace, and hope.
Circumstances may have changed
since 1943, but VW's celestial vision

R STRAUSS:
Also Sprach Zarathustra __ITod und
Verklarung J Till Eu,enspiegel
San Francisco SOIBlomstedt
Decca 448 815-2

(72m 24s)

Diverse indeed are the approaches to
the opening sunrise of Also Sprach
Zarathustra. The main marking ' very
broad' and the subsidiary one of
'solemn' for the theme on trumpets,
has called forth interpretations
ranging from that of Koussevitsky
(who took awhole 12is 78rprn side)
to Strauss himself who didn't hang
about. Yet his is an obiect-lesson in
rhythm, the timpani conducted in
strict time so that its notes emerge
exactly as written: in triplets. They
do so here too, though Blomstedt
permits himself some latitude over
other note values. There is also

is as nourishing today as it was then.
Sir Roger Norrington's new Fifth
with the LPO is taut, clear-eyed,
and cleanly played. Sincerity is not
in question, yet the inspiring
visionary qualities Goddard spoke of
seem diluted here. Tempi feel faster
than usual, though movement
timings show this isn't the case.
Rather, there's alack of repose at
key moments — for example,
despite a fine climax, the end of the
Romanza, lacks that ruminative
quality which is so much apart of
this wonderful score (Barbirolli and
the Philharmonia are still
incomparable here). Of modern
Fifths, Haitink's [EMI] is perhaps
the most noble and eloquent: a
performance of rapt intensity,
beautifully recorded.
Norrington's Pastoral is rather fast
too (the start almost rushed); and
has a strange crescendo in the first
few bars — it sounds like the
engineers fading-up the sound. Sir
Adrian Boult's classic 1968 New
Philharmonia account [EMI] has
movement timings not vastly
dissimilar, but feels much more
spacious. Unfairly, one rarely thinks
of Boult as apassionate conductor,
but his Pastoral is red-hot compared
with Norrington's. It's partly down
to phrasing: Boult's direction is
more finely nuanced and shows
greater imagination. Norrington's
taut, brisk view of the score avoids
sentimentality but misses its bittersweet anguish; the deeper issues
aren't being probed and sifted as
they might. For all Norrington's
stated identification with both
symphonies [in the booklet foreword to
aprojected complete cycle] his
interpretations seem slightly aloof, as
if outside the music.
Good sound, fine orchestral
playing, lovely artwork: but Ihave
mixed feelings about the
performances, alas.
James M Hughes

A:2-3 0

plenty of hi-fi impact (engineers pull
back in other places) even if the
pedal at the beginning doesn't set
the earth quivering as it does to an
extraordinary degree on Reiner's
1954 RCA recording. Nor do the
upper strings of the SFSO sound
very substantial, though they achieve
a reasonable sonority in ' Von der
Hinterweltlern'. Clarity of line and
texture are features of ` Von der
Wissenschaft', but other sections —
'Das Grablied', ' Der Genesende',
`Das Tanzlied' — suffer from
moments of scrappy or insecure
playing. Ultimately, a fine
conception is let down by a lack of
instrumental virtuosity (which
includes spots of suspect intonation)
and richness of timbre.
Understanding and realisation
meet more equably in the other
105
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works. Blomstedt's ear for
accentuation and dynamics is a
constant source of pleasure in Tod
(listen to how he balances the horns
at 16m 14s), and the composer's
markings are carefully observed. If
the Allegro molto agitato section
starting at 15m 39s is atouch
ragged, and the appearance of the
transfiguration theme atrifle bald,
this nevertheless remains an
interpretation of distinction, starved
violins notwithstanding. Much the
best playing is reserved for Till
Eulenspiegel, but Blomstedt doesn't
take awholly humorous view of the
piece. The clucking motifs depicting
Till peeking out of the mousehole
are businesslike, his adventure as a
priest is straitlaced, with the
delicious upward skirl on clarinets at
3m 53 barely audible. Still, the disc
offers an excellent example of
meticulous and often perceptive
conducting. Pity the band isn't
always up to the job.
Nalen Anthoni
A- B:1-2(3)

WALTON
Henry V ( arr. Palmer)
Michael Sheen, Anton Lesser
(spkrs)IRTE Concert OrchIChorusl
Penny
Naxos 8.553343

'For me, the music actually made
the film', Olivier said of his 1943-4
Henry V. The composer himself,
who claimed that film music ' is not
good film music if it can be used for
any other-purpose', ie, as concert
music, nevertheless recorded Muir
Matheson's five-movt suite from
Henry V with the Philharmonia, and
before that Sargent's arranged suite,
then asequence of musical
highlights with interposed speeches
spoken by Olivier. The extended
Concert Suite here was devised by
the late Christopher Palmer and first
recorded complete by Chandos, with
the speeches taken by Christopher
Plummer. For Naxos, RSC member
Michael Sheen plays the part of
Henry, Anton Lesser the other roles
— Falstaff, the King of France,
Chorus, et a/. These are Henry V
voices for the ' Branagh generation'
(the more mature Plummer for the
`Olivier'), ayoung king contrasted

ZEMLINSKY:
Die Seejungfrau J Sinfonietta
Op.23 J Sarema Overture
Danish Nat RSOIDausgaard
Chandos CHAN 9601

(
69m 10s)

Die Seejungfrau, alarge-scale
symphonic poem in three movements
after Hans Christian Andersen's tale
of the Little Mermaid, dates from
1903-4. It was by far Zemlinsky's
most important orchestral work to
date, but it had the misfortune to be
premiered alongside Schoenberg's
Pelleas und Melisande, which was
generally (and rightly) considered the
more original of the two. Zemlinsky
withdrew it and never attempted this
particular form again; after his death
it was believed lost, until its
constituent movements were
discovered on different sides of the
Atlantic and revived as recently as
1984. Since then Die Seejungfrau has
done rather well for itself, borne
along on the continuing wave of
interest in Zemlinsky's oncedisregarded output. There have been
four or five recordings, though none
as successful and charismatic as
Chailly's with the Berlin RSO
[Decca]. This new Chandos version
cannot rival the thrust that Chailly
brought to the ebullient central
scherzo, nor Decca's clarity in
elucidating the phosphorescent
textures of the outer movements,
which conjure up scenes on the seafloor. But Thomas Dausgaard turns
in asympathetic performance which
strongly brings out the score's
evocative aspects — and purchasers
wanting the less familiar couplings
will not, Ithink, be disappointed.
The Sinfoniena of 1934 was
Zemlinsky's last orchestral work,
premiered in his American exile in a
radio broadcast shortly before his
death. (Schoenberg heard it and
wrote congratulating him on such a
HI-F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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Zemlinsky

wonderful piece.) In place of the Die
Seejungfrau's Straussian opulence and
romanticism, this is definitely an
inter-war piece, leanly contrapuntal
and athletic, by avery experienced
composer who knows himself a
contemporary of Weill, Stravinsky
and Hindemith (I've always heard
late Frank Bridge in it too,
presumably mere coincidence). Yet it
has truly Viennese melodiousness
and wit, is superbly inventive, and
rises to greatness in the profoundly
elegiac slow movement. There have
been previous versions, but Ithink I
would vote this the best yet, despite
the perhaps too-hectic pace at which
Dausgaard takes the quick outer
movts.
And he makes out amuch more
effective case for the viability of the
short overture to Zemlinsky's first
opera Sarema as aconcert item than
Iwould have thought possible from
the recording of the whole work I
reviewed last year.
Calum MacDonald
A-11:1-2

with older characterisations. Ihave
come to appreciate them more with
deeper acquaintance: Sheen is
moving in his rejection of Falstaff;
Lesser has, amongst other
challenges, the difficult task of
making interesting the reconciliation
speech of the Duke of Burgundy.
The voices are placed very forward
in what Itake to be the same,
resonant studio acoustic as the
orchestra, and sibilants are thereby
stressed. Set the level high and
everything clicks into place: the
(uncredited) chorus, cg, in the
Prologue and at the French Court,
is nicely balanced with orchestra, the
music with the speech. Both the
Naxos and Chandos productions,
incidentally, set back the two
opening lines of ' Once more unto
the breach...'. The St Jude Church
acoustic on Chandos Ifind much
less sympathetic. Perhaps the ASM
offer greater refinement and body,
but the Eireann Radio Orchestra
plays with spirit: there's real
dramatic tension as the English
prepare their defences and arrows
for the attack [track 5]. Andrew
Penny also gives the brief 'Touch
her soft lips' Interlude anot
inappropriate suggestion of pastiche,
before the pulse-raising lead into
'Once more unto the breach' (Sheen
not so convincing here, Ifear).
Chandos also later issued a
midpriced selection from five
Walton/Shakespeare film-scores, arr.
Palmer, with ASM/Marriner: CHAN
7401. It has 38m 49s from Henry V,
omitting the Embarkation, Interlude
at the French Court and Epilogue,
and halving the Falstaff scene. Texts
are printed with this disc and with
the Naxos. Another Naxos success!
Christopher Breunig
A:1 A

Speakers
In October, a 3LP set will be available
From Speakers Corner in celebration of
Deutsche Grammophon's 100th anniversary.
The package contains the 1959 Strauss
Heldenleben with BPO/Karajan, Martha
Argerich's 1960 debut recital of Brahms,
Chopin, Prokofiev and Ravel, and Carlos
Kleiber's 1974 Beethoven 5 with the VPO.
UK distributor: Vivante London
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SOLTI IN HUNGARY
BARTOK: Cantata profana/WEINER:
Serenade/KODALY: Psalmus
hungaricus
Tamas Daroczy (ten)IAlexandru
Agache (bar) /Choir of Hungarian
Radio & TV/Schola Cantorum
BudapestiensisIBudapest Fest
OrchlSolti
Decca 458 929-2

(
59m Ils)

Just think: Solti's last disc might
have been that curate's egg of a
variations disc he recorded with the
Vienna Philharmonic, and then one
might have had to be critical in an
overly respectful kind of way. As it
happens, this farewell triptych is the
perfect testament
to the undeniably
great man's
energy, his focus
and not least his
past, in the
choice of works
by his three
teachers at the
Budapest
Academy of
Music. Sold
writes movingly, in the extract from
his memoirs reproduced in the
'limited edition' booklet that comes
with this disc, of the autobiography
he reads into Bartok's chosen
legend: he sees himself, like the
eldest brother of the Cantata profana,
transformed ' by destiny' into a stag
wandering far from home, his antlers
too big to pass through the door of
his father's house. Return to the
country that hadn't wanted aJewish
artist back became possible in the
last few years: ' the doorway had
become taller and wider'.
It's astrong story, and fortunately
the performances support it. Bartok's
wonderful fugue for the brothers'
hunt is predictably bracing, and Solti
finds more mysterious atmosphere
for the transformation than Boulez
on his otherwise excellent Cleveland
performance. The only
disappointment is the tenor, Tamos
Daroczy: the stag-son's monologue,
with its cruelly high-lying
declamation, really needs vocal
chords of heldentenor steel — though
so, too, do the plaints of David in
Kodaly's PsaInnts Hungaricus, and
there Daroczy seems a little more
dramatically at home. The choruses
are splendid: bright and open, like
the orchestra, with its brass shining
in the depth of asplendid
Hazell/Lock production. There's not
a weak player among the woodwind,
either, charming effortlessly in the
delightful Weiner Serenade: you can
virtually see Solti enacting a
choreography en pointe. The fact that
this comes as no mere interlude
between choral grown-ups is
testament to Solti's undeniable
affection for the piece — and who
could blame him?
David Nice
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A•:1(*)

Stuttgart

Raàic
Symphony
Urchestra

I ast month CB reviewed Volume 1
(a coupling of Furtwângler
conducting his own Second
Symphony and Beethoven's First) in
a six- CD series from Mediaphon
celebrating the Stuttgart Radio
Symphony Orchestra's Golden
Volume 2 UA -75.101, 61m 48s1
opens with Michael Gielen
directing a coolly meticulous,
compellingly individual account of
Ravel's Valses nobles et sentimentales.
In my experience, only Charles
Munch is more intrepidly broad in
(ii) and (viii) (his fascinating 1963
Philadelphia recording on Sony
'Essential Classics' clocks in at an
amazing 18m 23s as against Gielen's
17m 36s). By the side of that
fascinating Munch performance,
Gielen's 1975 live broadcast lacks
something in sheer ' glamour' and
sensuousness, but he doesn't miss
out on the very real poignancy (and,
ultimately, tragedy) coursing through
Ravel's exquisitely languorous
inspiration.
The main offering (another live
recording from two years earlier)
comprises Ives's huge New England
Holidays Symphony. Those
distinguished studio realisations from
Tilson Thomas [Sony] and Zinman
[Argo] may yield more in the way of
ear-burning detail and evocative
atmosphere, yet Gielen's clearheaded dedication as well as a
pleasing sense of occasion provide
ample compensation. Committed
orchestral playing and eminently
well-balanced sound too.
A-18:1 0
The Stuttgart RSO's Principal
Guest Conductor between 1983 and
1988, Garcia Navarro, presides
over alive Rite of Spring from
November 1984 notable for its crisp
transparency and infectious rhythmic
verve, virtues than can make for
exciting listening (for a taster try
from 'Jeux des cités rivales' to the
end of Part 1). Given such an
enthusiastic, well-sprung orchestral
response, and fine engineering from
the South German Radio
technicians, Ifound this altogether
most refreshing. On home ground in

five Arb6s-orchestrated excerpts
from Albéniz's Iberia, Navarro draws
some engaging, atmospheric sounds
from his excellent band, though
memories of Reiner's sumptuous
and glittering Chicago accounts of
both `Triana' and ' Fêtedieu à
Séville' (on the marvellous RCA
'Living Stereo' anthology Spain)
were not entirely banished [
JA75.102, 67m 41s]. A:1-2
Volume 4 UA-75.103, 54m 31s]
show-cases two conductors: Erich
Lein:aloe directs his own sevenmovement selection from
Stravinsky's Firebird (
part of a live
concert from August 1989), while
Carlos Kleiber's version of the
Borodin Second Symphony was set
down in the SDR studios nearly 17
years earlier ( December 1972).
Kleiber fib gives a highly
characterful reading of compulsive
thrust and concentration, electrically
tense and excitingly propulsive in (i)
and (iv), yet lacking nothing in
expressive eloquence in the longbreathed Andante.
By contrast, Leinsdorf's Firebird
sequence (comprising, if I'm not
mistaken, the five numbers that
make up the 1911 suite plus the
'Berceuse' and ` Finale' from the
1910 original ballet) wears aslightly
sterner countenance, yet it's difficult
not to admire music-making of such
lucid intelligence, superior poise and
effortless grip. 5:1-P,
An hour's worth of musical
treasure-trove can be found on
Volume 5 [JA- 75.104, 59m 58s,
mono], which features composer
Paul Hindemith conducting (live
recordings from February
'63/January ' 56) his own felicitous
Symphonia serena and Franz
Schreker's extraordinarily compelling
(and woefully neglected) Chamber
Symphony.
Aficionados will already be
familiar with Hindemith's likeable
1956 Philharmonia [EMI] account
of the former. By its side, the
Stuttgart performance has an extra
warmth and joie de vivre that easily
triumph over any occasional minor
imprecisions. Schreker's masterpiece
from 1917 is extremely well served
OCTOBER 1998
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Mercury
,

1r.

Tinder 88S:

Meal Done
Rebel Kubell
0.••••

• • i• •
"

Carl Schuricht,
Rafael Kubelik and
Cados Kieiber

reissues
M

ercury monos are slow in
coming back into the
catalogue, but thankfully the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra is well
represented. In 1953, they made one
of their greatest recordings under
Rafael Kubelik: Hindemith's
Symphonic Metamorphosis (
better
than the Bernstein, Szell and
Ormandy put together!), with Saul
Goodman's fabulous in-tune timpani
playing in the `Turandoe Scherzo,
and Schoenberg's Five Pieces for
Orchestra, made totally
comprehensible in aremarkable
reading. [
On Radio 3 the decision to
make these two Kubelik reissues was
described as `an insult to the memory of
agreat conductor', although both
performances strike me as
extraordinarily vibrant - Mus Ed.]
A year later, Dorati taped his epochmaking Kodály Peacock Variations
and Bartók's Suite from The
Miraculous Mandarin. This is, for
me, the ` CD of the decade' [
434
397-2, 79m 45s, rec.1953/4]. B-C
(H):1* D
Paray and Dorati

by Michael Gielen and the Berlin
RSO on an unmissable KochSchwann anthology [ 311078] — and
Iam reliably informed that Franz
Welser-Miist and the Salzburg
Camerata Academica have recorded
it for future release on EMI — but
no enthusiast should miss the
present offering, enshrining as it
does a thoughtftil interpretation of
heartwarming fervour and striking
flexibility. H(C,):1(H)
No less endearing is Volume Six
[JA- 75.105, 66m 54s, mono], which
shows Carl Schuricht at his
communicative best. In Liszt's epic
first ' numbered' symphonic poem,
Ce qu'on entend sur la montagne
(1848-9), Schuricht brings an
invigorating impetus and
considerable dramatic flair to apiece
that can so often seem
uncomfortably prolix. This was
taped in March ' 61; it is followed by
an affectionate, deft Wolf Italian
Serenade from February ' 57. But it's
the Reger Mozart Variations which is
the real plum here: awonderfully
serene live recording from
November ' 50, paced to cumulative
perfection and played with glowing
understanding. All in all, a lovely
collection, and perhaps the pick of
the present bunch. H(C):1 / 1
Andrew Achenbach
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Paul Paray (stereo) reissues with the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra
continue with awonderful
Mendelssohn coupling of Symphony
5, ' Reformation', and the overture
and incidental music to A
Midsummer Night's Dream, with
Haydn's Symphony 96, ' Miracle', as
abonus [
434 396-2, 77m 30s,
rec.1958/56]. Here, the Frenchman
takes a straightforward view of
Mendelssohn's music, highlighting
poetic and dramatic contrasts
throughout while maintaining a
lilting, rhythmic pulse that throws
into relief the composer's eternal
portraits of fairies, Bottom's
transformation into abraying ass
and the ' BergamasqueDance'. The
dreamlike ending of the Overture
leads naturally into the famous
Scherzo with its vivid wind/string
interplay, the Nocturne with its calm,
serene French horn solo, and the
splendid rejoicing of 'The Wedding
March'.
Critics complain that the
'Reformation' Symphony is the
composer's worst work; Paray utterly
disproves this (as did Beecham).
Listen to superb ingenuity of
thematic workout during the
opening movt, the delectable
simplicity of the charming (ii) —
where the original LP track was

prefaced by the sound of children
playing outside Detroit's Old
Orchestral Hall, now edited out! —
and the spiritual sublimity of (iii)
with its gradation to the
Reformation hymn ' EM' feste Burg'.
For once, the work's ending is not
slowed down. Paray's Haydn (Ford
Auditorium) is too fast, sloppy and
wrongly phrased by comparison, but
that is small price to pay for some
stunning music-making elsewhere.
B/C:1 / 3
One of Antal Dorati's earliest
recording encounters with the
London Symphony Orchestra was
recording the Handel-Harty Suite
Water Music and Music for the Royal
Fireworks (
Watford Town Hall).
They have never sounded better,
with LSO principals deserving the
credits. At Walthamstow (Mercury's
UK location before Watford) they
recorded Mozart's Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik, then back at Watford a
group calling themselves the Festival
Chamber Orchestra made some
Mozart miniatures with the
Hungarian maestro: Two Marches,
Allegro in D, March in D, Minuet in
C and Three German Dances
including the famous ' Sleigh-Ride'.
This is Dorati at his most ebullient
[434 398-2, 77m 17s,
rec.1957/56/65]. A-8:1
Fennell on the march
Frederick Fennell's Fabulous Marches
for Orchestra (
Eastman- Rochester
Pops Orchestra/Wind Ensemble at
the Eastman School of Music,
Rochester, NY) is a feast of
celebratory music: Walton's Orb and
Sceptre, Beethoven's 'Turkish
March', Sibelius's 'Alla Marcia',
Borodin's Prince Igor, Schubert's
First Marche militaire, Grieg's
`Homage March', Wagner
Tannhaüser, and the same
composer's Rienzi March and
Parsifal '
Good Friday Music' [
434
394-2, 64m 38s, rec.1960/59]. It is
packed full of tremendous energy,
passion and tonal sonority, each
piece coming across with a real
sense of occasion. Now Mercury
should reissue American Concert
Band Masterpieces (
Barber, Piston,
Harris, Schuman, etc.) with H
Owen Reed's magnificent La Fiesta
Mexicana. A:1
Puyana play- Bach
Played on a modern Pleyel styled
after Landowska's immortal
instrument, Rafael Puyana's Bach
(JS's Overture in the French Manner,
Fantasia in C-minor, Concerto in G,
Toccata in F-sharp minor; JC's Duet
in A; and WF's Concerto for two
harpsichords, in partnership with
Genoveva Galvez) is musically
communicative, offers the highest
virtuosity, and is stunningly recorded
at Ballroom Studio A, Fine
Recording, NY City [
434 395-2,
74m 29s, rec.1963]. A':1*
Bill Newman
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COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2R 65495
(2CDs, 146m 09s)
This compiles all the solo piano
tracks Monk recorded for his
Columbia releases, with the whole of
1965's Solo Monk, plus 14
previously unreleased takes. Dick
Katz warns the listener not to listen
to the two discs all at once, as it will
not replace classics like Monk's
Dream or Straight, No Chaser.
However, this stuff is gold. Monk's
modernist humour allowed him to
indulge all periods of jazz history
whilst always sounding rooted and
decisive. Sublime. A:1*

Thelon ious
Monk: solo
piano on
Columbia/
Legacy

DIDIER PETIT
NOHC

Reviews by Ben Watson

IN SITU IS181

ACHIARY/CARTER/NOLMES
VAND'OEUVRE 9611

(
49m 10s)

Kent Carter played bass for boppers
Sonny Stitt and Booker Ervin, and
for Steve Lacy's ground-breaking
quintet of the early 1970s. Singer
Benai Achiary is adept at drawingroom chanson, bluesy scats and outré
vocalise. David Holmes plays
knitting-needle percussion in the
style trail-blazed by Roger Turner.
Live in concert in 1994, Carter's
bass shapes the music; when he
reproduces the Burundi Manga on
'Lazare', his skill is undeniable.
Achairy sings prettily too.
However, it's all abit safe. It's as
if these pros saw the awesome Roger
Turner-Phil Minton Duo and
decided to ` do' some of their voice/
percussion existentialism. Achiary's
vocal extremes occasionally recall
Mark Stewart, but comparison with
the bleeding-edge of The Pop
Group is unfortunate. Too plush to
spark, the musicianship fails to get
beyond mastery into transformation.
A:2 0

'The
problem with
improvising
classical
styles is that
there's a
library of
tightly written
masterpieces
to compete
with'

GRAHAM NALLIWELL &
SIMON H FELL
9 POINTS IN ASCENT
BRUCE'S FINGERS BF24

(52m 24s)

Bassist Simon H Fell thrives on
extreme situations (Hession/
Wilkinson/Fell, Descension, Ist). Yet
he never omits the direct, gratifying
groove that signals jazz. Here his
continuous, lightfingered responses
to Halliwell's Braxtonish exploration
of the nastier end of the alto have a
buoyant swing reminiscent of the
lines Charlie Haden played for
Omette. Sometimes Fell's bowing
gets so close to the sound of
Halliwell's sax the mind reels;
sounds lift off from the instruments
and appear to speak pure ideas.
Both the burden of tradition and the
jadedness of repertoire are jettisoned
as Halliwell and Fell vault
themselves into the next chapter of
jazz. Superb. A:1 0
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D

(50m 45s)

Ambitious suite for Daunik Lazro's
saxophones, Denis Colon's bass
clarinet, Michael Nick's violin and
the leader's cello. These French free
improvisers favour uninterrupted
lyricism more than their German
and English equivalents; early
sections recall Stravinsky and
Hindemith. Lacking Derek Bailey's
taboo on the already heard, the
musicians indulge stringy
romanticism, making things
unfocused and over-theatrical.
The problem with improvising
'classical' styles is that there's a
library of tightly-written
masterpieces to compete with. The
quartet finally achieve some dizzying
exchanges no composer could wring
from straight musicians, but logic
suggests concentrating on that and
cutting the neo-classical longueurs.
A:1-3 0

njecting ethnic flavours into jazz
has long been perceived as a
panacea, but if musicians ignore the
way Free Jazz (Sun Ra, Coltrane and
Omette) opened the door to world
music, the results can be trivial.
Saxophonists Chico Freeman and
. Arthur Blythe cut important jazz
albums in the 1970s, but now both
are playing the 'world' card. Blythe
still has his hard, intense sound, but
otherwise Night Song (Cancion de la
Noche) [
Clarity CCD1016, 59m 48s]
is simply Waikiki drivel. A:3 0
Freeman's The Emissary [
Clarity
CCD1015, 49m Ois] is less vapid,
mainly due to the excellent guitar of
Stan Franks, but the 'reggae' version
of aDelfonics hit has one diving for
the ` off' button. Jazz is about
acknowledging the linear logic of
music actively listened to: on both
these discs, steel pans and African
drums replace that logic with exotic
flavouring. Attention drifts. A:2
Pianist Monty Alexander has
stronger roots in the Caribbean.
jamento [
Ace/Original Jazz

EVAN PARKER/BARRY GUY/
PAUL LYTOON
AT THE VORTEX ( 1996)
MANUA 4022

(78m 43s)

Evan Parker has been pitching his
tenor and soprano saxophone at
Paul Lytton's percussion since the
early 1970s; the addition of bassist
Barry Guy is more recent. The trio
have retreated from Improv's more
outlandish extremes. As if huddling
togethet versus a hostile climate,
these veterans now play tightlycoordinated Free Jazz. Parker's a
power-player rather than a
conversationalist, so there's none of
the garrulous charm of post-Omette
players like Sonny Simmons, Luther
Thomas and Sabir Mateen. Parker/
Guy/Lytton have certainly evolved a
seamless empathy. Perhaps that's
why things are a little limp. If you
don't push free exchanges like these
to the limit, the music begins to
sound programmed: classy, but grey.
Some of the ` illegitimate' sonics
currently happening elsewhere in
Improvisation might add colour.
A:1 0
HOWARD RILEY
MAKING NOTES
SLAM CD230

(
52m 2Is)

Fourteen meditations on jazz form
recorded on solo piano at
Goldsmiths College in April 1997.
Riley has evolved an intriguing left
hand/right hand independence.
Evidently rooted in Monk, he adds
his own sweeping romanticism too.
No Cecil Taylor hurricanoes, but
intellectual rigour and blue notes
still bite. Solo piano can easily
degenerate into rhapsody; Riley's
focus makes each outing a gem. As

Classics OJCCD904, 45m 22s],
recorded for Pablo in 1978, is
worthwhile simply because of the
presence of the mind-blowing Ernest
Ranglin on guitar. However,
Alexander's approach to the piano is
morbidly light; ' Sugar Loaf At
Twilight' is bossa fluff at its worst.
The 'jazz' aspiration is overblown:
Alexander would do better arranging
for adance band in an island hotel.
A:1-2 O
Bluiett Baritone Saxophone
Group's Live At The Knitting Factory
[Knitting Factory Records
ICFR217, 67m 31s] promises a grim
wall of blurting saxophones, but
when the four baritones are James
Carter, Patience Higgins, Hamiet
Bluiett and Alex Harding, plus the
distinctive drums of Ronnie Burrage,
you're onto a winner: forceful and
fresh, full of blues and swing. This
live recording blows balance and
decorum to blazes, but'll have you
dancing all over the living room
floor. Loft Jazz does the Dirty
Dozens and it's fantastic! A:1 0
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L

ester Young's laid-back, dreamy
tenor may be heard to advantage

photo: Melody Maker

on In Washington DC 1956 Vol.3
[Ace/Original Jazz Classic
OJCCD901, 37m 05s]. Originally
released on Pablo, this is afine club
date with suitably nonchalant
backing by Bill Potts (piano),
Norman Williams (bass) and Jim
Lucht (drums). Sound is acceptable.
B:1 D
Four new releases from Mobile
Fidelity Sound Lab (their goldplated discs hang on the innovative
plastic flap of their ' Shape CD2001'
jewel boxes): Duke Ellington 'sJazz
Party In Stereo [
MFSL UDCD
719, 44m 50s] is awild and gorgeous
studio date from 1959, with a
stunning xylophone fest in
`Malletoba Spank', and an
impromptu appearance by Dizzy
Gillsepie. A:1* 0
Jimmie Lunceford's arranger Sy
Oliver's two early- 1960s albums
Oliver's Twist/Easy Walker [
UDCD
638, 66m 24s] are well-recorded
examples of abig-band leader
attempting commercial success with
mortifyingly banal tunes (the ` twist'
in the title is awarning); the camp
Las Vegas glitz soon tarnishes. A:2
The chilled bebop of Warne
Marsh and Lee Konitz is considered
the acme of good taste by some,
and the two saxophonists play it
fleet and cool on Live At The
Montmartre Club [
UDCD 707, 57m
50s], recorded on 27 December
1975. To these ears, their Brubeckstyle bop, full of canons and nods to
Bach, is collegiate and constipated.
A:2
Dinah Washington's 1959 hit
entailed an entire pop album called
What A Diff'rence A Day Makes
[UDCD 698, 32m 54s].
Arrangements are by Belford
Hendricks: firm tempos are
established by aguitar recorded
'direct thru the transformer', while

the R&D department of harmonic
and rhythmic science, jazz rarely
sounds this bright and elegant.
Terrific. A:1 0
SANTANA
PERSUASION

angelic choirs and strings come
straight out of the backings
Nashville gave Jim Reeves. Dinah
Washington rises to the occasion
and sings fetchingly.
Telefunken U-47
microphones deliver
lustrous sound. A:1
Nippon Columbia are
reissuing the Savoy
catalogue. Hal Singes
Rent Party [
SV0258, 42m
47s] is R&B-cum-swing
from 1948 to 1956, big
names like Wynton Kelly
(piano) and George
Duvivier (bass) popping up among
the unknowns. Fun stuff from the

true vein. B:1 E
dreamy
For the reissue of the excellent Joe
tenor sax
Turner collection, originally a tworecord set — Have No Fear, Big Joe
Turner Is Here [
SV0265, 75m 49s] —
the gatefold sleeve has been shrunk
down (the informative, dense text
may present problems for maturer
eyes). As it warns on the back, ` we
cut the last five tunes because CD
cannot include over 78 minutes',
although they remain listed. Rocking
unstoppables from 1945 to 1947.
B:1
When reedsman Edmund Gregory
converted to Islam and changed his
name to Sahib Shihab in the late
1940s, he was rejecting a
hypocritical religion designed to keep
slaves in line. Jazz Sahib [
SV0141,
44m 40s] from 1957 presents two
different bands, a mellifluous version
of cool that's, paradoxically, full of
warmth. Art Taylor's drumming,
Bennie Golson's tenor and the pert,
ur-Zorn alto of Phil Woods
(incidentally proving that Shihab was
no invert racist) join the pianos of
Hank Jones and Bill Evans and the
basses of Paul Chambers and Oscar
Pettiford. Names to conjure with —
and magical, thoughtfully assembled
music. A:1

An early manifestation of the
quintessential Frisco latinrock
combo, with Carlos Santana on
guitar and Gregg Rolie on organ.
Much copied, Santana's brainwave
was to simplify the backing to a
solid plod, allowing his guitar to
provide all the dynamics. Pre-fusion
'rock jazz', it recalls the Doors, Softs
and Wishbone Ash, whilst suggesting
musical avenues still unexplored
(Sonny Sharrock played a more
harmonically advanced version in the
mid- 1980s). With neither
compositional strategies nor

SUN RA
THE FUTURISTIC SOUNDS OF
SUN RA
DENON/NIPPON COLUMBIA SV0213
(41m 50s)
Reissue of one of Sun Ra's more
legitimate releases, astudio
recording (Savoy Records, 1961) of
tinkly swingers with awarped, offworld charm. Producer Tom
Wilson, the man who signed the
Mothers Of Invention and the
Velvet Underground, also
contributes fascinating sleevenotes.
Marshall Allen (alto), John Gilmore
(tenor), Pat Patrick (baritone) play
over a rhythm section comprising
Sun Ra (piano), Ronald Boykins
(bass), Willie Jones (drums) and
Leah Ananda (congas). ` Bassism',
'Tapestry From An Asteroid' and
'Where Is Tomorrow?'. Right here,
Mister Ra. A:1
VARIOUS
THE VERY BEST OF SMOOTH
JAll GUITAR
SHANACHIE 5043

(
63m 23s)

In the States, smooth jazz is an

ensemble interaction to thicken it,
the music is strangely onedimensional. However, the limpid
linearity laid down by organ, bass
•
and congas under Santana's soaring
guitar remains unique. Surprisingly
listenable.

(41m 29s)

TKO MAGNUM MUSIC MM003

Lester
Young:

gothic. Black-mass voices intoning
'Loss Of The Church', squelchy
funk (' Uinnie), Zulu war beats,
trickling chimes, a singer who
sounds like a palimpsest of Mark
Stewart (` Batsoop'). ' Scratch In The
Record' is a fantastic conclusion,
evocative and Cage-like. Paul
Shearsmith, Rob Mills, Guy Evans
and Giles Perring have worked
together for over adecade. They
manipulate echo in ways that are
alternately hair-raisingly spooky and
swooningly beautiful. They avoid the
blue-eyed athleticism of classical
Minimalism and the facile exotics of
AppleMac Ambient. Sounds are
allowed to find their own resting
places, cobwebby and dank. Spellbinding. A:1 0

B:1

SIREN PROJECT + ECHO CITY
LOSS OF THE CHURCH
Gramophone Records GROO2CD

(
63m 30s)

Echo City is a troupe of musicians
who build gigantic percussion
instruments. Here they're working

Santana:
surprisingly

listenable
with Siren Project, who enable
people with learning disabilities to
take part in music dramas. Not
promising musical ingredients, you
might think. However, back in 1987,
with Gramophone, Echo City
released amarvellous record. Here,
recorded in the Union Chapel in
1996, the sound is reverberant and

established genre. Radio stations
define themselves by it. Compilers
Artie Traum and Jeff Heiman are
defensive, denying there's ' an ocean
of hipness between straight-ahead
jazz and smooth jazz'. At least the
prospect of gratification escapes the
bullying of ideology (whether NeoCon or Avant). Smooth jazz is so
defined aconcept this doesn't sound
like avarious-artist collection. A
bossa beat, synths slowly unfolding
modulations, virtually-acoustic guitar
plucking held notes, that's the
recipe. Even Larry Coryell is
indistinguishable (Londoner Ronnie
Jordan uses hipper rhythm-loops,
while Zachary Breux gets closest to
the genre's saving grace: the
insinuating sleaze of Johnny ' Guitar'
Watson). Ponderous key changes
suggest stage-management by
computer, airless and cybernetic.
Smooth jazz: the plastic paradise
where no-one screams. Scary stuff.
A:2 0
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amp
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.95

Golden Dragon Special
E81CC-01 Gold Pins low
E82CC-01 Gold Pins low
E83CC-01 Gold Pins low
E88CC-01 Gold Pins low

ifier Tubes

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 R

£69.95 pr

KT88R

£69.95 pr

6550WA

£67.95 pr

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Matched
Matched
Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
Golden Dragon Triodes
£12.50
£25.00 £50.00
Singles
Per Matched
Per Matched
£75.00
£150.00 £300.00
Pair
Quad
£25.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
2A3 4 Pin
£22.50 £50.00
£100.00
£25.95
£52.00 £ 104.00
2A3 Octal
£22.50 £50.00
£100.00
£65.00
£130.00 £260.00
211
£28.50 £60.00
£120.00
£57.95
£116.00 £232.00
811A
£11.50 £25.00
£50.00
£67.95
£136.00 £272.00
845
£36.50 £ 75.00
£150.00
£65.00
£130.00 £260.00
805
£75.00
£150.00 £300.00
£36.50 £75.00
£150.00
£29.95
£60.00 £ 120.00
£19.95
£40.00 £80.00
Golden Dragon T300B Range
£42.95
£86.00 £ 172.00
300B Super
£79.00
£160.00
£320.00
£64.95
£130.00 £260.00
4.300B
£84.00
£170.00
£340.00
£84.95
£170.00 £340.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00
£250.00
£500.00
£25.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/57.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HEI

Fax 01474 333762

It costs the same to get it right
as it does to get it wrong.
At the Listening Rooms, we pride ourselves on

35 years combined experience.

matching your needs with exactly the right equipment,

Two fully equipped listening rooms.

whatever your budget, and because we only stock the

Home installation service.

best, that's what you'll get.
What you'll also get is sound professional advice
and achance to relax and listen to some of the world's
finest Hi Fi equipment.

Multi-room design and installation.
2years Parts and Labour guarantee.
Home cinema surround- sound.
Export and Credit facilities.

• PROAC • LINN • QUAD • M ERIDIAN • ARCAM • AUDIOLAB • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • SME •
•AUDIO RESEARCH • KRELL. • HARMAN KARDON • THETA • COPLAND • M ARTIN LOGAN • SONUS FABER •
•PIONEER • TANNOY • STAX • W ILSON AUDIO • M ICHELL • CYRUS • M ONITOR AUDIO * YAMAHA • M ARANTZ •
• KEF • BOSE • EPOS • M ISSION • DENON • NEAT PETITE • M ICROMEGA • B&W
SPEAKERS •
•M USICAL FIDELITY XSERIES

;listening

161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59. Fax: 0171-370 0192
Monday - Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest Tube; South Kensington or Gloucester Road.
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rock/pop REVIEWS

Álgillteaum
luaus
BILLY BFtAGG & WILCO
MERMAID AVENUE
Elektra 7559-62204

(
49m 42s)

William Bloke's unlikeliest yet most commeucial album to
date. Chosen by Nora, Woody Guthrie's daughter, to
provide her father's unpublished lyrics with mus .ccl
cladding, the bard of Barking along with Jeff Tweedy and
his new wave country combo, have fashioned a release that
would have had Woody chuckling with del ght. It's true
Bragg hardly sounds part of Americana, amd Tweedy
delivers his vocals with more authenticity. But in, terms of
pure spirit, let alone an appealing line in down- homey
playing, Mermaid Avenue ( named after Woody's former
Coney Island home) has everything required, including just
one of Woody's notorious wet- dreams in Ingrid' Bergman, a
song about putting Stromboli to good use, if only as an
analogy.
Fred Della,

A:1 • •

You're expecting KK to hate this, right? Because t's fronted
by a sad, Red Wedge, up- the-workers- and- screw- thetaxpayers Leftie? Because the lyrics come courtesy of
America's premier fantasist/Socialist? Wrong. Ican listen to
the music while ignoring the sentiments, tc separpte the art
from the naive, stupid and socially/econounically destructive
politics of typically British malcontents. And, gimen the
presence of Wilco, musically this is the kind of down-home
material I'd expect of, say, the Traveling Wilburys, Sid
Griffin, Mark Knopfler or any British Folkie whp owned too
many Vanguard albums. Which means it's a delight for the
ears, if — in this case — not for the mind. So its A:1 if you
can forget about your mortgage, or A:3 if yoJ five in the

Why Iresisted listerirg to this for so long I'm really not
sure. After all Wilcc and Bragg are two of my favourite
artists and Guthrie in one of my favourite songwriters.
Maybe Iwas just sca-ed they'd screw up but they didn't.
it's wonderful. The Sunday Times eckons that 'The quality
pf the songs turns what could have been horribly worthy
into the most enjoycEle history lesson you could ask for'.
The Observer made it CD OF The Week, calling it ' strange
but compelling'. The Times' Metro section made it their Big
Album and rated it ' a-1 instant cicssic'. Need Icontinue? I

real world.

think not. Just get ou- there and buy it.

Ken Kessler

Johnny Black

THE BIKINI BEACH BAND
THE BIKINI BEACH BAND LEAVE HOME

DAILY PLANET
THE BIG SCOOP

Stim Records STIM9GD

Get Real GRPCD 004

(
advance tape)

One of those 'why bother?' efforts
which is so innocuous that you
almost forgive the band for thinking
a dim gag can sustain laughs for a
whole disc. As the name suggests,
it's a surf band, but via London,
1998. So, instead of twangy
instrumentals espousing the wonders
of the sea, hot-rods and ' chicks',
BBB have chosen to blend surf with
loungecore. Imagine if Bacharach
had joined the Shadows or Dick
Dale worked at Pye. Hence, we have
sub-Ventures covers of songs by
Nirvana, Oasis, Johnny Rivers and
the Sex Pistols, the Mission
Impossible theme as if commissioned
by Fender, ' Fever' as if it were the
Batman theme, ad nauseum. You'll
play this once, and only once.
Ken Kessler
FITT] NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

A-B:2-3
OCTOBER 1998

A:1*

(55m 2-5s)

The press release accompanying this
CD must rank high in the annals of
damning with faint praise. Daily
Planet, it says, are ' Britain's finest
contemporary bluegrass band' which
Daily Planet:
a pleasantly
virtaosic but

unmemorable
blend of
influences

is about as much of an accolade as,
say, the finest Brit-pop band in the
Appalachian Mountains. It's also
wholly inaccurate. Daily Planet bear
the same relationship to bluegrass as
Sun Ra did to trad jazz. Their
instrumentation (banjo, fiddle,
harmonica, mouth-harp) is similar,
but what they actually do is fuse
influences from jazz, contemporary
dance, ethnic, blues and elsewhere
into ablend that is as pleasantly
virtuosic as it is unmemorable. In
concert they'd be great fun, but on
CD, it's only for world-fusion
trainspotters.
Johnny Black

A:1

DWERB
TURN IfOU ON
Blanco YNegro 3984 20606-2

(
51m 26s)

Don't let the angelic choral intro
fool you. Dweeb are the snottynosed offspring of The Ramones by
113

Oxford Audio Consultants
Í.

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - yes we really finally do have a
demonstrator and boy is it outrageously good!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - at last aproduct from our favourite Italian company
that is atrue world-beater!! - afull-scale GUARNERI that we've prayed for for ages
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PIRE AMP - VERY LIMITED EDITION - BE IN
QUICK!!!
NAIM AUDIO CDX - on dem with this excellent range of British audio equipment
JADIS - THE NEW ORCHESTRA CD & AMP - £1099 EACH- these are going to be world
beaters - you owe it to yourself to audition this French duo - styling to die for as well!!
KRELL 250 CD PLAYER & 150 POWER AMPLIFIER - JUST OUT & HOT'
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS áPICTURE
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SONUS FABER MUSICA - agorgeous looking amplifier with sound to match
THETA DAVID DVD PLAYER - superb results
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
IN
JAMO CONCERT 8LOUDSPEAKERS - not to be under-rated
FREE CREDIT
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how good it is
KRELL 250P PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP- incredible value for money
-just ask for adem
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT, SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK etc
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled sound;
quite extraordinary, believe me!
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
OPERA DUETTO/PLATEA & TERZA SPEAKERS - SOLID MAHOGANY
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 845 INTEGRATED AMP - you've read the reviews; just wait
till you hear it
MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!

422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TW1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
STOP PRESS
NEW KRELL CD AND AMPLIFIER. JUST IN.

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SIGNATURE
ARCAM ALPHA 6PLUS

£995

SH

£200

SH

£295

SH

AUDIO RESEARCH D200 POWER AMPLIFIER £1295
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130SE BLACK
£3995

AUDIOLAB C PREAMPLIFIER

SH
SH

AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE

£3750

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION PRIVATE SALE
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
£1495

XD

AUDIO INNOVATIONS PI PHONO STAGE

£ 195

SH

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS ..£495

SH

B & W P6 ROSENUT
EXPOSURE CD PLAYER NEW BOXED

£595
£850

SH
NEW

EXPOSURE CD PLAYER EX DEM
£695
EXPOSURE XX1 INTEGRATED AMP REMOTE EX DEM
£795

XD
XD

EXPOSURE XXVXVIII PRE/POWER EX DEM

£ 1295

XD

HEYBROOK SEXTETS

£595

SH

2495

SH

£8495

SH

£695
£695

XD
SH

KRELL KRC2
KRELL DPS201 CD PLAYER DELTA 09 UPGRADE
MICROMEGA STAGE 6AS NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PREAMP

ORELLE XTC TRANSPORT/DAC

£995

XD

£2995

XD

£295
£495

SH
SH

TEAC TI TRANSPORT

£395

SH

THORENS PRE/POWER

£650
£250

SH
SH

PROAC RESPONSE 3.5 LIGHT OAK
REGA ELA WALNUT SPEAKERS
ROKSAN ATTESSA

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
CUSTOMER INSTALLATION
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,

MAIL-OROEFI AVAILABLE 01%1 MANY ITEMS_

Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Boston, Copland, Castle, Denon,
Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, Onlryo, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed,

Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Siltech,

YAMAHA DSPA592
TA X-FRE-E

EXPORT SERVICE

QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rotel, Sennheiser, SME, Sanas Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target, mac, Theta,
Thorens, Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hal, Videokron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Oxford

Audio

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
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Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, TEAC, Theta,
Transparent, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm
Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment

DEMO ITEMS
TO CLEAR
PLEASE
PHONE

rock/pop REVIEWS
the 11 originals could have worked
on Sweetheart of the Rodeo, it's the
lone, delicious cover song which
brings Hillman's career full-circle. In
recording Jackie De Shannon's
`When You Walk In The Room',
Hillman pays his respects to the
Searchers, who in turn Keceded
McGuinn as the langly 12-string
Rickenbacker' department.
Ken Kessle

A:1

guitar playing undeniably is, it's the
understated strength of his songs that
makes him stand out as an artist
who can take traditional forms and
breathe new life into them. His lazy
vocal delivery, too, is hard to resist,
and this solid, sincere and superb
album should be the one to propel
him from cult adoration to mass
market appeal with no concessions to
mainstream blandness.
„eh) lny Black

JUIJAN LENNON
PHOTOGRAPH SMILE
Music From Another Room MFAR44CD
(64m 34s)
way of Buddy Holly and The Beach
Boys, propelled along on lashings of
Glam rock beats laced with retrosynth embellishments. They whack
out 17 three-minute pop anthems
saturated with wit and irresistible
hooks. A trio with this exotic set of

Sean Lennon:
making
a move

quality of songwriting, arranging,
imagination and youthful energy on
display here amounts to nothing less
than the potential to sustain a
vibrant career well into the next
century. So, naturally, we'll never
hear from them again.
A•l•

MITCNELL FROM*
DOPAMINE
Atlantic 7567 83102 2

(
J
1m 40s)

Though touted as producer Froom's
first solo album, it's hardly that. Most
of the songs have been part-penned
by Froom and feature his keyboard
contributions, yet it's basically akind
of aural scrapbook, utilising the
talents of former clients such as Ron
Sexsmith, Los Lobos, Soul Coughing,
Mark Eitzel, Lisa Germano and
others, including Mrs Froom. better
known as Suzanne Vega. Singles
obviously formed no part of Froom's
reckoning — the music comes
frequently wistful, often weird but
always on the edge, indefinable, in the
case of the instrumental lope that is
Noodletown', staking aclaim to Bmovie soundtrack status. Strangely
likeable and acult item for 2018 in
all probability.
Fred Deliar

1:1 - 2

(
38m 38s)

Of all the surviving Byrds, Hillman
seems the most prolific and most
content. Although comfortably
ensconced in a C&W milieu, and
recording for the genre's most
progressive label, Hillman never
forgets his origins. His last set was a
bluegrass venture; this one favours
country rock. And although any of
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

(
49m 17)

MIKE OLDFIELD
- UBULAR BELLS 3
WEA 39842 4349 2

(
46m 40s)

It opens with athunderstorm that
abates into the whistling of the wind
before that naggingly familiar TBpatented theme sneaks in, but that's
when the fun starts as Oldfield
smartly underpins it with afunky
synth riff and starts to throw in
production tricks that set the work
effortlessly into a contemporary
landscape. The first entrance of his
shiny quicksilver guitar after three
minutes quickly gives way to an
equally brief wordless vocal theme
and also to the suspicion that if he
can maintain this level of
imagination and innovation
throughout the album, this could be
his Dark Side Of The Moon. That
wispy synthesised wind theme soon
returns and TB3 begins unfolding
into abeautifully realised set of
variations that, quite apart from
their beguiling musicality, could be
used as atest disc for your system.
This is his finest yet.
frahnry Black

A:1 -

growing up with Yoko as Yoda.
Kea Kessier

A:: 1-2

A:2

KEBe MO'
SLID" DOWN
Okeh 491 613-2

Keb' Mo':
breathes new
life into old
forms, his lazy
delivery hard
to resist

(advance tape)

After asuperb acoustic blues debut
album, Keb' seemed to lose direction
on his second release when he was
paired with abland electric band.
This time out though, the mix has
simmered long enough and he's
more than comfortable at the head
of aband that never plays a note
that isn't needed. Tasty as the man's
Lionel Rich ie:
What you
expect is what
you get
LIONEL iRICHIE
nmE

CHRIS HILLMAN
LIKE A HURRICAME
Sugar Rill SH8D-3878

Grand Royal 494 5512

Both half-brothers protest that it's a
coincidence their albums were
released on the same day. Both share
the career-stifling burden of being
John's sons. Both sound so like him
that it's simultaneously sad and scary.
But the two are worlds apart, and a
shrink would have afield-day using
lone parenthood as the lying motif.
In essence, Julian (the elder) sounds
just like he did on his first cluster of
LPs, which is no bad thing. He
makes perfectly satisfactory pop
records reminiscent of his dad in a
plaintive mood. Sean ( now,
inevitably, abrat who's bad-mouthing
his dad) produces aslightly vapid
debut sounding like John in a
comatose mood. Blame their
adolescence: Julian's still suggests
longing for an absentee father, while
Sean's exhibits what comes of

influences simply could not have
existed until now, and, in an era
where the music press hypes up
mediocrity (hello baggy, hello BritPop) then rejects it six months later,
they've never been so needed. The

Johnny Black

BEAN LEN NON
INTO 1HE SIN

A':1*

OCTOBER 1998

Mercury 558 518 2

(55m 37s)

The opening track, ` Zoomin',
suggests that — to coin an apt
phrase — ' something's goin' on'.
Certainly Marvin Gaye wouldn't
have been ashamed either of the
performance or the expressed
sentiments. 'To The Rhythm', which
features arap from Da Rhythm
Man, edges into similar territory.
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It's not the size that counts, but

AUDIO PRE-AMPLIFIER

rather what you do with it HI
Audio Scene

Virtual
Heauty
Audio Systems Ltd.

PO. Box 383. Brentwood. Essex CMI4 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224 103
email: irfo@urtualr.demon.co.uk

The Right Note

Chesterfield

Bristol

01246 204005

01225 874728

The Music Mill

Walrus Systems

Edinburgh

London

0131 555 3963

0171 724 7224

Exclusive for Scotland

high-tech for music
Booth amplifilers handmade in Switzerland

The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects. The 805 monoblocks are now priced at
akiller £6,500 + VAT.
Restore analogue listening pleasure with the TRUE
DIMENSIONAL SOUND harmonic recovery system for
only £ 59.00

The Reference All-Value Earmax MkIl Headphone
Amplifier and now Earmax Pro for low impedence
headphones: Magical!

805 NIonoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor
The Audiophile Club
PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772
e-mail: sales@audiophileclub.co.uk
www.audiophileclub.co.uk

Apertura Tanagra
Other Products
•Shinpy cables
•Claravox speakers
NEW PRODUCTS:
SOTA TURNTABLES
RECORD CLEANING
MACHINES

Earmax

rock/pop REVIEWS
Elliott Smith:

But, mainly, what you get is what
you expect, immaculately produced
chunks of schmaltz-soul, sometimes
pretty ('Touch', ' Stay'), sometimes
pretty gooey CI Hear Your Voice',
'Closest Thing To Heaven'). More
somnambulistic than sonic. Motown
was along time ago.
Fed De/lar

too pretty for

PAUL TIERNAN
VIRGO VILLE

words

Right Stuff RSR CD 002

heads will judge X0 as reminiscent of
half the bands which followed in the
wake of Badfinger and the
Raspberries, and at times it sounds
like White Album outtakes (especially
the oft-forgotten ' Long, Long' Long'),
but there's substance a'plenty, despite
the fluffiness. Too pretty for words.

This sounds like a man
enamoured of Wilco, Neill Young
and Chuck Prophet, which is no
bad thing in my book.
Tiernan's already lengthy career
has seen him achieve a measure of
success in Ireland and Europe,
mostly as an acoustic, rocrtsy
balladeer, and he has also worked
as a guitar-slinger for Dcinovan,
Sinead Lohan and Kate11 Keineg.
This latest phase in his ascent to
fame sees him re- born as an
electric romantic, delivering sturdy
guitar riffs to underpin gritty,
timeless rock tunes with intelligent
world-weary lyrics, punctuated by
his sharp and fluid solo stabs.
Overnight sensation he's not, but
sometimes the long way round is
the best.

Ken Kessler

Johnny Black

A':2

ELIJOTT SMITH
X20
Dreamworks DRD 50048

;"advance tape)

This obscure singer-cum-songwriter
lucked out when asong of his was
chosen for the soundtrack of Good
Will Hunting. And the Oscar
nomination followed, with Smith
getting to perform in front of, oh, a
couple of billion cinephiles. (The
downside was the proximity of Celine
Dion.) Given the nature of that flick,
ii's not surprising aSmith song was
used, for he makes utterly gorgeous,
cerebral yet cuddly music. OK, older

BO* C>

SOUNDTRACKS
Stiff Upper Lips [
EMI Premier 7243 4 95529 20] Dtfers c break

Ram multi- artist rock soundtracks, this send-up 'of Merclitamt Ivory
requires something lo:-ier than typical GenX fa -a: work!. by Rossini,
Vivaldi and other composers, alongside ar origina score by David
A Hughes and John Murphy.

A:1 -2 •

TADIC II

EMI Premier 7243 8

2.718 2 9], however, features Nick Cave ( below right], St Etienne

(oelow left), Warm Jets and other current acts A:1 -2, while the
btest John Sayles effort, Men With Guns Pykc 104371, siould
appease the world m_sic devotee: it's filled wit- all ma -trier of Latin
American music. A: •
From the vaults, he-Ading the summer's biggest

Dbcklauster:

two

volumes of The best dt Godzi'la [
Silva
Screen FILMCD 201 and FILMCD 202]
covering the cream

DI

the big lizard's

earlier appearances, grouped as
1954 -75 and 1S84 295.

AC:2

The label has also issued Titanic: The
Essential James Horner [ FIMXCD 197], a double CD with the City

of Prague Philharmonic offering the title score and those of
Glory, Ransom, Apollo 13 and other Horner compositions in

HDCD'd Dolby Surrownd.

A:1 -2 •

Ryko's usual flood of bard- to- find classics includes the
Zero Mostel/Ihil S Ivers stunner, A Funny Thing Happened
On the Way ro the. Fprem [ RCD10727, How To Succeed In
Business Without Realty

-tying

[
RCD10728], Irma La

Douce [
RCID10.729],. Ecui-s[
RCD10726] and Man Of La
Mancha [
RCD1D7301, gi
ll A*: 1• • depending on your

feelings about the fi rms. Ard don't forget that Castle's
Kinks reissue prograrrn -ne includes the Ray Davies
soundtrack for the 1S71 Hywel Bennett starring Percy [
Essential
ESM CD 510, addling

FIVE

rare mono tracks to what must be

the first ever film ajout a penis transplant.

A:2 U

Ken Kessler

S & RECORD REVIEW

(
42m 16s)

A:1

Q. What have the BBC,
The Royal Opera House,

The best of British

Dolby Laboratories, EMI
and Abbey Road Studios
have in common?

A. They all rely on the
supreme quality of Chord
Electronics. World beating
British amplification.

To find out why the world's
professionals choose Chord,

from the best in Britain

visit Musical Images for a
full, detailed demonstration.

€CHORD
CHORD ELECTRONICS at Musical Images

Musical Images is one of the country's premier HiFi and AV
retailers and installers. With ahuge array of awards for
service excellence, branches cove-ing the M25 and the
South-East, Musical Image offers the complete service twelve demonstration suites, adedicated installation and
interior design service and professional gaff who can advise
on every requirement.
Chord Electronics' stunning British amplification is now on
permanent demonstration a: Musical Images' award
winning Covent Garden branc'i.
Experience the Best of British at Musical Images Covent
Garden. 18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London
WC2. Tel. 0171 497 1346. ( Musical Images branches also
at Edgware, Hounslow and Beckenham.{

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Open Sundays

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
0% APR available subject to status. Ask for written details. E&OE Not valid with any other promotions or offers.

rock/pop REISSUES
years earlier, even covers
including Beatles and
Marshall Crenshaw tunes, and
the best-ever take of
'Suspicion'. Liner notes by the
estimable Colin Escott.
Brylcreem, er, rules. A:1

CHEAP TRICK
AT BUDOKAN — THE
COMPLETE CONCERT
Epic/Legacy EPC 489650 2
(2CDÇ, 82m 0?,)

1998 is the LP's 20th
anniversary of this
juggernaut of a concert
album which established
Cheap Trick at the top
of the US powerpop
tree, hence a double CD sourced trom the mastertapes,
with extra tracks and multimedia content. Thrashing guitars,
power drumming — stadium rock which actually, er, rocks
— it features a killer take of their then- Fresh hit, 'Surrender'
and, with the group unashamedly honouring its influences,
covers from the Move, nods to ELO and a wild version of
'Ain't That A Shame'. Contrary to collectors' rumours of
track omissions, this edition actually corrects errors found
on the vinyl originals. A: 1-1

CHUCK BERRY
CHUCK BERRY/MORE CHUCK
BERRY
8G0 8GOCD394

(
65m 15s)

CHUCK BERRY IN
LONDON/FRESH BERRY'S
000 8GOCD395

(
66m I3s)

Chuck's two earliest UK LPs
were tantamount to greatest
hits packages, so BG0394
contains nearly all of his
original 50s rock'n'roll
masterpieces, including
'Carol', 'Johnny B. Goode',
`Maybelline' and 23 others.
The other pair, from 1965/6,
catered to the blues boom's
demands on rediscovered
Chess veterans and features
less familiar material, but it's
no less rocking. A— B: 1
A: 1 — 2
ROGER CHAPMAN AND
THE SHORT LIST
RIFF BURGLAR
Magnum CDT8188

(
39m 56s)

Circa 1981, the gruff-voiced
ex-Family man performing old
R&B standards, but it works.
And check out his
interpretation of Cream's
'Strange Brew'. Odd stuff, but
the fans will love it.
A— B:2 —

(
78m 31s)

(39m I4s)

Another perfect set from the
Aussies, 20-bit remastered and
containing 23 of his early
Me NEWS al RECORD REVIEW

Ace CDCHD677

(63m 08s)

A brace of terrific albums from
1968/9 recorded for Ateo,
although the group was,
commercially-speaking, out of
step with the times. From the
Norman Petty Studios, this is
late- 1950s southwestern
rockers trying to be relevant a
decade on. And yet one of the
band's rare hits, ' Bottle Of
Wine', can be found here,
along with an intriguing cluster
of cover tunes. A:1 — 2 0

Bear Family BCD16251AH

DONOVAN
BG0 8GOCD375

THE FIREBALLS
BOTTLE OF WINE/
COME ON, REACT!

ROBERT GORDON
THE LOST ALBUM, PLUS..

DONOVAN
LOVE IS HOT, TRUTH IS
MOLTEN 1965-73
Raven RVCD-88

essentials, rare stereo mixes
and 24-page booklet. Donovan
was a chameleon, so the feel
ranges from Dylan wannabee
to headbanger. This is
definitely the one to buy if you
only want asingle Donovan
CD. The eponymous set on
BGO, dating from 1977,
reunited him with Mickey
Most. It deserved to do better,
its riches including
participation from a couple of
Stone the Crows and tributes
to Gram Parsons and Brian
Jones. Too bad it arrived
during the punk era.
A— B:1 *
A:1 — 2 .>

(
60m 52s)

Gordon, the first man to
merge rockabilly sound with
punk attitude, has a vault full
of unreleased stuff, most of
this batch of 21 rarities only
recently discovered. They date
from the late 1970s but sound
like the were recorded twenty

OCTORER 1195

ROBERT JOHNSON &
OTHERS
BEG, BORROW OR STEAL
Catfish KATCD107 (
3CDs, 185m 57s)
A 3CD box containing one of
Johnson's influences (Charlie
Patton, Leroy Carr, etc), one
of his own classics and athird
with songs by those he
inspired (Elmore James,
Muddy Waters, Peter Green),
this is aural proof of why
Johnson is considered the
greatest bluesman ever. Good
enough to be part of an Open
University course in 20thcentury music. (Note that the
reactivated Peter Green has
just released an album of
Johnson covers, The Robert
Johnson Songbook: Artisan
SARCD002.) H/A/B:1*
ELECTRIC LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
THE NIGHT THE LIGHTS WENT
ON ( IN LONG BEACH)
Epic 491103 2

(
40m 22s)

LIVE AT WEMBLEY ' 78
Eagle EAMCD039

(
56m I8s)

'Long Beach' is a neverreleased-in-the-UK live set
from 1974, the original LP
artwork found inside. It's the
band at an early peak, stringdriven stadium Brit-rock aimed
at Yanks and by this point
offering the majestic
'Showdown'. Four years on,
Electric Light Orchestra was
even bigger, the set including
their greatest hits: ' Telephone
Line', ' Mr Blue Sky, ` Living
Thing' and more. Rock
Darwins take note: the gigs
share only two tracks.
A:1 0 A:1-2 H
JOHNNY MATHIS
THE ULTIMATE HITS
COLLECTION

GENE PITNEY
THE HITS AND MORE
Eagle EAMCD038

(
64m 46s)

Twenty tracks including ' 24
Hours From Tulsa', ' I'm
Gonna Be Strong', ' Town
Without Pity' and, for the
historically-inclined, both the
original and ' Marc Almond'
versions of ' Something's
Gotten Hold Of My Heart'. A
terrific set of powerful, angsty
pop from amaster.
A—A*:1-1*
VARIOUS
IN HIS OWN WORDS: ART
RUPE — THE STORY OF
SPECIALTY RECORDS
Ace CDCH2 542

(
51m 26s)

Fantastic! Two CDs, 32 tracks
from legends such as Little
Richard, Larry Williams and
Sam Cooke and plenty of
commentary from the label's
founder, Art Rupe. Narrated
by Paul Jones, one of this
country's top blues scholars.
A— B— H: 1 — 1* 0
VARIOUS
25 YEARS OF RHYTHM AND
BLUES
Magnum EMBCD 3359

(
42m 46s)

Nice 16-track set containing
R&B classics issued here on
the Ember label. What a
roster! Bill Doggett, Wynonie
Harris, John Lee Hooker,
Muddy Waters, Billy Ward &
the Dominoes, Lavern Baker,
the Platters. Buy with
confidence. H— B: 1 — 1* 0
GENE VINCENT
EP COLLECTION VOL 2
See For Miles SEECD 492

(
64m 05s)

Lesser-known tracks but of the
correct vintage, 1956-62, in
case you've grown tired of
material from his burned-out
later years. Twenty-six
unashamed rockers culled from
his ultra-rare French EPs, and
worth it just to gaze at the
sleeve art. A— B:1 — 2 0
THE ZOMBIES
ODESSEY & ORACLE

Columbia/Legacy 491051 2
(58m 09s)
With atitle like this, Columbia
is just asking for it. Then
again, the liner notes address
the impossibility of covering
Mathis's five decades with
eighteen tracks. But the core
material is here, spanning
1956 to the mid 1980s,
'Misty' to ' Brazil'. As they
argued in Diner, Mathis was
the one to smooch to.. long
before Barry White and Lionel
Ritchie. A—A*: 1 *

Big Beat CDWIKD 181

(
79m 58s)

And you thought the box set
held everything. Ace's 30th
anniversary edition of this
outstanding album,
remembered for the title's odd
spelling, features both the
mono and stereo versions, as
well as three bonus alternates.
A swan song from one of the
era's most sophisticated bands.
Still astounding. A:1 *
Ken Kessler
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HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£23.00 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.00 ID
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber E /steel - mounting
£10.50
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £9.00
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, hid)
£65.00 0
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 E
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h./d)
£89.00 E
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, hid)
£99.00 E
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 O
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
£13.00 E
audio sleuthing
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 E
per 100 £19.00 ID per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 O

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 99.00 D Ready built £370.011:10
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' £47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 E per 100 £ 8.00
per 500 £180.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 0
per 100 £9.00 E per 500 £10.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 O
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 ID
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 ID
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 D
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: check your
cartridge down-force to within one-tenth of
agramme
£20.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00
EL34WXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £ 7.00
6550/KT88 £ 5.50
E ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £. 50
EL84M £7.00 E EF86 £8.00 E
GZ34 (China) £12.50 E PCC88 £. 00 E
EL509/519 £18.50 ID
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £. 00 E
pre-amp tubes OM D
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 E
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 E
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 E Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 D
RATA ` Reveer: CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet DOM ID
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.00
120

Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 D
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00 E
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.00 O
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 E
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £129.00 E X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00 E X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00 D

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 E
large(three) DOM O
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 O
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00 E
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 E
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 F
1
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 E
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00 E
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 E
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £ 72.50 E Ready built unit £ 5.00

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
el0.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk)
£20.00 O
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00 0
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 E
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 ID
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £ 0.00 per set E each £17.00 O
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 o
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 E
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 E
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 C
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 0
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk)25.00
£
E (h-bk) £ 0.00 ID

Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 D
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £ 0.00 o
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
DOM
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £.00 0
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £ 5.00 E
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 E
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 El
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 E

CATALOGUES
HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue E Book, technical CD and
software catalogue E Audiophile LP and
CD collection E

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length, original specification
sleeved £20.00 D bare £12.00 D
10m heavy gauge, super
sleeved £45.00 E bare £ 5.00 E
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 ID
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£88.00 E
Batteries and charger unit £70.01:1D
Case and chassis
£60.00 E
Assembled unit, complete
£295.00 O
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 E per two-pair £110.00 D
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00 E
Casework and chassis
£80.00 O
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00 E
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit suitable for in-line use (cg,
from dedicated spur) or with 2switched
outlets. Various voltage specifications for
international application £450.00.
230V for UK £400.00. Four-step voltage
reduction options 5%-20%, extra £80.00.
Ask for full details
Sheffield polarity checker: complete
with test CD
£99.00
Turbosound polarity checker:
professional model, receiver/generator,
XLR balanced leads
£265.00 E XLR to
RCA phono adaptor leads, extra £25.00 E

** *

THIS MONTH'S ** *
FEATURED ITEM

NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£10.00 Ill
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NOW THAT DIGITAL HAS
OUSTED analogue recording,

to
all intents and purposes, anyone
seeking to update ahi-fi system
may find it more economic to find
apre-amplifier or integrated
amplifier equipped for line- level
signals only — or take the extreme
purist approach by feeding aCD
player to apower amplifier via a
passive volume control ( such as
the Audio Synthesis). But what
about the handful of old,
cherished LPs boxed away in the
attic? Or the lure of some of those
new 180gm vinyl transfers? How
much should one spend on the
necessary phono pre-amplifier to
play those discs?
Introduced in the July
'Headroom', the NAD PP 1unit
may be lust the answer: an
inexpensive yet well designed
mains- powered phono stage ( the
power supply is remote, and plugs
into a 13amp mains socket),
which offers RIAA correction

together with adegree of subsonic
filtering, costing no more than
£40.00, inclusive of delivery.
Housed in agrey box,
135 x35 x70mm ( whd), the PP 1
op amp circuitry offers 78dB
signal to noise ratio, no more than
0.04% THD, and has ±0.5dB
RIAA accuracy. Loading is fixed
at 47 kohm, 220pf capacitance;
the two input sockets are goldplated. Input sensitivity is 2.5mV,
ie, suitable for moving- magnet
cartridges. (
Owners of low output
moving-coils will have to look upmarket.) NAD has fitted captive
output leads some 18in long, but
the PP 1has no earthing
connection for the tonearm lead,
and this should be made direct to
the pre- amp or integrated
amplifier casework.
'Quiet, punchy and detailed'
were KK's words to desribe the
performance of the PP- 1, which he
judged as ' in the running for
Bargain of the Century!

ACCESSORIES CLUB et CD SERVICE

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets ate priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 0)1234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
• MID PRICE: £8.50 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.95 each
• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See

below for this month's listings)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Britten ( Carlton! £ 10.95;
Prokofiev Symphony- Concerto
(Virgin) £ 12.75, ( Revelation) £ 10.95
Jazz — Graham Halliwell, Thelonious
Monk, Evan Parker, Howard Riley,
Various ( jazz guitar) £ 12.45;
Santana £ 8.95
Jazz roundup/reissues — Clarity CDs
£14.00; Knitting Factory £ 12.45;
Mobile Fidelity £22.00
Rock/pop — Bikini Beach Band, Chris
Hillman £ 12.45; Elliott Smith £ 9.25
Soundtracks — Ryko £ 12.45;
Essential James Homer £ 12.45
Rock reissues — Cheap Trick,
Chuck Berry, Donovan, The Fireballs,
The Zombies £ 12.45; Electric Light
Orchestra £5.45; Robert Johnson
£13.95; Various ( In His Own Words)
£14.95; Various ( 25 Years...) £ 9.25;
Gene Vincent £9.25

•s

Antol Dorati
Rafael Rubelik

Tue iauIsu
Mandarin âilltt:
Pcaurtclt Variation,

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

COServage

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number • delete as appropriate

in

Expiry Date

Issue Number

+postage and packing (see text): £
Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: + 44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Soirs : all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery : harges ( see CD Service text).
Export ;ales. EEC: all prices include VAT Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax Free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

-I
-•

Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit

Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

rrw) 2j

'Fieetientienir
Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
DAVE BERRIMAN

This regular
HFNIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations From

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS JOSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rega RB300

CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 170
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

HFNIRR's

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Huí Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

ALVIN GOLD
PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic Ill DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CDI2/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL 57, Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5a, Wilson WATT 5.1

Graaf

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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10/12 Chapel Place
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN1 1YQ
Tele hone: 01892 547003
Facsimilie: 01892 547004

A NEW PRODUCT
from the designers of RINGMAT and STATMAT

WHAT SINGLE ITEM EFFECTS THE
SOUND OF YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE?
YOUR ROOM
That ohvious. you all knou that - or do you?. Iloss many tintes have
you purchased an item of
after hearing it in a shop. taken it
home and - ' Oh dear' it doesn't sound the same. How many of you
have purchased asystem mail order on areviewers advise and found
the same thing. It doesn't sound the same at honte.
The truth is that it is very rare that any item of Hi Fi sounds the
same in adifferent environment to the shop one and buying Hi Fi on
a shop demo or indeed, a recommendation can only lead to disaster.
At Sounds Of Music we have asolution for this problem - a months
trial at honte. This system has proved to be enormously successful and
we have a huge number of very satisfied customers who have taken
advantage of this and are now very happy. Yes. we do have a few
conditions hut they have not presented a problem to any of our
customers yet and we will work with you with different items of
equipnwnt until you get the sound that is right for you and your home.
Add to this service our incredible range of some of the very hest
products as
across a wide price range and also covering.some
very high end products not as
everywhere and what more could
you uant. Couple all this to our excellent demonstration facilities
(soon to be improved even further) our expert system building and
matching advise. our free delivery and installation service and our
generous part exchange and you have got the hest of all worlds.
Call us today for the best deals and service you can get. If music
is your priority, then Sounds Of Music is the place to conte.
ARGENTO •

•MAGNUM •

AUDIO SYNTHESIS •

•MAGNUM DYNALAB •

AUDIO PHYSICS •

MICROMEGA • MYRYAD •

APOLLO • AUDION •

MARANTZ • MORDAUNT

AUDIO NOTE • AUDIO

SHORT • MAGNA PLANAR

RESEARCH • AUDIO

MICHELL • NEAT •
NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM

ALON • ACOUSTIC

ANALOGUE • OPERA •

ENERGY • ATACAMA •

OPTIMUM • ORTOFON •

ARTEMIS • BCD • BASE •

ORELLE • OSBORN •

BALANCED AUDIO

PROMENADE • PURIST

TECHNOLOGY • B&W •

AUDIO • PASS • PRO- AC •

BOW • CONVERGENT

PINK TRIANGLE • OED •

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •

QUAD • REFERENCE 3 •

CHORD • COPLAND •

RUARK • REL • ROKSAN •

CADENCE •

CABLE TALK • CHURCHILL

HNE

www.hne.co.uk.
(e-mail: info@hne.co.uk.)

•granite and beech modular equipment racks.

SPENDOR • 5ØJ5.

FABER • STANDS UNIQUE

PROAC

•TARGET • TRILOGY •

TANNOY • TOTEM • TALK
•TRANSPARENT •
TRANSFIGURATION •

ACOUSTICS • HALES •

THETA • TOWNSHEND •

HARBETH • HELIOS •

TRICHORD • THORENS •

INFINITY • JAMO •

TEAC • TRIANGLE •

J M LABS • KOETSU •

UNISON RESEARCH • VAC

BALANCED
DIO TECH

WILSON
BENESCH

L.A.T. LAVARDIN • MUSICAL
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RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 9FB GB
TEL: + 44 ( 0) 1277 200 210 FAX: + 44 ( 0) 1277 201 225

1

GRAFF • GOERTZ •

1months trial
exchange
s stem

Our full range of products will be available
from the Club stand

SEOUEFIRA • SHURE •

COLORING • GERSHMAN •

TECHNOLOGY • MIT

17th-20th September

SOUNDSTYLE • SONIC

EXPOSURE •

KRELL • KEF • KLIPSCH •

RENAISSANCE HOTEL, HEATHROW
(formerly PENTA/RAMADA)

FRONTIERS • SUNFIRE •

ELECTROCOMPANIET •

KIMBER • LUMLEY • LYRA •

THE HI-FI SHOW

SENNHIESER • SONIC LINK •

EGGLESTON WORKS •

GENESIS • GRAHAM •

Hi Fi News Accessories Club Stand at

ROLAND • SME •

AUDIO SYNTHESIS

COPULARE • DUNLAVY • DAC •

EIKOS • F M ACOUSTICS •

See us next to the

•MARTIN LOGAN •

PASS AI,EPH 3

ANTHEM • AVI • ATC •

COGAN/HALL •

a complete, modular system to help you
achieve the perfect sound from your LPs

£240 to £780 incl custom service

ANALOGUE • ALTIS

The RINGMAT
SUPPORT SYSTEM

STOP PRESS
Imoking for Ihe heq speaker
under 20k
CALLUS!!
http://www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

•VON SCHWEIKERT •
WOODSIDE • WILSON
BENESCH • WADIA •
WILSON AUDIO • XTC • XLC

•the best dedicated Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•fitted Isolation Plinths® for the best floorstanding
models
•turntable plinths
• nonpariel' 16.02 — our new reference loudspeaker
•solid granite high end racks and amplifier plinths

tel/fax +44 0 1777 708673
designed and manufactured in the UK by

INE

HNE Systems

Deliv)er/
anywhere

Showroom @ Main Street,
Hayton Retford, UK DN22 9LF
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EJ
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Dave Berriman

LI
Perer J. Comeau

Martin Gems

Ken Kessler

Paul Miller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMEKDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata. Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Roark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Ore//e CD- I00

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Ore//e CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-ILE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity AI,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/313NRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350 Revolver Pardey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! I, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063- SE, Ore/le CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 III, Technics SU A600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity El 0
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Sheame Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS I
0i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES 11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short M540i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 10700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 205E,
Wilson Grund SLAMM X1, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-1350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD635E, Ore/le CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Ore/le DA188
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£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA 180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity Ell:),
£350-£500 Ore/le SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Aucliolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV lo-AL,
Audio Research L57
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VTI 50
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JEFF ROVVLAND
DESIGN

GROUP

&nags

flucJioPrism
....a renaissance of
Craftmanship, style &
Performance
ii/J/Jef,
Line Level Preamplifier

Dual Mono Design, external power supply,
dual precision stepped attenuators,
vibration isolated circuit boards with
solid-state regulation of evely stage.

Dual Mono Power Amplifier

Genesis APM 1
The finest High End components from Genesis
Technologies and the Jeff Rowland Design Group
now available from Custom Sight and Sound.
L.atest product now demonstrating.

Switch able ulterlinear & triode operation,
on board bias control metre, custom wound
transformers, vibration isolated circuit
boards and transformers, designed to drive
any load.

Rowland Concentra integrated amplifier.
Genesis APM 1semi active loudspeaker.

For further details contact

Genesis 300 semi- active loudspeaker,
replaces the legendary Genesis 5.
Genesis Digital Lens latest version.
For further details on these or other Rowland
and Genesis products, contact.

e

Custom Sight
Sound,
Epping, Essex. cmie eDHJ.
Phone 01.9g2 574343

Music
Connoisseurs
The Company that brings you Hi- End Audio at
real world prices

Tel: 0151 343 0007 Fax: 0151 343 0008

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 151
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor 5P7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD-5505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Nairn Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-1500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 80005, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa IX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers L53/5A plus
AB1 subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD67SE,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500- £ 1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

£1000-2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD16
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500- £ 1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000- 12000 Copland CTA401, Audio Research VT60
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/W813.5, Krell KAV300i, Marantz
Project Tl, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS I, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Ratel
RDCD970BX

£500- £ 1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000- £2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK610, Ratel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Ratel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

pictured: ICEF Coda 7speakers, Marantz CD63 Mkll
KI Signature (below left) and Arcam Alpha 7Amplifier
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Hi Fi Choice " The ECI-1
is one of the more
important integrated
amplifiers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom

JMlab

Hi Fi Choice

by FOCAL

cheapest amp is the

"Electrocompaniet's
one to beat." Alvin Gold

Hi Fi News and Recoid

The long awaited

Review " AW100DMB

UTOPIA

combined with the

now available on

EC- 4 preamplifier is
recommended for
amplifier combinations

demonstration

over £ 2000"Alvin Gold

Puce, Imo, £ 500 ECP Iphono may.. through
ECI 2 ....mated at £995 to the AW 250 OMB
et C3905

Sound Image UK Ltd

Sound Image UK Ltd

52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR

52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR

Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869
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MATERIAL I
NEW PRODUCTION LINE = REDUCED PRICES
DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS UTILE AS £4 EACH
ASK FOR BROCHURE & NEW " SPECIAL OFFERS"
PRICE LIST

cl7ludio

PM7117eo

THE ONLY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS

g

SPECTRA DYNAMICS,

UNIT Al, FFORDD DERWEN INO EST, RHYL 11,18 2YR

TEL: 01745 360070 - FAX: 01745 360086
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email: smason@enterprise.net

I

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0611
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 0550
E-MAIL: back-issues@Ihm.co.uk

.113A1Z issues
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1996; simply
cut out or photocopy the coupon, or write
to:- Back Issues Dept, HiFi News&
Record Review, Link House
Magazines Ltd, PO Box 106, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal order/
international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 0550.

HFFl MIL
NF

Sept ' 97 Sony 'EP9
digital pre, Frankfurt,
SF (pi _) nports, Dane
Berrienae's DIY speaker

Oct '97 Ber, Duncan 's
audiophile op-amp, R4
changes, Gelation I2i,
Freddie Mereery profile

Nov 97 HFNIRR
awards, Decca engineer

Dec ' 97 Hi-Fi Show
report pr I, Classic HiFi

Jantes Lock interviewed,
Rotel's budeet bre-lootrer

supplement ,Vo 4, Butch
Morris's 'Cominetio

Jan '98 [WOO separates
systems, Philips recorder,
Durwarr's Pure Power,
‘Brt.n Teriel Yoko on CD

Feb '
98 [1200 CD
players, the 6kHz dCS
DAC, Frederic Chin
interview; ah' about TITS

Mar '
98 ATC A7, Arcam
Alpha 8SE player, Infinity
Composition speakers, DIY
turntable supply by Duncan

Apr

June '98 Musical Fidelity
X-Al, Tonne home theatre,
hi-fl on the web, Barn Fox
on recordable disc formats

July ' 98 Panasonic DVD,
Class A Sugden, John
Crabbe's DIY tone control,
Bien and Pahud interviews

Aug '98 Super Audro
CD vs '24196', Pioneer
DVD combi, Transparent
cables, Frankfurt show

PHOTOCOPY MINCE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

May '98 a look ahead to
Super Audio CD, Sunfire
amp. Proneer CD-R, Julian
Lloyd Webber interviewed
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If there's something

innovator and master

truly special about a

of his craft. Attention

loudspeaker - the

was drawn

to his

chances are you'll

instruments by Nicolo

find it at Ig West One.

Paganini whose own
"Red Cannon" can be
seen in the town hall

The beautiful

at Genoa.

Sonus Faber Guaneri
is aperfect example.

Now, this beautiful
On first hearing this

loudspeaker by Sonus

remarkable speaker,

Faber enables us to

we were tempted to

Guarneri by Guarneri

one of these precious

from this old vinyl

distinguish all such

'rediscover' some of
our favourite or

was atemptation we

instruments on pieces

disc that is chilling to

by Godard, Sternhold,
Massenet, Korngold

experience.

qualities in every type
of music.

special recordings

simply couldn't resist,
and a1973 recording

and others, recreates

Joseph Guarneri del

Hear it for yourself, at

For the sheer fun of it,

(Decca PFS 4265) by
Josef Sakonov playing

an ethereal delicacy

Gesu was both an

Ig West One.

If it's this special, you know
it will be at KJ West One
A representative selection from the wide range of superior loudspeakers currently on demonstration at

ig West

One

MERIDIAN
DSP 6000

A.R.S ACOUSTICA
SYSTEM MAX

WILSON BENESCH
ACT 1 & THE BISHOP

MARTIN LOGAN
REQUEST

PROAC
RESPONSE 5

The integrity of digital sound
technology is demonstrably
evident when auditioning a
Meridian system. Indisputably
the leaders in digital hi-fi,
Meridian's consumate top end
loudspeaker, the DSP 6000 can
'explode' with drama on rock
tracks, while also providing the
smoothest and most relaxing
renditions of less fiery works.

Entire in-house' component
manufacturing, including the
formulation of exclusive
materials, ensures that these
outstanding Canadian speakers
offer an incredibly realistic
performance. Already they have
won high praise in some of the
world's most critical audiophile
markets, and are now available
for audition at KJ West One.

Aworld class British company
with aconvincing intellectual
and technological approach to
design and production. Their
multi-award winning ACT 1
loudspeakers are now joined by
the awesome ' Bishop' - the
company's top model (World
launch at 1(1) which has already
shot to No.! position amongst
discerning reviewers in Europe.

Our personal enthusiasm for
electrostatic loudspeakers has
been with us for many years,
and this exciting new model
from Martin Logan has
suddenly re-stimulated our
critical faculties. Quite literally,
its transparency is arevelation,
on favourite jazz and blues
discs, we've never been so
involved with the musicians!

When arange of speakers with
such wide price differentials
has universal appeal, you know
their new 'flagship' is going to
be something special - and it is!
The new Response 5offers the
sonic precision and dynamics
of its smaller siblings, adding a
realism and presence that is
utterly convincing with large or
small scale performances.

el WEST ONE
KJ West One

26 New Cavendish Street

London W1M 7HA

Tel: 0171 486 8262/3

Fax: 0171 487 3452
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specialist guide
GREATER LONDON

CHESHIRE

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG WS
IT 0181-567 8703

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

AUDIOLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery 8.
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

Warrington, WA1 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773
EIRE

Hearing is Believing

A

studio

rciant

Bit V/
Audêolab
Castle
Merle:Han

CLONFY

clas‘v

le III
III

_

Rota

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAN AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROW
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Flarant
Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 0I ) 2889449/2888477

Sony
Nairn

Open: Toes- Sat I
0am to 6pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

BADA BONDED DEALER

GREATER MANCHESTER

OkPH<V5 AVD10

'
SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- FI
•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

lteemume,

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

• Audio Analogue
•Audiomeca • Audio Synthesis • Ara Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
•Caboose • Conrad.lohnson • Dot • DPA • E.A.R. • Electrocompaniet • Forsell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Graaf • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigi • Magnum • Memos • Musical fidelity • 00A • Orad,
•Orelle • Ortofon • Papwortis • Pass Labs • Purist • Project • Pentachord
•Pink Triangle • 0E0 • Sequence • Sloe • Tear • Triangle • ¡richard Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamamura Churchill • ABA and others

':. 9 V

t.

ests

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
AUDIO

COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

OLDHAM
0161 633 2602

I

total

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Akhemy

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
TM. • Mission • Copland •

RI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4fri
TI- 1 ( WI 624 snes
FAX 1/1"1624 , 11 -1

AUDIO

14

COUNSEL

fen'LI. ors, '
re,Itillalom • Part excloang. la,
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Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A fresh

of specialist
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

approach to the World

Krell, Thero, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Research, Meridian, Audion, Hi 0,
CR DeveloprtmK, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan, 5onus Faber, lomo, Epos, Ruark, d.p.a,
Myryod, Akhemist, Creek, Michell, SMB, OT Products, NITA, REL, Rotel, Denon,
Celeshon, Rose, Micromego, Ortofon umuds more.
CHANTRY AUDIO SUMMER SALE
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ir INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
,
FROM BATTERSEA

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fourth phenomenal

year
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Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16- I8A Eldon Street, TuxFord, Nr. Newark, Notts NG2 2 OLH
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Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101 7771 870437

audio think...

Auditorium

Nottingham's newest and largest
frill

SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 0181 686 2599

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

EXT 318

& home

theatre store.

•Three demonstration moms
•Home trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS

0171-924 2040
132

lEs Dernl .£950
Dean) . . £300

DPA Renossance CD player

ON 222 Wes Blk. only
Cyrus DAD 7CD player
Meridian 566 DAC 20 Bit
SysternDec Trans Deck 8 3009

00
M

Now

( Ea Dean) £2,397 £ 1,795
( New boxed/ £ 1,500 £ 1,200
( Ex Deng
£950 £695

Micrornega Stage 6CD player
DPA Line Bir 3DAC
DPA Enlightenment DAC
Meridian 501 pre Amp
Alchemist maxim ,or Amp
Mordaunt slain MS25i rose/vny
OW I22 spks lit cherry vinyl

re%

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

New

Theta Doter Basic 2CD trans
Celestion 62 Spas 1/1cFmrry
Mirroring° Tempo 2inc Arnp

LONDON

Hi Fi

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION
OCTOBER 1998

Castle Sound & Vision
50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NG1 6GF

48-

Tel .01159584404

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

specialist guide
DEVON & CORNWALL

?Sounds
Per ection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio

NORTHERN IRELAND

NORTH LONDON

studio

8
,PE
•
,

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olutsen Centre

ARCAM. ATACAMA, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN. BAO, BOSE. CHORD CO., DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY.
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
QED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER. SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO. TEAC, TDL, TLD ETC

Anctfog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)

TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell. Nottingham Analogue, Roksan. Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEAFIMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME. Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan. Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue.
Musical Fidelity. LED. Roksan. Meracus, YBA, Copeland. Krell. BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf.
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee. OLN. Triangle, Jamo.
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch. Sonus Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire (Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES • Insert Audio, Ratline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks.
PartingtOn Base. Understands.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE.
DUNGANNON 6170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http:/h/ww.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

849 High Road, London N12
I
el 0181 -3-.1≥ 121)7
SALE NOW ON

****C1 RUS CENTRE***
Arcam. Arcaudis, A.T.C.. Audiolab, B&W. Castle.
Denon, Dynaudio, Heybrook, Kef. Marantz,
Mission. Musical Fidelity. Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Pioneer. Proac. Rel, Rotel. Ruark, John Sheame.
Stax, Teac. Yamaha

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROHL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

KENT

',toe lost 01 lull range. ot speakers and
electronic s lor all major manutai Wren,.
Please phone for detail+

le\

UNILET

Sound & Vision

ec iiimallution; Credit facilities: Service Dept

I

stockists or: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYO • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAN1 \ HA & MORE

0V-Cl/N\I-
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*Three demonstration rooms
*All leading brands
*Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
*9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

SURREY

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30
hnecn,„ Kivid. ilk:n:1.
.1101 -132 .; 5501i I
MIDDLESEX

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

UNILET SOUND & VISION

24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

1-Ltre, z,,..yiivetray..5,t..!(à;ez

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pin/Sat 10am - 6pm

Once is not enough
We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the quick,one time
bale.Rather,we want you as a long
term repeat customer.5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000

(

\
UNILET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

NORFOLK

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

School Road, Brecon Ash
nil

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"

Near Norwich, Norfolk

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Tel: (01508) 570829

to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nairn, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,

Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
1.11-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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•TV & Video

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
rig-im
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336
'
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604

V.ZU:,, ,ff:"

Excellent Listening Facilities

SOUTH EAST LONDON

Front End Problems?

The Old School

•HiFi
•Home Cinema

UNILET SOUND & VISION

Tel IFax 0181 707 4849

mobile 0973 471 426
email ; aucliovenue@vosenet.co.uk

Choose from
the finest

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

ciesedmeedeys.FreeFerkieg

SUFFOLK

"'Hilt- ton
lossuote..uà
eree4x ,
e
,
signals
«Me*
hi-fl

for grown-ups

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

specialist guide
YORKSHIRE

Music Mill

YORKSHIRE

"¡cede gl
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Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage. Chord Company, Classe,
Cable Talk. EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad. D.P.A.,
Orelle, Trichord. Sonic Link. Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listcnin, to.

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the Wades finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (evening calls
welcome). Genemus part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and manu more.

Demonstration Facilities, Home Demonstrations &Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

WEST SUSSEX

eb (isstiogjot)

primarleyliBina
ACOUSUC

CelE

Systems matched to specific requirement

'14e poWwficee

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

Nationwide delivery and installation
Sympathetically designed audio furniture

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Friendly professional advice and after-sales support

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega. Audlonote. Audiolao. Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

Upper North Street,

66

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

..•51
4 4,4zeee.
/
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0131-555 3963
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TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686 2599
EXT 318
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YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

STUDIOS

OF QUALITY HI- Fl ON

Audiolab.
Pro-Ac. Ruark. Castle. TEAC. Unison Research. MA. Impulse
Horns, Monitor Audio, Hartett, Alchemist Michell Turntables, Nottingham Analogue
Studios, Bluepnnt, Audio Analogue Exposure. Living Voice, Densen, Celestion (Aseries
only). Opera. Etalon. Audio Pile. Trichard Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema.
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordon Stands Unique. Ste Electrostatics. ()triton. Ringmat
Developments, Audio Technica, Goldring. Listening room, Demonstrations. Home Trial,
Free PH•mry and Installate 2 Years GUY3nte
Access

THE EAST COAST'

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER, DN5 8SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

ZEN AUDIO

TEL: 01482 587397

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

Brighton

Telephone 01273 775978

Would you like to hear more)

WEST MIDLANDS
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for the midlands
3Hi - Fi Studios

01922 493499

Departrnent
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HI-FI

Home Trials • Home Cinema Theatre
Mail order available
APR 20"
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In House Service

Interest Free Credit available
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS rÉ/
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT CIN SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request
Lcensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

134

363 HAGLEY ROAD.

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121.742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL .0121 354 2311. FAX' 0121 354 1933

OCTOBER 5998
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Air Tight ATM- 1 valve power amp (one of '<Ks
fave brads, ATM-2 and ATM- 3 both rates
Stereophile Class A) £900; Yamaha CT- 1010
analogue tuner - powerful bass £50 tel: 0181 672
4319 (HI305)
Air Tight ATM- 1 valve power amp (one of KK's
fave brands, ATM-2 and ATM- 3 both rated
Stereophile Class A) £900; Yamaha CT- 1010
analogue tuner - powerful bass £ 50 tel: 0181 672
4319 (H1305)
Apogee Mini grands £2,700; Krell KSP7B and
KSA200 £3,100 tel: 07771 804532 (mobile)
(H1407)
Audio Lab pre amp 800C £ 350; Pair HiFi News
McDonald Trans Line speakers £200ono tel: 01255
432677 (Clacton-on-Sea) (H1422)
Audio Note Ankoru valve mono blocks 44kg each,
world class statement product has 4x845 and 2x300B
valves, can run any speaker ( 14,500) offered at
£7,995 tel: 01279 452222 or 0378 181326
(H1486)
Audio Physic Virgo speakers in walnut, absolutely
superb, cost new £3,800 offered £2,650 tel: 01279
452222 or 0378 181326 (H1487)
Audio Research Bargains, SP14 pre- amp £ 1,000
(£3,400); Pair immaculate D240 MIGI stereo amps
£2,000 (£6,800); Will separate, all mint boxed, 9x
metres; Audio Research Litzlink Interconnect £500;
Audionote KO-ON passive pre-amp £400 (£ 1,500)
offers tel: 01604 720122 (H1360)
Audio Research CL120 poweramps £ 3,000;
Martin Logan CLS11 speakers £2,000; Croft Mega
2 box preamp £900; Monitor Audio MA 1800/gold
speakers £750;T.O.L studio 4 transmission speakers,
£700; Yamaha DSP-A2070 amp £ 550 tel: 01527
549274 (H1377)
Audio Research LS3 pre amp, mint, £750 cost
£1,900, surplus to requirements tel: 0181 743 3303
evenings (H1332)
Audio Research SP14 black £ 1,150; Micromega
solo CD player (thick perspex lid) (£ 1,500) £525;
Meridian 207 CD/preamp, 203 DAC, 209 remote,
£425; Acoustat full range electrostatic speakers
(£2,000) £425 tel: 01604 584630 (H1505)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8M remote controlled
multiple input passive preamp £950ono; Concordant
Exquisite valve preamp with phono £750ono; Art
Audio Tempo Monoblocks £ 1,150ono tel: 01235
850393 eves and weekends (H1456)
Audiolab 8000CDM transport mint boxed £990;
Audiolab 8000DAC boxed £450; Rotel RHC 10
passive preamp boxed £450; A&R C200 preamp
£90 tel: 01179 466123 (Bristol) (H1394)
Audiostatic
ES100
full
range
electrostatic
loudspeakers, stylish transparent membranes,
unbelievable bass for size £ 1,495ono tel: 0113 289
3652 (H1457)
B&W CDM7 rosewood veneer speakers, cost
£1,000 accept £ 550; Myriad MC100 CD player
cost £700 accept £450; Talk eelctronics Hurricane
2L pre amp plus Tornado 2 power amp cost £ 1,250
accept £700 all mint and boxed tel: Paul, 01373
466189 (H1503)
Bang Olufsen Centre 9300 plus Pentalab III plus
Link 1000 remote purchased '94, hardly used, cost
£3,875 sell for £2,700 tel: 0161 445 1513 (1-11472)
Beard P100 monoblock valve power amplifiers - pair,
new KT88 valve's, internally upgraded and serviced
by Bill Beard, absolutely magnificent, £ 1,700ovno;
Audio Synthesis Passion, 8 inputs, homemade, plain
looking but stunning sound hence £325 tel: 0181
578 7714 (H1336)
Bose Classic 901 direct reflecting speakers in solid
oiced walnut, superb bass, big spacious sound, high
sensitivity, brand new condition, choice of stands,
bargain £900 tel: 0116 295 6291 anytime (H1461)
Castle Howard Speakers, antique oak, excellent
£455; Nakamichi DR2 cassette deck, mint, boxed,
£415 tel: 01568 620104 (Herefordshire) (H1435)
Cello Etude pre-amp passive four inputs, boxed,
perfect condition, simply the best £600ono tel: 01509
215230 (Leicestershire) (HI491)
Collectors Item Nakamichi 1000ZXL computing
auto Azimuth cassette deck, wired, remote, owners
handbook, black facia polished wood, surround mike
mixing £ 1,500 - no offers tel: 01923 442210
(Watford) (H1476)
Conrad Johnson PV1OAL line preamp, 12 months
old, as new £ 600 tel: 01454 250193 after 6pm
(H1469)
Conrad Johnson, PF-11., twin pre-outs, cost £ 1,600,
£850ono; Chord SPM1200 power amp, 250 watts
channel, balanced, unbalanced inputs, cost £3,300,
£1,550ono tel: 01634 365153 (Kent) (H1404)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Copland CDA288 HCDC, upgraded (cost £280),
boxed perfect condition sensible offers, tel: 952
271431 Malaga, Spain (H1477)
Covnergent Audio Technology SL! MK1
upgraded and retubed MK111 Specs by Cat £3,500;
Also Plinius MA102 100 watt class A monoblocs
and Theta Data II and Probasic II balanced and
ATKT tel: 322 776 0361 (Brussels) (H1430)
Cyrus DAD3 CD player, never been used, still
under guarantee, boxed £ 500 tel: Phil, 0166 284
9634 (H1495)
DR Thomas Studio 1 power amp, offers; Revox
B226 CD player £ 550; Revox B750 MKII amp
£300; Lowther Acoustas PM6A new, surrounds
£275; Quad ESL57s £295; Pioneer F90 tuner £95;
Pioneer FtT909 reel to reel tape recorder, offers tel:
01244 541014 (H1333)
EAR 859 integrated valve amplifier £999; Klipsch
La Scala ( 3-way horn speakers, wood finish, 105dB
efficient), £P0A; DPA Renaissance CD player plus
DPA 'The Power' mains conditioner, £695 tel: 01223
350931 (H1397)
Electro Companiet ECI-2 class A integrated amp
£650 (£995) mint, any trial; Audio Note DACI
£375 (£675) mint, ipen creamy sound, Audioquest
Video 2 digital interconnect £40 of £400 for both
tel; 01308 868044 (H1446)
Equinox line Level pre-amp open natural sound,
a real touch of quality, owner going higher still!
originally £2,000 bargain at £650 tel: 01455 447804
(Leicestershire) (H1299)
Equinox Line level pre-amp, open natural sound,
a real touch of quality, owner going higher still!
originally £2,000, bargain at £650 tel: 01455 610434
(Leicestershire) (H1466)
For Sale: Quad 66 pre-amp and remote, manual
and boxed, 20 months old, vgc, £420 tel: 01903
247779 (Sussex) (H1498)
Gamma Era preamp £200; Gamma Space power
amp £800; Gamma Epoch speakers £500; Meridian
203 DAC £ 150; Burmester 838 phono stage £250;
Counterpoint SA7 preamp, upgraded GT Audio
£400; Counterpoint SA6 MC valve stepup £ 200
tel: 0181 672 4319 (H1468)
Golden Tube Audio SEP-1single ended triode valve
preamplifier, six inputs, headphone facility, very
versatile, excellent sound, cost £900 sell for £ 550,
boxed, manuals tel: Andy, 01452 612640 (
H1489)
Golchnund Mirnisis 3 power amp, the solid state
amp with valve sound £ 1,450; also various pairs of
Wharfedale speaker chassis, write to: Box No. 0794,
Hi-Fi Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
(H1443)
Harman ICardon HK/I400 amp Rotel 965 BXCD
Mordaunt Short MS25i speakers £400 WANTED
Denon Mini/micro system Sennheiser IR or Ovation
tel: 0121 246 0486 (Birmingham) ( H1454)
IMF Professional Monitor MK4 speakers, '
Stateof-the-Art' when new, Floorstanders (footrprint 20"
wide x 18" deep), teak finish, minimum 100w/c to
drive, £ 595ono tel: 01923 675069 (Watford)
(H1416)
KEF 107 black ash, good condition £895 no offers
tel: 0121 472 8746 (Birmingham) (H1478)
ICEF Reference Model Four - Classic Rosewood
£2,690; Meridian 565 DTS 7.1 and 519 RF
Demodulator £2,490; Meridian 500 transport and
566 20Bit DAC £ 1,490; Meridian 557 Power amp
£990; Pioneer CLD-909 £700; Pioneer SDM 1407
+ Cabinet £2,990 all have boxes, manuals etc. no
canvassers tel: 0973 899651 mobile, 01622 844556
home (H1482)
Krell FPB300 power amp £6,500; Krell KPS20i CD
player £6,500; Audio Research LS2 preamp £3,000,
all mint, guaranteed, serious enquiries only tel: 0181
365 3367 or 0181 324 2401 (work) (H1462)
Krell ICAV300i £1,650; KPS 20iL £4,000; KRC
HR £ 3,000; SD Acoustics SDIE speakers £950;
Genuine enquiries only tel: 01189 611918 after 7pm
(H1439)
Krell KBL line pre amplifier, mint condition,
original boxes and manuals, £ 1,500 tel: 01204
392112 (H1508)
Krell KSA80B, class A, balanced or single ended
input, superb sound quality, dark grey and black,
boxed with manual mint condition £ 1,495 tel: 01273
775302 (H1514)
Krell MDA300 monoblocks £3,250; Audio Research
LS5 preamp £ 1,650; Mark Levinson 265 preamp
£2,950; Martin Logan Sequel II speaker £ 1,350 tel:
0958 746962 (London) (H1496)
Leak 2200 amplifier 2300 tuner 2001 record deck,
2060 speakers all as complete system for £200 tel:
0181 660 1148 (Surrey) (H1433)

Leak TL/12 plus amplifiers, one pair, recently
renovated £ 350; tel: Gavin 0115 914 2695
(Nottingham) (H1504)
Lingo LP12 ARO Lyra Parnassus DCT. new
£2,850; Mana Ref with s/stage and Unto available
with mini mana £500; Naim CDS fully serviced,
immaculate £2,750; Linn K600 cable, 18m pair
£200; Wilson Watt puppy 5.1 (new £ 12900) tel:
0171 801 0905 or 0385 575643 (H1414)
Linn Axis turntable; Basik arm with K9 ( 575);
LK1/Dirak pre amp (780); plus LK280 power amp
(900); Tripod black stacking unit ( 300) all boxed
with leads £850 tel: 01422 253600 (H1510)
Linn ICairn Pro SPS latest slimline power supply
£1,000; Yamaha DSP-A2070 surround sound
processor-amp £450; Cannon V100 speakers £ 100;
Inifinity (Infinitesimal) speakers and matching subwoofer £350, all mint, boxed, instructions, little used,
tel: Eric, 01785 215455 eves (H1390)
Linn Kan II bi-wires £ 350ono including stands,
plus cable, black tel: Richard, 01962 864900(Work)
01962 856972 (home) (Hampshire) (H1481)
Linn LP12 complete with Ecos, Lingo and low
mileage Troika £ 1,100; Naim NAC72 with moving
coil and CD boards £ 375 all excellent condition
and owned from new, tel: 01736 757721 (H1509)
Linn Sondek black ash Ittock Garrot Brothers P66
£480; Croft Micro II £ 120; Meridian 101/103 pre
power amplifier £ 140; Denon AM./FM tuner £ 50
tel: daytime, 01223 216253 after 5pm, 01638
741105 (H1471)
MacIntosh MC275 poweramp/C22 pre-amp
combination, mint, boxed, unused, limited edition,
numbered, rare collectors item, sensible offers
considered, tel: Paul, 01423 862117 daytime
(H1406)
Mana 4-Tier Custom amp stand with Snd'Stage
for large power amps £700; Mana Mini table and
flat top £200; Audiolab 8000CDM Transport £500
tel: Kevin, 01953 600142 eves (Norfolk) or write to
Box No. 0793, HiFi News Classifieds, Link House
Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey, CR9 2TA (H1427)
Marantz CD1Z transport and DAC, still one of the
finest at any price, superb condition £ 1,450; Arcam
Alpha 6 CD £225; Leak Troughline with Studio 12
decoder £90 tel: 01780 764149 (H1465)
Marantz CD63SE £120; Audioquest Indigo +
cable, 2 metre stereo lengths unterminated with Ben
Duncan " Pure Henry" inductors inserted £70;
Nordost blue heaven interconnects £80 tel: 01293
786453 (Near Gatwick) (H1459)
Mark Levinson No 31 Reference CD transport,
mint condition, boxed with tool kit and user manual.
Reference sound quality as you would expect £ 3,995
(£8,750); Apogee Calliper Signature Loudspeakers,
superb sound quality and imaging, mint, boxed,
£1,295 (£4,000); Metaxas Charismaaraklis pre and
power amp, lkW transformer, 50W channel, very
transparent 3D sound £995 pair (£3,600) tel: 01473
281957 (H1373)
Meridian 500 566 Naim MAC102 hi-cap NPASC
NAP250 Linn Kudos tuner STAX Lambda basic
KEf 103/4 Mana back £5,000 may split, tel: 01392
255144 daytime (H1493)
Meridian 555 551 amps, 508 CD (upgraded)
Shahinian Super ELF speakers Foundation classic
stands, all chord solid flatline cables, valved £2,500
only £ 1,750 including Meridian remote tel: 01222
373967 (H1442)
Meridian 562V with MM phono £ 525; 563 Dac
(20 bit upgarde to 566) £525; 506 MK2 CD £495;
518 Audio processor £ 575; MSR £40; boxed,
immaculate tel:
01380
859526
or email:
neil@kjaerlig.force9.co.uk (H1455)
Meridian 601 digital pre Meridian 602 Transport
2x Chameleon power amps ( 1200W) ATC SCM20
(walnut) Meridian CD-R Sony STJ-75 tuner Kudos
stands, Silted.
'and VDH cabling tel: 01895 810827
(H1352)
Mission Cyrus 2 amp £ 190; Spendor Prelude
speakers on Target stands, £ 135 tel: 01732 457712
(Sevenoaks) (H1420)
Mitchell Gyrodeck/Fidelity research FR64X arm
£700; Revox G36 valve 2trk rebuilt £600; Revox
A77 hi-speed 2 track suitcase rebuilt £ 550; Six
t/tables, Thorens dual rega etc. offers tel: 01727
831212/845454 (H1499)
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 speakers, 9
months old, £ 1,295; Meridian 263 DAC £ 145;
Pioneer CT93 cassette deck, mint £ 245; Yamaha
DSPE-200 AV Processor £ 75 tel: 01869 278249
(H1388)
Musical Fidelity A1000, pure class A, one of the
finest integrated amplifiers, £915 (£ 1,500); Two years
old, little used and absolutely mint condition, tel: day,
01273 464449, eves 01273 441151 (H1437)
135

guide
Musical Fidelity preamp plus 2x bridged typhoon
power amplifiers, 150w mint, boxed, manuals, cost
£999, sell £395; Heybrook Solo speakers, rosewood,
mint, boxed, cost £200, sell £ 120 tel: 01933 776616
(Northants) (H1392)
Nairn 72/140 mc/cd boards £800; Naim 62/140
£495; Linn keilidh's walnut £375; Denon DCD1520
cd £ 195; Arcam Black Box 11 dac £ 150; Musical
Fidelity T1 tuner £ 150, all boxed, tel: 01833 630779
Co. Durham (H1497)
Naim SBL £900; Naim 250 £600; Naim Hicap
£400; Marantz CD 94 £250; Marantz DAC 94
£200, all items excellent condition, boxed tel: 01600
772020 daytime, 01981 540774 eves (H1464)
Naim SBL's late ST, black £ 1,100; HiCap new
£500; 102 preamp and NAPSC £880; NAP 250,
oldstyle £780; 32.5 preamp, Karma Boards £200;
NAP 140 (oldstyle) £280; Monitor Audio Studio
50SE, new, boxed £2,500; Arcam 170.3 BB50 CD
£550 tel: Bob, 01789 415368 (H1484)
Nakarnichi DR3 cassette recorder/Linn Phono loads
(£550) £375ono; Linn Basik/aICITO/KS, £250; both
boxed and in excellent condition, upgrading forces
sale tel: 0181 574 0487 eves (H1375)
Nakamichi Tape decks for sale, RX-505E
£350ono, offers invited for CR7E c£1,000; both
as new condition tel: Ken Gaston, day 0181 937
6182 eves 01582 729788 after 8pm (H1506)
Nottingham Analogue hyperspace turntable in black
with SME IV arm and Sumiko blue point cart, TT
£1,095 (£ 1,500) arm £725 (£ 1,150) the lot £ 1,650
tel: 01279 452222 or 0378 181326 (H1488)
Pair Rugged Sony F115 mono outdoor mikes, little
used, very good condition, Canon plugs also Canon
Connector extension leads tel: 0378 489195
(Dartford) (H1467)
Pass Aleph 3 power amp 3 months old, cost
£2,000 will accept £ 1,850ono; Sheng Ya active pre
amp suits above perfectly £350ono baby forces sale!
tel: 0181 473 5226 (H1511)
Pioneer CLD-1450 laserdisc player plus fifty
assorted discs, all excellent condition £375 tel: 01626
872501 (H1473)
Pioneer Elite DVL-90 DVD/LDICD player, as
new, only 3 months old, (List £ 1,450) £950; Pioneer
CLD 2950 with AC- 3 digital audio output/tray
illumination £ 275; LDs most AC- 3 cg Broken
Arrow, Heat, Patton, Toy Story and Star Wars Trilogy
-boxed set tel: 01945 463077 (H1513)
Pioneer Reference PD93 compact disc, A91D 120
watt amplifier, mint, boxed, manuals, cost £2,300,
sell £795; Onix 0A30 40 watt amplifier with MM
phono input, mint, boxed, manual £239 tel: 01933
776616 (Northants) (H1391)
Prose Speakers model 3.5 in rosewood, probably
the finest in original packing, immaculate, very little
use, sale £ 3,350ono tel: 01276 858481 (Surrey)
(H1470)
Quad 33 pre-amp; Quad FM3 stereo tuner,
together in Teak case, Quad 405 power amplifier,
Thorens TD150 turntable with SME2000 arm,
acrylic lid, KEF 104 speakers, offers? ( Reading)
write to: PO Box 0792, HiFi News Classifieds, Link
House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H1417)
Quad 77-10L, £399; Meridian 500 £850; 566 £650
(20 Bi); Audio Technica ATH9000 electret phones
£160; Linn Keilidhs, plinth £495; Mission Isopeat
£15; Linn LK400 5 metres, £65 tel: 01793 526796
(H1483)

Russ Andrews Integrated amplifier, reference grade
components ( Kimber KapsNishay Resistors) turbo
upgarde, Kimber silver wried £ 1,800; Hynes MC
valve step up unit £ 250 tel: 01242 231766
(Cheltenham) (H1441)
Sennheiser HD600 headphones, new, unused,
boxed, new price £250, bargain £ 190; Technics SUV9OD 115 watt digital amp (built in DAC) new price
£450, bargain £ 100 vgc, tel: Tim, 0117 924 6297
(H1434)
Sennheiser Jubilee Special Limited Edition HD580
headphones with carbon fibure look frames, includes
wooden presentation box adn certificate, cost £240
sell for £ 130 tel: Paul, 01524 400642 or mobile,
07957 802463 (Lancashire) (H1479)
Shearne Phase 1pre and power amps, chrome and
marble euphony £850ono; Spendor SPI speakers
on Sound Organization stands £300ono; Ortofon
0M30 and 0M40 cartridges tel: 0171 794 4362
eves (H1490)
SME20, SMEV £2,250; Van den Hul MCIO special
£500; Conrad Johnson MF2300A £ 1,750; PV11
£1,100; Soundstyle heavyweight 24" stands £ 75;
Cardas adn Transparent cables tel: 01442 877853
(H1460)
Snell Acoustic Type C loudspeakers £850; Two
edison 12 valve power amplifiers, reconditioned and
upgraded £250 each; Attractive Custom built valve
pre amplifier with Mouing coil £ 175; Michell Mycro
turntable with Roksan Tabritz tonearm, Audio
Technica 0C9 MC cartridge and dedicated stand
£275; all with boxes for sale due to move, tel: 01204
692522 or 0161 748 8245 (H1507)
Sonus Faber Arnator II speakers, complete with
stands, stunning sound and woodwork, excellent
review HiFi News June, new and boxed £2,600
(£3,500) new, upgrading tel: 0181 546 2881
(H1424)
Sonus Faber Minima amator speakers, black,
immaculate condition, boxed with manuals, Audio
Enhancement high mass speaker stands, excellent
condition £ 1,100; Audiolab 8000A MKII with
Audioquest Sortathene feet, excellent condition £325
tel: 0403 104964 or 01784 244944 (H1347)
Sony LI3T D307 turntable, randon present
function, indicator, graphic equaliser, tape deck, disc
player, excellent condition £ 100 tel: 01702 204683
eves (H1500)
Sord Audio Note SE amp, Kelly KT3 speaker
cables, Audioquest 5m pair, myryad MC100 CD,
NAD Tuner 402, boxed, mint, new price £3,800 sell
at £ 1,900 tel: 01736 787553 (H1501)
Super System KEF Ref. series cube 104/2
speakers, Linn Deck, arm and head, Quarter A
PM.64 11 amp - CD 94 player, Proton tuner and
cassette deck - super connectors (please include)
S.A.E. 1800 Para Equalizer, £900 sterling tel: 01427
615346 (H1480)
Tara Labs Master lm balanced £ 195; Tara Labs
Master Gen2 4x1Oft £450; Wadia 20 CD transport,
25 DAC/digital preamp, 1.5 years, £4,750 (£9,500)
Wilson Watt 5/Puppy 2 £ 7,250 tel: 0860 850786
(H1337)

Target Turntable stand, £40; MAF loudspeaker
stands ( suit medium to large stand-mounted
loudspeakers), £75; 1.5m Deltec Slink interconnect
cable, £ 15 tel: 0115 963 2420 (H1512)
Theta Data Basic II compact disc transport, 6months
old, reason for sale, upgrade to Audio Vision
£1,650ovno tel: 01274 611620, mobile, 0411 428195
(H1396)
Transparent Balanced music Link Super Interconnect
1.5m pair £530 (£839) Michell ISO HR phono stage
with hera power supply £550 (£895) tel: 01797 253073
(East Sussex) (H1426)
Transparent Musicwave super speaker cable, 12 foot,
mint, cost new £ 1,249, £600 tel: 01494 613225 day,
01628 621570 eves (H1463)
Two Lowther Speakers foor standing 33 K18 x 16
good working order £ 125 each, £200 pair, very little
use since serviced by Maiters, tel: 01279 771446
Farnham Green, Herts (H1458)
Unique ProAc Response Three Signatures, only
pair ever made in Yew real wood veneer finish, mint
condition, £2,250ovno tel: 01460 55970 office hours
or 01460 57071 eves/weekends (H1515)
Unis Technology integrated and power wired in mono
£1,500; Pro Ac response 2.5 £ 1,700; Cyrus tuner and
remote £285 tel: 0161 797 7224 (H1309)
Valve Sutder C37 excellent condition with original
manual £ 1,400; Two Leak TL 12.1 (one is BBC
version) £950 Pair KEF BBC LS 5/1A monitors and
stands £650 tel: Dublin 4977643 eves (H1502)
Valves: Rare American unused GE211VT4C (four),
RCA6SN7GT (eight), jumbo gold plated bases (two),
sensible offers considered, Art Audio Quintet power
amplifier and VP1 preamplifier, both upgraded £750
tel: 01245 358034 (H1474)
Van Den Hul 2nd balanced £85; Single ended 30"
£85; Interconnects Leidh loudspeakers cable 12 ft
£300; Linn Lingo Cirkus Eikos MICE Benz micro ruby
open cartridge £ 1,800 plus Mana Reference tel: 0181
670 6411 (H1409)
X.T.C. CD Transport superb construction and sound,
reviewed 08/96 £895 (£ 1,250) price includes
Cambridge Dac Magic, silver Digital Coax, P.T. DaCapo Delta Sigma 1307 filter £795 Hi-Cap (uprated)
£925 tel: 01273 325901 (H1516)
XTC Pre- 1preamplifier, great sound, superb value,
boxed, mint £650 tel: Daytime, 0171 405 5600
(H1485)

WANTED
Arcam Delta 100 tape deck, System Dek Systym 935
speakers, QED TS22 speaker tristands, QED Icon Pigold interconnects tel: 0181 262 7568 eves (H1412)
Grundig TK35 or TK30 reel to reel tape recorder,
deck alone will suffice, good working order essential,
tel: 016977 3510 anytime (Cumbria) (H1475)
Mandrake or Siltech MC54 and above Interconnect
tel: work, 0181 345 6934 home, 0181 3602447 after
7pm (H1419)
WANTED: JVC Digital Acoustics process system
receiver model number RX-1010VTN, mint
condition, as new, must be boxed, cash waiting tel:
01865 375400 eves after 5pm (H1423)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT

OWNER FORM

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

Quad ESL63 6 year old, Teak and brown finish,
perfect condition, boxed, stands, move forces sale
tel: 0171 439 1365 (H1381)

e
•

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
telephone or product reference nurnbers count as one word leg Pioneer A400

two words?

•
•

Rata 3way speaker system, mint, 2 years old, can
be demo, new (£4,375) £2,600ono tel: 0181 673
2185 after 6.30pm (H1403)
Record Music! Newmann KM140i Caridiod
microphone plus symetrix mie, pre/a, Meridian CDR recordable CD, all flight cased, original cost
£7,500 offers around £ 2,300 tel: 01895 810827
(H1353)
Revox A700 2 track 33/4 71/2 15ips tape recorder
microphones 2x AKG D224C 2x Beyer Dynamic
M260N lx Revox M3500 recording tape, 60 reels
professional 101/2" NAB spools, offers tel: 01525
406092 (H1387)
Revox Studer G36 valve reel to reel tape recorder,
vgc, good head, collected piece tel: 01467 622550
for further information, unit can been seen in
Aberdeen, Scotland, offers please, no time wasters
(H1492)
Rogers Studio IA speakers in mint condition,
including stands £ 450ono tel: 0171 292 4344
weekdays 10am-6pm (H1494)
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PRODUCTS

MODEL

RRP

CD PLAYERS
LED Mistral
Meracus Tanto
Pink Triangle Numeral
I
richord Genesis (ink!)

£999
£1395
£1040
£531)

£649
£ 1095
£885
£349

AMPLIFIERS
Alchemist Nemesis (MM)
LED Integrated Zero (MM/MC)
LED LSO preamp (MM/MC)
Meracus Intrare
Sonneteer Alabaster

£650
£679
£679
£1099
£899

£250*
£349
£349
£849
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Physic Spark (black ash)
Blueprint Point One (light ash)
Heybrook Prima mkl (black)
Opera Duetto (solid mahogany)
Roksan RokOne (elderwood)
koyd Minstrel (black)
'Loyd Doublet (black)
It nark Talisman II (rosewood)

£1750
£1000
£139
£399
£645
£275
£485
£749

£ 1,150
£599
£75
£325
£399
£ 175*
£249*
£449*

PHONO STAGES
LFD Mistral
LF1) MM()

£299
£399

£2,19
£259

TURNTABLES
Pink Triangle Tarantella 98
Pink Triangle Export GTi
oksan Xerxes (black ash)/Tabriz/XPSII

£680
£1200
N/A

All

SALE PRICE

INCREDIBLE SPECIAL CLEARANCE

£5-14
£499*
£.199*

items are ex- demonstration except where indicated (* = second

hand)

Panton Road, Hoole, Chester, CH2 3HX
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PRODUCT
Alchemist Kraken pre amp
AVI S200OMP+phono pre amp
AVI S2000 MC/20 ref cd player
B&W-Matrix 801 walnut speaker
B&W-Matrix 804 black
DPA-SX 128 D/A convertor
Exposure- 18 Drush mono power amp
Exposure-21 brush pre amp
Linn-Keltik ACTIV speaker
Linn-Kairnpro pre amp
Linn-Majik/Phono amp ( mint)
Linn-Klout power amp
Linn-LP12 Lingo/Trampolin ( afromosia)
Linn-Ekos
Lumley-VTP1000 pre amp
Meridian-DSP5000 black digital speaker
Meridian- 501.2+ MC phono pre amp
Meridian- 541 processor ( mint)
Meridian- 551 amp
Meridian- 562v pre amp
Michell-Argo+Hera pre amp
Musical Fidelity M001 amp
Musical Fidelity E600 cd player
Muse-Model 300 power amp pair ( mint)
Pink Triangle- Numeral cd player
Proac-Responce 3.5 mahogany speaker
Proac-Studio 150 walnut speaker
Quad- Hlimited edition
Rogers- E200 valve amp
Rogers-E40a valve amp
Roksan-Radius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-S1.5 silver power amp
Roksan-XPS Vcontrol unit
Roksan-DS 1.5 power supply
Roksan-Artem 12 tonearm
Roksan-Shiro 2cartridge
Sony-MDS1A3OES mini disc player
Sony-MDS1E700 mini disc player
Soundlab-Pristine electrostatics speaker
TEAC-P33 cd transport
Thorens-TDA2000 dac
Trichord Revelation cd player
Tube Technology- Prophet pre amp
Tube Technology- Genesis mono power amp
Tube Technology-Seer phono pre amp
Tube Technology-Unisis power amp
XT(-POW1 power amp
XTC-PRE1 pre amp

LIST
S/H £ 550
S/H £ 1,200
ex/demo
£1,400
ex/demo £ 4,000
S/H £ 1,700
ex/demo £ 2,000
ex/demo £ 100
ex/demo £ 1050
ex/demo £ 6000
S/H £ 1500
S/H £ 800
S/H £ 2400
ex/demo £ 1875
ex/demo £ 1500
S/H £ 1000
ex/demo £ 3300
S/H £ 782
S/H £ 1,000
ex/demo £ 795
ex/demo £ 1,000
S/H £885
ex/demo £ 2,500
ex/demo £ 600
S/H £ 4,000
ex/demo £ 1,050
ex/demo £4,250
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £ 5,950
ex/demo £ 1,230
ex/demo £ 1,900
S/H £ 620
ex/demo £ .,
495
ex/demo £ 320
ex/demo £ 695
ex/demo £895
ex/demo £ 970
ex/demo £ 700
ex/demo £ 500
S/H £8,000
ex/demo £ 2,500
ex/demo £750
ex/demo £320
ex/demo £1,970
ex/demo £4,700
ex/demo £1,000
ex/demo £ 1,900
ex/demo £2,250
ex/demo £ 1,250

NOW
£350
£500
£1,000
£2,800
£1,100
£1,500
£1,300
£850
£3,000
£900
£600
£1,400
£1,350
£1,050
£500
£2,500
£500
£500
£600
£700
£400
£2,000
£200
£1,500
£850
£3,000
£1,000
£4,000
£700
£1,100
£500
£1,150
£240
£525
£675
£675
£550
£300
£2,000
£2,000
£575
£410
£1,550
£3,500
£800
£1,500
£1,850
£1,000

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER
FOR DETAILS. HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!
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WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346

E-MAIL: sales©musical images.co.uk
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS. E&OE

TOPliITY!IRI
Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

You get the Best Price
without all the hassle!

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

1

THE FNEST SS.ECTION
IN THE ÇOUNTRY
TURNTABLES / PHONO
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990 £7998
Grado tonearm
£498
JVC QL-70 Direct Drive/Rega RB300 £ 150
Linn LP I
2Valhalla Zeta Koetsu Blk £2500
£998
Linn LP12 (Afr) Zeta
£795
Linn LP12 ( Blk) Ekos/Lingo £3500 £ 1798
Linn LPI2 Basik/LVX/A&R £ 1400
£595
Linn LP12 Basik Plus
£ 1400
£595
Linn Arkiv 1Cartridge £900
£408
Lyra Pamasus
£P0A
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / On MC3000
£998
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 & PSU
£748
Michell Gyro + SME 309 Denon 304
and Gyropower supply £ 1995 £ 1298
Naim Aro
£ 1070 £785
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
£58
Oracle Delphi/Dynavector DVXX1 /Koetsu£1498
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Ittok LVII
£ 1395
Ortofon T-300 Transformer £900 £495
Pink Triangle Export ( Ex/dem) £900 £597
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes/RB250/Rega Cart £ 1000 £495
Thorens TDI60 Super/SME 3009
£ 175
MI AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Alchemist Maxim Intgtd £319
Audiolab 8000Q ( Ex Dem) £ 1100
Audio Research D200(Ex Dem) £3250

MIMI
£ 195
£725
£ 1997

FOCUS ON ARCAM
Offering excellent value when new, these
highly acclaimed British products are obviously
outstanding at these prices. There's simply no
reason to choose ' cheapo' hi-fl when the real thing
costs no more. And remember, all used equipment
carries afull three month warranty.
Arcam Alpha amp
Arcam Alpha 5
Arcam Alpha 7
Arcam Delta 290
(Integrated with phono input)
Arcam Delta 120
Arcam Alpha CD
Arcam Alpha Plus CD
Arcam Delta Black Box (DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 (DAC)
Arcam Alpha Tuner

£250
£250
£500

Aura Evolution
Aura SE- X ( Integrated) £250
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr £ 1000
Chord SPM1000B (S/H)
£2785
£ 1495
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
Cyrus 2 + PSX
Deva 250 Pre + PA Pwr
DPA 50S Power
£ 1500
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem) £499

£85
£148
£185
£365
£250
£138
£148
£148
£248
£75
£195
£178
£498
£495
£1295
£845
£415
£495
£695
£397

PART- EXCHANGE
YOUR VERY BEST TRADE-IN
PRICE IS GUARANTEED WHEN
YOU CHOOSE ANY NEW HI-FI
FROM THE HI-FI COMPANY

DNM Pre Series 2
£900
DNM PA IPower
£1800
Dynaco ST120 ( Classic circa ' 76)
Exposure 15 ( Intgrtd)
£799
Exposure XVIII ( Power)
Exposure XXI ( Pm)
Gryphon The Pre-Amp
£6000
Harmon Kardon AVPla Processor £2000
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
£1425
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!)
£555
Jeff Rowland Consumate Pre
£5500
Kenwood THX-ICMX1000 Amp
£375
Krell KAV300i ( Intend) Mint
£2550
Krell KSAI00 Mk2
£4000
Krell KSAIOOS ( Ex Dem)
£5843
Krell KSA200B
£5500
Krell KSA250
£7500
Krell Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pm)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800
LFD LS2/PA I ( Pre/Pwr) £2600
LFD Mistral ( Head amp)
Linn LK100 Power
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr
£6500
Michell Argo + Hera ( Pre/PSU)
£900
Michell Is° + HR + Hera
£895
£1395
Musica Fidelity P270/I Power
Musica Fidelity P270/2 Power
£1500
Musica Fidelity PI73/P270
£2200
Musica Fidelity 3a Pre
£379
Musica Fidelity 2a Pre
£299
Musica Fidelity MA50 ( Mono/Pwr) £875
Musica Fidelity A200 ( Integrated) £725
Naim NAIT 2
Naim NAIT 3R ( As New)
£780
Naim NACI2
Nairn NAC12S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
Naim NAC72
£725
Naim NAP 160 ( Old style) Kimber wired
Naim NAPI35 ( 2xmonos) Ex-dem £3410
Naim 102 + NAP5C MM Board £ 1337
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated)
£650
NVA P50 ( Pre-amp/Passive)
£250
Nytech CTA252XD Receiver
Obelisk 2Integrated
Orelle SAI00 ( Intgrtd)
£550
Pioneer A30OR
£400
Pioneer A400
£400
Pioneer C90a Pre
PS Audio TwoC power amp
QED A270 Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D) £3000
Revox B750 ( Mint/Boxed/Manual) £550
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Rotel RB850 pwr amp ( 3in stock)
Sonographe SCI Pre
£ 1250
Sugden A48 ( Integrated)
Sugden AU5I ( Pre)
£750

£528
£1168
£328
£535
£P0A
£P0A
£2000
£595
£795
£250
£1498
£228
£1998
£2498
£3497
£2758
£3298
£3995
£1798
£1198
£198
£398
£4098
£595
£525
£648
£ 878
£ 1098
£248
£ 178
£498
£495
£298
£680
£165
£95
£145
£195
£498
£395
£2980
£925
£58
£290
£395
£ 125
£P0A
£95
£375
£278
£ 194
£298
£325
£225
£1897
£358
£758
£95
£450
£135
£450

Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad

QUAD

33/303 Pre/Power
66 Pre-amp
44 Pre-amp
34 Pre-amp
405 Power-amp
405 Mk II Power-amp
66 CD Player
FM3
FM4 ( Beige)
ESL57
ESL63

£P0A
£498
£265
£430
£200
£195
£240
£448 £448
Choice from £95
£225
From... £395
£3500 £ 1595

Quad stock constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.
Sugden Optima 140 ( 2X7Ow lntgd) £770
Threshold S300
£4500
Thorens TTP2000 Mk IPre ( Ex Dem) £499
Thorens '
ITA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £599
YBA 2Pre-amp
£ 1700

£448
£1500
£397
£477
£878

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000 £878
Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks
£3400
£2697
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 30013
£1125
£897
Audio Note P3 ( 30013 Power)
£1298

WHAT A PRIZE!
Here's a unique opportunity to aquire brand
new valve amps of the very highest quality
-simply because they're more than their
current owner requires! An unwanted prize
from a major hi-fi competition!!

Audio Valve Baldur 200+
Class A Pur Triode 140wpc Monoblocks
Retail £ 10,000
As new £5298
Audio Note Meishu ( Line) £2750
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr ( Ex Dem) £888
Audio Research V70 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £4480
Audio Research LS5/I Line Pre
(Ex Dem)
£5295
Audio Research LS7 ( Ex Dem)
£1550
Audio Research SPI4 Pre ( silver)
£3300
Audion Sterling Integrated
£595
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
Copland CTA501 Power amp
£1800
EAR 859
Gordon Welford ( Pre-amp)
Hand made, Hard Wired
Graaf 5050 Power (Ex Dem)
£2150
Graaf WFB 2Pre (Ex Dem)
£1195
Grant G100 Pre / Pwr

£1895
£587
£2487
£2997
£1295
£1695
£428
£188
£495
£1198
£1458
£448
£1657
£897
£650

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

BUY BACK
PROMISE

Next Day Delivery for all

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

Credit Card Purchases

FULL
WARRANTY
With all purchases

Immediate Refund if Faulty

I» PREY OUSLY
THAT'S UARAIN
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated)
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers)
Papworth Audio MI 00 Monos
Papworth Audio M200 Monos
PM Components MPL IPre plus
2xMp211 Power amps ( Ex Dem)
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis
Tube Technology Unisis
Unison Mystery One
Unison 845 Monoblocks

£4400
£3600
£5200
£5000
£4800
£1550

£698
£2898
£2600
£3408
£2507
£2898
£785
£P0A
£P0A

CD PLAYERS / DACS
£138
Arcam Alpha CD
£148
Arcam Alpha Plus CD
£148
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
£248
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
£75
Arcam Alpha Tuner
£197
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The- Box £249
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
£898
4Box CD Player
£ 1950
£498
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
£117
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem) £ 149
£177
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX(Ex D) £229
£397
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr(Ex D) £490
£168
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
£528
Audiolab 8000DAC
£ 1000
£498
Audionote DAC I ( Valve) £695
Audio Research DAC I (20 bit)
£3800 £ 1945
Plus ATNT
£1300 £898
AV' 2000MC Reference CD
CARY Valse CD Player - NEW - ON DEM NOW
£99
Cambridge Audio CD2
£118
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
£1400 £818
Cyrus Discmaster + Dacmaster
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250 £ 148
£195
Khishaw Overture DAC
£1798
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900
£998
Micromega Duo (2box ) £2299
£397
Micromega Stage 4CD ( Ex Dem) £600
Micromega Stage 5CD ( Ex Dem) £750
£597
£747
Micromega Stage 6CD ( Ex Dem) £950
£550
Micromega Stage 6CD
£950
£197
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster(Ex Dem) £245
£140
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
£3940 £3445
Naim CDS System ( Ex-dem)
£1100 £495
Pioneer PD77 CD Player
£450 £284
QED Digit Reference
Revox B266 CD Player
£1300 £678
£P0A
Roksan DPI/DA ITrans/Dac
£2300 £795
Roksan Artessa (CD)
£300
£ 198
Rotel RCD970BX
£1300 £795
Sugden SDT-I Pro CD
£229 £ 177
Theta TLC Jitter Buster ( Ex Dem)
£1195 £758
Trichord Pulsar 1(DAC)
TAPE DECKS/TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
Magnum Dynalab FT11
£550
Maranta SD55 3hd / 2mtr
£400
Naim NAT 02 (Ex-dem)

£75
£148
£398
£195
£P0A

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am

Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian

MERIDIAN —

CD I
0ICD
£ 175
203 DAC
£560
£295
206 CD
£ 1300
£495
506 16 bit CD
£548
508 24 bit CD ( Ex Dem) £2000 £ 1799
563 DAC
£865
£468
606 DAC
£600
603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
£794

We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full range of
hi-11 and audio-visual components.
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
£ 1698
Nakamichi 481
£298
Nakamichi BX-2
£400 £ 198
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500 £295
Pioneer F-91 ( Exceptional quality) £348
Revox A77 1/
2 track
£P0A
Revox B226 ' BBC CD Player £ 1300 £650
Sequerra Reference £5973 £3498
Sony TCK 61IS
£330 £218
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500 £324
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE2 — Stands £ 1800 £898
Alen 5Mk2
MOO £2898

APOGEE Diva Grigiofflerla
Complete with Active and Passive Crossovers,
and all cabling. As seen in the
New York Museum of Modern Art

£18,000

£6998

Apogee Caliper Signature
ATC SCMIO Black ( Mint)
ATC SCM20 Black ( Mint)
B&W THX System ( Ex Dem)
B&W Silver Signatures ( Including
)(foyers and cables) Fabulous!
Castle Chester ( Yew)
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew)
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem)

£4000
£4000
£1599
£4975

£748
£698
£998
£2977

£6000
£995
£995
£1200

£2948
£879
£879
£947

DCM Time Windows
£395
Well reviewed floor standers like this are hard to find
at such aprice. Great bass, dynamic sound quality ...
and discreetly elegant too!
Epos ES11
Gale 301 ( Black)
£250
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000
Harbeth HL Compact 7 ( Ex Dem) £ 1499
Harbeth HL K6 ( Ex Dem) £ 1049
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Heybrook HB3 Oak
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze £3500

£385
£159
£398
£1197
£847
£798
£168
£1600

KEF Ref Model 1Blk ( Ex Dem) £ 1199
KEF Q30 ( Black)
£350
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
Klipsch SWI5 Mk2 Sub ( 2avairi £ 1800
Linaeum LFX
£649
Linn Isobarik Passive (Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2000
Linn Sara + Stands
Linn Nexus
£450
Linn Kan ( Black & Teak)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Wood/Brown)
Mission 754F ( Ex Dem)
£ 1498
Mission 763 ( Black)
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395
Monitor Audio R852 (Teak)
Musical Fidelity MC2
£2750
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem)
£2450
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem)
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem)
£896
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem)
£4250
From...
Quad ESL57
£3500
Quad ESL63
Rata Three
£4375
Rega XL ( Rosewood)
£1040
Royd Minstrel (Walnut/Black)
£240
£3000
Shahnian Obelisk
Sonus Faber
£3293
Electa Amator Mk I ( Ex Dem)
Spendor BCI
£I195
Spendor SP2J3
£400
Tangent RS2 + Stands
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
£800
TDL Studio 1 (Teak or Black)
£400
TDL RTL3 ( Rosewood)

£997
£248
£754
£1148
£445
£750
£898
£295
£265
£295
£450
£450
£997
£195
£248
£248
£150
£1497
£1297
£597
£3494
£395
£1595
£3198
£758
£168
£1898
£2497
£238
£775
£225
£195
£395
£275

WILSON W
Wilson Witt Mkt ( Ex dem) £8888
Wilson Witt Mkt ( Sept 97 Mint) £8888

£6887
£5998

Remember, INTEREST FREE CREDIT
and PART EXCHANGE makes it so easy!
MISCELLANEOUS
Harmonix TU8I2 LP Record Clamp £220
Pirate speaker stands ( Black gloss)
Siltech 560 Balanced cables Imtr pr £ 1600

£170
£118
£898

PHOTO-OPPORTUNITY!
High quality cameras and photographic
outfits considered in part-exchange for new
or previously used hi-fi equipment.
Please phone for details.

30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
ESTABLISHED 1974

Note: All ' previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers' list prices when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purchase; or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today's value.

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!

OMEGA PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Tel: 01732 848268
Fax: 01732 848289
MULTI MEDIA SENSATION !!
Intel Pentium MMX 233 Mhz Processor
ATX format Desktop or Midi Tower Case

Microsoft

Elite P5TX-A Pro Motherboard
32Mb Fast SDRAM

CRE.

2.1Gb Fujitsu UDMA Hard Disk Drive
32 Speed CD ROM Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy Hard Disk Drive
15" LG Electronics SVGA Monitor
ATI 2Mb PCI Graphics Card
Soundblaster AVVE64V Soundcard
Labtec 1013 Stereo Speakers
105 key Windows 95 Keyboard
Microsoft Compatible PS/2 Mouse

TIVE

CREATIVE

p9oPPLItIrr

e

LG Electronics

€)5

LABS

co
FUeSU

¡awn
IS09002
RIGNTERF_D COWIN«

Cert No 8222

(E Ah
£599!!

ELITEGROUP

INNOVAI I( ) N

Microsoft Windows 98 Operating System

3 YEARS ON— SITE WARRANTY

VVI T H

QUAI ITY

INTEL PENTIUM II SENSATION !!
Intel Pentium ll 350 Mhz Processor
ATX format Desktop or Midi Tower Case

Microsoft

Elite P6BX-A+ Motherboard with AGP
64Mb Fast SDRAM

CRE

4.3Gb Fujitsu UDMA Hard Disk Drive

p,Milerell

32 Speed CD ROM Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy Hard Disk Drive
17" LG Electronics SVGA Monitor
ATI 4Mb 3D AGP Graphics Card

TIV

CREATIVE

e

LG Electronics

co
FlSU

Soundblaster AWE64V Soundcard
Labtec 1021 Stereo Speakers
105 key Windows 95 Keyboard

ECM
NN( ) VA

Microsoft Compatible PS/2 Mouse
Microsoft Windows 98 Operating System

3 YEARS ON— SITE WARRANTY

ELITEGROUP
ION WI 1 H

QUAI IfY

(E

MasterCard

PA

POLLUTION

PITAPAT/AI

Mafia
ISO 9002
REGATEREC COPPANT
Cert No

8222

Ah

£999!!

E&OE. All prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery
VISA

r

LABS

for sale trade
Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect
working in your system for 10 days
and keep it for only £45?
Jack Lawson, who founded the Music Room and the Audio Note
Salon, has offered unequalled expertise on Hi Fi products since
1979. Now specialising in mail order interconnects Ican offer you
music quality cables at cheap- and- cheerful-cable prices. Simply,
Ihave no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Istill haven't found any remarkable but cheap speaker cables, but my big
success is the Petros Blue range of interconnects. No one has returned
acable during two years of the approval scheme, except last month
when Isent out an early experimental lead in error to agentleman in
Cirencester. Sorry!
"Simply the best..." " A big improvement upon..."
"it has rhythm, clarity, immense soundstage..."
It beat..." ... from the mail bag!

Petros Blue Plus now outsells the above. It is asemi-balanced configuration, two mono cables using the braiding only as an earth
drain and connected to source only. The red and white inners carry signal/return i.e. +/-. One metre PB+ interconnect costs £58 and
£22 per further metre per stereo pair; half- metre PB+ costs £52.
This month we introduce Petros Blue Plus Silver
because we have found a relatively low temperature
silver solder enabling our philosophy of reducing
metal heat distress while making agood interface, avoiding semi-dry joints!
The cost is £65 for a metre stereo pair
(again add £22 per additional metre length)
or £58 for half- metre.

The Petros Blue really does approach my reference cables
(Audio Note. Audio Research, Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly
beats all competition up to £ 159 - and now it's even better. Why?
Iuse abetter solder and new way of forming aquick weld to avoid heat
distress. The price has risen slightly to £45 per metre interconnect plus
£16 per additional metre stereo pair (a half-metre interconnect costs £40).
It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields.

month to cushion the price increase; after
31 July, plus £2for UK post and pack.
Our plugs are now cleaned using KONTAK,

Although the packaging is plain, the Petros Blue cables are in a handsome metallic blue finish, plugs and cables. The RCA plugs are
machined from solid, not formed metal ( bending causes metal distress).
The cable itself is very compliant ( soft to the feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer - and is adesign still evolving from subjective testing.

We strongly recommend you buy one for
£14.95 - it is the cheapest and most amazing

All cables will be dispatched post-free this

distributed by PATH Premier. This formula
cleans, protects against further deposits
and corrosion without asticky deposit, and
enhances conductivity by molecular pit inf ill.

upgrade! Petros Blue cables are the next
cheapest; after that it gets costly!

Phone Jack Lawson for further details on 0141 357 5700

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0n) ******************
ACCUPHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DF 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 811 WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used. Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supportr • David Prakel. Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, HI Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND DUALITY:
111
Malcolm Stuart Hi Fi Choice.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS " The Slate deck defines what rc, strument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. '
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keyviood, HI-FI World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up. heavy plinth and appropriate mat Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HI-F1 News R/R. "
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HI-FI World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pre. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art" Mr TeilInger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work That went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

Iteit144e9 de:«94-eeke a de:a-m(4yd

THE GLASSMAT 0
The finest platter mat in the world.
I I

The Glassmat 8 was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA
1 VO.VED STIART PERRY TO RE-BUILD THE CLASSIC BEAM ECHO DL 7
35 MONOBLOCS (1956). WE ARE STUNNED!
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELECTROSTATIC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK ID LIFE.
STORMFORCE MY LL11MATE STATEMENT ON THECLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS, BREATHS NEWLIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN IPGRADE YO( A' 1'1 51 11 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS@ ALSO FOR EMT A.NDTHORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM & THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 300. NOT BATMAN AND ROBIN BUT STILL ADYNAMIC DUO.
SME 3000S2 ( 1998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. " STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E

CD

for sale trade
HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality
We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.
We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?
You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the
capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR
(Chateauroux) and ANSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your

existing system.
All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.

..

'Trade enquiries welcome.

This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.
Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.
Additional Demonstration facilities now a‘ailable in 1% igan, Lancs.
Phone 01942 521771 to hook your appointment.

50 Main Street
Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603
Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmskm .audioedial.pipex.com

Wilmslow
Audio

B*II*x-free Hi End Hi Fi
At DAC - Scotland's ONLY true H1- END AUDIO SHOWROOM
we promise not to witter on about " 3 dimensionality" or
"push/pull" versus " single-end", and WE certainly won't entertain
any pretentious partronising salesmen who do! ( You know the
type: work from home, go on about " their" history in the bizz,
blah, blah, bollox, blah).

Authorised Agencies:

BRYSTON •

AVI •

MILLER + KREISER • DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY

AUDIO RESEARCH • THETA DIGITAL • JADIS

Position available for salesperson

Audiolab: Crimson:
Sugden: Myryad: AVI

"Thats right!" We play the music you love, on VINYL, CD or DVD
for as long as you like and on however many systems you care to
listen to - swapping any piece within the system however many
times you request - until its MUSIC TO YOUR EARS.

New & Ex Dem Full Iyear guarantee All Boxed
We offer afull rang_e of electronics from these superb
companies - at GENUINE summer bargain prices.
Stock is limited so please phone for details

At DAC we don't impose our opnions, we only offer appropriate
expert advice when it is truly necessary: and of course with the
LARGEST CHOICE of QUALITY HI- END HI- F1 IN SCOTLAND
we offer you the means ( bar none) to compare equipment of the
highest SONIC qualities.

As the magazine review stated ( copies on request) " DAC provides
the ultimate in customer care, a result of the exclusive yet
unpretenious nature of the operation,
your every question
answered by knowledgeable, attentive staff in an unhurried
atmosphere' .

KARDON • KRELL

REFERENCE CABLE • SONAS FABER • SUGDEN • TANNOY • WILSON BENESCH

On the contrary at DAC we offer acompletely fresh approach to
choosing quality hi-fi systems - WE LET THE MUSIC do the talking.

All of our FIVE showrooms offer single speaker demonstration - an
absolute MUST as far as we're concerned, and in listening rooms
that truly recreate your home environment - the only ones in
Scotland!

H.

LEXICON • MARANTZ • MARTIN LOGAN • MYRYAD • PINK TRIANGLE • PROAC

That sort of gobbledegook is patronising and, quite frankly, bullshit.
meant only to confuse!

In a recent review, DAC received the following accolades: " no
ordinary equipment, no ordinary showroom" and said we had " a
relaxed, informal atmosphere". (We think this best describes our
friendly, efficient unparalleled expertise). The review went on to
say: "The quality of DAC equipment simply has no equal in this
country. These hi-fi ( and home cinema) systems from the Far East,
America and Europe are being experienced for the very first time
in the UK and allow the listener to hear music as the artist who
created it intended".

ASH DESIGN • AUDIOLAB • AVANTGARDE • CARY VALVES

COPELAND • GRADO HEADPHONES • CRIMSON • GALLO •

FREEPHONE :0800 3283050
PR E- OWNED
NAIM

NAC62 Pre Amp
NAC72 Pre Amp
NAPI40 Power Amp
NAPI40 Power Amp
I
NC. I
NTERCONNECTS &

new £429.95 £ 249.95
new £749.95 £ 329.95
new £ 770 £ 369.95
new £ 770 £ 369.95
3MONTH WARRANTY

RADFORD
ROKSAN

Xerxes

DM I00 Stereo Power Amp hand built in Denmark
new £8,500 £4000
ASTONISHING AMP - ONE OF THE BEST
SOUNDING EVER MADE

ARCAM

"We recommend our customers hear Reference Cable.
Try them in the comfort of your home."
Amit Patel, Custom Cable Services, Surrey 0181 942 9124
Mail Order Service
"Detailed, transparent and revealing.., a true reference cable."
Dennis Cope, The Hi Fi Shop, Belfast 01232 327604
"The best value for money cable we've heard."
David Wren, Radlett Audio, Hertfordshire 01727 855577
"The best cables I've ever used".
Paul Cartmel, Design Audio Classics, Glasgow 0141 353 7474
"Awesome cable and unbeatable prices."
Jonathan Turner and Ian Leport, Holburn Hi Fi,
Aberdeen 01224 585713
"If you're serious about your music, you should be
using some of the very best cable around, and
Reference Cable Monocrystal is just that."
George Bartlett, Bartletts Hi Fi, London ( N7) 0171 607 2296
"I guarantee you'll not be disappointed, If there's not a retailer
close to you, I'll provide you with cables for evaluation by mail."
Ian Barnett, Sound Connections, Cheshire 01244 401280,
Mail Order Service

AUDIO

CLASSICS

The Town House, No.1 Park Gate, Glasgow
Tel. 0141 353 7474 Fax. 0141 353 7444 Freephone: 0800 3283050
Web site: http://www.d-a-c.co.uk e-mail: design@d-a-c.co.uk

Discover what
Hi-Fi dealers
already know
"The best cables I've heard..., wholeheartedly recommended."
Phil Donaldson, Serious Kit, Manchester 0161 789 9649

Turntable inc. Arm and cart
new £ 700 £ 300

GRYPHON

Alpha
CD Player new £500 £ 200
3MONTHS W ARRANTY

At DAC we're proud to be No.1 in Scotland, proud to be different.

Pre Amp
new £500 £ 200
Power Amps new £ 1,600 £500

RI90
Speakers
new £ 1,800 £ 350
3MONTHS WARRANTY

LINN

Although of course we didn't write the review, we couldn't have
put it any better.

20% OFF

BARGAINS
MERIDIAN

201
205

Karik
CD Player
new £ 1,850 £900
Keilidh SPK
new £750 £ 350
Axis Turn Table Inc. arm & Cart
new £ 650 £ 275
3MONTHS W ARRANTY

'DESIGN

G ENUINE

CA 3L

out-perform rivals
costing five and ten
times more

Resulting
from
years
of
research
and
development,
Reference Cable offer a
complete range of interconnect
and
speaker
cables
which
provide
an
evolutionary
breakthrough in signal transfer
technology.
Conductor materials such
as
99.9997% pure, UHP-OFC ( Ultra
High Purity Oxygen Free Copper)
or our unique patented perfect
grain free Monocrystal Copper and
solid
Monocrystal
Pure Silver
provide enhanced resolution
and breathtaking accuracy.
High quality insulation materials like
polypropylene and polyethylene
contribute to high transmission
velocities resulting in improved
rhythm, ambience and timbre.
Low resistance, Low capacitance
175 strand 2sq mm to 378 strand
3sq mm speaker cables and I.5mm
solid speaker cables give stereo
width depth and height and will
provide synergy to any system
needing deep rich bass or
smear free treble.

Fully screened patented jitter free
copper RCA plugs or spades with
direct gold plating, unlike cheap
brass alternatives, do not present
a barrier to the delicate signal
path.
Dedicated,
double
screened
interconnects meet the specific
needs of every audio visual signal
interface. RCA, XLR or BNC plugs
are available and custom lengths
may be made to order.
Appointed retailers will provide
home demonstrations, a 30
day replacement or money
back guarantee if you're not
entirely satisfied or convinced our
cables give a demonstrable
improvement.
Speaker cables cost from £450-00
to £ 2.50per
meter
and
interconnects cost from £830-00
per pair to £ 61-00 per pair.
Telephone or write for further
information and our brochure:
The Definitive Guide to
Cable Theory.

Manufactured by: The Ecosse Mal. Co. Ltd. Kilmarnock KA I4QD Tel: 01563 524320

FORGET YOU HAVE A CHOICE - DO YOU?
No.1 LOUDSPEA<ERS

WE \ EVE

It's all about finding the perfect match, so how do you do it? Especially
when 99% products are essentially similar?
Audio Note loudspeakers are made for rooms that have walls (not free
air/anechoic), are efficient (use cheaper and/or sweeter amps) and
feature high power transfer to preserve musical detail and energy of live
events. They don't cost afortune until you get to the silver editions, and
they occupy wall or corner space which is least obtrusive in domestic
surroundings. Audio Note refuses to compromise by adopting the
industry standard. You owe it to yourself to check them out.
On the other hand, many people believe that progress in moving coil
loudspeakers have been so pronounced as to make the best of today's
models challenge the virtues of the exotic designs (which have their
own problems). First among these designs (increasingly chosen by
demanding professionals) are ProAc who, like Audio Note offer afull
range from about £600 upwards. At lower prices still, on a budget, are
the Canadian designs from psb. We still have our ex-dem pair in Piano
Black lacquer of the psb Stratos Minis (£ 1,199) which we have replaced
by wooden veneers to avoid scratches in daily use. The bargain price is
£850, okay offer us £800, and gloat in the bargain as you read the
glowing reviews they got in USA!

Another option we demonstrate is the room-filling theatre sounds
derived designs mainly achieved by horn-loading. The Living Voice
Auditorium is a "conventional" port design, aslim floor-stander, but definitely for people who are bored with boredom. And are using SET.
Costing £ 1,500 per pair, they also incite enthusiasm from all reviewers
and have acult following worldwide.
Ciao to the UK to the Italian firm of Zingall Loudspeakers, and who is
the first UK Dealer.. ahead of the game? We never forget you have a
choice. But why did Italian loudspeaker industry leave its best to the
last? Well, why do the Italians always keep the best to themselves.. cars,
food, fashions, etc? Because they like the best things for themselves!
However, when the world's most prestigious magazine (Japan's Stereo
Sound heard them they awarded the Zingali 95-215 Omniray Studio
Monitor the coveted COW award (Component of the year, 1997). Bear
in mind, not only the range of exotic products passing through these
high-end reviewers' hands in any year (products we will never see) but
that the Japanese are (very astutely) serious users of many serious
brands of horn loaded loudspeakers. How do they sound? Imagine JBL
or Klipsch in aSonus Faber cabinet...and today's detail and neutrality.
Or stop imagining and phone for details!

A selection of turntables:

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 Silver Edition

DYNAUDIO Contour 1.8, finished in Rosewood, cost £ 1,895,

monoblocks, 50 wpc

£ 1,750

AUDIO NOTE AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem; was £2,250 £ 1,499
AUDIO NOTE DAC-3, s/h, latest spec; was £ 1,750

£850

LFD Line Pre- amp LS- 2 (£ 1,649), PA- 2Power Amp (£ 1,649) on
sale for £849 each; LFD/Mistral Integrated Amp (£499) and CD

AUDIO NOTE CD- 2, 2/h, 2months old,
Customer buying CD- 3

mounted on white marble, do Ihear and offer of £ 750? Yes, it
really is a crazy prize!

£ 750

PINK TRIANGLE CORDINAL CD PLAYER, da-Capo neutrality

guaranteed as new product. We have amicably agreed
with the manufactrer to relinquish the agency. THe disposal

and startling realism close to the mastertape as only
PT seem to know-how. Stunning slim looks, built-in DAC

£ 750

AUDIO NOTE ONGAK1), very recent sample,
phone for details

£ 19,995
£39,995

BOW TECNOLOGIES ZZ-EIGHT CD PLAYER, ex-dem, boxed,
full waranty

is a one-off commercial opportunity and no reflection on the
product's value or excellence. Reviews and brochures available.
Millionaire's Music System: Accuphase CD TRansporl and
DAC, Audio Research and Levinson amplifiers, Apogee DIVA

AUDIO NOTE KEGON-C, 1992 progenitor, hand- built
and unique

Player (£999) for £999; finished in silver/gold livery. The LFD/Mistral
equipment was supplied new in February 1998 and is fully

£3,650

speakers in taupe (beige), all mint, cost £40k; installed
£13,000

anywhere in UK for
Mark Levinson 29 Power amp 2x50/100 watts
mint, beautiful, literature available, was £2,700

£1,500

Mark Levinson 10A slimline Pre-amp with MM/MC,
PSB Stratos loudspeakers, outclasses the Italians!

mint, gem, classic pre-emp; was £2,800

£1,500

We have an ex-dem pair in stunning piano black finish,
£850

unmarked, was £ 1,199

All products fully guaranteed for six months; UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Cord sales welcome

We represent: Audio Note. Amplifiers by Kondo-san. Bow Technologies. Mark Levinson.
Living Voice. Pass Laboratories. Pink Triangle. ProAc. psb. Zingali Loudspeakers. Audio Note & MIT Cables. Kontakt enhancer; etc.

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL:

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX:

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE:

041 051 9555

Choice
One Month Only

lo

Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Conrad Johnson PV10 (mrn/mc)
Audio Research LS3B

Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

11E)Generous part exchange
Choice Onginal
Price Retail Price
Quad ll's 2x2monoblocks (speciaf)
Audio Research D240 mk It
Beard P35
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W)
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Alphason Sonata (No arm)
Roksan ROK-DAC 1
LFD PA2/ LS1/ MC1
AV1 2000 pre/ remote
Audio Research SP14
Tesserac Tala
Magnum P200
ATC SCM 10 Black
,tJoniVmkll
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Royd Priors
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X-over + power an
Kenwood 9010
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2

?5New
il
i
-

£ 495.00
£1495.03
£ 495.00
£ 495.00
£ 695.00
£ 450.00
495.00
£ 295.00
£ 995.00
£ 355.00
£ 250.00
£1495.00
£ 495.00
£1295.00
£ 750.00
£ 950.00
£ 695.00
£1800.00
£ 395.00
£ 450.00

£ £3500.00
£1395.00
£1200.00
£1400.00
£999.00
£1595.00
£995.00
£2495.00
£703.00
£495.00
£3000.03
£900.00
£3000.00
£1495.00
£1895.00
£1150.00
£3500.00
£600.00
£950.00

£1395.00
£ 250.00
£ 395.00

£3200.00
£500.00
£900.00

in
This Month

POWER AMPIJF1ERS
Krell KSA 100s
Threshold S1000 LIMITED EDMON
Monoblocks
Primare 201/202 Pre/Power
Audio Research VT150 SE
Michel Alecto (Stereo)
Naim Nap 250
Micromega Amp
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated

£5500.00
£5500.00
£9995.00
£895.00
£1203.00
£750.00
£595.03

£13000.00
£12000.00
£17000.00
£1300.00
£1800.00
£1295.00
£ 900.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research Reference 1
Audio Research LS 22
Michel Argo Hera
Naim Nac 72
Naim Hi Cap (Latest)
Naim Hi Cap (Old Style)
Unison Research Mystery One
Burmiester 785
Micromega Tempo P

£5995.00
£2950.00
£900.00
£550.00
£550.00
£403.00
£1095.00
£395.00
£750.00

£8500.00
£4000.00
£ 595.00
£ 650.00
£ 650.00
£ 650.00
£1803.00
£ 900.00
£1250.00

SPEAKERS
Kef Ref Model 3
Dalquist D010

£1350.00 £ 2000.00
£395.00 £ 1000.00

TURNTABLES/ ANALOGUE/ VARIOUS
Conrad Johnson MP11 SE Phono Stage
Mark Levinson No. 25S Phono Stage
Stax Lambda Signature +
SRMT1 Energiser
Clear Audio Sigma
Kiseki Agat Ruby
Linn Klyde
Ortofon MC 7503
Ortofon MC 15 Super II
Michel Gyrodec/ RB/300 QC
Power Supply (Latest)
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Accuphase DP80/81 L
Micromega Duo CD2 Transport
DPA PDM 2mk III
Micromega T-Drive
Micromega T
Dac
Quad 67 (+ remote)
Meridian 200/ 203
Maranta CD94/94A
Meridian 563 18 bit
Sony R1/ Si

èioice
Hi

-Fe

£2995.00 £5843.00

£1600.00 £2200.00
£2750.00 £4000.00
£895.00
£450.00
£1450.00
£450.00
£1250.00
£ 99.00

£1400.00
£ 600.00
£ £ 600.00
£2500.00
£ 150.00

£950.00 £1500.00
£5500.00
£895.00
£550.00
£750.00
£495.00
£495.00
£550.00
£650.00
£495.00
£3995.00

£10000.00
£2000.00
£1000.03
1309.00
£ 800.00
£ 800.00
£1300.00
£1600.00
£ 000.00
£8C00.00

10 Show room/dem room

e Mail order
0Export service
10 Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available
1E) In-depth experience on high end
used equipment
Unbiased advice

10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Amplifiers
£ 895.00 £ 1600.00
£3500.00 £ 7000.00
£ 495.00 £ 795.00
£7995.00 £21C00.00
£1395.00 £ 2500.00
£1495.00 £ 3600.00
£2095.00 £ 2500.00
£2650.00 £ 3400.00
195.00 £ 300.130
£2295.03 £ 4.00
£ 1895.00 £ 2990.00
£4995.00 £19:00.03
£3795.00 £ 5000.93
£ 895.00 £ 1998.00
£1195.00 £ 1590.00
£ 595.00 £ 950.00
£4995.00 £ 10930.00
£ 650.130 £ 900.00
£249&00
4.00
£1495.00 £ 2250.03
£ 450.00 £ 900.03
£3250.00 £ 4790.00
£1495.00
3000.00
£3000.00 £ 5550.00
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£1995.00 £ 4700.00

C7 Pre
Amplifiers
Audio Research LS7 Black
Krell KRC 2
Chord 3200 pre
Musical Fidelity X-Tone + Xpou
Conrad Johnson PV12 (mm/mc)
Krell KRC
CAT SL1 mk11 Black/ Silver
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Jadis JP 80 mm

£1095.03
£2250.00
£2250.00
£225.00
£1995.00
£3795.00
£4500.00
£395.00
£4995.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

1599.00
3690.00
3800.00
320.00
2590.00
6700.00
6500.00
595.00
8000.00

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about expensive
brandnames, it's about aspiring to the very best
sound, about choosing your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country, in a unique nopressure environment. It's about taking advantage of
our unrivalled knowledge and being given the
freedom to choose and upgrade the audio equipment
you want, when you want. Others may sell you hi-fi.
Choice hi-fi will sell you solutions.

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands
Muse 18 sub woofer
Gale 401
Apogee Duetta Sig
Magneplanar 2.5
B & W 802 mk Ill (Walnut)
Martin Logan Aerius I
Acoustic Energy AE1
Acoustic Energy AE120
Acoustic Energy AE109
Ensemble PA1
Klipsch La Scala
Proac Response 4
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Linn Kan
Linn Keilihds
ATC SCM 50 ARosewood
JM Lab Alcor
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
KEF Reference Model 101/2 (Walnut)
Apogee Mini Grand

£ 1095.00 £ 1700.00
£1995.00 £ 4000.00
£ 250.00 £1495.00 £ 3500.00
£ 995.00 £ 2000.00
£ 1895.00 £ 2800.00
£ 1595.00 £ 2299.00
£ 595.00 £ 795.00
£ 365.00 £ 500.00
£ 260.00 £ 350.03
£ 995.00 £ 2000.00
£1695.00 £ 2400.00
£7995.00 £12500.00
2500.00 £ 5000.00
£5995.00 £15000.00
£3000.00 £
£4250.00 £ 7000.00
£ 250.00 £ 500.00
£ 395.00 £ 700.00
£3995.00 £ 5500.00
£2995.00 £ 5000.00
£12000.00 £ 19000.00
£ 1695.00 £ 2700.00
£ 395.00 £ 795.00
£2995.00 £ 7600.00

CD Players
& DACS
EAD OSP 1000
Audio Synthesis Dax (AT&T/AES,EBU)
Ultra Analogue/ re-clocked
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307 HDCD
Theta Data basic 2
Teac D10 dac
Teac P10 transport
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + pou 1
RS. Audio Uttralink
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD
M CCortnack DAC-1
Wadia 22/26p.o.a.Acuphase DP70
Acuphase DP93/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk 11
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Linn Mimik
Meridian 566 DAC (
24 Bit)
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
Aitis CDT Ill Transport
Micromega CD3 Transport
Micromega DS DAC
Musical Fidelity FCD
Quad 77 C.D Player (Quadlink)

£ 695.00 £1495.00
£ 1095.00
£ 995.00
£1695.00
£ 496.00
£ 850.00
£ 195.00
£ 795.00
£3250.00
£ 695.00
£2250.00
£9950.00

£2500.00
£1600.00
£2397.00
£ 800.00
£1600.00
£ 300.00
£2390.00
£6000.00
£ 995.00
£4500.00
£20000.00

£8995.00
£11500.03
£1995.00
£ 595.00
£ 995.00
£ 895.00
£3495.00
£ 995.00
£ 295.00
£ 995.00
£ 495.00

£13800.00
£24000.00
£3995.00
£ 900.00
£1245.00
£1095.00
£5000.00
£1500.00
£ 500.00
£1500.00
£ 700.00

Ç) Turntables
& Analo
Linn LP12/ Avondale/ Akito
Oxford Crystal Ref + Stand
Alphason Sonata
Pera Lume J1/SL5
Basis Ovation
Piece Lume JI/Sowther mk III
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Systemdek II XE 900/ RB 250
Sequera Tuner (Original)
Quad FM3 Tuner
Voyd Reference
Audio Technica ART 1 (Re-tipped +
boron cantilever)
SME IV

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hitiemsn.com

1900.00
5700.00
1095.00
1250.00
2250.00

ERTEMEI

11E) All credit cards inc. Amex

Musical Fidelity A1000
EAR 549 balanced / SE
Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
EAR 509 mk 11 (Gokl)
Audio Research Classic 60
Musical Fidelity F16
Boulder 102 AEX-Dem
Pioneer A400
Krell KSA 150
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Meridian 551 Integrated
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Musical Fidelity P140
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Krell KSA 80
Krell KSA 200 B
Quad 77 Integrated
LFD PA2M/ LS2 Stone

£
£
£
£
£

Quality

1E)Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

IIE)

£1195.00
£3000.00
£895.00
£895.00
£1295.00

ue

£ 895.00 £ 2000.00
£1295.00 £ 2500.00
£ 395.00 £ 800.00
£1750.00 £ 4500.00
£3495.00 £ 4950.00
£ 1800.00 £ 4500.00
£11995.00 35000.00
£
£ 250.00 £ 395.00
£ 395.00 £ 650.00
£4500.00 £
£ 225.00 £
£5000.00 £10000.00
£ 550.00 £ 1000.00
£ 750.00 £ 980.00

392 1963

open from 10am to 8ibm by appointment

All equipment is in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed
Agents for: Acoustic Energy, Alon, ATC, Boulder, Bryston, CA. T, Chord, Elemental Audio, Forsell, Gamma, Graham, Helios, Impulse, Lumley,
Rockport. SME, Soundstyle, Straight Wire, Target, Totem, Trichord, Trilogy, van den Hul, VPI, ?,(
LO and many more.

EIS

for sale trade

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

TANNOY

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

Design Services to help with your own ideas:
* Crossover Design

CASTLE

-Optimised for your units to your specifications

* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing

undertaken

-1w/lm, Phase, Impedance

* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703

-559312

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

326, Portswood Rd, Southampton, Hant S017 2TD

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

KRELL KSA80B Power amp ....£1595
HEYBROOK Quartets & stands EX OEM MINT £595
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands £495
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp MINT......................................£895
SONOS FABER Concerto new
..
£895
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers (Rosewood) MINT _13495
MUSICAL FIDELITY MX Pre-amp . .£895
SPECTRAL Reference Phono cart UNUSED .....£995
JVC 70500 Power amp
.
.£695
ALON It Loudspeakers .£995
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks MINT..£3395
AUDIO RESEARCH 5Mtr Litz line speaker cable
EX OEM
.
(£945) f650
AUDIONOTE Heim amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400) £5495
AUDIONOTE ANS7 Step up transformer .. ..£3000
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII Pm-amp MINT . £1000
AUDIO RESEARCH 0200 amp MINT. £1495
AUDIONOTE 10 United Cartridge & Psu
U750
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT.
134995
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E L/speakers (Rosewood) Fvenner £3995
ARCAM Delta Black Box II Dac
.....£ 175
AUDIONOTE M2 Line Pre-amp MINT ...1599
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 Pre-amp
.1650
AUDIO INNOVATIONS First Audio (with Border Patrol Psu)..£1200
VPI19 MK3 (DARK 000)/Air Tangent/Koetsu Black £1800
SILTECH 24 Pair of Interc 0.6M terminated C/audio plugs ......£150
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 Stereo Power amp .. £1295
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner .. ..£450
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp MINT.. £495
LYRA Parnassus Oct Cartndge EX OEM ................................£1200
BOW 801 Series Ils
....
£185C
BOULDER 250 AE Power amp MINT
£1995
BOW 801 Series Irs (WITH STANDS)..... £1395
KOETSU Black MC Carl (Upgraded to hi-spec by Sugano).....1995
OPA Pre/Power amps (with all connect cables) £895
THETA TLC Jitter Buster (£200 new)
.£85
HELIUS Atrito Tonearm MINT ................................................£199
THIEL I5Speakers EX DEM..£1995
MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp MINT EX OEM ................£4995
MARK LEVINSON 380S Pre-amp EX OEM .£5495
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM
..f5795
MARK LEVINSON MLI Pre-amp with phono.
£595

MARK LEVINSON 29 Power ;..mp EX CON ............................£1095
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp ..............................................£1995
MILLER & KREISAL MX100 Subwoofer EX CON ....................£795
MERIDIAN 600 Dac
..£495
MICROMEGA Stage 6Cd Transport MINT..£595
MERIDIAN 263 Dac
£249
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers ?nth stands ....£250
FORSELL Cartridge MINT urused . £795
REF 107 MK II Speakers (Rcsewood) MINT/BOXED £1995
KRILL KRS Reference Six Rix Pre-amp.....12995
KIF 104 Loudspeakers £450
DEMON ORS-610 Stereo Casette Deck ..................................£125
DENON T11-260/260L Sterea Tuner .. .£85
DENON POA 4400A Monob,ocks EX CON
£895
ORACLE Premier MK III Titâne with psu ...£1495
REVOX 877 Tape Recorder Excellent condition. £595
REVOX PR99 MK3 Tape Deck.£1995
REM B215S Cassene Deck ..................................................£995
REVOX H6 Tuner..
0000 rtable/SME V8Clearaudio Delta Carl...£2495
YOYO TAable (upgraded psi 8mtelelius Orion ..£1495
VOYD Standard Turntable MINT ...£1495
HELIUS Silver Wired Tonearrn.....£995
HOOD Reference Turntable .....£3495
PRIMARE 201/202 Pre-Power Monoblocks ..........................£5995
ACCUPHASE 80-81L CD Player
£2995
MARK LEVINSON 255 Phoeostage with PSU.. ..£2995
S.M.E.V. Golf Plated Tonearm £1495
CLEARAUDID Insider (Gold Wired). £1995
WE NOW OFFER II% FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
*(Sub(ect to status)

PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD

MAIN UK DEALERS FOR NIEL SPEAKERS
EX-DEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST

CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
http://www.hiff stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME

VIM

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON

WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX 01903 872234
e-mail:heatherciale@hifi-stereo.com

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

Ifor sale trade
Make
Acoustat Model II ,e/static. x
donc
Acoustat Model 1100 erotic sails. ',den
Anttern Arnp 1,,,Volye par amo indern
Anthemnintegrated 1Anion mtg . x-den
Mon Electra...kitg (mm). ex-dem
AudioMeca Kreaftwieer Trans & DAC, edem
Chao Hipen 2. .2-way sont new black
Çnano Hide 3_3-way son idem
Chano Academy 1..2-way spkt new
Chano Acodomy 12-way spin >dam
Chano Acodany 2. 2-way spla. new
Chao Act:diary 2 2-way eicr.
Chano Acodarny 3, .4-way F/S spkt 6170w
COunterpCtrit HCM_Dolby pre, x-show
Counterpoint DAION 1 &weal/DAG, euden
We 20 loit DAC
EAR 8.341J846 Valve Pre/Power
Genesis 5_2 W 2-way
x
dom
Kindiaw Overture...Int.
%x
dom
Monkish MC710)...1WW par amp, new
McIntosh C. Full function pre amp. x-show
.ti. .^.6sn. !CS(p.
re amp. mhow
'
- - ys cem - New. boxed'
spin. ',den

SRP£
1600.00

axiom

1200.00
1303W
180100
2650.00
750.00
950.03
1349.CO
1349.00
1699.00
1699.00
.it CO
03
6500.00
50/00
2/0210
1000.00
55000
20013£0

Sb/e&
ICCO
8C° M

96010
Inco
1!88:88
/COCO

400.03
1003.00
l
a
ege

1103.00

55003
1000.03
2000.00
21050
'50. /b
CO

Kicomo
cox 00 0:0000
303 00
603 00

31010

N.E.A.R. Sound
NEAR.
20M._2-way.
Mast„,3
3driver
way plor.
spkt x-rev
x-show
NEW P-3/ a-20.1 .. E're/pwr. x-dem
Neale Neal...Caen spkr. x-show
%din Neo2 with stands Coron spkr, x-show
Necith Neo3...Conon spkr. inshow
Sonic Frontiers SFS-40.. Valve piirt orno Kern
Sono Frontiers SFCD-1_ Wive CD player. c-rev
Sono Frontiers SFM-160 _ Wee m/blocs. retem
Fide PR2COAR...Preomp, x-dem
lhule CD100...CD player. >Gem
bogy Pre/948...Pre/Pwr ama 7-08m
eve into x-dem
Unison SorOy_2.. \
Nakano!), 6W Cassette Deck Collectas [
tern
McIntosh MC 100 solid state 25 year old met
landberg Recense
Tandb3er
ole
Cassette
kndbe reel-la-reel al Oie 70S
MID (cried)

Lintone Audio

ie38 osd
25510 /500,
288
250003

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

1

3000 00
50:0 00
50:003
2COD CO
WOO CO
OCCO
7C0
800
1700
/ 50 0)
OFFERS
OFFERS

800 CO

OFFERS
50.03

We are the distributors for Sonic Frontiers, Anlhem, Nimbus Melds Cable,
AudoCaraet, Mcintosh and AS/JORROS loudspeakers.
We also purchase all free Aude products.

300 00

Absolute Tune-ups
qualiticd enginver ,,. in no‘n I.ru,
rii -align any high- end tipi I
pinoni IS
Undeilake I....builds with ,..i.lccted audioplule
component, and i.tit also
sil h
i'
matching -'oro
l'‘p.ict only the be.t
Absolute

moditv

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMimSPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ff WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL

NEWFOAM

Ntet
e
l

3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifiONEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626

or

Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181 -971 3909 Fax: 0181.879 7962

Alchemist Maxim Amplifrer
les demi .£249.00
Albany DMPI /MI008 Pm/Moro Power Amps
iusedi ..£595.00
Arson Alpha 5CD Player
I
new) ..£249.95
Aucun Delta 110 Pre Amplifier.
( new) .£299.95
Arcam Xera 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
res dem) .£699.00
Arcam Delta 280 Tuner
res demi . 1249.95
Audio Alchemy DDE.V1 DAC .
leg demi .£269.95
Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 RSA DAC
rex demi ...£ 399.95
Casstle Sevem/2 Loudspeakers..
. 1450.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier
( used) .. .£ 240.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier
( used)
.
115000
Cyrus 3Amplifier/PSXR Power Supply. ( used) .£520.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier/PSX Pow<1.Supply
( used) . 1390.00
Infinity Modules Speakers/Stands ( white). ( used) . 1450.00
Jam Concert 8Loudspeakers ( new) .£900.00
Linn Kober Loudspeakers
( used) . 1850.00
Linn Isoharik Loudspeakers
( used) . 1750.00
Linn Kan/2 LoudspeakerstSrands. ( used) .£ 240.00
Linn Sam Loudspeakers/Stands. ( used) .£350.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
rex dem) ...£200.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC ...........
res demi ...£500.00
Meridian 563 DAC Convenor
lused).. .£350.00
Mission DAD 5iDAC5 CD Rot,
( used) .£290.00
Mission PCM2 CD Player
..
( used) .£ 150.00
Mrcromega Stage 1CD Player
.£200.00
Micrornega Stage 3CD Player
lused).. .£450.00
Mus Fid A100 Amplifier...
.£250.00
Mus Frd 8Pre- Amplifier.... ( used) .£2001:0
Nain NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
.£ 150.00
Nain NAC 62 Pm- Amplifier
( used).£19500
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
( used) .£800.00
Quad 44 Pre Amplifier
( used) .£200.00
Quad FM4 Tuner.
( used) .£ 200.130
Quad 77 Amplifier ............... .£399.95
Rotel RCD965BX CD Player
.
.£ 160.00
Rena Planar 3Tumtable
( used) .£ 180.00
Sony MDS1A-SES Mini Disc Recorder ........ ( used) . 13513.0()
Tnchord Pulsar One DAC Convenor .. .(ex dem)......£899.00

STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN,
AUDIOLAB, CYRUS, KRELL, RUARK,
OPERA, MARANTZ, MICHELLE, CASTLE,
TEAC, KEF ETC,ETC.
Visit our web site at http://www.lintone£o.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Bored by the sound of your
current Loudspeakers?

atv

The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - upgrade ¡
II
By improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your loudspeaker you can achieve results that
will astound you.. and for afraction of the cost of buying
anew model.
Our Component Price List contains the definitive
selection of the World's best Hi-Fi components.
Our

Loudspeaker Upgrade

Give them a new lease of life!
receive

our

j

amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICESradios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

Handbook provides

instructions on how to carry out avast range of upgrade'.

To

latest information - just mail, phone

the following address:

or

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE,

fax

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Cumbria, LAO 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823247

Fax: 01539 823317

This is a Free call to tlw ' S
Fax + 800 2329-3626

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

Solon Inductors

5f aurai

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH

Howard Dawson Audio

Hand-Craped Loudspeaker Units for Music Lovers

Let your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end
HERE!
Design- in the HRL-1 audiophile ribbon tweeter

I

and sit back for alifetime of listening pleasure.
The HRL-I is a ' traditional' hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inertia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcomax Ill cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and prescenoe.
Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containing significant energy above
10kHz. These are mainly voices and 'acoustic' instruments.
Metallic percussion,
for example, is reproduced
with
scalp-tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or ' listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance (inchiding crossover section design) and are intended to
fast alifetime. Spare ribbon elements are available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRL-1 Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter
£
300.00 per pair
Replacement ribbon insert for HRI.-I
f10.00 each

Remanuf. inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units ... £ 16.00 each

U.K. pap : ribbon inserts free. HRL-1 pnir.. C10.00
Overuse : ribbon tooter, .. £.5.00 Inny no.), HRL-11 pair at cost (6kg parcel)

16 Copernan Road, Aylsham, Norwich NR II &IL.
Tel (01263) 734361
WWW:: littp:11www.argonekco.uklbusbtesslhsdawson }
E-mail ,.. Ad-audioeargonneauk

148

Service & Repairs
' • Valve & transistor

ye;

poly

Skaaning
e, Loudspeakers

BŒWLIEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

RYCAl.

TEL: 0181 686 2599
EXT 318

seas
c *ECLIREEMAUDIO'
SLEDGEHAMMER

morer

LEAF'

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY TURNTABLES. TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES &
DISCS, TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS
All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or write for specific details.

IAN HARRISON HI FI ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ,
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE,
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
•MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS •
8808 UNIVERSITY GREEN
RO, BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-snail: madisoundeiticcom
Web Page: http:/www.itiacom/madisound

r1
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IX DIM EDUIPMENI SALÉ

Hi- Fi
SAL É

Compact Dac
Nam, CD2
£ 1.500
Rotel RCD930 AX CD Player
£ 140
Maranta CD63Mk3 KI Signature
£349
s/11 Theta Data Basic Mk2 CO Transport £1,500
Wadia 15 DAC / digital preamp: bal /
remote control, dIgital volume etc - connect
DAC directly to power amp - the ultimate £1.500
Amplifiera
Nam 102 remote preamp
Nam 180 poweramp
AlchemIst Nemesis Incl Phono stage
Roksan Caspian Incl. remote
Rotel 921 New Model
Maranta PM66 KI Signature

HLIAIL

AUDIO C

£3.800

£850
£850
£550
£595
£79
£349

£1,080
£1,090
£750
£700
£100
£400

Loudspeakers
ProAc Tablette 50 ( 1.19111 Oak. mint)
£499
Rega Kyle: ( Black)
£ 149
ProAc Response 2.5s ( Cherry. mint cond.) £2100
Kef 055
£399
Roksan Rok 1 ( Light Elder)
f499

£600
£200
£2.700
£500
£645

Headphones etc
Grado SR40
£30
Grado SR60
£50
Sennhelser 90535
£75
Other Sennheisers from f9.99 - please ask
Nordost Blue Heaven 29m BiWire spkr cable £280
Custom Design Tri stands. Ferrari Red
£60
Musical Fidelity X- LP rnm/mc Phono stage £ 100

£45
£80
£105
£380
£85
£130

Telephone:- 01644 420710

LINKS

SPECL4LIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - £2.00
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolnstire. DN lb IEL

Tel/Fax. (+4‘-t 01724 870432
AUDIO M ATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

C181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
1.15I

Lockwood Audio
THE
AUTHORISED

/UMM

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED

EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

tri

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE
Phone: +44(0)

101 20
7 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

=}

5/11.E

Alchemist Foretti pre + power .... . .£2228
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk
£.99
PO.A.
Anthem D 1ployer (5star What HiFi) £1595
...£1299
Audicilat 8031 CDM + 8003 DAC:
£2303
Audic.nore AN-CD2 ...... .
Audic. PhysicsAdvant
£7M0
£3995
Audici Research D115 (Mk II) .
£950
Audit ri Blackshadows 845 valve (new) £41:30
Audicin Silvernight 3008 monobmcks
..PO.A.
Copeland CEA 303 cre omp
£1799
Copeland CTA 505 valve owr amp £2P8

•

monoblacks .
£95112 . £3995
monoblocks KT88 _
£5ç80 . .£2750
L9r1
£1500
£750
Krell Kas.,300 int. amp
£2500
Krell ESA 50
£2800 . .£ 1150
£950
Lumley M103 sValve -nonoblocks
Macinto,h 712 pre (ex/d) (c/c)
PO A
Mac rtosh MC7100 power (exfd)
PO A
Merici ar 557 owr amp
£1500 ... £950
Missirin Dad 7CD
£899 .£400
Restek Skrtan -pwr amp
£595
Rogers S
-udic 5's (rosewood r
.£800
Trianje Anti)es (ex/d)
£ 1099
£699
A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE
ES MK 11'S - LISTEN & BE PERSUADED
On

Dern.• Alchemist. AnInem, Auchomeca, Audion ealve Amps.

Cadence Speakers, O.P.A., Morturchy, Ortolan. Pm:« Triangle
ProieIl-T. Som Frontiers,Triangle SPeCètefS. Trllogy Valve Amas van der Hut

—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your syeem.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
L_ACCESSORIES
PT
UBES
Colt virile, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:

http://www.fotwyre.com
email: fatwyrefflotwyre.com

C

THE
CAME
COMPArlY

P.O. Box 579, Point Plea/ont, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

OCTOBER 1998
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Music Mill
Hi -F1

aduce that's always wonh listening

0131 - 555 3963

KRELL
3001
£2000
SONUS FABER MINIMA AMATOR
£950
IRON WOOD SFANDS ( SONUS FABER)
£235
PINK TRIANGU LITAURAL
£ 1750
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL/ORDINAL
£P0A
DENON TU260I.
£50
MARANTZ CD12 DA12
£ 1800
WANTED MERIDIAN 604
PHONE
AUDIOQUEST CRYSTAL
£75
MERIDIAN 200/203/CLOCK 3
£625
QUAD 77 PRE AMP
£475
QUAD /07 POWER AMP
£375
QUAD 707 POWER AMP
£500
MICHELL GYRODEK RB300/SIC
£700
I
Oameitom • NION-SAT • 72

EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH

1998

£2.000
£180
£500
£2.300

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD

NEWIRAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH

EH6

50G

SALE
UST
Aude Note Ongaku. The one and only
£ 15.995 SM £57.030
Wadia 2000 Mk2 transport uDAC,
Stunneg.. £3995 SM £ 13.300
Krell KBL/KPE Lee Pre Amp • Phono Stage
£ 1995 SM £5328
ProAc 25 Speaker Ash. sealed
£ 1995NEW £2700
Krell (SA 80 Power Amp
£ 1495 SIN £3498
NAKAMICHI ZXL 1000 GOLD SIGNATURE CASSETTE RARE PHONE
Jachs JA500 4Chassos Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 SM £20990
Jadis JA30 Mono Valve Power Amps
£ 1995 SM
£5180
Jadis Defy 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995 SM
£4790
Jadts JP80 MO Valve Pre Arnp, latest 9months old
£5995 SA-1 £10166
Lewnson 26L Pre Amp fully balanced
£2500 S/1-1
£5100
Lewnson 26 Pre Amp phono balanced
£2795 S/F1
£5300
£8250
Lewnson ML3 Power Amp
£2995 SM
£2400
Lewnson 12A Power Ampo P/Supply MM/MC
£995 SM
Gokimund Stud,o Turntable wIth T3F am, Last version
£4500 SM £10600
£3800
Goldmund Stude Turntable hock Ann
£995 SM
£1795
Transfeuralon Supreme Cartndge Latent
£795 SM
Rowland Model 7Serres 3Power Amps
£3995 SM £10500
Rowland Model 2Power Amp. Latest
£2995 SM
£5000
Krell (AV Aude Vouai Pre Amp Processor AC3
Reduced £6995 S/F1 £14390
Krell (SA 250 Power Amp
£2995 SM
£6600
Krell (SA 2008 Power MT. Last 'renon
£2500 SM
£5550
Krell ( PS 301CD Player. 3months old
f2995 SM
£5490
Krell (AV 3001 Integrated lamp. 3months old
£ 1895 SM
£2545
Krell (SA 50 Power Amp. Reduced
£ 1000 SM
£2800
Krell (SL Une Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295 SM
£2298
Warfia 16 CD Player D,gi Vol
£3995 SM
£7395
£2350
Nakamoch Dragon Cassette Deck
£ 1495 SM
Nakamohl 700 ZXE Cassette Deck, Classo
£795 SM
£1600
Revus HI Cassette Deck
£695 SM
£1150
Star Quarto 2CD Player. Classa
£3000
£1295 SM
ProAc 3.5 Speakers Rosewood Special Pair
£2995 E/D
£4700
£5000
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers, Bewire Piano Black
£1995 SM
Audio Physes Veto Speaker Cherrywood
£2500 SM
£3800
£5000
Faune MI Speakers MO Pana Black
£2500 SM
Mon Win Speakers Franc Black, . . Reduced £4500 E/D
£8880
£6200
Sonos Faber Guannao Speakers Ltd Editen
£4500 SM
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers oStands Oak Pore
£995 SM
£3000
Magnaplanar 1.5 OR Speakers, New sealed
£995NEW
£1600
Counterpoot DAIOE/DAI1E CD Trans/DAC
Stunning £1895 SM
£4165
Menchan 508 24 bit CD Player. Latest
£1495 E/D
£1995
Mendlan 2001203 Trans/DAC Tncord.
Reduced
f695 SM
£1660
£1665
Mendian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Rernote
Reduced
f695 SM
Cary CAD 805 Mono 211 Valve Power Arne
Reduced £4500 SM
£8000
£1495
Cary 2A3 Power Amp Tnode
Reduced
£795 SM
Cary CAD 550. CO Processor Pre Amp
£595 SM
£1200
Gryphon Ltd Editen Pre Amp
Stunning £3500 S/11
£8000
£5500
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced £1995 SM
Audio Research 070 Power Amp
Reduced £1795 SM
£4400
Aude Research VT60 Power Amp
Reduced £1195 SIN
£2645
Aude Research LS3B Pre Amp Black. Remote
Reduced £1495 SM
£3025
Auch° Research LS7 Pre Amp. Latest
Reduced £1095 SM
£1698
Audio Research SPI 4. Last Version....
Reduced £1095 SM
f3298
Apogee Stage Speakers oStands
Reduced
£3450
0995 SM
£3850
Aloi 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced £1295 SM
Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
(2 pair av)
Reduced £ 1795 SM £5350
Burmelster 838;846 Phono/Lore Pre Arne Gold
Reduced £ 1295 SM £3503
Burmelster 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Arne Chrome Reduced £995 SM £3250
Marto Logan CLS 22 Electrostatic Speaker + Stands
£ 1995 SM £4550
Goldmund Uranus 3Power Amp
Sturveng £ 1995 SM £5150
Lmn Karnck Nemenc 2CD Trans/DAC
Reduced £ 1195 SM £2572
SlIverado Speakers oSlands Piano ( Watt Beater)
£ 1395 SM £2350
Snell A3 4Box Loudspeakers (Ask PO)
£2995 SM £8995
SME345 Toneann Black/Gold Rare
£595 SM £ 1000+
Glassam Model 1Tonearm Spare Wand
£995 SM £2900
Micro Sedu Air Bearmg Vacuum Planer Heavy Turntable
Runs 4Tonearrns. weighs abOul 70Ibs
Stunrung £2995 SM £7000+
Teat PI/DI Transport/DAC Balanced
£ 1995 SM £4800
Teac Tascam Pro CD Player Balanced
£795 SM £ 1900
Revox B261 Tuner
£750 SM £ 1145
Revox H6 RDS Tuner
£550 SM £ 1000
Threshold Fer 10E Pre Amp Phonobne
Reduced £ 1595 SM £4990
Threshold Fer IO Pre Amp Phonorbne
ESupples
Reduced £ 1295 SM £4250
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 SIN £2150
Equaten 2Speakers Black 90DB. .... Excellent £ 1295 SM £3500
Proceed CD Player ( Lewnson) Balanced
£995 SM £ 1(030
Oracle Alexandna Turntable Prelude Arm
£495 SM £ 1390
Audio Syntheso ?omble Sony COX 303E0 AToT wilh
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 &I
£995 SM £2515
Tno LOI TTuner ( Clasec) ( Sequerra Boer)/
£895 SM
Loads
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2avallabre
£495 SM £995
Krell Stucho DAC Balanced AToT
Reduced £ 1500 S/Fi £4450
Beard BB100 Mk2 Integrated Valve Amp
£695 SM £ 1495
M,cromega 2.1 CD Transport ( Excellent)
Reduced £ 1295 SM £2500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp + Supply
£450 SM £885
Casasse 135 Speakers VDM erred aActive Equaliser
£ 1795 SM £4600
Michel 150 Phono Stage
£250 SM £412
Cadence ES Eectrostato Hybrid Speakers
Stunning £ 1995 SM £4500
Passen Paisse Pre Amp Visshay
£395 SM £720
Theta DS Pro Basic 2DAC
£995 SM £2299
Spectral SUCIO Pre Amp
Excellent £995 SM £3490
Krell PAM 1Pre Amp Dual Supply
Excellent £895 SM £ 1998
Spender SP2.2 Speakers oStands
£295 SM £850
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395 SM £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
f395 SM £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
£ 1000 SM £3903
PS Aude 4.6 Pre Amp MM/MC
£295 SM £900
Arcam Dena 120 Power Amp
£200 SM £520
Arcam Dena 1100 % Arno/DAC Back Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 SIN £450
Arcam 170.3 CD Transpon
£250 SM £700
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295 SM £600
JBL 150 Speakers Umed oak. As ne«
£450 SM £ 1650
Sumo Ana Panel Speakers. Stunning sound
£450 SM £2220
Acoustat II Electrostato Panel Speakers, Black
£350 SM £ 1095
Magnapear MG2C Speakers Oak
£495 sni
£1400

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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RECORD STORAGE

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

Shoanne's front elevation is here compared with
one of IAN EDWARDS' larger units, the
40" 5-tier LP unit which is drawn to the some
scale & which holds 1250 LPs.

"
Lt.)

This is our way of letting readers know that
IAN STILL MAKES LP RECORD HOUSING in
ALL SORTS of wood finishes from pine to
rosewood, as well of course as racks & drawer.
chests for CDs, video topes or cassettes, Hi-fi

;111
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units & bookshelves, etc, etc, etc & Specials.
For the BEES KNEES in this type of furniture, in

SILMIC® ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)

Modem
from

or

Georgian styles, ask for the Brochure

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG) 3HB.
Telephone: 01423 500442

The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in
this outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that require the finest performance, excelling in clarity,
depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are
extremely low ( third high frequency distortion 10KHz, 0.1A. - 120db
or less). All lead out wires are Oxygen- Free Copper.

111111finmem..v. rem- FI
&HomEcINEmA

28 GUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
E-MAIL: hi-fiepaynter.demon.co.uk. WEB SITE: www.paynter.demon.co.uk

Valve Enthusiasts! High voltage Elna Cera fine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCapTM film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

•SIRIUS AMPL,.L••„

• '.• _-IELL PRODUCTS

• B.K.S

•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS

HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS

•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS
• ACCUPHASE
• AUDIO ANALOGUE

Solid
State and Loudspeaker
Builders!
DACT CT1
Attenuattors, Sanyo OS- CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine
ROA series, REL MultiCapTM, 99.99% Long- Grain pure Silver wire,
VampireTM OFC connectors, Air core inductors wound with
Oxygen- Free Copper wire, also COROBARO OFC Copper iron dust
core inductors, Caddock high power resistors.

•TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS
•VAN DEN HUL
•NAGRA PL- P PREAMPLIFIER
•SELECO VIDEO PROJECTORS
•HEYBROOK

•TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
VTL 30/30 STEREO VALVE AMP 1995)
MARK LEVINSON 27 POWER AMP 1499515H
MANLEY 3C08 SE/PP MONC6LOCS (41Bol 90
MANLEY PURIST PREAMP 116401 XD
VTL SUPER DELUXE PREAMP ( 29951 XD
VAC 80/E0 SIEFEO VALVE PONER AMP127301X0
MAGNEPLANAR MG 06 OR SE 11575100
VIMAK TRANSPORT & DAC16030ISH
HELIUS CHAMELEON SPEAKERS 19951SH
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP ( 1300150
BEARD P35 POWER AMP 19951SH
KRELL KPS 20/L CO PLAYER 112.0001
CELESTION 5000 RIBBON SPEAKERS SH

For further details on the SILMIC series, and to receive information on the many other
audio components we supply, send for afree copy of our 1988 audiophile catalogue:
AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel ,Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocom@connect-wales.co.uk

£495 TOL REFERENCE MONITORS SH
£ 995
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DSM DAC 1
12001
f595
1995 vAC 201 VALVE PREAMP XD119951 £ 995
£995 PERFEAUX SM 5PREAMP ED ( 2500] £ 995
£1495 PERREAUX 2403 2COW POWER 129951
f1595
f1795
TEAC P30 CO TRANSPORT ( NEVVI
£ 1995
f1095
£2495 LANGEMN 20 BIT DEC 1150019D
f995
£275 SYRINX DAC 15031 XD
£ 250
£695 TEAC VRDS 1[6E1E1501 XD
f695
£495 TEAC VRDS 7[6501 XD
,,
f495
f7995 OPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP ( 6501 X0
f495
£395 TEAC R-H300 CASSETTE DEC ( 160) 901
£ 100
f1995
£

Calling all Vinyl E
General Knowledge Quiz

a te o ow ng features?
Exceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Platter,
external power supply, ) single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full
suspension system, including motor isolation, plus optional high
mass, diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality
oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.

Ii-

Available brand new and fully built or in self- build kit form.
What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?
A lot less than you might think with . . . The 0.T. !!
In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the
transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many other's. Upgrades from £ 115.00. External turntable power supplies fully
built and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.00. Plus much more!
16-18A Eldon Street
Tuxford, Near Neià
Notts. NG2

SUGDEN
product information sales
and service, contact:Audio

Synergy

Limited

Tel: 01924 406016

"
No ordinary
Hi Fi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Phone Today!

Overseas export enquiries welcome.

01777-870372

Fax 01777-870437

EXCLUSIVE SCOTTISH DISTRIBUTOR FOR

E.A.R./YOSHINO

Now demonstrating Tim De Paravacini's lastest masterpiece, the V20 integrated amplifier and the outstanding MC3 cartridge
transformer, a " must hear" if using aquality moving coil.

* For more details phone 0131 553 4126.*
Vintage and quality equipment for sale.

-4
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WAS
NOW
Audion Silver Knight 300B
£ 1.250 £ 695
Art Audio Conerto Power Amp
£ I.650 £ 95
Beard P50 Power Amp
£ 00 £ 95
STD KT77 Power Amp
£ 00 £ 50
Roksan TABRIZ ZI Tone Arm
£ 195
Quad II Pair
£ 450
Leak TL 10 Pair
£ 495
Leak TL 12 + Pair
£ 25
Leak Stereo 20
£ 75
Tannoy Chatsworth 12 - Monitor Gold
£ 00
Due in soon: Radford STA 2511, Thorens 124, Garrard 301 & 401, Leak TL 15+
Equipment bought, exchange, repaired.

clossified

NVA

Half Price Sale
High-End components at up to 50% off

Jeff Rowland Design Group.
The Concentra, possibly the wild's finest solid state integrated amplifier,
was £5,500, one only in mint condition £2,995.
Genesis
Digital Lens, the ultimate upgrade for quality two box CD players, virtually
eliminates timing errors and jitter, was £1,800, one only
£899.
Series 400 passive dipole floorstandets, metal cone drivers, ntbon tweeter,
superb rosewood endosure, were £4,000, one pair only £1,795.
Series Vsemi-active dipole loudspeakers, araie dunce to own one (idle
worlds ¡rat loudspeakers, were £15,000, one pair only
£7,499.
Primate
Model 301 true differential, fully balanced integrated amplifier, 2x160
watts (4ohm) was £1,700, one only in excellent condition £899.
Anulenry (
by Charlo)
Model 3J fkustanding loudspeakers, real solid walnut enclosure, were
£6,000 pair only absolutely as new,
£2999.
All of the above are lightly used demonstrators and offered with
full 12 month warrantees.

END OF RANGE AND EX DEM
STOCK FOR SALE
£Stering inc. VAT
T.D.S.
The Definitive Statement Mono Power Amplifier f)141115 3,200
T.S.S.
The Second Statement Stereo Power Amplifier 3
1746 1,800
T.S.S.
The Second Statement Pre Amplifier
T.C.S.
The Complete Statement Integrated Amplifier
2.ens 1,300
T.I.S.
The Integrated Statement Integrated Amplifier i_err 8
00
T.T.S.
The Transparent Satatement CD Player
e7
.
011 1,800
T.E.S.
The Emotive Statement CD Player ,? tÉ 1,000

400

FOR FREE INFORMATION PACK CONTACT AS BELOW

NVA

Sole UK distributor;
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
P.O. Box414G, Epping E•sex. CM116 6HJ
Tel; 01992 573030, Fax 01993 374030

6Watermill Industrial Estate
Aspenden Road, Buntingford, Hens SG9 9JS

Tel: 01763 272707

Fax: 01763 271594

web www.users.dircon.co.uki-nva
email nva@dircon.co.uk

e-rnail; mdc.hifievirgin.net
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Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage ( DC)

6.3V
1.3A
450V

Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation

425V
-15 to -40V
65mA
22W

Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA 118HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

4.

FOR November, HFN/RR's equipment reviews reflect
the exciting developments which are now transforming
the hi-fi scene. We'll be reviewing the new Marantz
CD ' rewritable' recorder and we'll also be taking a
critical look at arange of the options available for
recording CDs in your personal computer. We'll be
covering the first available Advanced Audio Disc
player system from Muse, using the DVD-based
'96/24' high- resolution audio system. Further reviews
will cover products as diverse as the Theta David highend DVD transport and Pioneer's first MiniDisc player.
CD player reviews will include the Naim CD3.5
(promised originally for this month, we apologise for
the delay!). Amplifier tests include Conrad Jerson's
16LS ' mini-ART' pre-amplifier, interesting UK designs
from Crimson and Exposure. Turning to speakers,
we have amajor feature review for the November —
the UK's first review of B&W's Nautilus 801, an indepth test by Martin Colloms.
November feature articles will range from anew
Ben Duncan DIY project to alook at the theory of
multi-channel audio, and what the future holds.
November's music section leads on an interview with
pianist Angela Hewitt ( her Messiaen disc is reviewed),
and as usual covers the whole
spectrum of recorded music in
reviews of new CDs.
Finally, don't forget our
November prize
competition, when
there'll be more than
£2000 worth of hi-fi
up for grabs!
HFN/RR's November
'98 issue goes on sale
Friday,
4September. Don't miss it.
Order now from your
newsagent.

I

FREE

[INN CD SAMPLER!
We will be,giving away aFREE CD
sampler of great music from Linn
Records. This unique and varied mix
of material is recorded to Linn
Record.' usual high standards,
making it atreat for any
dis:erning audiophile
and music lover

Pioneer My-D707
MiniDisc recorder

Cr1111,11

Above: Artists in
Focus will be The
Supernatural,
Right: next month's
interview is with
pianist Angelo
Hewitt

&Ws Nautilus 801
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Fifteen
months after
Ronnie Lane's
death,
the reissues
keep on
coming

New Millennium
Communications
Restored Ronnie
Lane:
You Never Can
Tell — The BBC
Sessions [
Pilot 11];
Anymore For
Anymore
[Pilot 15].
Kuschty Rye —
The Singles
[Pilot 19].
Tin & Tambourine
[Pilot 46].
Recommended
reading:
Quite Naturally —
The Small Faces by
Keith Badman and
Terry Rawlings
[Complete Music
Publications, 1997]
154

O

bscured by the furore
surrounding the method of
celebrating
the
first
anniversary of the death of The Most
Famous Woman Who Ever Lived,
there's another passing probably
remembered only in certain quarters
of the rock world. Sadly enough, too
many probably don't even know that
he died, but Ronnie Lane did
succumb to multiple sclerosis in June
1997. A year on, though, and it's
apparent that he was well- loved
enough to ensure that the reissues just
keep on 'a-coming.
Cynics will argue that the death of
any artist — no matter how obscure
or forgotten — inspires a feast of
cash-ins from the record companies,
and I'll be the last to argue that. John
Denver couldn't get arrested in the
early 1990s. A plane crash and wham!
— more best-ofs than most shops
could stock. But Denver, for
example, did have a clearlydefined fan-base which could
easily absorb any new titles.
Awareness of Lane, alas, was
reduced to the recurring
flurries of interest in the Small
Faces or the Faces proper.
It was the first of his bands
which enjoyed a brief period
of rediscovery in the early-tomid 1990s when drummer Kenney
Jones, partly inspired by the parlous
state of Lane's health, enjoyed
progress in straightening out the
royalties situation regarding the Small
Faces catalogue. Concurrent with
these efforts to recover some of the
millions the band never received, was
aseries of masterful reissues, restoring
to the racks the band's albums via the
global licensees of Deram/Decca
product. Charly produced a4CD box
in 1995 called The Immediate Years,
which contained pretty well every
scrap relevant to that period.
Facsimile editions of Ogden's Nut
Gone Flake appeared, while the band
which formed from the ashes of the
Small Faces has enjoyed perpetual inprint status. Indeed, the Faces (
sans
the ' Small') benefited retrospectively
from the permanent superstar
standing of one Rod Stewart.
For amember of aband beset with
so much tragedy — management rip-

offs, terminal ill-health, the death in a
fire of band-mate Steve Marriott —
Lane always managed to convey such
glorious bonhomie that you come
away from listening to his catalogue
with one overwhelming realisation:
that the good-timey, proto-laddish
ambience which permeated both the
Small Faces and Faces catalogues was
innate. Arriving at Lane's earlier work
in reverse, though, will only confuse,
for those who discover him first
through his post-Faces solo or Slim
Chance material will believe him to
be an unplugged troubadour with
more links to the British folkie crowd
than a former Mod who understood
booze and pills and all-night partying.
But circa- 1966 and 1976 Lane are
not all that far apart. However
rocking the Small Faces, however
'real ale' the sound of Slim Chance,
both extremes of Lane's musical
legacy are imbued with one clear
element common to both: arch
'Englishness'. True, the Small Faces
interwove as much Motown and soul
into their work as they did British
music hall. And yes, Slim Chance
could have come from Appalachia as
easily as it could have worked as the
house band for some pub in the
Yorkshire
Dales.
But
that's
secondary.
Because of his Cockney-to-country
span, Lane is undeniably a key
influence on the majority of late

1990s Britpop artists, many of whom
know the work of the Small Faces
second-hand, via the Jam. It's safe to
say that the music of Supergrass,
Blur, Oasis and a host of others
reveals more than a few traces of
Lane-ism. Further afield, we probably
wouldn't have enjoyed the boozy
Black Crowes if the Faces hadn't
existed. And many believe Lane to
have been the real force in that outfit.
After the chaotic years of the Small
Faces and the Faces, Lane formed
Slim Chance in 1973, actually touring
the UK in a Romany caravan. As a
committed fan, Imust forgive lane
for possibly inspiring the lame, insipid
Dexy's Midnight Runners. Anyway,

the Passing Show, as it was called,
included a travelling circus with
clowns, jugglers and animals, mildly
reminiscent of the Rolling Stones'
fixed-venue one-off some five years
earlier. However rootsy and noble the
concept, it was a financial disaster,
which meant that Lane had to
supplement his income by leasing his
mobile recording studio to bands
such as Led Zeppelin. Given what the
future held, the loss of revenue must
have contributed to the stress of
suffering from MS.
It's the Slim Chance period which
has been so ably covered by New
Millennium Communications in a
series of CDs loaded with extras. First
up was the 2CD You Never Can Tell,
containing 26 loose and joyous tracks
recorded for the BBC, including
nostalgic material like ' Ooh-La-La'
and ` All Or Nothing', which he'd
recorded with his earlier bands. It was
followed by a revamped edition of
Slim Chance's debut LP, the folkrocky Anymore For Anymore from
1974, with seven bonus tracks. The
third in the series is Kuschty Rye,
containing all of the singles from
1973-80, while just out is a 16-track
rarities package, Tin & Tambourine —
all the more poignant for showing us
what events, finance and illness
prevented from being released in his
lifetime.
Shop around, and you might find
copies of Mahoney's Last Stand, a
soundtrack he recorded with former
Face Ron Wood in 1976. Who
completists need to secu-re a copy of
Rough Mix, his collaboration with
Pete Townshend, an old friend and
fellow-survivor of the First Mod Era.
Another solo, See Me, appeared in
1979. And then there are the guest
shots he made prior to being
diagnosed MS in the late 1970s, his
skills as a bassist finding him work
with
Roy
Harper
and
Paul
McCartney.
From the end of the 1970s until his
death, Lane could only work
sporadically, his health ending his
touring career in 1990. He spent the
last part of his life in the USA,
probably unaware of how his work
from 30 years before was being
revived by Weller, Albarn et al.
I just remembered another
anniversary: 15 years ago — 8
October 1983, to be precise — the
Tremeloes played at George Bartlett's
hi-fi show in London. They had as an
audience a hall full of people who
made their living from manufacturing,
selling or writing about equipment
which reproduces music. They told us
to dig deep into our pockets, the
money going to a good, musical
cause. And they introduced us to the
cause himself: afrail but cheerful and
utterly charming Ronnie Lane. And
more than a few people in that room
had purchased 'All Or Nothing', 'Tin
Soldier' and ' Itchycoo Park' the first
time around.
Ken Kessler
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The Revel GEM Loudspeaker
So good wg nut it on apedestal
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVEL

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Pork Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fox: 01494 440360 Email: piemier©pothio.uk
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The Monitor Audio - PMC Series

703 Cherry

`All that glitters is gold"
Adapted from ist testament

Monitor Audio's remarkable 'profiled metal cone' technology utilises
agold ceramic coated Aluminium/Magnesium alloy. The resulting
increase in stiffness means greater sonic accuracy.
Designers and manufacturers of high quality loudspeakers in our own
factories in Cambridge England, Monitor Audio is totally
committed to your listening pleasure.
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MONITOR AUDIO
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MONITOR AUDIO LTD 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZN England UK.
Tel: +44 (
0)1223 246344 Fax: +44 (
0)1223 214532 http://www.monitoraudio.com

